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ABSTRACT 
Van der Zee, S.E.A.T.M., 1988, Transport of reactive contaminants in heterogene-
ous soil systems. Doctoral thesis, Agricultural University, Wageningen, The Ne-
therlands 283 pages, four appendices. 
Transport of reactive contaminants was studied in soil systems that exhibit 
pronounced variability with respect to the flow and sorption parameters and the 
solute feed function at the inlet boundary. Emphasis was given to the sorption 
and transport of orthophosphate (P) in soil. An approximate P sorption kinetics 
model was derived, that is based on a mechanistic description of reaction pro-
cesses at the microscopic scale. The approximate model, that involves a reversi-
ble adsorption according to Langmuir kinetics, and an irreversible diffusion-
precipitation reaction, as a function of a concentration scaled time variable, des-
cribed experimental sorption and desorption data well. Validation by predicting 
P-transport using independently assessed sorption parameter values, showed a 
reasonable agreement between experimental and numerical results. With the 
distributions of sorption model parameters and soil variables found for a field 
and a watershed, transport was simulated for homogeneous and heterogeneous 
soil systems at conditions resembling those of the field. It appeared that only a 
smaller part of sorbed P is subject to desorption, and that transport in many ca-
ses conforms to shock front displacement. Transport at field conditions, further-
more, appeared to be largely controlled by P-sorption and to a lesser extent by 
flow. 
Assuming soil in the field may be described as a number of parallel, non-
interacting columns, and assuming piston type displacement, P-transport was 
described if the sorption capacity and P-input differ for each column, using sto-
chastic theory. The main trends for P-displacement in such a heterogeneous 
field were in agreement with experimental data, and showed large differences 
with the solutions of the convection-dispersion equation for average parameter 
values. An analytical solution for a more specific case supported these findings, 
for heavy metal transport, and showed faster breakthrough in the small concen-
tration range than expected using average parameter values. The effect of trans-
versal interaction between two layers with different properties showed that the 
loss of solute from the layer with the largest transport velocity may be signifi-
cant, when at the sharp interface, in the direction of flow, soil properties vary 
much. 
Additional Index Words: distribution, unreacted shrinking core, scaling, reversi-
bility, Monte Carlo simulations, groundwater, surface water eutrophication, cop-
per, cadmium, phosphate. 
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11. Milieu-confrontatie werkt milieu-bewustzijn beter in de hand dan 
milieu-educatie. 
12. Ook voor de landbouwuniversiteit is het van belang om milieutechnisch 
onderzoek althans gedeeltelijk te combineren met onderzoek naar de 
maatschappelijke aspekten van de milieuproblematiek. 
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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Contamination of agricultural soils 
One of the incentives for soil research is to obtain understanding 
that may be usefull for improving agricultural production, both 
quantitatively and qualitatively. Because productivity of soil as well 
as e.g. ground water quality may be affected adversely by soil 
contamination, understanding of the effects of soil contamination has 
become another major motive for soil research. The nature of the 
contaminants, the pathways by which they enter and leave the soil 
system, and the soil functions that are primarily in hazard, may be 
very diverse. To focus the discussion I therefore consider only a 
factor many soils have in common: diffuse sources contamination. This 
type of contamination may be characterized by a source that is not 
well defined with respect to its place, and that has therefore no well 
defined trends, at the scale of interest. 
In The Netherlands several diffuse source contaminations affect 
most soils in agricultural use, though with a varying intensity. 
Examples are the atmospheric deposition of e.g. NO , NH~, and SO 
that may result in enhanced soil acidification [Van Grinsven et al., 
1986, Ulrich and Matzner, 1983], the atmospheric deposition of heavy 
metals [Thornton, 1986, Van De Meent et al., 1984, Ferdinandus, 1987], 
and the disposal of animal manure containing large amounts of 
phosphorus, nitrogen, potassium, and heavy metals [Lexmond et al., 
1982, Henkens, 1983, Ferdinandus, 1987]. The high deposition rates of 
such compounds may lead to a number of problems, such as crop-yield 
reduction, too high contents of certain elements in consumable 
products, that cause a hazard to human or animal health, and a 
deterioration of the quality of ground and surface water [Lexmond, 
1980, MacNicol and Becket, 1985, Denneman et al., 1985, Hirst et al., 
1961, Ma, 1983, Van Riemsdijk et al., 1987, Van Der Zee et al., 1987]. 
Because the environmental problem, caused by high application rates of 
phosphorus present In animal manure, is given emphasis in this- thesis, 
this aspect is considered next in a little more detail. 
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1.2 Excessive manure disposal in intensive animal husbandry 
Since 1950 agricultural practice In The Netherlands has changed as 
a result of economical, sociological, and technical developments. 
Because of the Increasing demand for dairy products and meat, and the 
necessity of Improved labour productivity as labour costs rose, the 
agricultural production process needed to be Intensified. Improved 
animal disease control and manure storage facilities, and economical 
use of food concentrates enabled high livestock densities, that could 
become Independent of the agricultural land area at disposition of the 
farmer [Van Daalen, 1985, Wadman et al., 1987]. The intensive animal 
husbandry is characterized by a large net import of e.g. nutrient 
elements, and the production of large quantities of animal manure that 
contain the main fraction of the imported nutrient elements. Despite 
animal manure transport to other locations, most of it Is disposed of 
in the production area. Thus quantities of elements far exceeding the 
crop's requirements are applied to soils in agricultural use. Because 
maize responds favourably to excessive disposal rates of animal 
manure, fields receiving large amounts of manure are often cropped 
with maize [Wadman et al., 1987]. The amounts not used by the crops 
may accumulate in the soil, or, if the accumulation rate is smaller 
than the difference in the rates of application and of uptake, leave 
the soil compartment. 
One of the pathways with which compounds applied In manure may 
leave the soil system, is by leaching in the percolating soil water to 
ground water. Problems may arise if water quality becomes less than 
acceptable in view of quality standards set by the government for 
groundwater recharge [VTCB, 1986, VROM, 1986] and for drinking water. 
For instance, excessive manure disposal caused nitrate concentrations 
higher than the acceptable value of 50 mg NO3 1 in groundwater in 
some Dutch regions [Appelo et al., 1982, Bleuten and Cerutti, 1984, 
Steenvoorden et al., 1986]. 
Another compound that may lead to environmental problems is 
phosphate. Because in many situations in areas with intensive animal 
husbandry the application rates exceed the phosphorus crop uptake 
rates, accumulation and leaching of phosphorus may occur [Lexmond et 
al., 1982, 1985, Van Riemsdijk et al., 1985a, b, Breeuwsma and 
Schouwmans, 1986] . Phosphorus may reach the surface water both by 
transport through ground water and by surface runoff. When in surface 
water phosphate concentrations occur that exceed 0.15 g P m (or 
0.005 mol m ) [IMP 1985-1989], excessive algae growth may occur in 
Dutch surface water. This eutrophic state of the surface water i s 
undesirable because of induced fish mortality due to low oxygen 
concentrations in the water, the adverse effects on the poss ib i l i t ies 
for recreation in this water, ans problems with preparation of 
drinking water. 
Besides the agricultural contribution to the P-load of Dutch 
surface water other contributions are e.g. P imported by the large 
r ivers entering The Netherlands, and P originating from domestic or 
waste water discharge [Beek, 1979]. To protect surface water quality 
and to improve the current situation government regulations are in 
preparation or already issued, to decrease the discharge of phosphorus 
in surface water. Among others because i t is unacceptable that thé 
agricultural contribution would increase where other contributions 
should decrease, as well as to ascertain effectivity of regulations, 
also regulations to limit the agricultural contribution are well under 
way now. In the context of the Soil Protection Act, a General 
Governmental Measure (A.M.v.B) was issued on the use of animal manure, 
which became effective on April 1, 1987 [VTCB, 1986]. In several 
phases the annual excess of manure disposed (excess with respect to P-
uptake by crops) is constrained to decreasing l imi ts , and in the las t 
phase, s tar t ing in the year 2000, excessive disposal i s prohibited. To 
avoid environmental problems for the intermediate period, due to 
deterioration caused by a limited number of f ie lds with large P-
emissions (currently or in near future) to groundwater, an exception 
clause to these regulations was made for so called P-saturated so i l s . 
Because part of the work in this thesis emanated from a project for 
the ministry VROM (Mtnlstery of Housing, Physical Planning and 
Environment),that concerned P-saturated soi ls [Van Der Zee et a l . 
1988] some backgrounds are given of this regulation and the problems 
addressed In the context of this project. 
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1.3 Phosphate- saturated soils 
Annual uptake r a t e s of phosphate by crops are of the order of 
magnitude of 70 kg P 2 0 5 ha _ 1 y - 1 or 972 mol P h a - 1 y " 1 . This number 
may be compared to app l i c a t i ons of 270 to 500 kg P2O5 n a v occuring 
a t average in the communities of St . Oedenrode and Son and Breugel, 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . At the community-scale of observa t ion extreme s i t u a t i o n s 
are averaged out tha t may occur a t the f i e l d s c a l e . Thus one f i e l d I s 
known ^ o have received a quan t i t y of manure equivalent to 
approximately 5000 kg P0O5 ha in half a yea r . Such extreme manure 
d isposa l r a t e s may lead to unwanted environmental consequences very 
f a s t (apar t from o rgano- l ep t i c shock) . An exception c lause for P-
sa tu ra t ed s o i l s in the A.M.v.B. on the use of animal manure, aims at 
preventing adverse e f f ec t s caused by disposal of l a rge q u a n t i t i e s of 
manure. Thus, no manure disposal i s allowed on phosphate sa tu ra ted 
s o i l s , i . e . , the t o t a l amount of phosphate appl ied to such s o i l s 
should not exceed phosphorus uptake by c rops . 
In the advice given by the VTCB [1986] no d e f i n i t i o n was 
formulated of a phosphate sa tu ra ted s o i l . The minis t ry VROM cont rac ted 
the Department of Soil Science and Plant Nu t r i t i on (Agr icu l tu ra l 
Un ive r s i ty , Wageningen) to provide an appropr ia te d e f i n i t i o n and to 
give a de sc r i p t i on how such s o i l s should be exper imental ly 
i n d e n t i f i e d . This i s done in the Protocol Phosphate Saturated Soi l s 
[Van Der Zee et a l . , 1988]. At the same time the Soil Survey I n s t i t u t e 
[Stiboka] was asked to iden t i fy those reg ions suspected of harbouring 
many (having a high dens i ty of) phosphate sa tu ra ted s o i l s . Several 
problems obs t ruc ted the so lu t ion of the ques t ions asked. Whereas a 
s t a r t had been made to descr ibe phosphate t r anspo r t in f i e l d s , as well 
as with quant i fying desorp t ion , the combination was not yet at tempted. 
Moreover i t became necessary to descr ibe these processes such tha t not 
only the I n t e l l e c t u a l problem was solved, but tha t a lso the assessment 
of P-sa tu ra ted s o i l s was based on an environmentally j u s t i f i e d 
c r i t e r i o n , was accu ra t e , can be dup l i ca ted , and i s simply and in a 
r o u t i n e fashion execu tab le , for d i f f e r en t Dutch s o i l s . 
In view of these (pa r t l y se l f -posed) c o n s t r a i n t s , s i m p l i f i c a t i o n s 
were i n e v i t a b l e . A number of these s i m p l i f i c a t i o n s tha t underlay much 
of t h i s t h e s i s , but were not subject of i n v e s t i g a t i o n , are given In 
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t h i s sec t ion . F i r s t of a l l , only the behaviour and t ranspor t of the 
or tho-phosphate ion i s considered as most phosphorus in animal manure 
i s in t h i s form, e i t he r in so lu t ion or as so l id phosphates that are 
well soluble a t acid pH-values (pH<6) [Fordham and Schwertmann, 1977, 
G e r r l t s e , 1976, Ger r i t se and Eksteen, 1978]. Displacement of organic 
phosphorus compounds (a minor f r a c t i o n in animal manure, and subject 
to t ransformation to or tho-phosphate) supposedly dóes not c o n s t i t u t e a 
major hazard with respec t to eu t roph ica t ion problems [ G e r r i t s e , 1976, 
Lexmond et a l . , 1982]. For the concent ra t ion range occurr ing in s o i l s 
r ece iv ing l a r g e amounts of manure, several suggest ions were made. 
While Lexmond e t a l . , [1982] assume concen t ra t ions up to a maximum of 
- 3 5 mol P m , De Haan and Van Riemsdijk [1986] observed tha t in an 
almost P - sa tu ra ted t o p s o i l - l i q u i d pigs manure mixture in the f i e l d , 
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the P-concent ra t ion was buffered a t the value of 3 mol P m 
For these r easons , only the r e a c t i o n and displacement of o r t h o -
phosphate (henceforth denoted by P, for b r e v i t y ) was cons idered , with 
_3 
the concent ra t ion range bounded by 3 mol m a t the maximum. I t may be 
noteworthy tha t t r anspo r t in groundwater i s not considered in the 
p ro toco l . As was shown by Van Der Zee e t a l . , [1987] res idence times 
for P in groundwater a re hard to quantify for Dutch condi t ions in 
gene ra l , due to the d iverse geohydrological cond i t ions and unce r t a in ty 
in P-sorpt ion in groundwater systems. Hence, the ground water system 
i s a safe ty margin (of unknown magnitude). 
1.4 Transport of reactive contaminants 
The central problem considered in this thesis, is the transport of 
phosphate through soil to groundwater. 
Whereas emphasis was given to phosphate transport in this thesis, the 
main point holds also for other contaminants that react with soil. For 
the cases studied, where the contaminant is sorbed with a high 
affinity, and the distribution ratio (equal to the amount sorbed 
relative to the amount dissolved) is large, the simplifications made 
are usually more appropriate though, than in case of weak, almost 
linear sorption. The main problems encountered in developing an 
appropriate description of transport under field conditions, may be 
summarized by two terms: reactivity and heterogeneity. 
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The reactivity problem is discussed mainly for phosphate. Due to 
the high P-sorption rates in soils containing little P initially, 
transport is often so slow, that evaluation of transport under field 
conditions (and the sorption rate at large reaction times) is 
difficult. Therefore another approach is necessary to quantify P 
transport in the field. The approach followed consisted of 1. 
developing a sorption model that may be evaluated with short term 
laboratory experiments, 2. validation of this model with independent 
transport experiments at high flow velocities in small soil columns, 
3. extension of the model such that it Is consistent to long term 
sorption experiments, 4. numerical simulation of the main trends of 
transport in hypothetical soil columns at field conditions (e.g. small 
flow velocity, layering etc.). This approach was also followed by Van 
Riemsdijk [1979] and Beek [1979], and in this thesis many of their 
results, and extensions by Lexmond et al. [1982] and Van Riemsdijk et 
al. [1984], are used. However, when transport can be simulated with a 
validated sorption model, for soil columns as these may occur In the 
field, the transport problem In the field Is not yet resolved. This Is 
due to the heterogeneity of soil systems and of boundary conditions In 
the field. This heterogeneity accounts for different vertical 
transport velocities of the contaminant at different places In the 
field. Different (water) flow velocities were shown to occur at 
different places In the field by Blggar and Nielsen [1976] and Nielsen 
et al. [1973]. The large effects this may have on solute transport was 
shown by Bresler and Dagan [1979], Dagan and Bresler [1979], and Jury 
[1982]. More recent implications of spatial variability for non-
reacting solutes were provided by Jury et al. [1986], White et al. 
[1986], and Van Ommen et al. [1988a, 1988b]. For reactive solute, 
spatial variability of flow velocities as well as sorption parameters 
may have an equally profound effect on field averaged displacement. 
However, due to the slow transport velocities in the field these 
effects are hard to quantify for reacting solutes. Beek [1979] 
observed that with realistic parameters for flow and dispersion 
coefficients under field conditions and with validated sorption 
parameters, no good description of the observed field averaged P-front 
could be obtained. A possible reason for this lack of agreement was 
among others the spatial variability of P-sorptlon. The approach to 
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quantify the effect of spatial variability on transport is discussed 
in this thesis. The basic idea was presented by De Haan et al. [1986] 
and Van Der Zee et al. [1987]. Further illustrations were given 
recently by De Haan et al. [1987] and Van Der Zee et al. [1988]. 
The articles underlying the different chapters of this thesis are 
not given in a chronological sequence, but have been presented such 
that it allows more systematic reading. First a phosphate sorption 
model is described and validated, and parameter assessment for the 
field studies is discussed. This is followed by the chapters dealing 
with transport in spatially variable fields. 
Thus in Chapter 2 a new desorption technique for soil-phosphate is 
described, that is used in several later chapters. In Chapter 3 an 
approximate P sorption kinetics model is developed, that is based on a 
mechanistic description of reaction processes occurring at the 
microscopic scale. Part of this model, concerning the diffusion-
precipitation process, leads to a promising scaling technique. This 
technique, its limitations, and some illustrative examples are 
considered in Chapter 4. 
Parameters assessment for the P-sorption kinetics model is 
described in Chapter 5. In this chapter also the validation of the 
model is done by numerically predicting breakthrough of P for small 
columns and comparison of these results with independent experimental 
data. 
A simplified version of the sorption kinetics model is given in 
Chapter 6. With this model, sorption is described for large numbers of 
samples, and large sorption times. For application in a routine 
fashion, it is shown how the over all sorption rate constant may be 
assessed from short term sorption experiments, and how differences in 
soil reactivity may be accounted for simply. Illustrative examples 
show how the over all pseudo sorption maximum is related to soil 
properties, and that these variables are spatial variâtes. 
When it is of interest to consider P-desorption for large numbers 
of soil samples, as for spatially variable soil systems, a routine 
fashion is required to evaluate which part of overall sorption is 
reversibly sorbed, and with what affinity. This problem is considered 
in Chapter 7. Special attention is given to the spatial variability of 
parameters and variables, and some consequences for criteria of P-
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saturated soils in the context of the Protocol Phosphate Saturated 
Soils (Appendix D). 
To describe transport in spatially variable fields, use is made of 
stochastic theory. In Chapter 8 a first approach, based on normally 
distributed P-input and pseudo sorption maximum for P is given. 
Results were obtained with Monte Carlo simulations. An analytical 
solution for a similar problem concerning heavy metal transport Is 
given in Chapter 9, assuming lognormal distributions of the input, the 
flow velocity, and the retardation factor. When, e.g. in the context 
of the Protocol Phosphate Saturated Soils, disposal of animal manure 
and phosphate is stopped, phosphate will be redistributed in the soil 
profile. This situation is studied in Chapter 10 for columns as well 
as for the field studied also in Chapter 8, that exhibits pronounced 
spatial variability. In this first approach considering P-
redistributton in a spatially variable field, only the reversible P-
adsorption was taken into account. 
In Chapter 11 transport is described for a different heterogeneous 
flow domain than in Chapters 8-10. The flow domain consists of two 
layers with different porosities, flow velocities and retardation 
factors, that are separated by a sharp interface parallel to the 
direction of flow. In view of the small P-concentrations allowed to 
pass the phreatic ground water level, the assumption of linear 
sorption may be acceptable in groundwater. The problem studied in 
Chapter 11 then may serve as an analogon for P transport in 
groundwater, even though this paper was originally focussed on more 
general aspects of contaminant transport. 
In Chapter 12 the main conclusion is given. Inevitably, with the 
limited time at my disposition, some important topics had to be given 
a lower priority. For a better balance some topics, not taken into 
account in the main text, were added in the appendices. These often 
preliminary results as well as some background information were 
supplied mainly to justify assumptions made in the main text,or for 
easy reference. Most of the work presented in this thesis was, or will 
be, published in refereed international journals. Details on 
references are provided after the contents-section. 
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A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR ASSESSMENT OF 
REVERSIBLY ADSORBED PHOSPHATE 
Abstract 
A new desorption technique for soil-phosphate is described, in 
which iron oxide coated f liter paper is used as an "infinite" sink for 
P. This, technique is applied to study desorption kinetics for nine 
sandy soils« The desorption can be explained with a simple Langmuir 
kinetics model. The mean value of the desorption rate constants found 
is kj = 0.2 ± 0.08 hours . The estimated errors that are due to r«-
equilibration during the experiments are less than experimental error. 
The amounts of P desorbed with the new technique, Pj, are compared to 
the amounts that desorb if a conventional dilution technique, Pw> Is 
used. The new technique desorbs more P than the conventional method 
(Pt>P ). By comparing P. with oxalate-extractable P (PQ_) it is 
evident that reversibly adsorbed P rarely exceeds one third of Pox> 
Differences between the soils can be explained in terms of the oxalate 
extractable amounts of Fe and Al. 
2.1 Introduction 
The reaction of phosphate (denoted P) with soil minerals has been 
studied from the scope of soil fertility, theoretical soil chemistry 
and environmental concerns. In non-calcareous soils P reacts mainly 
with clay minerals and with the oxides of aluminum (Al) and iron (Fe). 
It has been established, that the over-all reaction often does not 
reach equilibrium at practical laboratory time scales and that it is 
only partially reversible [Barrow, 1979; Beek, 1979; Van Riemsdijk and 
De Haan, 1980; Enfield et al., 1981]. The reversibility of the 
reaction and the desorption kinetics are of major concern for 
fertilizer application efficiency and mobility of soil-P. For the 
reaction, several processes have been proposed that may occur 
simultaneously. 
It has been established that the surfaces of (hydr)oxides of Al 
and Fe have a high affinity for P. The adsorption reaction onto the 
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surface of these hydroxides has fast kinetics (for a review see Beek 
and Van Riemsdijk, 1982). The effects of the solution concentration of 
P and the pH on the adsorption reaction are important. Besides rapid 
adsorption a long term reaction with slower kinetics may occur. This 
reaction was described by Novak and Petschauer [1975], Enfield et al. 
[1981], Barrow [1983] and Van Riemsdijk et al. [1984a] as a diffusion 
controlled process. The various descriptions of the slower reaction 
are conceptually different but all assumed a reaction of P with the 
bulk of the reactive solid phase, occurring concurrently with the 
rapid adsorption. The slow reaction was considered responsible for P-
fixation, i.e., sorption-desorption hysteresis reported in literature 
[Kuo and Lotse, 1974; McLaughlin et al., 1977; Beek, 1979]. It is 
assumed here, that P-fixation is caused by a conversion of metal 
oxides into a metal-phosphate phase [Van Riemsdijk et al., 1984a], 
having slow dissolution kinetics. In that case mobilization of solid 
phase P is dominated by desorption of P, which was adsorbed onto the 
surface of the reactive solid phase. However, the experimental study 
of desorption may then still be complicated by the slow sorption 
process. Apparent readsorption as observed by Muns and Fox [1976] and 
Barrow [1979] was attributed to the progress of the slow reaction, 
because the concentration of P was not negligible during their 
desorption experiments. Even if a significant bulk reaction does not 
occur, re-equilibration prohibits the estimation of the amount of 
reversibly sorbed P if only one solid-solution ratio is used. 
To overcome this problem, a series of measurements may be 
performed as a basis for extrapolation to "infinite" large dilution 
[Barrow, 1979]. Another feasible approach is to measure desorption as 
a function of time and to fit the observations to model equations 
[Barrow et al., 1981; Sharpley, 1983]. At large dilutions, or at low 
initial P contents of the soil, analytical inaccuracy may cause poor 
reproducibility of the results. Therefore a modification using anion 
resins was developed by Amer et al. [1955] to avoid these problems. 
The resin served as a competitor with soil for dissolved P, thus 
maintaining a low P concentration in solution. The amounts of desorbed 
P found using resins correlated well with plant P uptake [Cook and 
Hlslop, 1963; Walmsley and Cornforth, 1973; Elrashidi et al., 1975]. 
However, separation of the resin from the soil may cause substantial 
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problems and competition of other anions for the resin may be 
pronounced as the resins are not very specific for P. Sibbesen [1978] 
concluded that the rate of P desorption from soil controlled the rate 
of transfer of P from soil to resin. However, Vaidyanathan and 
Talibudeen [1970] suggested, that diffusion of P into the resin may be 
rate limiting, which would complicate the assessment of the desorption 
kinetics parameters. Barrow and Shaw [1977b] concluded that no 
experimental conditions can be created to assure that the resin acts 
as an "infinite sink" for P by keeping the solution P concentration 
insignificant. 
In this study the desorption kinetics of P are studied using a new 
experimental technique. In contrast to most anion resins the sink 
employed shows a preference for P over other anions common in soil and 
may be retrieved easily from soil suspensions. The errors involved due 
to build-up of a small concentration of P during the desorption 
experiments are discussed. The new technique is used in a routine 
procedure to assess the reversibly sorbed P in 24 sandy and clayey 
soils. The relations between reversibly sorbed P and some soil 
parameters are discussed. 
2.2 Theory 
The assessment of the amount of reversibly sorbed P, QQ, is done 
by perturbing the equilibrium in a soil solution. Upon dilution with 
electrolyte or addition of a sink, P will desorb until a new 
equilibrium is reached. To describe the equilibrium of P with soils or 
oxides, several multicomponent, electrostatic models were proposed 
[Barrow et al., 1981; Sigg and Stumm, 1981; Goldberg and Sposito, 
1984] which incorporate the effects of pH and P concentration. Only 
the model by Barrow et al. [1981] has been extended to describe the 
kinetics of adsorption and desorption. For the rate of desorption they 
used: 
where Q is the adsorbed amount of P, kd is the desorption rate 
constant, t is the time. 
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Equation (1) is used here to assess the amount of P adsorbed and the 
value of kj for the soils. This procedure is justified if an "infinite 
sink" is present that keeps the P concentration in solution, c, 
negligibly low. 
To understand the errors involved if c is small but not negligible, 
equation (1) is extended to the combined kinetics equation: 
£ = k c (Q - Q) - k Q (2) 
dt a m d 
where ka = adsorption rate constant 
Qm = adsorption maximum 
At equilibrium (— = 0) equation (2) reduces to the Langmuir dt 
equation: 
K Q c 
m 
1 + K c Q = T - ^ T (3) 
where K=k a /kj . For the s o i l s considered here the adsorpt ion data a t 
cons tant pH could be described very well [Van der Zee et a l . , 1986; 
Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1986]. We do not intend to descr ibe 
desorpt ion over a wide range of pH, and thus equation (2) i s p refer red 
over more general e l e c t r o s t a t i c models. 
If desorpt ion occurs in the presence of an " i n f i n i t e s ink" , which 
has a s u f f i c i e n t l y high capac i ty and a f f i n i t y to ensure a n e g l i g i b l e 
concen t r a t i on , c , and complete desorpt ion a t i n f i n i t e t ime, the 
fol lowing condi t ions may be formulated: 
t = 0, Q = Q0, c = c 0 (4) 
t > 0, Q = Q ( t ) , c = 0 (5) 
Then equation (1) can be integrated to yield 
Q(t) = Q0 exp (- kdt) (6) 
The values of Q„ and k^  obtained from desorption experiments using an 
"infinite sink" may be combined with other sorption parameters, 
determined from sorption data, for a complete description of 
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sorption/desorption behaviour. This description may be used to 
describe P displacement in columns [Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 
1986]. In the case of animal manure disposal that concerns quantities 
far exceeding the crop's demands for P, near saturation of the soil 
with P becomes feasible- The total inorganic P content of P saturated 
soils (- total sorption maximum, F ) is the sum of the adsorption 
maximum (Qm) and the maximal sorption due to the slow reaction (S ). 
It was shown by Beek [1979], Beek et al. [1980] and recently by Van 
der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1987] that Fm (mmol.kg ) may be related to 
the oxalate extractable fractions of Fe and AI (mmol.kg ) by 
F = a (Fe + Al) (7) 
m m ox 
If soil i s not P saturated the total sorption, F, is smaller than Fm 
and a rat io smaller than a is found, i . e . , a = F/(Fe + Al) . The 
m ' v 'ox 
oxalate extractable part of Fe and Al represents mainly the Fe and Al 
present in the soil as reactive, amorphous (hydr)oxides [Beek, 1979]. 
That inorganic P is predominantly associated with this fraction was 
shown for a large number of different soils by Lexmond et al. [1982], 
who found that oxalate extractable P, PQX, equals 0.92 F (Chapter 6). 
Henceforth we approximate F by PQX. This knowledge and relation (7) 
are used by Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986] to model the vertical 
P displacement in a field that is heterogeneous with respect to the Fe 
and the Al contents. For soils that vary in the content of reactive 
material the adsorption maximum will also vary. In analogy with eq. 
(7) the adsorption maximum is expressed as a function of (Fe + Al) o x: 
Q •- ß (Fe + Al) (8) 
m m ox 
As generally QQ < 0 ,also the proportionality parameter 
ß(=Q0/(Fe+Al)QX) will be less then or equal to ßffl. Note that the ra t io 
ß/a, approximately equal to Q()/pox' r e P r e s e n t s the fraction of P 
adsorbed reversibly with respect to the total (inorganic) P content. 
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2.3 Materials and methods 
Subsamples of the a i r dr ied and sieved s o i l s were ex t rac ted with 
acid ammonium-oxalate according to Schwertmann [1964]. Fe, Al and P 
were measured In the e x t r a c t . The pH was measured 'in the supernatant 
a f t e r shaking 20 g a i r - d r i e d s o i l overnight in 0.05 L 0.01 M CaCl2 . 
Organic carbon was oxidized with dichromate according to [Mebius, 
3+ 1960]. The green color due to Cr formed was quan t i t a t ed a t 
wavelength of 585 nm [Metson, 1960]. To r e l a t e the color i n t e n s i t y to 
organic carbon content (C00Na)2 was used as a r e f e r e n c e . The amount of 
desorbed P was measured with the procedure of Sissingh [1971] and i s 
denoted by Pw . This quan t i ty gives water desorbable P on the bas i s of 
a volume of s o i l ins tead of s o i l mass. Routinely the Pw~value i s given 
in mg P 2 0 5 per l i t e r s o i l . 
The " i n f i n i t e sink" c o n s i s t s of i ron-oxide impregnated f i l t e r 
paper (Schleicher & Schuel l , 602 h , <t> 150 mm), cut into 2 x 10 cm 
s t r i p s , prepared by s a t u r a t i o n in 0.4 M FeCl3 so lu t ion and subsequent 
gen t le pu l l ing through a 2.7 M NH^ OH s o l u t i o n . The impregnated paper 
was dr ied a f t e r washing with d i s t i l l e d water . Such a f i l t e r paper 
s t r i p con ta ins approximately 120 umol Fe and has a BET-specific 
2 
surface area of 1.5 m (paper and oxide) as determined by N2 -gas 
adsorpt ion (Carlo Erba Strumentazione Sorptomatic 1800). Desorption 
experiments were c a r r i e d out in 100 ml screw-capped g la s s j a r s (Schott 
Duran) equipped with a perspex paper ho lde r . 
3 
To determine desorbable P, 1 g of s o i l was suspended in 40 cm of 
e l e c t r o l y t e so lu t ion (always 5 x 10~4 M KCl and 5 x 10~3 M CaCl 2) . 
Each ja r equipped with the chosen number of s t r i p s was r o t a t e d end-
over-end a t 30 rpm for the designated period of time(up to 66 h o u r s ) . 
Afterwards the s t r i p s were removed, washed in déminer a l l zed water and 
a i r dr ied (room tempera ture ) . Both Fe and P assoc ia ted with the f i l t e r 
paper were ex t rac ted in 0.04 L of 0.2 M H2S0^ during 4 h of end-over-
end shaking a t 30 rpm in polyethylene b o t t l e s This caused a complete 
d i s s o l u t i o n of the i ron oxide assoc ia ted with the paper. The same 
procedure was used to determine adsorpt ion of P from a standard 
so lu t ion onto the f i l t e r paper. However, in tha t case concen t ra t ions 
in so lu t ion were a lso measured. All measurements of P were made 
c o l o r i m e t r i c a l l y [Murphy and Riley, 1962]. 
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2.4 Results 
The adsorption of P from a standard solution onto the Fe oxide coated 
paper as a function of contact time is given in Fig. la. For the 
conditions imposed, a maximum is reached after approximately 15 h. The 
adsorption isotherm for the contact time of 20 h, presented in Fig. 1 
indicates that the sorption is indeed of the high affinity type, as 
one strip of paper is able to adsorb about 18 nmol
 0f P under these 
conditions without leaving measurable amounts in solution. The effect 
of the amount of sink used is shown in Fig. 2 for two contact times 
for the soils denoted as LOT 1 (moderate content of native P) and as 
BAEX 1 (extremely high content of native P). If more than three strips 
of paper are used for each g of soil the desorbed amount becomes 
nearly independent of the amount of sink employed. This suggests that 
the concentration build-up is insignificant in that case. 
0.1 
C (mol/m3) 
Figure l :Adsorpt ion of phosphate onto one s t r i p (2 x 10 cm) of i ron 
oxide paper. Q as a funct ion of c for contac t time of 20 h. 
Inse t f i gu re l a : Q as a funct ion of t ime. 
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Thus the desorption rate controls the transfer of P from soil to 
sink, and the desorption kinetics may be studied by applying equation 
(6), provided 4 paper strlps/g soil are used. This type of study was 
carried out for nine sandy soils. Although at long desorption times, Q 
will become low enough to facilitate equilibration, see equation (2), 
all desorption times (up to 66 h) were used for estimating the model 
parameters using non-linear optimization techniques. The resulting 
parameter values are compiled in Table 1. The data exhibit a large 
variation in QQ found for different soils by fitting eq. (6). The 
resulting value of k, is 0.2 + 0.08 h~ . 
20 h 
+-20 h 
Figure 2: The amount desorbed, PJ, as a function of the number of iron 
oxide coated paper strips per gram soil, n, for two soils. 
+ : LOT 1 and o : BAEX 1. Desorption time as indicated in 
figure. Inset figure 2a: calculated concentration c as a 
function of time t. Numbers indicate the number of paper 
strips used, n. 
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Taking for kj the mean value plus one standard deviation (0.28 h ) or 
minus one standard deviation (0.12 h ) the amount of desorbed P after 
20 h desorption time equals (eq. 6) 99.7% and 89% of QQ, respectively. 
Therefore a desorption time of 20 h is reasonable to asses the amount 
of reversibly adsorbed P. 
Table 2 lists the amounts of P desorbed when the iron oxide coated 
paper is applied in standard fashion (P> ', Pf , using 1 and 4 
strips, respectively and a desorption time of 20 h). The results of a 
dilution method (P w), the oxalate extractable amounts of P, Fe and Al, 
as well as the organic carbon content and pH are also listed in Table 
2. Fig. 3 shows that PJ1) and P ^ are correlated well with Pw, and 
Fig. 4 shows that P> ' is weakly correlated with PQX» 
Table 1: Values of the amount of phosphate initially adsorbed 
reversibly, QQ» and t n e desorption rate constant, k,, for 9 
Dutch soils, as obtained by curve-fitting of equation (6). 
Soil 
SIM R 
YSS 5 
BAR 6 
HAR 4 
MIL 1 
BAEX 3 
MER 1 
HAR 6 
BAEX 1 
QQ mmol kg" 
0.63 
3.16 
4.48 
4.47 
4.56 
6.03 
6.97 
8.78 
12.51 
k d h _ 1 
0.216 
0.079 
0.137 
0.194 
0.218 
0.246 
0.185 
0.214 
0.353 
2.5 Discussion 
The desorpt ion k i n e t i c s have been s tudied for nine c l o s e l y r e l a t e d , 
non-ca lcareous , sandy s o i l s . As the d i f fe rences in the r e a c t i v e so l id 
phase surfaces for these s o i l s are expected to be minor, and as k j for 
a given adsorbate (P) i s a cons tant c h a r a c t e r i z i n g the r e a c t i v e 
surface , a narrow range in k j values may be expected. The average k . -
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value (0 .2 h ) corresponds well with the value ca l cu l a t ed by Barrow 
et a l . [1981] for the goe th l t e surface : 0.15 h " 1 . 
The values of kj a re obtained by means of equation ( 6 ) . Ibwever, as 
r e - e q u i l i b r a t i o n i s bound to occur , the es t imates of QQ and k j a re 
b iased . Since the concen t ra t ions of P in so lu t ion a f t e r long 
e q u i l i b r a t i o n times are genera l ly too small to be measured ( l e s s than 
5x10 mol m ) , the e r r o r s in QQ and kj must be evaluated i n d i r e c t l y . 
Assuming equi l ibr ium at long e q u i l i b r a t i o n times and a f i n a l 
concen t ra t ion of Cf = 5x10" mol m the e r ror in QQ i s obta ined from 
the Langmuir isotherm, by i n s e r t i n g C j . Using values of K and Qm of 
the order as repor ted for s imi lar s o i l s by Van der Zee and Van 
Riemsdijk [1986], (K » 10-50 m3 mol"1 and Qm « 10 mmol k g " 1 ) , y i e l d s 
an e r ror in QQ of l e s s than 2.5% of 0 . This i s wi th in experimental 
e r r o r . 
For an es t imat ion of the er ror in kd r e s u l t i n g from the bui ld-up 
in P concen t r a t ion , equation (2) i s i n t e g r a t e d for the a r t i f i c i a l 
cond i t ion of a small and cons tan t c=Cf• This y i e l d s : 
K Q c 
Q(t) =
 1 + " f c
r
 { 1 - e x p [ - ( k a c f + k d ) t ] } + Q0 e x p [ - ( k a c f + k j ) t ] (9) 
Se t t ing Qf = KQ^Cj/U + Kcf ) , eq. (9) i s r e w r i t t e n : 
Q(t) - Q, 
exp [ - < k c . + k . ) t ] (10) Q 0 - Q f — - a f -d 
By the analogy of equation (10) with equation (6) i t i s apparent tha t 
the e r ror in k , may be approximated by the term k C j . For a value of 
ka=10 to 50 m3 m o l ' V " 1 [Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1986] the 
e r ro r i n k j w i l l be approximately 0.005 h , which i s wi th in 
experimental e r r o r . 
Thus a t f i r s t glance the e r r o r s in Q0 and k j , r e s u l t i n g from a 
f i n i t e so lu t ion concen t ra t ion of P, are i n s i g n i f i c a n t . However, the 
concen t ra t ion of P i s not cons t an t . Notably in the beginning when the 
desorpt ion r a t e of s o i l P i s h i g h e s t , the so lu t ion concent ra t ion of P 
may be la rger than a t l a t e r t imes and a t equi l ib r ium. To c a l c u l a t e the 
P so lu t ion concen t ra t ion over t ime, the desorpt ion process i s 
simulated for the BAEX 1 s o i l in the presence of one and four 
p a p e r s t r i p s per gram s o i l . Equation (2) i s solved numerical ly for the 
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Table 2. Se lec ted p r o p e r t i e s of 24 Dutch s o i l s . 
Soi l 
AST 1 
AST 3 
BAEX 1 
BAEX 3 
BAR 1 
BAR 6 
EIB 4 
EIB 5 
GEN 2 
GEN 3 
HAR 4 
HAR 5 
HAR 6 
LOT 1 
MER 1 
MER 4 
MER 5 
MER 6 
MIL 1 
MIL 2 
SIM R 
VRE 1 
VRE 2 
YSS 5 
1 o 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 o 
11 o 
12 0 
13 ° 
u o 
15 ° 
16 0 
17 0 
18 ° 
19 ° 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
C 
o rg 
s : 
p s : 
n o . 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
a 
mg 
569 
226 
618 
460 
224 
171 
195 
337 
091 
441 
282 
201 
407 
205 
471 
311 
095 
095 
375 
608 
059 
131 
129 
163 
: organ: 
sandy 
pea ty 
Core, 
1.2 
2.3 
1.7 
1.2 
1.9 
2.1 
2.5 
2.5 
2.6 
1.3 
1.9 
2.1 
2.2 
2.0 
2.0 
4 .0 
11.3 
10.1 
1.9 
2.3 
2.5 
4 .2 
3.4 
3.2 
P
» - 1 P 2 0 5 L 
218 
36 
300 
140 
54 
50 
42 
145 
53 
178 
65 
85 
173 
42 
134 
67 
19 
13 
93 
217 
13 
54 
49 
36 
c carbon 
s o i l ; c l : 
sand; s i : 
pH 
6.0 
5.8 
5.4 
4.8 
5.0 
5.5 
5.4 
5.5 
5.8 
5.3 
5.3 
5.5 
5.4 
5.1 
5.2 
5.9 
5.3 
5.4 
5.6 
5.6 
5.3 
5.3 
5.4 
5.5 
p ( D 
mmol kg 
3.80 
5.10 
1.12 
2.65 
1.36 
1.36 
0.92 
2.84 
1.68 
3.48 
1.85 
2.40 
3.66 
1.07 
3.13 
1.91 
1.02 
0 .51 
2.16 
4 .15 
0 .31 
1.94 
1.54 
0.80 
c l a y loam, s i 
mmol Kg 
16.1 
24.0 
35.7 
16.6 
27.9 
17.6 
15.1 
17.4 
16.2 
40.0 
18.3 
18.0 
23.8 
15.2 
23.8 
24.5 
31.5 
19.0 
13.8 
24.3 
5.3 
11.0 
10.6 
10.3 
P ( 4 ) _ 
mmol kg 
8.66 
3.36 
11.49 
5.19 
2.79 
4 .53 
2.66 
5.88 
3.31 
8.52 
4.42 
3.39 
7.24 
4.46 
5.39 
5.26 
2.74 
1.49 
4.46 
9.24 
0.73 
3.45 
3.27 
2.33 
sandy loam; 
s i l t loam (So i l Survey Staff 
F V - 1 mmol Kg 
3 .1 
71.7 
35.5 
20.9 
95.5 
39.5 
35.7 
13.0 
120.4 
49.3 
14.5 
14.2 
13.8 
9.8 
25.0 
45.5 
295.8 
171.4 
17.2 
19.1 
53.7 
7.6 
7.1 
27.4 
ß 
0.306 
0.032 
0.199 
0.144 
0.022 
0.044 
0.034 
0.114 
0.019 
0.094 
0.068 
0.053 
0.124 
0.060 
0.107 
0.067 
0.008 
0.007 
0.121 
0.231 
0.008 
0.041 
0.040 
0.037 
, 1960) . 
^ O K - ! 
mmol kg 
25.2 
34.5 
22.3 
15.2 
28.7 
63.3 
41.9 
38.6 
57.4 
41.4 
50.4 
49.9 
44.7 
64.3 
25.5 
33.3 
37.4 
27.9 
19.6 
20.9 
36 .0 
76.4 
75.0 
35.9 
m a t e r i a l 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
c l 
s i 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
ps 
ps 
s 
s 
s i 
s 
s 
s 
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soil and for the sink, respectively, taking into account the correct 
mass balances with the solution. The parameters used in this 
simulation were estimated from Fig. 1 for the sink, and taken from 
Table 2 for the soil. The adsorption rate constant for the soil was 
set at 25 m mol .h . The inset of Fig. 2 shows the result of the 
simulation. A fast initial increase in c is followed by a slow 
decrease for t > 0.5 h, and for times larger then 0.5 h is 
approximately constant. Moreover, if four paperstrips per g of soil 
are employed, c remains below the detection limit even for the soil 
with the high content of desorbable P. In conjunction with the results 
of Fig. 2 (given in the previous section) the result of this 
calculation supports the validity of the assumption that the sink (4 
strips per g soil) causes a virtually complete desorption of adsorbed 
P and that the desorption rate of soil P is rate controlling. The sink 
may thus be called an "infinite sink". 
The prominent effect of the sink may be illustrated by comparing 
the amounts desorbed with this sink (P.) with the amounts desorbed 
using a conventional dilution technique. For the conventional method 
the procedure of Sissingh [1971], used widely in the Netherlands for 
fertilization recommendations, is used and the amounts desorbed are 
denoted by Pw. For 24 soils and 20 h desorption time the measured 
values of PJ (using one and four paperstrips) are given as a function 
of Pw in Fig. 3. The correlation is good with 
p(Pi( , P ) - 0.976 and p(P^ , P ) - 0.957 (both 1% significance) 
as expected when two similar techniques are compared. Assuming a bulk 
density of 1250 kg m the unit of Pw (expressed in mg P-Oij L ) may 
-1 -2 
be converted into mmol kg by multiplication with 1.125 x 10 . Doing 
so we find that P±^ > P^ 1) > Pw. This may be of interest to soil 
fertility studies as apparently P* may still be successfully 
correlated to P uptake by plants when P fails due to analytical 
inaccuracy for soils low in P [Sissingh, personal communication]. The 
new technique is not equivalent to an "infinite dilution" technique. 
In the latter case the concentration will rise for all times. This was 
shown not to be the case for the new technique. However, near 
equilibrium the partitioning of P between soil, solution and sink for 
the new method is similar to that between soil and solution for a 
dilution technique. Hence, the sink added may at equilibrium be 
- 25 -
W (mmol /kg ) 
2 
O 100 200 
Pw (mg P205 / L s o i l ) 
300 
Figure 3: Amounts desorbed P.'*•' (o) and P, ' ' (•) as a function of 
P . Desorption time for P. of 20 hours-
expressed in terms of a dilution ratio R (weight soil per volume 
electrolyte). This may be done numerically (iterative procedures) or 
analytically (Appendix 1). If the final concentration of P is 5 x 10~ 
-3 
mol m and the parameter values given earlier [Van der Zee and Van 
Riemsdijk, 1986] are used, the calculated value of R (which is the 
-3 
solid:solution ratio in kg.m ) is found to be approximately 0.1 kg 
-3 
m • Thus use of four paper strips corresponds approximately to 0.1 g 
of soil in one L electrolyte, whereas the method of Sissingh [1971] 
corresponds approximately to 30 g L . The effect of the desorbable P 
present initially, (Q<ies=Qo-Qf ^  o n t h e a m o u n t desorbed is shown for 
some values of R in Fig. 5. The computed values of Q j e s indicate that 
-3 
desorption for R = 0.1 kg m is practically complete whereas it is 
incomplete for R values of 100, 10, and 1 kg m -3 
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10 20 30 
Pox (mmol/k9) 
Figure 4: Amount desorbed, P (*) as a function of P . Sandy soils 
(o) and other soils (•) and the line P ^ ' = Pox/3-
Desorption time is 20 h. 
The relation between Pj (R » 0.1 kg m~3 for P j ^ ) and Pw (with R 
_3 
"• 30 kg m ) shown in Fig. 3 is curvilinear. Such curvilinear 
relationships are often encountered if fractionation techniques are 
compared and may be attributed to the effect of the non-linear 
isotherm. Calculating the amounts desorbed, Q,jes» with the expressions 
in the appendix (for the same parameter values as used to construct 
_3 
Fig. 5) for dilution ratios R = 0.1, 1, and 10 kg m we can construct 
a figure similar to Fig. 3. Thus on the vertical axis we give the 
amount desorbed for the three values of R and on the horizontal axis 
_3 
Q d e s for R = 10 kg m • By varying Q 0 in the range of 0 to 10 mmol 
kg the three lines of Fig. 6 result. Indeed the curvilinear trend is 
found except for the lowest (1:1) line. The scatter in Fig. 3 may 
result among others from differences in Qm and K between soils and 
analytical error, apart from the applicability of the simplified 
model. 
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O Q0 (mmol/kg) 
Figure 5: Desorbed amount as a function of desorbable P initially 
present. R - 100 (a); 10 (b); 1 (c); and 0.01 (d), 
-1 3 
respectively. (Qm = 10 mmol kg and K = 50 m mmol 
"des (mmol/kg) 
Figure 6: 
Desorbed amount for three R 
values as a function of 
desorbed amount for R = 10 kg 
-3 
m . b: R = 10; c: R = 1 and d: 
R = 0 . 1 . The parameter values 
and range in QQ as in f igu re 5 . 
\r 
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The quantities P^ and Pw provide an indication of reversibly 
adsorbed P (Q) whereas P Q X is approximately equal to total inorganic 
P, F. Since in the field adsorption and desorption stages alternate 
the temporal variations of Q will be larger than of F. The poor 
correlation (p - 0.58, significance 1%) between P.'*) and P may be 
in part attributed to the differences in sensitivity of Q and F to 
desorption. Where clearly Fffl is larger than Qm the data in Fig. 4 also 
show that F is much larger than the reversibly adsorbed P at the 
moment of sampling ( Q Q ) ' Regression analysis of Q 0 and F yields 
information for the situation at the moment of sampling but this is 
not of prime interest. Instead we are interested in the relation 
between Q and Fm. It is possible to get an impression of this 
relation as four soils are practically P-saturated, i.e., AST 1, MIL 
2, BAEX 1 and BAEX 3 [Lexmond et al., 1982], For these soils (Q=Qm, 
F=Fm) the relationship is approximately 0 = F /3. The line giving Q = 
F/3 is shown Fig. 4. Since a^ » 0.6 it follows from the above and eqs. 
(7) and (8) that ß m » 0.2. 
2.6 Conclusions 
1. Iron oxide coated filter pater may be used to approximate an 
"infinite" sink for P. 
2. Using the new technique the desorption rate constant, k,j, may be 
assessed. The value obtained for nine sandy soils (0.2 ± 0.08 h ) 
is very close to the value of the k. reported by Barrow [1981] for 
goethite. 
3. With the new technique also P adsorbed, Q0, may be assessed. 
4. The errors expected in kd and QQ estimated with the new technique 
are dominated by experimental error and not by the fact that the 
sink is only an approximation of an infinite sink. 
5. P desorbable in 20 hrs is found to be much lower than total 
inorganic P. 
6. The adsorption maximum, Qm, is approximately one third of maximum 
inorganic P content or one fifth of oxalate extractable (Fe + Al). 
7. Iron oxide coated filter paper may be used on a routine basis to 
compare P contents of different soils and is an alternative to 
conventional dilution methods at low native P contents. For 
- 29 -
comparative purposes the sink is useful for different soils (sandy 
and clayey soils and peaty sands with very different contents of 
(Fe +A1) 0 X). 
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2.7 Appendix 1 : Mathematical description of dilution experiments 
An equation for the conservat ion of mass l i nks the s o l i d - l i q u i d 
in te rphase to the l i q u i d phase. If the s o l i d - l i q u i d r a t i o (weight 
soil /volume water) i s denoted by R then (R = 0.001 R, because c i s 
expressed on a molar and Q on a mmolar - ba s i s ) 
dc *dQ 
d T = - R d T ^ - D 
c ( t ) = R [Q(t) - Q0] (1 .2) 
Introduction of (1.2) into equation (2) and integration yields: 
c, 
c l " c 2 { _ c ~ e x p [ _ k a ( c r c 2 ) t ] } 
1 - {-^ exp [- k a ( c r c 2 ) t ]} 
c(t) — - (1.3) 
'2 
where c^  and c~ in equation (1.3) are given by (j = 1,2): 
C j = h { ( c 3 - 1/K) + ( - l ) j [c* + (1 /K) 2 + 2(c3+ 2 0 ^ * ) / ! ^ } (1 .4) 
and c 3 = (Q0 - Qm) R*. 
An expression in terms of Q(t) i s equal ly f e a s i b l e , although Q(t) 
fol lows a lso from combination of (1 .2) and ( 1 . 3 ) . At equ i l ib r ium, 
i . e . , t * °° , the desorbed amount i s thus given by 
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4es • c2 (R*.Q0)/R* (1-5) 
If Q and K are kept fixed then C2 = C£(R >Qg) depends only on QQ and 
R. Figs. 5 and 6 are constructed using equation (1.5) for several 
values of R, and values of QQ from 0 to 0.99 x Qm. 
2.8 Notation 
_3 
c concentration (mol.m ) 
-3 
CQ concentration at t = 0 (mol.m ) 
final concentration at t + • (mol.m-3) 
F total sorbed amount (mmol.kg ) 
F total sorption maximum (mmol.kg-1) 
3 -1 -1 ka adsorption rate constant (m .mol .kg ) 
k, desorptlon rate constant (h ) 
3 -1 K adsorption constant (m .mol ) 
PJ amount desorbed with the iron oxide paper (mmol.kg" ) 
P o x oxalate extractable P (mmol.kg" ) 
Pw water desorbable P (mg Po05 • L ) 
Q reversibly adsorbed amount (mmol.kg ) 
Q. desorbed amount (mmol.kg- ) 
Qf adsorbed amount at c a c« (mmol.kg ) 
Q adsorption maximum (mmol.kg" ) 
QQ adsorbed amount at t = 0, c = CQ (mmol.kg ) 
_3 
R solid:solution ratio (kg.m ) 
t time (h)' 
a;o„ saturation factor and maximal saturation factor for total 
> m 
sorption 
ß;ß saturation factor and maximal saturation factor for reversible 
adsorption 
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3. MODEL FOR THE REACTION KINETICS OF 
PHOSPHATE WITH OXIDES AND SOIL 
Abstract 
The reaction of P with oxides and with soil is assumed to consist 
of two simultaneously occurring processes: adsorption onto the 
reactive surfaces and diffusion into the solid bulk phase where 
precipitation occurs. The relatively fast adsorption reaction is 
described with the Langmuir kinetics equation. The 
diffusion/precipitation process is described with the Unreacted 
Shrinking Core (USC) model. For a spherical geometry (single size) the 
pseudo-steady state approximations are given that relate the 
fractional conversion of the reactive solid phase to the reaction time 
and the time required for the complete conversion. These solutions are 
given for three limiting cases, i.e., where the rate of mass transfer 
through a stagnant fluid film, the diffusion rate through the 
converted zone, and the reaction rate at the sharp interface between 
the converted and the non-converted zones, respectively, are 
controlling the overall reaction rate. The conversion may be given as 
a function of the product of bulk solution concentration and reaction 
time. Using probability theory the mean conversion of an ensemble of 
particles with different sizes is related to the product of bulk 
solution concentration and time. An analytical solution is given for 
an exponential size probability density function if the interface 
reaction rate is controlling the overall reaction rate. With this 
solution the pronounced non-linear conversion and sorption behaviour 
caused by the size distribution is illustrated. Since the soil system 
is usually very complex and heterogeneous the analytical solutions 
obtained are of very limited practical use. A simplified 
diffusion/precipitation model is derived from the analytical solutions 
that relates sorption, S, to the exposure integral, I. This functional 
relation S(I) has to be assessed experimentally for soil. 
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3.1 Introduction 
The reaction of P with soil and soil minerals has been given much 
attention in soil science and in aquatic chemistry literature. In non-
calcareous soils the reaction is predominantly with solid phase 
constituents of Al and Fe [Beek, 1979]. This reaction was found to 
approach equilibrium very slowly, with a reaction rate that becomes 
relatively small for large reaction times, t [Beek and Van Riemsdijk, 
1982; Barrow and Shaw, 1975a; Van Riemsdijk and De Haan, 1981]. It was 
observed frequently that the reaction is only partially reversible and 
that the reversibility decreases if the reaction time increases 
[Barrow and Shaw, 1975b; Beek, 1979]. The amount desorbed also depends 
on the soil weight: solution volume ratio [Van Der Zee et al., 1987a] 
and initial desorption may be followed by renewed retention after some 
time [Munns and Fox, 1976] . Van Riemsdijk and Lyklema [1981] showed 
that for gibbsite the reaction may continue in excess of monolayer P-
coverage. In recent studies concerning soils that received large 
amounts of animal manure slurries, large ratios a = 0.5 - 0.6 (a -
p /(Fe+Al) ) of the oxalate extractable fractions were found [Van 
Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1987a, Van Der Zee et al., 1987]. Such 
findings suggest that besides an adsorption reaction of P with the 
surface of reactive solid phases, other reaction processes also occur. 
Often it was found that a single mathematical expression could not 
describe the kinetics of the reaction for a large range of t or 
concentration c. The reaction of P with soil and soil minerals was 
described by more than one equation by Mansell et al. [1977 a,b], Beek 
[1979], Van Riemsdijk [1979]. Enfield et al. [1981a,b] considered a 
fast adsorption onto the surface of reactive minerals as well as a 
slower precipitation reaction with Fe, Al, and Ca. Barrow [1983] 
developed an involved model where adsorption is the precursor reaction 
of a solid state diffusion of P into the bulk of reactive minerals. 
The adsorption was described by a simplified version of the model 
developed earlier by Bowden [1973] and Bowden et al. [1980]. The 
adsorption equation used (Table 1) was a Langmuir equation adapted to 
take the surface charge of the solid phase into account. The slower 
diffusion process was the result of the gradient in Q caused by the 
adsorption and it was modelled by means of the parabolic diffusion 
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law. By assuming linear superposition of solutions of the amounts 
diffused the changes in Q in the course of time were taken into 
account (eq. 1.3). Based on findings by Bowden et al,[1980] the almost 
linear dependency of the surface potential on the amount adsorbed was 
taken into consideration. A similar relation was assumed for the 
penetrated amount and surface potential (eq. 1.4). Since adsorbing 
surfaces of minerals such as oxides may be heterogeneous, the 
equations were solved for a normally distributed surface potential 
(eq. 1.1). This was done after discretizing this frequency 
distribution. 
Table 1: Equations for the model of Barrow [1983] 
probability density function for initial potential (no P-sorption), 
V 
¥o (1) - "V 
*0 0 
adsorption equation 
zF¥ 
(Qmax/ASD) a Y fc e x p [" "KT"5 
Q/A - S P -w £__ (1-2) 
S p
 1 + ay Kc exp [- g ^ ] 
diffused amount: 
S/AsP » Tt { tr~l '<V t / M > + = I — A ^ ' < V t (t-t )/«o2)} 
sp j sp j 
(1.3) 
correction for potential: 
*(i)- V*> - ml^(i)- m2 [^(i) ^ 
m m 
The model of Barrow [1983] was used for oxides by BoIan and Barrow 
[1984]. With the model summarized in Table 1 a good fit was obtained 
of P-sorption data for oxide and soil for a wide range of 
concentrations and time and many experimentally observed effects were 
reproduced well for a variety of conditions. However, the model is 
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quite complicated with as many as 8 fitting parameters. Barrow [1983] 
remarked that the solutions of fitting procedures were non-unique, 
i.e. several combinations of parameter values yielded approximately 
the same fitting accuracy. This limits the confidence in the physical 
relevance of the parameter values found and in the accuracy of 
extrapolation to other conditions or reaction times. 
It was observed recently in soil treated with large amounts of P 
from animal manure slurries that due to reaction of P with Fe and Al 
oxides a high degree of conversion of the metal oxides into metal 
phosphate may occur (assuming 1:1 stoichiometry) [Van Der Zee et al., 
1987a; Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1986; 1987]. It is worthwhile to 
remark that high conversions are not predicted by Barrow's model since 
the diffusion process is modelled for the semi-infinite diffusion 
domain. Thus, even for high c and large t the decreasing potential 
will lead to small values of Q or the fractional surface saturation 9 
[Barrow, 1983], and to a small concentration in the solid phase 
(conversion). This artefact may be solved by assuming m2 to be 
nonlinear at large values of S in which case another fitting parameter 
is required. Although Barrow did not report the subdivision of total 
sorption, F, into adsorption, Q, and diffusion, S, the conversion of 
the reactive phase was probably predicted to be low due to the rapidly 
decreasing solution concentration [Barrow, 1983; BoIan and Barrow, 
1984]. 
It may be noted from eq. 1.3 that if the surface coverage is high 
(by keeping the concentration high and fixed) the diffused amount 
increases excessively. This is caused by the large values of the 
thermodynamic factor f (= 1/(1-6)) which become infinitely large for 
8 + 1. When the model was fitted, a small surface coverage, 9 was 
generally found [Barrow, 1983]. In our opinion the model proposed by 
Barrow is sophisticated but should not be applied to soils. To 
attribute all heterogeneity to the distribution of Y Q in a system 
containing many minerals, many of which may be non-pure mixtures of 
several elements (Al, Fe, Si, etc.), with many different geometries, 
particle sizes, and which mutually interact seems questionable. Since 
the model of Barrow has no sound theoretical foundation, the parameter 
values obtained with this model will have a limited physical 
relevance. 
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In this contribution P-sorption is described mathematically for an 
ensemble of spherical oxide part icles with a distributed part icle size 
in order to show the effect of this size dis tr ibut ion. Then, using 
relationships result ing from this analysis we give a simplified 
sorption kinetics model for P-sorption to soil which is of use even if 
the nature, geometries, and dimensions of the reactive phase minerals 
are unknown. 
3.2 Theory 
3.2.1 The surface reacton 
The removal of P from a solution in contact with soil or oxides 
(of AI, Fe) is initially fast and decreases rapidly with increasing 
contact time. The fast reaction is generally assumed to be an 
adsorption process [Van Riemsdijk, 1979; Enfield et al., 1981 a,b; 
Barrow et al., 1981; Barrow, 1983; Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 
1986]. The adsorption was described with sophisticated models by 
Bowden [1973], Sigg and Stumm [1981], and Goldberg and Sposito [1984]. 
Here we intend to describe only the effects of concentration and time 
for which such sophistication is not necessary. 
The adsorption process is assumed to be reversible with the net 
rate given by (for symbols see the Notation) 
£f = kac (Qm - Q) - kdQ (1) 
At equilibrium the rates of the forward and of the backward reactions 
dQ 
are equal C T ~ = 0 ), yielding the Langmuir equation 
K Q c 
*=T-nnr <2> 
In order to determine the desorption rate constant (kj) we cause 
desorption in the presence of a high affinity - high capacity sink for 
P as described by Van Der Zee et al. [1987]. Due to the presence of 
the sink the adsorption part in eq. (1) is negligible compared to the 
desorption part and eq. (1) becomes 
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The amount desorbed (Q ) follows from the amount initially adsorbed 
(Qln) and Q(t): 
Q* - Q l n - Q(t) (4) 
Integration of (3) and combination with (4) yields 
Q (t) - Qln{l - exp (-kdt)} (5) 
By performing desorption for different desorption times and fitting 
the data to eq (5) Q J n and kd can be assessed. 
3.2.2 The diffusion/precipitation reaction 
The long term removal of solution-P caused by the reaction with 
soil or oxides was described by Van Riemsdijk et al. [1984] as a 
diffusion of P into the solid phase and the conversion of this phase 
into a phosphate precipitate. The backward reaction is controlled by 
dissolution kinetics or some sort óf diffusion process. Due to the low 
solubility and slow dissolution this process (henceforth referred to 
as sorption, S) is assumed to be irreversible on a practical timescale 
for experiments. The sorption, S, is described with the Unreacted 
Shrinking Core model (USC) known from the chemical engineering 
literature [Wen, 1968]. The mathematical equations of the USC-model 
will be given for a single spherical particle of metal oxide. Using 
probability theory this description is extended to an ensemble of 
spherical particles that is characterized by a probability density 
function (frequency function) of particle radii. This mathematical 
analysis is used to illustrate the effect of size heterogeneity on 
overall sorption as well as to give the foundation for the scaling of 
reaction time. This leads to an unique relation that gives sorption as 
a function of an exposure variable proposed by Van Riemsdijk et al. 
[1984], and Van Der Zee et al. [1988], 
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3.2.2.1 Unreacted shrinking core model for single particle size 
When soil or oxides are brought into contact with a solution 
containing P, a concentration gradient is created, that will give rise 
to a diffusive flux towards the interior of the solid phase. This 
gradient may be interpreted twofold, i.e. as a gradient of P in the 
solid state due to adsorption [Barrow, 1983], or as a gradient in the 
micro pores of the solid. Since solid state diffusion processes 
generally are extremely slow, we assume that the transport of P occurs 
through the micropores of the solid. Upon the contact of P with the 
metal in the oxide structure it is assumed that a reaction occurs by 
which the metal oxide is converted into a metal phosphate. Thus a 
product layer (Me-phosphate) develops which will gradually become 
thicker at the expense of the Me-oxide in the particle interior. This 
process may be modelled by means of the Unreacted Shrinking Core model 
[Wen, 1968]. 
The Unreacted Shrinking Core model describes a heterogeneous 
surface reaction in which either the pores of the unreacted solid are 
practically impervious to the reactant (P) or the reaction rate is so 
much larger than the diffusion rate that the reaction zone that 
separates the region of product (Me-phosphate) from the region with 
unreacted solid (Me-oxide) is very thin. If the reactant has access to 
the whole particle (including the unconverted part), then one speaks 
of a homogeneous surface reaction. Most natural situations are 
intermediate relative to these two limiting cases. We will assume that 
the unreacted core of Me-oxide is inaccessible to P and discuss the 
constraints this imposes later in this study. 
For a single (spherical) particle, or single particle size, the 
mass balance equations may be given assuming that the overall 
conversion due to the slow process is the result of: 
1. The rate of mass transfer of P through a fluid film surrounding a 
particle. 
2. The rate of P diffusion through the Me-phosphate product layer. 
3. The reaction rate at the interface of the product layer and the 
unreacted solid core of Me-oxide. 
In this contribution the rate of transport of reaction product out of 
the sphere is not taken into account. Due to these three resistances 
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product layer 
Figure 1: 
Schematization of the Unreacted 
Shrinking Core model 
the P-concentration decreases in the direction perpendicular to the 
par t ic le surface going from the bulk solution towards the core 
in ter ior , as shown in Figure 1. The transport equation for this system 
i s given for spherical geometry by 
c 3c _ ro c , 2 ôc, 
eäF= V r r + 7är-i 
or 
% > r > R 
The transport equation must be solved for the conditions: 
r = Ro 
(i.e. diffusive flux rate at r » RQ is given by mass transfer) 
s or k f(c - c s ) 
s or 
= m k C„ c 
s 0 c r = R 
(6) 
(7 ) 
( 8 ) 
( i . e . diffusion flux ra te at core surface equals the reaction ra te) 
e or 
OR 
Lo at (9) 
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(i.e. displacement interface is proportional to diffusion flux rate at 
interface). In eq. (8) we have assumed that the reaction is first 
order with respect to the solute. A higher order would complicate the 
mathematical analysis considerably and we have no evidence that a 
higher order would be more appropriate. 
The process described by eqs. (6)-(9) is frequently encountered in 
chemical engineering, mining, and applied mathematics literature [Lu, 
1966; Wen, 1968; Ockendon and Hodgkins, 1975; Wilson et al, 1978; 
Davis and Hill, 1982]. Examples where a porous product or leached 
layer develops are the reduction of iron ore in blast furnaces [Evans 
and Kbo 1979], the leaching of primary sulfide ores (pyrite: FeS2J 
chalcopyrite: CuFeS2) [Braun et al, 1974; Bartlett, 1974; Brent Hiskey 
and Wadsworth, 1974] and oil shale gasification [Wen, 1968]. The 
opposite situation where a non-porous protective oxide coating is 
formed is the oxidation of elemental aluminum. 
Mathematically the USC model is a moving boundary or Stefan 
problem. The difficulty in solving such moving boundary problems is 
usually to find a suitable transformation of variables. Approximate 
analytical solutions for the time of complete conversion where the 
concentration c (in the bulk of the solution) is much less than the 
density of the solid, CQ, were obtained by Stewartson and Waechter 
[1976], Soward [1980] and Davis and Hill [1982]. The solution of the 
USC model is much simplified if the time derivative in eq (6) is set 
equal to zero, in which case the pseudo-steady state solution can be 
found. 
The validity of the assumption of pseudo-steady state was 
discussed by Bischoff [1963], Bowen [1965], Bischoff [1965], Davis and 
Hill [1982] and Hill [1984]. The pseudo steady state solution appears 
-3 
applicable if c/C0 is of the order of 10 according to Bischoff 
[1963] whereas Davis and Hill [1982] noted, that when this ratio is 
_2 
10 , a good agreement between the pseudo steady state solution and 
their other approximations is found. Physically, the pseudo-steady 
state assumption represents a slowly moving interface with a rapid 
establishment of the equilibrium concentration distribution. Then the 
amount of solute required to advance the interface a small distance, 
is controlled by the amount necessary to convert the unreacted solid 
in this shell. 
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Figure 2: 
I l lus t ra t ion of the Pseudo 
Steady State assumption where 
solute storage in the pore 
volume (hatched) i s neglected 
with respect to total diffusion 
in At = t 2~t x through the 
par t ic le surface (arbitrary 
un i t s ) . 
The storage of dissolved solute in the product layer pores i s 
negligible. In Fig. 2 th is condition is i l lus t ra ted . The pseudo-steady 
state approximation is valid if the storage in the pores indicated by 
the hatched area is small with respect to the amount diffused between 
t, and t2« It is to be expected that this i s the case for P reacting 
with Me-oxides and therefore we will give the solutions for the case 
of pseudo-steady state [Wen, 1968; Braun et a l , 1974]. 
Of prime interest for the present discussion i s the ra te of 
reaction as a function of time. I t i s therefore convenient to give the 
time needed to reduce the radius of the unreacted core from RQ to R : 
R„ 
c 
mVo i l [k"1- ^ ][1- (Rc/R0)3 ] + 
m k Cn s 0 
R R 
(10) 
By insertion of R. " 0 for the time of completed reaction of the 
sphere, t = t , into eq. (10) we find 
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m R 0 C 0 r 1 *0
 A _ J n 
T =
- t a r + 6D- + m k C J <U> 
f s s O 
where we recognize the three ra te coefficients of mass transfer, 
interface reaction rate and product layer diffusion in the right hand 
side of eq. (11). Now, i t is convenient to express the reaction time 
in terms of the degree of conversion, X. The conversion is the 
fraction (volumetric or by mass, assuming Cg constant in the core) of 
the sphere that has reacted: 
X = 1 - R 3 / R.3 (12) 
c o 
Three limiting cases are of particular interest. The conversion - time 
relation for a single sphere are given if one of the resistences in 
eqs. (10) and (11) is controlling the overall reaction rate. It may be 
noted that mixed controll was studied by Lu [1963] and Spitzer et al. 
[1966], and Van Der Zee et al. [1988]. 
Limiting case I: Fluid film mass transfer is rate controlling. 
Then we find (kf « kg; Dg) that 
t / x l = X (13) 
and 
h - 4? <»> 
Limiting case I I : Diffusion through Me-phosphate product layer i s rate 
controll ing. 
Then (Dg « k f ; kg) eqs. (10) and (12) lead to 
2/3 
t /T j j = 1-3 (1-X) + 2(1-X) (15) 
W h e r e
 » *0 C0 
*n - TTT1T <16> 
s 
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Limiting case I I I : Iteaction rate at the Interface is ra te controlling 
leading to (kg « k f ; Dg) 
with 
'm - r!h <18> 
s 
3.2.2.2 Correspondence to other models 
The expressions given above were found for the case of a core that 
is not penetrable for the solute (P). However, it may be possible for 
some or all reactive oxides that such penetration occurs. In that 
case, instead of a heterogeneous surface reaction, we have a 
homogeneous surface reaction that occurs in the whole volume of the 
sphere, though not necessarily at the same rate everywhere. In 
reality, most conversion problems should probably be considered 
intermediate to the simplified homogeneous and heterogeneous cases. It 
may be shown [Wen, 1968] that the homogeneous model (Dg constant 
in r £ < 0,R >) and the heterogeneous model correspond limiting case 
II in which case a distinction is difficult between the two models. 
When the reaction at the interface is rate limiting (while kj large) 
the solution of the homogeneous model is mathematically different from 
the solution given by eqs. (17) and (18). However, even in this case 
the differences in the conversion-time relationships are not very 
large and the distinction between the homogeneous and heterogeneous 
models on an experimental basis is difficult [Wen, 1968]. 
If the order of the reaction, the order of magnitude of the rate 
constants (kr, k , D ) and the variation of the rate constants with 
e.g. temperature, concentration, porosity (differing for product layer 
and core) or other variables are unknown, we should be very reluctant 
to ascribe physical relevance to parameter values obtained by fitting 
one of the models to experimental results. Deviations from model 
assumptions (e.g. influence of counter diffusion of reaction products, 
non-spherical geometry, electrostatic effects, particle size 
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distributions) will even further complicate the problems of parameter 
assessment« This is also the case for other complex models (e.g. 
Barrow, 1983) and the uniqueness, physical relevance and extrapolation 
possibilities of parameter sets obtained by fitting are also 
questionable. 
We finish this section with some remarks on- the observations by 
Van Riemsdijk [1979] who found that the reactive edges of gibbsite 
became rough after reaction with P. Moreover the total surface area 
increased during the reaction, which proceeded far enough to exceed 
monolayer coverage. These findings suggest that Al-phosphate may have 
a larger specific volume than the original Al-oxide. Thus it is 
possible that the porosity (as well as Ds) in the product layer is in 
fact larger than for the original oxide. This supports the use of the 
USC model provided D in the oxide core is sufficiently less than Dg 
in the product layer. Another case is where the reaction product 
ablates, caused for example by mechanical abrasion in batch 
experiments. Assuming that kj is proportional to R found in case 
where no product layer develops (the second resistance associated with 
Dg is neglected), we have if fluid film mass transfer is rate 
controlling that 
' 2/3 
t/Tj. = 1 - (1-X) (19) 
where 
1 
TT 
m 
2 
? 
"o 
D 
mo 
C0 
1C 
(20) 
and D , is the molecular diffusion coefficient in a free solution 
mol 
[Wen, 1968]. If the rate is controlled by the reaction rate at the 
interface which seems more realistic for the reaction of P with 
oxides, eqs. (17) and (18) still hold. 
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3.2.2.3 Unreacted shrinking core model for particle size distribution 
In this section we consider the mean conversion of an ensemble of 
part icles with different r ad i i , using probability density functions to 
describe the fractions of part icles within a specified range of the 
radius. First the time-conversion relationships found are inverted. 
For the ensemble the mean conversion as a function of reaction time 
may be calculated using probability theory. This leads to some general 
observations discussed in the next section. The procedure as proposed 
here was used by Braun et a l . [1974] to describe the conversion of 
sulfide ores . The part icle size distr ibution was taken into 
consideration by numerical integration of the amount reacted for the 
discretized distr ibution function. Bart let t [1973], with a similar 
approach numerically evaluated a lognormal size distr ibution and 
showed the effect of the mean size on the conversion-time behaviour. 
The time-conversion relationships of the previous section may be 
written as 
t / t = 1 - g(l-X) (21) 
and inverted this yields 
X = 1 - g_1(l-t/T) (22) 
For an ensemble of part icles that has a radius probability density 
function (PDF) given by /j> the mean conversion, X, may be calculated 
with the f i r s t moment [Papoulis, 1965] : 
X = ƒ X(R^) ƒ dR (23) 
- co 0 
The first moment is equivalent to the expectation value. 
It is easy to see that if mass transfer is rate controlling this leads 
to 
1 - ƒ (1-t/T) ƒ dRn (24) 
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and if the reaction rate i s rate-control l ing, to 
00 
X - 1- I (1- t /T) 3 ƒ dR (25) 
- c o "J) 
Furthermore, as / j , i s a PDF we have 
VRo = * (26) 
The case where diffusion through the product layer i s ra te controlling 
may be worked out similarly, but the inversion (22) i s diff icult to 
obtain. Approximating (15) by an expression that is simple to invert, 
a similar resul t to (25) and (26) could be obtained. Such an approach 
i s omitted here as i t does not affect the main line of thought. 
In eqs. (24) and (25) the time of complete conversion, t , depends 
on the i n i t i a l radius, RQ. Therefore i t i s convenient to re la te 
par t ic les of different sizes by transformation to dimensionless 
quant i t ies . Here we have chosen to express a l l radi i and conversion-
times in terms of the radius (R ) and conversion-time (Tg) of the 
smallest par t ic le . Then 
T = t/Tg (27) 
R = Rç/Rg (28) 
It can be shown that the radii and conversion times of two particles, 
each with the same conversion, X, are given by 
\ R0 1 V 
T: - (Rr7> (29) 
2 0,2 
where v = 1.5 - 2 if fluid film mass transfer is rate controlling; v = 
2 for diffusion through the product layer rate controlling; and v = 1 
if the reaction rate at the interface is rate controlling [Wen, 1968]. 
With (27) - (29) the term t/x in (24) and (25) is expressed in terms 
of t_ and R . Thus s s 
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* = T 8 (^)V (30) 
s 
leads to 
or 
t/t = (t/Tg) (RS/R0)V (31a) 
t/T = T R_V (31b) 
Equation (23) may now be solved If an appropriate PDF is chosen. For 
illustrative purposes we do so for v = 1 and for the Exponential PDF. 
The Exponential PDF with a smallest size equal to Rg is defined as 
ƒ = s exp [s(Rg-R0)] RQ> Rg (32a) 
\ m 0 R0 < R s ( 3 2 b ) 
The expecta t ion value (mean r ad ius ) i s given by the f i r s t moment 
00 
EXP {R0} = J R0 f^ dR0 (33) 
where the bar denotes the random nature of the v a r i a b l e . I n t e g r a t i o n 
y i e l d s for the Exponential PDF 
EXP {R„} = R + 1/s (34) 
-0 s 
Simi lar ly the var iance equals the second c e n t r a l moment [Skopp, 1984]: 
CO 
VAR {Rç,} = ƒ [RQ - EXP { R Q } ] 2 / R dRQ (35) 
-eo 0 
which yields after integration for the Exponential PDF 
VAR {R0} = s"2 (36) 
If one wishes to have an indication of the relative (with respect to 
the mean) degree of variation the coefficient of variation, CV, Is 
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usua l ly given: 
CV {RQ} = [VAR {R0}]*/ EXP {RQ} 
0.1 
0.05 
(37) 
0. 
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Figure 3: I l l u s t r a t i o n of the Exponential PDF. 
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'0 
Hence for the Exponential PDF (Rs>0) 
CV {RQ} = [sRs + 1]" (38) 
As CV { R } Increases, the ensemble heterogeneity with respect to 
particle size also Increases. The shape of the exponential PDF Is 
given for reference In Fig. 3. 
Combination of eqs. (23), (24) or (25), (27), (28), (31) and (32) 
leads to the Integral 
X = 1- ƒ (l-TR_V)q s exp [sR (1-R)] R dR (39) 
where v and q depend on the rate controlling step and q follows from 
the function g (eq. 21). Equation (39) may be Integrated If the 
Integration boundaries are known. The upper boundary for the 
Exponential PDF Is -H» as the probability to find particles with a 
radius exceeding any positive value Is finite (though small as this 
value becomes large). The lower boundary poses a problem. As soon as 
the reaction time Is larger than t s the particles with the smallest 
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radii will have reacted completely. It can be seen from eqs. (13), 
(15) and (17) that if t > x the conversion of particles for which the 
complete conversion time is exceeded would become larger than unity. 
As X is a fraction this is unrealistic. In eq. (39) this artefact 
would lead to a negative contribution to X of those particles already 
converted. This artefact is avoided by integrating only over the range 
of RQ for which complete conversion is not yet established. Thus we 
find two integrals, i.e., 
T < 1 X = 1- ƒ (l-TR~P)q s exp [sR (1-R)] R dR (40a) 
T > 1 X = 1- ƒ (l-TR~p)q s exp [sR (1-R)] R dR (40b) 
m S S 
The solution of eq. (40) if the reaction rate at the interface is rate 
controlling is (v = 1; q = 3): 
- 2 3 3 2 
T < 1 X = -3T sR + T sR /2 - T (sR ) /2 + 
s s v s' 
+ E (sR ) exp (sR ) {3TsR + 3(TsR ) + (TsR ) 3 / 2} (41a) I S s s s s 
T > 1 X = l-exp [sR g ( l -T) ] {l+5 (TsR ) /2 + k (TsR )2} + 
+ E (TsR ) exp (sR ) {3TsR + 3(TsR ) 2 + (TsR ) 3 / 2} (41b) J. S s s s s 
In eq. (41) E^(y) i s the exponent ia l I n t e g r a l [Âbramowitz and Stegun, 
1964, p . 228]: 
a> 
E x (y) = / u" 1 exp (-u) du u Ç < 0 , « > (42) 
y 
This integral E(y) diverges for y + 0, hence R must be larger than 
zero. In Fig. (4) the effect of s on X(T) and in Fig (5) the effect 
of R_ on X(T) is shown. When s decreases and R is constant, or if R 
decreases and s is constant the coefficient of variation increases. 
Hence, for the Exponential PDF the dimensionless time, T, required to 
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obtain an almost complete conversion of the ensemble Increases as a 
larger heterogeneity with respect to particle sizes is considered. 
This finding is in agreement to what is expected intuitively. Note 
that the horizontal axes (T) for Figs. (4) and (5) are the same. The 
real time axes (t) belonging to the three curves in Fig. (4) are also 
the same. This is not the case for the three curves in Fig. (5) as t = 
T x and T„ depends on Rg! Figures (4) and (5) illustrate the effect 
of a size distribution instead of one fixed, mean size, as for T = 1 
the particles with size Rg are completely converted. Hence, if this 
were the only size present X would have been unity. That this is not 
the case is due to the range of the radius, Rg. For comparison with 
Chapters 4 and 5 also the curves as a function of ln(T), instead of T, 
are shown in Figure 6. 
Figure 4: Mean conversion as a function of dimensionless time: effect 
of s. 
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Figure 5: Mean conversion as a function of dimensionless time: effect 
of V 
NT) 
Figure 6: Mean conversion as a funct ion of l n (T) . 
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3.2.2.4 The diffusion/precipitation model for pure oxides and soils 
In the previous sections we derived expressions that relate the 
conversion of a single spherical (oxide) particle and the mean 
conversion for an ensemble of such particles with differing radii, to 
the reaction time. The applicability of this model to pure oxides is 
limited by e.g. 
(i) the number of model parameters and constants 
(ii) deviations from spherical geometry 
(iii) uncertainty with respect to the variables occuring in the PDF of 
RQ, as well as the shape (exponential, rectangular, ...) of this 
PDF. 
In one of the earlier sections it was already mentioned that it may be 
difficult to distinguish experimentally between quite different 
diffusion - precipitation models (homogeneous, heterogeneous) for the 
relatively simple system of a single particle size, especially if 
resistances are of comparable order. Thus, the USC-model itself may 
not be applicable and instead an intermediate of the homogeneous and 
heterogeneous surface models should be considered. Even in the case of 
a pure homo-disperse oxide sol one may therefore expect that due to 
the scatter of experimental data uncertainty persists concerning 1) 
the most accurate mathematical formulation, 2) the uniqueness and 
physico-chemical relevance of the parameter values found by fitting 
models such as discussed here. This uncertainty is enhanced by the 
non-ideal geometry one may expect with respect to the particle shape, 
as generally a geometry factor correcting for non-ideal behaviour may 
be necessary. Related to this is the geometric instability due to 
surface imperfections which may be either smoothed out or amplified in 
the course of the conversion [Braun et al., 1974]. The nature of the 
PDF of RQ will also introduce new parameters that will obscure the 
understanding of the system if the PDF is not characterized accurately 
and independently from the conversion (sorption) studies. 
The above indicates the high demands posed with respect to 
knowledge of a pure oxide sol and the nature of the reaction of P with 
the oxide prior to the fitting of models to experimental data. It also 
shows the limitations of deterministic modelling for such systems. 
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For soils such deterministic modelling, that is already difficult 
for well defined oxide systems, must be discarded completely. While 
this is partly due to the unknown variation in particle shapes and 
geometries, it is also caused by the occurrence of several reactive 
solid phases (several oxides of non-pure nature, clay mineral edges 
etc.), interactions among soil colloids, and other complications. 
Therefore it is necessary to simplify the diffusion precipitation 
model to the extent that knowledge of the soil system becomes 
compatible with the input of the reduced model. 
The simplification is done in the following way. First, observe 
that the time required for complete conversion, x, is inversely 
proportional to the concentration in the bulk of the solution, c (eqs. 
14, 16, 18, 20). This holds for spherical as well as for other 
geometries (see e.g. Davis and Hill, 1982, Van Der Zee et al., 1988). 
Furthermore, it was found that the mean conversion for an ensemble of 
particles, X, is a function of dimensionless time for spherical 
particles (eq.41). This is also the case for other geometries (Chapter 
4). Hence, we may write 
X = G (c t) (43) 
where G represents a function of T (~ c t ) . Thus the mean conversion 
is given by a unique function of the product of concentration and 
time, for a certain soil or ensemble of par t ic les . However, as the 
function G is a combination of many relat ions which are valid for 
specific geometries and size dis t r ibut ions , the form of G i t i s not 
known a p r io r i . If the USC-model applies for a l l soil minerals the 
same conversion occurs for a long reaction time at low c or short 
reaction time at high c. This resul t was also found by Van Riemsdijk 
et a l . [1984a] and i s in fact a basis to scale reaction time. Such 
scaling is of great importance as i t i s clearly undesirable to be 
forced to do very long term sorption experiments in order to find the 
constants in the conversion ( i . e , sorption)-time relationships [Van 
Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1988]. 
I t was assumed that c i s constant in the analyses given so far . 
Now we assume that the solutions for c changing over the course of the 
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reaction (batch experiments) are additive. This is a tolerable 
approximation if the pseudo steady state assumption is acceptable-
Then it can be shown that product ct must be replaced an exposure 
integral, I, which is a concentration - weighted dimensionless of 
reaction time 
_! C 
I = (c t ) ƒ c dt (44) 
r r
 0 
where c_ and t are equal to unity in the units employed. A particular 
value of the dimensionless quantity I may be obtained by many 
different concentration-time combinations. Two special cases are given 
of eq. (44). In the f i r s t case a concentration, c , exists below 
which, under the prevailing conditions, no reaction occurs as the 
solubil i ty product of the Me-phosphate i s not exceeded. Then eq. (44) 
becomes 
I = ( c r t r ) / (c-c e) dt (44a) 
In the second case the concentration is kept constant and if c « c 
[Van Riemsdijk, 1979; Van Riemsdijk et al., 1984a; Van Der Zee and Van 
Riemsdijk, 1986] then eq. (44) becomes simply 
I = - | ^ - (44b)_ 
With eqs. X43) and (44) a unique relationship between X and I is 
given. Since the amount S that has diffused into the solid phase 
equals 
S = mw CQX/ pg (45) 
the nature of the function S(I) may be established experimentally. The 
nature of the mathematical function for S(I) is unknown but any 
relationship that fits the data can be chosen. Thus a polynomial of I 
such as (N smaller than the number of measurement points) 
N
 1/1 S = E a (I) ' (46a) 
i=0 * 
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may be considered as well as a polynomial as used by Van Der Zee and 
Van Riemsdijk [1986]: 
N
 A 
S = E a {in (I)}1 (46b) 
1=0 
As the polynomial in eq. (46) must be assessed experimentally its use 
implies long term sorption experiments if high concentrations are of 
interest. If, however, relatively low or intermediate concentrations, 
for which the same reaction product is formed (m is a fixed constant), 
are studied then the reaction times may be scaled down by measuring at 
high values of c. A third alternative for equation (46) is given in 
Appendix B. 
3.3 Conclusion 
In this paper a physico-chemical description of the reaction of 
phosphate with soil and the corresponding mathematical formulation of 
this process were addressed. Due to agreement in the literature about 
the description of the adsorption process [Van Riemsdijk, 1979; Barrow 
et al., 1981; Enfield et al., 1981a,b; Barrow, 1983; Van Der Zee and 
Van Riemsdijk, 1986] emphasis was given to the long term sorption 
reaction. This relatively slow process exhibits quite different 
kinetics than the adsorption reaction and is assumed to involve the 
bulk of the reactive solid phase. 
The bulk process was described with the Unreacted Shrinking Core 
(USC) model known from chemical engineering literature. In this model 
the reactant (P) diffuses into the solid phase where a reaction 
(precipitation) occurs. Conditions are such that the unreacted solid 
phase is virtually inaccessible to the reactant and therefore two 
solid phases are found: the unreacted solid phase (in this case 
consisting of metal oxides) and the reaction product (consisting of 
metal phosphate). The mathematical equations describing the USC-model 
may be solved easily if the assumption of steady state is made. The 
pseudo steady state solutions in terms of conversion-time relations 
are given for spherical geometry and for three limiting cases. These 
cases refer to the resistances against the transport of P to the sharp 
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interface where the reaction occurs and the rate of reaction at this 
interface. Using stochastic theory the solutions may be used to 
describe the relationship between the mean conversion of an ensemble 
of particles with different radii and the time. For simple cases this 
may be done analytically, as is illustrated for an Exponential PDF 
with the reaction rate at the interface controlling the rate. With 
this analysis for a very idealized system it was possible to show the 
very pronounced effect of particle size heterogeneity on the relation 
between mean conversion and time. 
However, in many cases non-ideal behaviour of the system as well 
as experimental inaccuracy prohibit the distinction between the 
different conversion-time relationships as well as the assessment of 
whether the USC-model (or similarly involved models) is applicable at 
all. The theory presented, though, resulted in the important 
conclusion that the mean conversion, which is related to the amount of 
P precipitated, is a unique function of the product of concentration 
in the bulk of the solution and the reaction time. This fact was 
subsequently used to give a relationship between sorption, (S) due to 
the diffusion/precipitation process and an exposure integral (I), for 
the cases that the concentration varies in time. Since the 
relationship S(I) is not known a priori it should be evaluated 
experimentally. The elegance is in the nature of the exposure 
integral, I, which may be used to scale the reaction time. Thus, by 
determination of S(I) at a large concentration and a short time, the 
long term sorption behaviour at low concentration may also be found, 
since one function applies to a range of different concentrations. 
3.4 Notation 
? — 1 
A spec i f i c surface a r ea , [m .kg J 
_3 
CQ concen t ra t ion of the ox ide , [mol.m ] 
CV c o e f f i c i e n t of v a r i a t i o n 
2 - 1 Dmol coe f f i c i en t of molecular d i f fus ion , [m .h ] 
D c o e f f i c i e n t of d i f fus ion in product (Me-phosphate) l a y e r , [m^.h-''-] 
~ 2 — 1 
D c o e f f i c i e n t of d i f fus ion in oxide [m .h ] 
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Ej^  (y) exponent ia l I n t e g r a l 
EXP expecta t ion value 
F 1. Faraday (Table 1) 
2. Total amount sorbed/ reac ted [mmol.kg- ] 
G func t iona l r e l a t i o n s h i p 
I exposure i n t e g r a l 
3 —1 
K Langmuir c o n s t a n t , [m .mol ] 
N polynomial order 
Q amount adsorbed, [mmol.kg- ] 
Qm adsorpt ion maximum, [mmol.kg ] 
* ~1 
Q amount desorbed, [mmol-kg ] 
R 1. gas cons tant (Table I ) 
2. dimensionless r ad iu s oxide p a r t i c l e 
R r a d i u s of the unreacted c o r e , [m] 
Rs i n i t i a l r ad ius of the smal les t oxide p a r t i c l e , [m] 
RQ i n i t i a l r a d i u s of the oxide p a r t i c l e , [m] 
S amount p r e c i p i t a t e d , [mmol.kg ] or diffused (eqn. 1.3) 
T dimensionless time 
VAR var iance 
X conversion 
X mean conversion of an ensemble of p a r t i c l e s 
a j , a , cons t an t s 
- 3 
c concen t ra t ion [mol.m ] 
c ,c ,c concen t ra t ion [mol.m ] a t unreacted core sur face , a t p a r t i c l e 
su r f ace , and in the bulk of the s u l u t i o n , r e s p e c t i v e l y 
-3 
c r re fe rence concent ra t ion [mol.m ] 
- 3 
c concen t ra t ion in p a r t i c l e [mol.m ] 
c equi l ibr ium concen t r a t ion , s o l u b i l i t y , [mol.m ] 
f thermodynamic fac to r 
V ƒ„, probability density function of RQ and of ¥„, resp. 
g " functional relationship 
k reaction rate constant at interface, [m . mol- . h ] 
kj mass transfer coefficient, [m.h ] 
ka 
kj desorption rate constant, [h ] 
m stochiometric coefficient 
m^j, average value of ¥., [V] 
adsorption rate constant, [m . mol- . h ] 
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m^, ni2 parameters 
q parameter 
r r a d i a l d i s tance from cen t r e of sphere , [m] 
s cons t an t , [m ] 
s„ standard deviation of ¥ , [V] 
t ° time [h] 
v parameter 
w conversion factor mol •*• mmol, w = 1000 
y lower integration boundary in Exponential intergral 
z valency (Table I) 
f electrostatic potential in the plane of adsorption, [V] 
a 1. ratio of oxalate extractable fractions 
2-
2. proportion of P present as HPO, (Table 1) 
Y activity coefficient in solution 
e porosity of the oxide 
0 relatieve surface coverage by adsorption 
-3 
Ps bulk density of oxide [kg.m ] 
t time to complete conversion particle [h] 
x time to complete conversion smallest particle [h] 
(o thickness adsorbed layer, [m] 
in initial condition (subscript) 
ox oxalate extractable quantity (subscript) 
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4. EXTRAPOLATION AND INTERPOLATION BY 
TIME-SCALING IN SYSTEMS WITH DIFFUSION 
CONTROLLED KINETICS AND FIRST ORDER 
REACTION RATES 
Abstract 
The interpolation or extrapolation in time of physico-chemical 
processes from experimental data is often difficult. A theoretically 
derived time scaling procedure using an exposure variable of the 
concentration integrated in time, with at most one adjustable 
parameter was applied succesfully to three systems taken from 
metallurgical, agricultural and environmental engineering. This 
scaling rule is potentially usefull as a research or management tool, 
for systems that are too complex for mechanistic modelling. 
4.1 Introduction 
In chemical, metallurgical, and mining engineering as well as the 
earth sciences, kinetic processes are often of considerable 
importance. Kinetics play a role e.g. in ore processing, fuel 
combustion and oil shale or coal gasification, catalyst regeneration, 
mineral weathering, and fertilizer nutrient immobilization. Different 
rate determining steps may be involved in such reactions. These steps 
can be caused by diffusion, heat transfer, or reaction kinetics. 
Because the degree of conversion is a function of time the dimension 
of the system of interest must often be optimized to achieve a certain 
effectivity. Thus in chemical reactor plants, the fluid velocity must 
be regulated for optimal results and for optimal fertilization the 
moment and method of fertilizer application are under constraints. 
Reaction kinetics may depend on a large number of parameters and 
variables. Therefore system optimization usually requires the 
evaluation of the effects of important variables on the reaction 
kinetics and performance of the system. Even if such an assessment is 
done only over a limited range of values of the dominant variables the 
effort may be large. To cut down on this effort the system is often 
described mathematically. The mathematical expressions are used to fit 
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the data, and for interpolation and extrapolation to conditions not 
evaluated experimentally. Using for this purpose empirical models may 
cause large uncertainties. The problem is simpler if the processes 
involved are understood physically. Then the mathematical formulation 
may be based on a r ea l i s t i c physico-chemical model. A particularly 
usefull approach is to use non-dimensional mathematical equations, or 
dimensionless numbers such as the Reynolds and Schmidt numbers 
[Levenspiel, 1972]. The use of such dimensionless quantities is based 
on scaling rules and was discussed extensively by Bird et a l . , [I960]. 
In this paper we present a time-scaling method. The theoretical 
background is well documented in chemical engineering l i t e ra tu re of 
solid-fluid and solid-gas interactions for relat ively simple systems. 
Processes in such systems are dominated by diffusional transfer or 
f i r s t order reaction kinet ics . We show that such time scaling may be 
feasible, even if the mechanisms are incompletely understood, for 
complicated reactions systems. The method is i l lus t ra ted with examples 
from different f ields of in te res t . 
4.2 Background of scaling 
The overall kinetics of conversion of a solid phase may be 
controlled by e.g. the diffusion rate of one of the reactants, the 
heat transfer rate if heat is produced or consumed, and the 
concentration. Other factors that may be of importance are e.g. solid 
characteristics such as specific surface area, solid phase purity, 
etc. In the case of an isothermal, non-catalytic reaction the 
conversion rate, (the rate of change of the reacted amount of solid 
phase relative to the total amount present initially), may be fitted 
to mathematical functions with at least one constant. Often several 
empirically fitted rate equations may seem equally appropriate. 
Moreover, equations with more than one constant may yield similar 
results for different values of the constants. Therefore, little 
physical relevance can be attributed to apparent rate constants 
obtained in this way. For example the general features of the square 
root of time behaviour of unsteady linear diffusion can be described 
equally well with an empirical expression for the reaction rate 
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[Skopp, 1986]. Experimental errors and the similarities in the 
description of different physico-chemical processes complicate the 
discrimination between different mathematical descriptions • However, 
such similarities may be of use if mechanistic understanding of the 
overall conversion process is small» This is illustrated by 
considering the conversion of solid phase particles. The conversion 
rate is controlled by three resistances, acting in series. 
The mechanisms causing these resistances are 1) diffusive mass 
transfer through a stagnant fluid film surrounding a particle, 2) 
intraparticle diffusion through a layer of converted solid, and 3) 
first order chemical reaction rate. A model taking these three 
mechanisms into account is the unreacted shrinking core (USC) model 
[Levenspiel, 1972, Wen, 1968]. In the USC model the unconverted solid 
cannot be penetrated by the gaseous or liquid reactant. By reaction at 
the surface of the unconverted solid, a reaction product layer forms 
that grows at the expense of the unreacted, and shrinking core. In the 
different homogeneous conversion model (HC), reactant diffuses into 
the unreacted solid and the reaction occurs the entire particle. In 
general the USC model is physically most realistic [Levenspiel, 1972, 
Wen, 1968]. Because the discrimination of the two models is seldomly 
Dossible on the basis of data [Wen, 1968] and the main point of this 
analysis holds for both models, the approach is illustrated with the 
USC model. 
The exact solution of the mathematical equations describing the 
USC-model has received much attention in applied mathematics 
literature. Usually the problem to solve the moving boundary problem 
of the USC model is to find a suitable transformation of variables 
[Ockendon and Hodgkins, 1975, Davis and Hill, 1982]. The mathematics 
are considerably simpler if we assume that the pseudo-steady state 
assumption is applicable. This assumption was challenged [Davis and 
Hill, 1982, Bischoff, 1963] but is acceptable for gas-solid reactions 
or the reactions between dilute electrolytes and a solid [Wen, 1968]. 
Early solutions of the USC model assumed that the overall conversion 
rate is controlled by one of the resistances [Yagt and Kunii, 1954]. 
Later extensions included mixed control [Lu, 1963], a reversible 
reaction [Lu and Bitsianes, 1966] , and swelling or shrinking of the 
particle [Shen and Smith, 1965]. A pseudo steady state solution is 
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commonly presented, by considering the fractional conversion (X), as a 
function of dimensionless time. Dimensionless time is obtained by 
division of real time with the time (T) required for complete 
conversion. The solution for an ensemble of equally sized and shaped 
particles, and for mixed rate controll is given by 
t= I T.P.(X) [Bartlett, 1971, Braun et al., 1974, Szekely and 
Propster, 1975], where Pj(X) is a function of X and the resistances 
are indexed by i (i = 1,2, or 3). 
Table 1: Relationships P (X) between fractional conversion (X) and 
dimensionless time t/t , with i the rate controlling step. 
geometry i=l Film 
diffusion 
i=2 Product layer 
diffusion 
i= 3 
Reaction 
rate 
plate 
cylinder 
Sphere 
p r x 
p1 =x 
p1 =x 
P2=XZ P3=X 
P2=X+(l-X)ln(l-X) P3=l-(1-X)^ 
P2=l-3(l-X)2/3+2(l-X) P3=l-(1-X)1/3 
Summing the solutions when one of the resistances (i) is rate 
controlling is allowed because they act in series. In Table 1 the 
function Pj(X) is given for three particle shapes, and different rate 
controlling steps (i). Note that for a plate-geometry a linear 
relation X(t) is found for film diffusion (1=1) as well as for 
chemical reaction rate (i=3) control. This shows that experimental 
data conforming to such a relation may be described by both mechanisms 
as well as by linear combination of i = 1 and 1 = 3 , even though the 
physico-chemical nature of these rate limiting steps is completely 
different. The time for complete conversion (T,) in Table 1 is 
invariably inversely proportional to the concentration c in the bulk 
of the gas or liquid phase. Therefore the conversion-time relation can 
be expressed as an explicit function of ct, i.e. ct= F(X) where F(X) 
is a function of X. This is the basis of our scaling rule. By 
inversion we find that X=F (ct). In words this may be formulated as: 
'there is a unique (though not necessarily known) functional 
relationship between the fractional conversion of an ensemble of 
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particles with the same size and shape and the product of 
concentration and time'. Moreover, because tj is inversely 
proportional to c for all situations referred to in Table 1, such a 
unique relationship is found also for an ensemble with differently 
shaped but equal sized particles. That a unique relationship between X 
and ct can also be expected for ensembles with particle size 
distributions was shown numerically [Bartlett, 1971, Braun et al., 
1974, Szekely and Propster, 1975] and analytically (Chapter 3). Sofar 
the analysis leading to the concentration-scaled conversion time 
expression was based on the assumption of a constant bulk 
concentration in the gas or liquid phase. However, if this bulk 
concentration varies slowly in time and if the pseudo steady state 
approximation is valid, scaling of time is still possible. In that 
case an integral of c over t should be used instead of the variable 
ct. This integral, that resembles the exposure variable I commonly 
used in toxicology [Brunekreeff, 1985], may be defined as 
I=Y/(C^C )dt , where Y is a parameter that may be taken equal to unity 
and that is used to make I non-dimensional. Instead of concentration 
we use the concentration difference (c-ce), because in many cases it 
is realistic to indentify a lower (no-effect) level of c, (c=ce), 
below which a reaction does not occur. Such a lower bound might be 
governed by e.g. solubility of the reaction product. For first order 
chemical reaction rate control the scaling holds also for fast 
variations in time of c. 
With the extended USC model presented so far the process of 
conversion is described well for an ensemble of well-defined particle 
shapes and sizes, if a large number of model constants such as 
reaction stoichiometry, diffusion coefficients and chemical rate 
constants are known. If, however, these constants are not well-known 
or if solid phase impurity, solid phase mixtures, etc. complicate the 
system, then the USC model as such is of limited use. In that case 
deterministic modelling becomes practically impossible due to the 
large number of parameters, that may differ for different solid phase 
constituents, and that are hard to assess experimentally. 
Unfortunately many natural systems studied in e.g. the earth and 
environmental sciences are usually very complex. In such systems where 
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Figure 1: Fractional conversion of chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) as a 
function of time (la: after ref. (18)), and as a function of 
exposure I=ct (lb). Concentration (c) of H-SO^ as indicated 
in Figure la. 
mechanistic kinetic models are not applicable, the time scaling method 
using the exposure integral may still yield good results because the 
unique relation between X and I is still valid. So, even for systems 
that are incompletely understood, interpolation in the exposure domain 
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covered experimentally Is still possible. An important consequence of 
the use of the exposure variable is that a long reaction at a small 
concentration is equivalent to a short reaction at a large 
concentration, if I is the same for both cases. Thus extrapolation to 
long reaction times (and small concentrations) may be done by 
assessing X(I) for short duration experiments at high concentrations. 
4.3 Applications of time scaling 
In this section we show three applications of the scaling method 
which differ in the degree in which the reaction mechanisms are known 
in detail. The first example is the galvanic conversion of 
chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) by metallic copper. This metallurgical process, 
was described by the USC model [Bartlett, 1971, 1973]. The over-all 
reaction is given by 
Cu Fe S2 + Cu° + 2H+ = Cu2 S + Fe2+ + H2 S (1) 
The over all reaction rate depends on the rate of proton diffusion to 
the unconverted chalcopyrite surface and the proton consumption rate 
at this surface. For relatively narrow ranges of the particle sizes of 
chalcopyrite and metallic copper the conversion was studied 
experimentally (at 90 ) [Hiskey and Wadsworth, 1974]. The protons were 
supplied by adding H2S0^ at different concentrations. In Figure la 
some results are given for different, constant concentrations. In 
accordance with our scaling method a single line (Fig. lb) is-found 
when the fractional conversion is given as a function of ct. 
The next example is the reaction of orthophosphate with soil, 
which is of interest from the scope of P fertilizer efficiency and for 
environmental reasons. Due to the reaction in soils containing little 
phosphorus, fertilizer-P becomes less available as the time after the 
moment of fertilizer application increases [Rahman, 1982, Van der Zee 
and Van Riemsdijk, 1988]. Hence the application effectivity decreases 
also. In soil receiving large quantities of P, leaching of P may 
eventually cause surface water eutrophication [Beek, 1979, Enfield et 
al., 1981]. In non-calcareous soil, phosphate reacts predominantly 
with iron and aluminum oxides [Beek, 1979]. 
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The overall reaction that consists of adsorption In combination to a 
diffusion type process [Barrow, 1983, Van Riemsdijk et al., 1984] can 
be described as a function of exposure (I) and measured according to 
Van Riemsdijk and Van der Linden [1984]. In Figure 2a the amount of 
phosphate reacted as a function of ln(t) is shown for four different 
constant concentrations. The logarithmic time scale was taken for 
convenience to compress the horizontal axis as measurement time varied 
from 1 minute to 40 hours. A total of ten different concentrations 
were considered experimentally but only four are shown in Figure 2a. 
In Figure 2b we show the scaled data for all ten concentrations. Also 
shown is a best fitting third order polynomial of ln(I). Considering 
the complexity of phosphate-soil interaction the scaling result can be 
considered excellent. 
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Figure 3: Phosphate concentration in solution (c) as a function of 
time (t). Experimental points and curve as calculated with 
the empirical polynomial of Figure 2. 
In the same way we could describe the reaction of phosphate with soil 
for times of approximately one year [Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 
1988], so that the results could be used to dimension waste disposal 
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sites. The use of this approach to evaluate laboratory experiments is 
illustrated in Figure 3. Using the same experimental set up [Van 
Riemsdijk and Van der Linden, 1984] a phosphate containing solution 
was percolated through a column containing the same soil as used in 
Figure 2. The concentration was not kept constant and therefore 
decreases by the reaction. The change in concentration as a function 
of time was predicted using the polynomial function of Figure 2b, and 
proven to be in excellent agreement with the measured concentrations. 
These results illustrate the applicability of the scaling procedure at 
variable concentrations. 
Â third example is taken from in the field of soil acidification. 
Atmospheric deposition of SO , NO and NH3 on the soil causes soil 
acidification which affects the ecological functioning of the soil. 
Infiltration of atmospheric polutants causes a complex chain of 
exchange and mineral weathering reactions in the soil. On the long-
term mineral weathering controls the soil pH and nutrient status of 
unfertilized soils. Mineral weathering is still a poorly understood 
process [Helgeson et al., 1984]. Most research concerning mineral 
weathering dealt with pure minerals such as feldspar [Helgeson et al., 
1984, Chou and Wollast, 1984]. Mainly two mechanisms of weathering 
have been proposed. The first type conforms to the USC model, either 
with a product layer that continually increases in thickness [Wollast, 
1967, Helgeson, 1971, 1972] or with a constant thickness caused by 
dissolution of the product layer at the particle surface [Correns, 
1963, Faces, 1973]. In an alternative description feldspar dissolution 
is assumed to be controlled by a surface reaction and incongruent 
dissolution is attributed to precipitation of aluminum hydroxides or 
aluminium silicates [Busenberg, 1978, Holdren and Adams, 1982, 
Helgeson et al., 1984]. In models of the second type, the commonly 
observed parabolic type kinetics are attributed to e.g. exchange 
reactions, etch pitch formation, mineral impurity, or particle size 
heterogeneity. Little consensus exists on the microscopic mechanisms 
that cause the overall kinetics of feldspar weathering, so a 
mechanistic description of the rate of proton consumption in the more 
complex soil system is still remote. Nevertheless, a description of 
the proton consumption rate is desirable to estimate long term effects 
of atmospheric pollutant deposition. Currently, predictions of such 
long term effect are usually based on the extrapolation of empirical 
rate equations [Cosby, 1986]. 
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To investigate whether the time scaling proposed here may yield an 
additional instrument for predictions of soil acidification soil 
columns were leached with solutions with a particular constant, low pH 
at relatively high flow rates, varied to maintain a constant pH in the 
soil columns [Van Grinsven, in preparation] . This was done for sandy 
subsoil samples (70-80 cm depth) [Van Grinsven et al., 1987]. In this 
soil proton consumption is predominantly caused by the reaction with 
various silicates and aluminum (hydr)oxides present, resulting in the 
release of aluminum, calcium and silicium and small amounts of 
potassium, magnesium, and sodium. When the reaction rates had slowed 
down considerably after a number of days the experiments were 
continued in batch for a period of 90 days. The reaction vessels were 
not shaken and the pH was kept constant by regularly replacing the 
supernatant solution (every one to 
three weeks). In the batch experiments Al and Si were the main 
compounds that were released. The column and batch experiments were 
done at constant pH values of 3, 3.5 and 3.9. The widely divergent 
curves showing the amount of a compound released as a function of time 
for the different solution pH-values, scale very well for the main 
compounds in both the batch experiments (Figure 4) and the column 
experiments (not shown).The reproducibility appears to be to good as 
is seen from the duplicated experimental data in Figure 4. With these 
results the question to which mechanism or combination of mechanisms 
causes the observed weathering rates is not answered. In fact, 
regardless of the mechanisms of the feldspar weathering discussed in 
the literature the experimental results may be scaled with the 
exposure variable, I, provided the reaction rate is assumed to be 
first order with respect to the proton concentration, and rate 
controlling. 
For the assessment of long-term effects of soil acidification, the 
scaling procedure may yield more reliable results than purely 
empirical descriptions [Cosby, 1986]. 
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4.4 Conclusions 
In this paper we discussed the scaling of time in the case of 
reactions whose rates are controlled by reactant diffusion, a first 
order chemical reaction or a combination of these processes. The 
scaling procedure proposed that has at most one adjustable parameter 
(ce) is derived from the unreacted shrinking core (USC) model. A 
unique relation is found between the amount of reactant or solid phase 
that has reacted and an exposure variable, which is a function of 
concentration and time. Moreover, the scaling rule is also valid for 
other diffusion controlled processes e.g., when abrasion of the 
product layer occurs, in case of irregular solid phase geometry, when 
various particle sizes occur or when the composition of the solid 
phase and the reaction stoichiometry vary as in soil. These and other 
complications do not affect the possibility to apply our scaling 
procedure. The scaling procedure may be useful in a semi-empirical 
basis for interpolation and extrapolation in time for complex real 
world reaction systems that are not (yet) amenable to a mechanistic 
description. Once the relationship between conversion and exposure has 
been established experimentally the conversion as a function of time 
and concentration may be calculated. Hence, the scaling rule may be a 
useful tool for the simulation of certain real world problems, either 
in scientific research or for management purposes. 
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PHOSPHATE SORPTION KINETICS AND 
TRANSPORT IN SMALL COLUMNS 
Abstract 
The r eac t ion of or tho-phosphate (P) with sandy so i l i s described 
by two processes : a f a s t and r e v e r s i b l e adsorpt ion according to 
Langmuir k i n e t i c s , combined with a non-equi l ibr ium, i r r e v e r s i b l e , 
p r e c i p i t a t i o n l i k e process . The p r e c i p i t a t i o n r e a c t i o n involves the 
bulk of oxides and i s described with a model derived from the 
unreacted shr inking core model. Model parameters are assessed by 
performing sorp t ion and desorpt ion experiments . With the parameter 
values obta ined , the t r anspor t of P in packed columns i s s imulated. 
Good agreement between measured and ca l cu l a t ed breakthrough curves i s 
found for the t r anspor t of high feed concent ra t ion of P and for the 
leaching of a column presa tu ra ted with P. Transport experiments appear 
to produce add i t iona l information tha t i s necessary for the assessment 
of model parameters . 
5.1 Introduction 
The r eac t ion of P with so i l and i t s k i n e t i c s have been studied 
i n t e n s i v e l y [Beek and Van Riemsdijk 1982]. In the non-ca lcareous , 
sandy s o i l s the r eac t i on of P i s predominantly with oxides of Al and 
Fe, [Beek, 1979]. Generally the r a t e of t h i s non-equi l ibr ium process 
depends amongst o the r s on the P-concentra t ion in so lu t ion [Barrow, 
1983; 1981; Beek and Van Riemsdijk, 1983]. Measurements ind ica ted tha t 
only part of the sorbed P wi l l desorb wi thin a p r a c t i c a l t ime-sca le 
[Barrow, 1983; Beek, 1979]. For Gibbsi te i t has been shown tha t 
sorp t ion in excess of monolayer coverage may occur [Van Riemsdijk and 
Lyklema, 1980]. 
The r eac t i on of P with so i l was described mathematically with a 
v a r i e t y of express ions including the Langmuir and the Freundlich 
isotherms and r a t e equat ions [Sibbesen, 1981; Enfield et a l - , 1976; 
Enfield and Shaw, 1975; Shah et a l . , 1975]. The complexity of the 
sorp t ion phenomena i s ind ica ted by the use of several equat ions by 
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e . g . Barrow [1983], Enfield e t a l . , [1981], Beek [1979] and Mansell e t 
a l . , [1977 a , b ] . Recently the d i f fus ion of P Into oxides has been 
proposed by both Van Riemsdijk e t a l . , [1984a] and Barrow [1983]. 
Their models, however, are conceptual ly d i f f e r e n t . Whereas Barrow 
considered a di f fus ion process according to pene t ra t ion theory, Van 
Riemsdijk et a l . , assumed a r e a c t i o n with the bulk of the oxides with 
d i f fus ion towards the r eac t ion zone as r a t e - l i m i t i n g . In1 the r eac t i on 
zone, which was assumed i n f i n i t e l y t h i n , metaloxide i s converted to a 
metal-phosphate by a p r e c i p i t a t i o n l i k e r e a c t i o n . This model i s known 
in the chemical engineering l i t e r a t u r e as a shr inking core model. The 
r e a c t i o n r a t e , if the s o l u b i l i t y product i s exceeded (c > c e ) , was 
described using a composite concent ra t ion- t ime va r i ab l e (chapter 3 ) . 
The model of Van Riemsdijk et a l . , [1984] has been extended by Van 
der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986] to include the observed r e v e r s i b i l i t y 
of par t of the r eac t i on and also to account for the r e a c t i o n observed 
a t concen t ra t ions below the equi l ibr ium concen t r a t i on . In t h i s study 
the sorp t ion model of Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986] i s b r i e f l y 
o u t l i n e d . Next the procedures employed for the es t imat ion of model 
parameters are i l l u s t r a t e d . Since these procedures cons i s t a lso of 
column-leaching experiments the t r anspor t of P has been s imulated, and 
the experimental and numerical r e s u l t s are compared. 
5.2 Mathematical formulation 
The removal of P from the so i l so lu t ion due to i t s r e a c t i o n with 
the oxides of Al and Fe i s f a s t i n i t i a l l y and slows down considerably 
with the progress of the r e a c t i o n ( t i m e ) . The concept of the di f fus ion 
of P in to the oxides and subsequent conversion of the oxide in to a 
metal phosphate [Van Riemsdijk e t a l . , 1984] yielded good r e s u l t s . 
However, t he i r convenient semi-empirical expression giving the amount 
of P sorbed as a funct ion of the concen t ra t ion - sca led time va r i ab l e I 
i s usefu l l only in the [I]-domain covered exper imenta l ly . The r e a c t i o n 
of P a t concen t ra t ions below the equi l ibr ium concent ra t ion of P, as 
governed by the metalphosphate s o l u b i l i t y , as well as the backward 
r e a c t i o n were not included in t h e i r model. Moreover, the r e a c t i o n a t 
higher values of the concen t ra t ions and sorp t ion t imes , than evaluated 
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experimentally Involved extrapolation that may be subject to 
considerable error. 
In order to account for reactions at low concentrations as well as 
to include the backward reaction, two separate processes of a 
different nature and kinetics are distinguished. A fast and completely 
reversible adsorption process of P on the surface of oxides and 
metalphosphates already present is described by Langmuir kinetics: 
f- = kac(VQ) - kdQ (1) 
At equilibrium (-j-*- = o) the Langmuir isotherm is found: 
KQ c 
« = TT* <2> 
If desorpt ion of so i l -P i s en t iced , in the presence of a high a f f i n i t y 
- high capac i ty sink for P (Chapter 2) then equation (1) reduces to 
and i n t e g r a t i o n with the condi t ion 
I .C t = 0 Q - Q ^ (4) 
wi l l y i e ld for the desorbed amount: 
Q* = Q.n - Q(t) (5) 
Q*(t) = Q l n {l - exp(- k j t ) } (6) 
A slower immobilization of P assumed irreversible for laboratory time 
scales, is described by the diffusion/precipitation process given by 
Van Riemsdijk et al. [1984] and Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986) 
(Chapter 3) 
S - f (I) (7) 
where 
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I = yf (c - c ) dt (8) 
P e 
In eq. (8) Y is used to nondimensionalize I . The function f(I) is 
given by an experimentally evaluated polynomial of the form: 
f(I) = aQ + ax ln(I) + a2{ln(I)}2 (9) 
In principle other polynomials (e.g. by not taking the natural 
logarithm of I) are equally feasible. Since the constants of equation 
(9) are found from experiments they are valid irrespective of the 
amounts of P adsorbed or precipitated e.g. in a coating in the init ial 
situation However, i t is noted that the values of the constants will 
depend upon the init ial situation, and consequently so will the shape 
of f ( I ) . Whereas equation (9) Is assumed to be valid for all possible 
ini t ial conditions, these conditions will be intrinsic in any 
specified shape of f(I) and they must be given. If this is done, an 
arbitrary reference point for equations (7)-(9) may be chosen: 
t < 0, I = IQ, S = SQ (10) 
It is noted that the values of I and IQ depend on the units of c and t 
chosen as I and IQ have a dimension. 
The condition (10) is acceptable if SQ is small and ^ is 
positive for all relevant I > IQ. For equation (7)-(9) a condition is 
given so that no dissolution takes place: 
c
 < c e > c p = ce <Ua> 
c > ce , cp = c (lib) 
The sorption model for P may be combined with a transport model to 
study column-leaching experiments. For a uniformly packed sand-column 
with saturated, steady state carrier flow in one direction, z, the 
transport equation is given by: 
< i - e > e f t - + e o T = e D 4 - j V f e <12> 
oz 
assuming, that concentration induced density effects may be neglected. 
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In equation (12), F is: 
F(t) = Q(t) + S(t) ( 1 3 ) 
The hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient takes into account the effects 
of molecular diffusion and of mechanical dispersion [Bolt, 1982; Bear 
1979]: 
D = D . + D . (14) 
mol mech 
The coefficient D i is the tortuosity corrected molecular diffusion 
coefficient in a free solution and the mechanical dispersion 
coefficient is given by [Bear, 1979; Pfannkuch, 1963]: 
D
 h = * (//e) (15) 
mech 
Here S. is called the medium's dispersivity. 
The initial and boundary conditions for the transport are: 
I.C.: t < 0 
t > 0 
B.C.: 
t > 0 
c - C j 
v ôc 
V , . ÔC 
J
 <CE-
 c> - -Hi 
0 < z < z 
z = 0 
z = ZL 
(16) 
(17a) 
(17b) 
with no backmixing assumed. 
5.3 Materials and methods 
The so i l NKR-1 was c l a s s i f i e d as a Spodosol (Table 1 ) . The 
mater ia l used was sampled a t the depth of 20-40 cm from a f i e l d in 
p a s t u r e , in a cover sand a rea . The so i l HAR-4 was sampled a t the depth 
of 0-20 cm from a f i e l d tha t annually received 160 ton/ha of l i q u i d 
manure. I t i s a Spodosol in coversand. 
Chemicals used were of pro analyse q u a l i t y . Background e l e c t r o l y t e 
-3 -3 
contained 1.5 * 10 M CaCl2 and a potassium concent ra t ion of 5 * 10 
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M by add i t ion of KCl in conjunction to K added as KH2PO4. In some 
cases the e l e c t r o l y t e d i f f e r ed , however, with n e g l i g i b l e e f f ec t s upon 
(de)sorp t ion as compared to experimental e r r o r . 
The desorpt ion k i n e t i c s experiments employ Fe-oxide coated paper with 
a high a f f i n i t y for P as the e x t r a c t a n t to ensure i n s i g n i f i c a n t P-
concen t ra t ions in so lu t ion (Chapter 2 ) . Column-leaching desorpt ion 
experiments cons i s t of a pre-adsorp t ion stage (7 days pe rco la t ion with 
5 * 10 M KH2PO4) followed by a desorpt ion stage with a so lu t i on 
without P. Effluent was c o l l e c t e d cont inuously using a f r a c t i o n 
c o l l e c t o r . Afterwards the r e s i d u a l P adsorbed was desorbed using Fe-
oxide coated paper. Column-leaching adsorpt ion experiments by 
in t roducing a P-containing so lu t ion without p r ior adsorpt ion followed 
the same procedure (see t ab l e 2 ) . Total sorp t ion was measured 
according to Van Riemsdijk and Van der Linden [1984] for 
- 5 - •? 
concen t ra t ions in the range of 5 * 10 - 5 * 10 M Kl^PtV In a l l 
experiments the concent ra t ion of P was measured with the Molybdenum-
Blue method (Murphy and Riley, 1962] . Optimizing procedures were done 
by non- l inear curve f i t t i n g according to the Simplex method. The sum 
of squares (SS) of dev ia t ions between experimental (Ymi) an<* model 
(Y ) values of the dependent va r i ab l e was minimized: 
N , 
SS = I (Y - Y r (23) 
i= l 2 mi 
with 
a = {SS/(N-M-1)P (24) 
to indicate the goodness of fit. 
5.4 Parameter assessment and data analysis 
If in reaction experiments the sorption is calculated by 
determination of the amount of P removed from the solution, then it is 
not known what part has adsorbed on the surface (Q) and what part has. 
precipitated (S). Thus a way to separate the fractions Q and S of F 
(eq. 13) must be found. The backward reaction for the diffusion 
precipitation process may be expected to be controlled by the 
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solubility of the metal phosphates formed. For such phosphates the 
equilibrium concentration (c„) is usually small. For many practical 
situations we may thus assume S to be irreversible. Then by desorbing 
soil-P in the presence of an infinite sink we may assess 0* and kj. 
Next a soil column presaturated by P may be leached with feed 
solution containing no P. In that case the precipitation rate will 
have become negligible, and Q will be practically at its maximum. At 
the column outlet the concentration in solution is measured and the 
corresponding amounts desorbed are calculated as in Appendix 1. This 
leads to the values of K and Qm. Now we may calculate for any sorption 
experiment the adsorbed amount if c(t) is known, by numerically 
integrating eq.(l). This leads to S(t) if calculated adsorption as a 
function of time is subtracted from measured total sorption, F(t) (eq. 
13). By optimization of S as a function of I for different sorption 
experiments done at different c, we obtain the polynomial constants of 
eq.(9). 
5.5 Results and discussion 
The information compiled in table 1 indicates, that the two soils 
have rather different contents of P organic matter, Fe and Al. Using 
^(Fe+AL) mmol/kg (oxalate extractable) as a rough estimate for the 
sorption capacity of such soils for P [Lexmond et a l , 1982], then i t 
i s clear that the HAR-4 soil i s relat ively more saturated with P than 
the NKR-1 so i l . This is also clearly reflected in the behaviour of 
both so i l s . 
For HAR-4 the desorption kinetics experiment yields values of 
k^O.2 h and Qin=4.5 mmol/kg. For 8 soi ls an average value 
of k.=0.2 ± 0.03 h (for desorption times up to 66 h is found). The 
resu l t s for HAR-4 are i l lus t ra ted in Figure 1. From the scatter of the 
observations i t may be concluded that in fact quite some uncertainty 
concerning the value of kj pers i s t s . Because P i s 18.3 mmol 
kg"1 (Table 1) i 
sorbed reversibly. 
 t appears that merely 25% of the P appears to be 
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Figure 1. Desorbed amount (Q ) as a f u n c t i o n of t ime f o r HAR-4 ( o ) 
and NKR-1 (+) 
Table 1: Data of the HAR-4 and the NKR-1 s o i l s 
Name HAR-4 2) NKR-1 3) 
,D 
Landuse 
Parent m a t e r i a l 
C l a s s i f i c a t i o n 
Depth [m] 
Horizon 
Loam [%] 
Median Grain S i ze [|J.m] 
Organic Matter [% wgt] 
Oxa la te e x t r a c t . P[mmol/kg] 
Oxalate e x t r a c t . Fe[mmol/kg] 
Oxa la te e x t r a c t . AI[mmol/kg] 
Arable land 
Coversand 
Aquod 
0-0.2 
Ap 
10 
150 
1.9 
18.3 
14.5 
50.4 
(Spodosol) 
Grassland 
Coversand 
Aquod (Spodosol) 
0 .2 -0 .4 
B2 
25 
150 
5 
3.9 
4 .1 
91.0 
1) De Bakker [1979], 
Dekkers [1983] 
2) HAR-4: Lexmond e t a l [ 1 9 8 3 ] ' 3) NKR-1: 
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The other values of the adsorpt ion parameters may be obtained 
consider ing the P - s t a t data a t low c (supposedly below c e ) . For two 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n s , i . e . 0.055 and 0.075 mmol/1, r e s p e c t i v e l y , the 
adsorpt ion k i n e t i c s have been optimized with respec t to equation ( 1 ) . 
10 
o 
I * 
K;QQ46 -
K = 0 0 8 C -
^aat ta_i_ 
6 9 12 
t (hours) 
15 
Figure 2: Adsorbed amount (Q) as a funct ion of time for HAR-4. 
Observations and simulated curves for two concen t ra t ions and 
two values of K 
Table 2. Optimizing r e s u l t s for the sorp t ion parameters . 
1. Name 
11AR-4 
NKR-1 
2
- Ql„ 
4.5 
0 .7 
3- Q„ 
6.8 
16.3 
4 . k a 
0.00575 
0 .005 
5 . kd 
0.125 
0.450 
6. K 
0.046 
0.011 
7 . a 0 
0.103 
3.05 
8 . a t 
- 0 . 1 3 1 
1.96 
9 . a 2 
0.075 
0 .03 
10 c e 
0.2 
0.04 
Foe polynomial c o n s t a n t s t was i n minu te s ; In the F igu r e s t was c o n v e r t e d t o hou r s 
a g a i n . 
The results are given in Table 2, columns 2-6, and the simulated 
adsorption as a function of time is shown in Figure 2. The 
observations are covered well by the optimized curves, although it 
should be kept in mind that only two concentrations have been 
considered. That this is possibly a shallow basis for the estimation 
of the adsorption parameters is reflected by the simulated 
breakthrough of the column leaching experiment: Figure 3. For this 
simulation the values of the parameters are taken from Table 2 and 
Appendix 2. Although the observations are well predicted for the first 
pore volumes the deviations between observation and the simulated 
curves become significant after approximately 5 pore volumes. 
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Never the less , recognizing tha t the cons tan t s used for the adsorp t ion-
desorpt ion process have been assessed independently the r e s u l t s a re 
considered accep tab le . Another approach i s given In Appendix 1. 
10 
(mmol.kg 1 . . 
— _i i 
1 T — • 
• 
(3a) 
0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 
c (mmol.!"1 ! 
1 ^ ! 1 1—•> 1—-\—i A-
0 5 10 15 20 50 60 70 165170 
Vv, 0 
Figure 3: Breakthrough curve for HAR-4. Measured ( • ) and simulated 
3 3 
curves for K = 0.046 m /mmol ( l i n e ) and K - 0.080 m /mmol 
(dashed l i n e ) . Inse t 3a: Adsorption isotherms with K = 0.046 
3 3 
m /mmol ( l i n e ) and K = 0.080 m /mmol (dashed l i n e ) . 
In Figure 3a the experimental isotherm data p o i n t s , found according to 
t h i s appendix the isotherm obta ined by opt imizing these data with 
r e spec t to equation ( 2 ) , r e s u l t i n g in K=0.080 and 0 = 6 . 8 5 , and the 
isotherm according to Table 2 are shown. This prel iminary assessment 
of the isotherm i s based upon the assumptions, tha t (1) l o c a l 
adsorpt ion equi l ibr ium i s assured in the column and (2) concen t ra t ion 
g r ad i en t s in the column are n e g l i g i b l e . The simulated response of the 
breakthrough, using the optimized values K=0.080 and Qm=6»85, 
descr ibes the observa t ions e x c e l l e n t l y , de sp i t e the f a c t , tha t i . e . 
the concent ra t ion g rad ien t s in the column are c e r t a i n l y not n e g l i g i b l e 
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i n i t i a l l y (Chapter 10). In Figure 3a this i s indicated by the 
erroneous position of the points at the right side of the plot . The 
resu l t s are quite promising with respect to the applicabil i ty of 
column-experiments in the assessment of P-adsorption parameters. 
Besides the two concentrations mentioned also P-stat experiments 
have been performed at concentrations in the range 0.2-5.0 mmol/L. If 
the amounts adsorbed for these experiments are subtracted from the 
total sorption F (equation 13) and the res t (S) i s optimized with 
respect to equations (7)-(9), then the polynomial constants are found. 
This i s done for t r i a l values of c e . As the optimizing result (ö) i s 
rather insensitive to ce> a narrow range for this parameter may not be 
obtained. These estimation of c i s approximately 0.1.-0.2 mmol/1, 
which is in agreement with values reported by Van Riemsdijk et a l . , 
[1984]. Setting ce=0.2 mmol/1 implies that the experiments with higher 
c may not be used in the adsorption parameter assessment discussed 
earl ier (reversible k ine t ics ) . The polynomial constants which are 
reported in Table 2, complete the description of the sorption kinetics 
for HAR-4 (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Total measured sorption, F ' , as a function of ln ( t ) (Figure 
4a), and measured prec ip i ta t ion ,S ' , as a function of In ( I ) . 
As can be seen the scaling of time by concentration, by using exposure 
(I) as variable leads to a re la t ively narrow band of the data points. 
For comparison i t may be noted that the shape of the scaled curve for 
different concentrations is similar to the conversion-(dimensionless) 
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time curves given in Chapter 3. I t should be noted also that although 
the polynomial constants were obtained for time in minutes, the time 
in Figure 4 is in hours. Furthermore, what is shown is actually not F 
and S, but the total measured sorption and measured precipi tat ion, 
i . e . , excluding already sorbed P at the beginning of the experiments. 
Using the observations of the P-stat experiments ( i . e . : F ,c , t ) both 
the adsorption and the precipitation may be simulated. In Figure 5 the 
subdivision of the meausred F in S en Q, respectively, i s shown. The 
agreement of the observations and the simulated F is considered fa i r ly 
good as use has been made for the diffusion-precipitation process of 
only one adjustable parameter: ce« For the HAR-4 soil the processes 
may be described rather satisfactory for the conditions considered. 
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Figure 5: Total sorption (F ' ) , adsorption (Q*) and precipitation (S') 
simulated with the data of Table 2, and measured F' at a) 
c = 0.24 mmol/1 and B) c = 0.67 mmol/1 (HAR-4). Primes 
denote that i n i t i a l contents were disregarded. 
In the analysis of the NKR-1 soil a different behaviour i s 
observed with respect to the sorption and desorption processes. 
The desorption kinetics experiment for the NKR-1 (see Figure 1) 
reveals the small content of i n i t i a l l y desorbable P: i . e . Q =0.7 
mmol/kg. This value i s quite small compared to the estimated total 
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sorp t ion capac i t y , and about a four th of the t o t a l P e x t r a c t a b l e by 
o x a l a t e . The k j -va lue of 0.45 h i s of the order of magnitude of k . 
values mentioned e a r l i e r . 
Unlike in the case of the HAR-4 s o i l , the other adsorpt ion 
parameters may not be est imated d i r e c t l y from the P - s t a t sorp t ion 
measurements, using the experimental data for low concen t ra t ions of P. 
The reason tha t t h i s can not be done, i s , tha t the r e s u l t from a 
column experiment for NKR-1 suggests a r a the r low value of c e which 
means, tha t a t low c p r e c i p i t a t i o n may a l ready occur . Thus, the 
isotherm has been d i r e c t l y est imated from the concen t ra t ions in the 
e f f luent of a column-leaching experiment, and Q, according to Appendix 
1. In Figure 6 the experimental isotherm data po in t s are given. 
C (mmol.I ) 
Figure 6: 
Adsorption isotherm 
for NKR-1 (Table 2 ) . 
For these r e s u l t s the parameters a re given in Table 2. The 
es t imated adsorp t ion maximum ( r e v e r s i b l e ) i s l a r g e as would be 
expected from the aluminium and i ron content of the s o i l . The isotherm 
i s considerably l e s s s teep then the HAR-4 isotherm. This causes the 
increased buffer ing a t higher concen t ra t ions during the desorpt ion 
phase of the column experiment (Figure 7 ) . The polynomial cons t an t s 
were found for a value of c e = 0.04 mmol.l . These values for the 
parameters of the NKR-1 so i l are subsequently used for the s imulat ion 
of the t r anspor t of P in order to get an impression of the 
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Figure 7: Breakthrough curves for NKR-1. Observations (*) and 
simulated curves with the parameter values of Table 2 and 
Appendix 2. 
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compatibility of the sorption kinetics model with the behaviour of P 
in this soil. The observations and the simulated breakthrough curve 
are shown in Figure 7a. The feed solution in this experiment contained 
0.2 mmol P/l. It is concluded that the overall sorption kinetics in 
this case of transport of P is not described well by the parameters of 
table 2. In Figure 7b similar results for a feed solution 
concentration of 3 mmol P/l are shown, that are predicted better by 
simulation of the transportproces. As in Figure 7a, first breakthrough 
is predicted a little too late, and the tailing appears to be somewhat 
less pronounced in the simulated curves as compared to the 
observations. Better agreement was found for the experiments of Figure 
8. The variation in the flow velocity occurring for the experiment 
with cn=0.2 mmol/1 was taken into account in the simulations (Appendix 
2). 
The assumption, that the value of ce for the NKR-1 soil is less 
than approximately 0.2 mmol/1. It is based upon the shape of the 
experimental breakthrough curve of P for this soil. In the case that 
CQ is less than or equal to cg, the solute is only subject to 
adsorption according to Langmuir kinetics. If adsorption may be 
described by the Langmuir isotherm (local equilibrium) then P will be 
displaced according to a travelling wave (steady state front: Appendix 
A). The "breakthrough curve" of such a travelling wave is quite 
different from the curve presented in Figure 7. In the case, that 
local adsorption equilibrium is not attained the transport processes 
will still be very similar to the phenomenon of the travelling wave 
and the breakthrough curve will bear much resemblance to the one found 
for a travelling wave. Therefore ce is estimated to be significantly 
less than 0.2 mmol/1. 
A case of interest is the perturbation of the transport phenomena 
discussed above by the sorption according to the diffusion 
precipitation process. The deformation of the breakthrough curve will 
be similar to effects that occur, if immobile water or a heterogeneous 
flow domain is considered (see e.g. De Smedt et al., 1981; Raat s, 
1981; Bolt, 1982). An analysis that bears some physical resemblance to 
the processes discussed here, is given by Rasmuson [1981]. 
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Figure 8: Breakthrough curves for the NKR-1 Soil. Parameter values 
given in Table 2 and Appendix 2. 
To demonstrate the perturbation of the breakthrough curve several 
values of c e were chosen, keeping the polynomial fixed (see Table 2: 
NKR-1 so i l ) . If the value of c e is taken equal to the concentration in 
the feed solution, then the solute adsorbs according to Langmuir 
k inet ics . If lower values are taken, the perturbation of the 
breakthrough curve will be larger if c e i s smaller: Figure 9. For 
i l l u s t r a t ive purposes this perturbation is shown with the same 
polynomial in al l cases. As the polynomial obtained by optimizing the 
P-stat experiments depends on the c chosen, also simulations have 
been performed where for a given value of c e the appropriate 
polynomial constants are used. However, due to the re la t ively small 
importance of the precipitation process the effects are negligible. 
The effect of the slow process appears to be a decrease in the travel 
veloci t ies of the concentrations exceeding ce> However, also for 
smaller concentrations the travel velocity i s s l ightly affected. This 
i s an i l lus t ra t ion of the fact that in the case of non-linear, 
favourable isotherm the travel velocit ies of the higher concentrations 
affect the velocity for the lower concentration range. 
Finally, as the choice of the order of the polynomial i s somewhat 
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arbi t rary, the order was varied for the NKR-1 soil from 1 to 3. I t was 
noted, that the effects were small. I t should be realized that if the 
transport problem i s such, that the value of I exceeds the 
experimentally evaluated domain of I , the choice of the polynomial 
(order) affects the nature of the extrapolation procedure (Appendix 
B). In that case, at l eas t , the choice of the degree should be made 
with care. 
'0 100 200 300 400 500 
v/v0 
Figure 9. Breakthrough curves for the indicated values of c. 
parameter values as in Figure 7a. 
5.6 Conclusions 
The resul ts presented for the HAR-4 soil indicate, that the desorption 
of the sorption kinetics of P according to the two processes proposed, 
i . e . , a reversible adsorption described by Langmuir kinetics and a 
precipitation of P with diffusion of P into oxides as ra te l imiting, 
i s promising for the description of the experimental r e su l t s . The 
prediction of an independent column leaching experiment i s 
sat isfactory. Results concerning another soil (NKR-1) show that i t 
behaves quite different from the HAR-4 so i l : the adsorption isotherm 
seems to be significantly less steep for the NKR-1 soil and the 
precipitation process seems to occur at lower concentrations of P. The 
precipitation process is less important than in the case of HAR-4. The 
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resu l t s of the column experiment of the HAR-4 soil considered 
Indicate, that this technique may present additional information, that 
i s not easily obtained otherwise. Examples are e.g. the parameters K 
and Qm for the adsorption process if the diffusion precipitation 
process prohibits the direct assessment from F-stat experiments. The 
value of c e that Is only inaccurately estimated from data obtained 
with the P-stat technique may possibly be estimated by studying the 
breakthrough curve of P. However, then there must be certainty, that 
the breakthrough curve i s not significantly affected by other 
processes with similar effects (e.g. immobile water). 
5.7 Appendix 1: Isotherm construction 
From the breakthrough curve of a column that i s P-saturated ( i . e . , 
Q "Qj, at t = 0) and which is leached with a solution containing no P, 
the isotherm may be constructed. 
Neglecting concentration gradient» in the column and assuming 
adsorption equilibrium, the desorbed amount after n^ effluent solution 
samples are taken, equals 
* "I 
\ = /= i {VJCJ " w*-1 ' CJ)} ( 1 _ 1 ) 
where Q is the desorbed amount, on average for the whole column, V. 
n l i s the sample volume of the jth sample and c i i s the P-concentration 
J
 * 
in this sample, VQ is one pore volume of the column. Q Is thus 
calculated for all (n) samples. After the last sample the column soil 
material is analysed and this yields the residual amount of P still 
adsorbed (QR)> Thus the total amount of P adsorbed reversibly after 
the nth sample equals 
Qn = QR t1"2) 
The total amount adsorbed at the moment that leaching starts equals 
Q (t=0) = Q* + Q D (1-3) 
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and for any sample j the amount still adsorbed and In equilibrium with 
c. measured in this samples is 
Q . ( c j ) = Q n - Q * + Q R (1-4) 
Because for a l l sample we know both Q. and c.s ( j - 0, n ) , we 
can f i t equation (2) to these data to ob t a in K (=k a / k d ) and Qm. 
5.8 Appendix 2: Values used to simulate transport 
HAR-4 NKR-1 (F ig .7a) NKR-1 (Fig. 7b) 
e 
p 
JV 
Dmol 
A 
\ 
c0 
0.40 
1780.0 
0.080 
9.10"7 
0.0005 
0.04 
0.2 
0.65 
1035.0 
0.059 
9.10"7 
0.0005 
0.04 
0.2 
0.40 
1600.0 
0.050 
9.10"7 
0.002 
0.10 
3.0 
NKR-1 (F ig . 8) NKR-1 (Fig . 8) 
e 
p 
JV 
Dmol 
A 
ZL 
Cn 
0.50 
1011.0 
t<44h:0.094;t>44h:0.048 
9.10-7 
0.002 
0.04 
0.2 
0.505 
1087.0 
0.0556 
9.10"7 
0.002 
0.04 
3.0 
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5.9 Notation 
Q adsorbed phosphate ( r e v e r s i b l e ) mmol/kg 
S p r e c i p i t a t e d phosphate ( I r r e v e r s i b l e ) mmol/kg 
F sorbed phosphate (sum of Q and S) mmol/kg 
I concent ra t ion- t ime i n t e g r a l mmol.min/m 
J v c a r r i e r spec i f i c discharge m /m .h 
D d i f fu s ion -d i spe r s in coe f f i c i en t m /h 
N number of samples 
M number of optimized parameters 
3 
K adsorpt ion constant m /mmol 
3 
V volume m 
t time h 
z d i s t ance m 
3 
c concent ra t ion of P mmol/m 
k a adsorpt ion r a t e cons tant m /mmol.h 
k , desorp t ion r a t e constant 1/h 
aQ,a^,a2>aj polynomial cons tan t s 
X d i s p e r s i v i t y m 
m exponent 
9 volumetric water content 
3 
p bulk density solid phase kg/m 
a standard deviation of fit 
subscripts: 
e with c: equilibrium 
E with c: effluent 
i with c: initial concentration 
0 with c: feed solution c in column experiments 
with V: soil column pore volume 
in with Q: initially adsorbed 
m with Q: adsorption maximum 
L with z: column length 
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MODEL FOR LONG TERM PHOSPHATE REACTION 
KINETICS IN SOIL 
Abstract 
A simplified reaction kinetics model for long term P-sorption in 
soils receiving large quantities of P-rich animal manure is presented. 
Results from soil analyses for samples taken in 84 fields in nine 
different soil types indicate that the oxalate extractable P provides 
a good estimation of total P. Sorption experimental data for reaction 
periods up to 249 days show that measured sorption is proportional to 
l n ( t ) . Total sorption, F, (at long reaction periods) that includes P 
already present (PQX) appears to be proportional to the sum, M, of 
oxalate extractable Fe and Al. These resul ts are described with a 
model where soil react ivi ty is related linearly to M, and the reaction 
kinetics are expressed in terms of a composite concentration time 
variable, I . This leads to the relationship F = kM ln( I ) where k is a 
character is t ic of the so i l . Comparison with resul ts in l i t e ra tu re 
indicate that the concentration dependence of the reaction i s 
accurately described by using I instead of time as a variable. 
Differences in react ivi ty (k) for different soil horizons or soil 
types are apparent from the different k-values for topsoils and 
subsoils. Sorption measured during 40 hours (F ) may be extrapolated 
to long term (1-2 years) sorption (Fm) for each soil separately 
without correction of the value of I for the reaction period in the 
f ie ld by simply setting Fm = PQX + 1.8 F r . For a P-concentration of 
5 mmol IT1 this leads to a value of a = F /M = 0.63 + 0.14 for 
m m -
topsoils . Extrapolation using the average k-value found for short term 
sorption experiments resul ts in the same value of a . 
6.1 Introduction 
The behaviour of P in soil has received much attention in soil 
science literature. Because of the often limited P availability for 
plants the emphasis has been given to P fertilization requirements for 
optimal plant growth. During the past decades, disposal of waste water 
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and animal manure slurries have caused P-saturatlon of soils and a 
surface water eutrophication hazard after leaching of P [Ryden et al., 
1973; Beek, 1979; Gerritse, 1980; Enfield et al., 1981]. This is 
caused by the application of P in this kind of waste, that far exceeds 
the plant uptake of phosphorus. Many studies have focussed on the 
nature and the rate of the reaction of P with soil [Van Riemsdijk and 
De Haan, 1981, Beek, 1979]. The reaction has been shown to be non-
equilibrium and only partially reversible with a concentration 
dependent reaction rate [Beek and Van Riemsdijk, 1982, further 
reference given there] . The over all reaction may continue for very 
long times [Barrow and Shaw, 1975; Munns and Fox, 1976; Van Riemsdijk 
and De Haan, 1981]. The reaction has been described by Van Riemsdijk 
[1979], Enfield et al. [1981], Barrow [1983], Van Riemsdijk et al. 
[1984a], and Van Der Zee et al. [1986] with P-adsorption in 
combination to P diffusion into the bulk of the solid phase. 
One of the main problems caused by disposal of P-rich waste is the 
eutrophication that results after leaching of P into surface waters. 
Transport of P has been studied by Logan and McLean [1973], Mansell et 
al [1977a,b], Beek [1979], Enfield et al. [1981], De Willigen et al. 
[1982], Raats et al. [1982], Mansell et al. [1985], Van Der Zee et al. 
[1986] and Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986a]. These studies 
indicated that the description of short term laboratory transport 
experiments may be done satisfactorily. However, the applicability of 
reaction models and of parameter values found for laboratory 
circumstances to transport in the field remains questionable. 
An important parameter is the constant describing the kinetics of 
the reaction of P, e.g., a characteristic reaction time [Beek, 1979, 
De Willigen et al., 1982, Raats et al., 1982]. This parameter 
controlls the fraction of potential sorption that occurs in the field 
at a particular flow velocity and P concentration. The mobilization of 
the sorption capacity over the years in actual field conditions is 
hard to assess experimentally. Therefore, there is a need for methods 
that can be used to extrapolate short term sorption measurements to 
long term sorption occurring In years. 
The scope of this contribution is to present a model that can be 
used to estimate long term P sorption from short term sorption 
measurements performed in a routine fashion in the laboratory. The 
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proposed model Is based on a mechanistic viewpoint of the sorption 
processes Involved and Is compatible with descriptions given in the 
literature. The input data are easily measurable since the model is 
intended for use in practical (field) situations such as P leaching 
due to high applications of sewage water or animal manure slurries. 
The model described is relatively simple as both the assessment of 
large and diverse data sets and the simulation of field situations 
with deterministic models is considered to be impractical or even 
impossible. This is due in part to the spatial variability of natural 
systems, i.e., a field or watershed, with respect to important 
variables such as the contents of the dominating reactive solid phase 
constituents. In order to deterministically describe such a 
heterogeneous system, the spatial distribution of important variables 
needs to be known. However, In most cases prime Interest concerns the 
system-averaged behaviour [Dagan and Bresler, 1979, Elabd et al., 
1986, Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1986b]. This is possible with 
stochastic models that take soil heterogeneity into account. In such 
models the input variables usually are characterized by a distribution 
instead of a fixed (average) value. The model described in this paper 
was used to estimate long term sorption from the distribution of a 
soil reactivity variable found by short term sorption measurements for 
an ensemble of 84 rather different soils. This work shows that the 
estimated sorption for the ensemble of soil agrees well with the 
measured sorption and that extrapolation may be done using statistics 
of the ensemble instead of extrapolation for each individual soil. 
6.2 Theoretical background 
Dissolved and solid orthophosphates predominate in animal manure 
slurries whereas organic phosphorus compounds constitute a minor 
fraction of total P [Gerritse, 1977, 1980]. Since organic compounds 
generally will be converted into inorganic constituents [Castro and 
Rolston, 1977] we consider only orthophosphate (P) assuming that the 
soil is in a steady state with respect to organic P content. 
The reaction rate of P is a function of concentration and of time 
(amount of reaction product) and is described with different 
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mathematical expressions by Mansell et a l . [1977a,b], Van Riemsdijk 
and De Haan [1981], Enfield et a l . [1981], Barrow [1983], Van 
Riemsdijk et a l . [1984] and Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, [1986a]. We 
assume that the over al l reaction (F) i s the resul t of two processes, 
i . e . , a relat ively fas t , reversible adsorption (Q) and a practically 
i r revers ible , diffusion/precipitation (S). Furthermore, i t i s not 
unreasonable to expect that for a soil already containing P the 
adsorption rate i s sufficiently high to reach virtual equilibrium 
within a short time such as a day [Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 
1986a]. Therefore, the reaction rate for longer times will be 
approximately equal to the slow sorption ra te , i . e . , dF/dt * dS/dt-
For the sorption r a t e , we use the expression also used by Van 
Riemsdijk and De Haan [1981]: 
ö S /1 \ 
J£ = al exp(-a2S) (1) 
where ai and a« are constants, assuming that the adsorption 
rate (-^-) i s small for times longer than a day. Integration for t = dt a 
( a i a . ) " and S(t . ) = 0, where t i s negligibly small, yields 
S = a~ l n [ a i a 2 t ] (2) 
Van Riemsdijk and De Haan [1981] found for short term reaction times 
that a. was proportional to c. No clear relationship between a^ and c 
was found. In an alternative description of the slow sorption process 
by Van Riemsdijk et a l . [1984a], i t was assumed that P diffusion was 
ra te limiting with respect to the precipitation like process. For such 
cases Van Riemsdijk et a l . [1984] showed that then the sorption can be 
expressed as a function of a new composite variable I given by 
I = ƒ (c - c e ) d t / ( c r t r ) (3) 
where ce is the equilibrium concentration for the metalphosphate under 
the prevailing conditions and crtr equals one in the units used. Van 
Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986a] used a second degree polynomial of 
ln(I) to describe sorption (excluding adsorption) measured for a 
reaction time of one week. However, their data can also be described 
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well by a linear function of ln(I). Setting In eq. (2) a c = a j ^ and 
measuring S at constant c as done by Van Riemsdijk and Van Der Linden 
[1984] and Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986a] also leads to such a 
linear relationship of S and ln(I): 
-1 * -1 
S = a„ ln(a ct) = a. ln(I) + constant (4) 
I t may be noted tha t with the new v a r i a b l e , I , the same sorpt ion may 
be obtained d i f f e r en t combinations of c and t . I t i s most p r a c t i c a l to 
perform measurements a t one concent ra t ion which i s r e l evan t to 
concen t ra t ions occurr ing in f i e l d s i t u a t i o n s . Thus for the animal 
manure s lu r ry pol lu ted s o i l s of i n t e r e s t h e r e , concen t ra t ions in the 
order of 1-3 mmol P L are r e a l i s t i c [De Haan and Van Riemsdijk, 
1986]. For sewage water d i s p o s a l , the r e l evan t concent ra t ion i s a 
f ac to r ten smaller [Beek, 1979]. 
If i t i s assumed tha t the adsorpt ion capaci ty i s almost reached or 
tha t the adsorpt ion (Q) may a lso be described with eq. (4) then we can 
r ep l ace S by F (=0+S) in eqs . ( 1 ) , (2) and ( 4 ) . For s o i l s d i f f e r ing 
with respec t to P r e a c t i v i t y , the cons tan t s a2 and a wi l l d i f f e r . The 
r e a c t i v i t y appears to depend on the content of amorphous oxides of Fe 
and Al. Beek [1979] showed tha t P was predominantly assoc ia ted to the 
oxa l a t e e x t r a c t a b l e metal con ten t , M (= F e ox + A 1 ox^ ' T h e o x a l a t e 
e x t r a c t a b l e P, PQ X , i s approximately equal to (Fe+Al)-associated P 
according to Kurmies f r a c t i o n a t i o n method [Kurmies, 1972]. Therefore, 
i t seems reasonable to assume tha t the r e a c t i o n capac i t y , F i s 
propor t iona l to M, i . e . , Fm = «M. By defining a s a t u r a t i o n fac tor a = 
F/M we may then compare s o i l s with d i f f e ren t conten ts of P and oxa la t e 
e x t r a c t a b l e Fe and Al. If we choose the u n i t s of c and t such that the 
cons tant in eq. (4) may be neglected we f i nd : 
a = k l n ( I ) (5) 
where k = ^ M ] . Also we find 
P + F 
where Fr is the amount that is sorbed in laboratory experiments in 
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add i t ion to P already p resen t , P o x . The fac tor a i s a b e t t e r va r i ab l e 
to compare d i f f e ren t s o i l s with respec t to P - sa tu r a t i on than i s e . g . 
P0„+F_, because if ot i s used the r e s u l t s are normalised with respec t 
to the r e a c t i v e so i l c o n s i s t u e n t s . 
6.3 Materials and methods 
Soil was sampled in 84 f i e l d s s i t u a t e d in the Nether lands. Topsoil 
(0 -0 .2 m) and subsoil samples with 0.1 m -depth increments t i l l 1 m 
depth were taken in f i e l d s in a g r i c u l t u r a l use and in reference 
l o c a t i o n s (v i rg in so i l or so i l not r e cen t l y in a g r i c u l t u r a l u s e ) . Each 
sample was obtained by mixing 15-20 subsamples per f i e l d . Air dr ied 
homogenized samples of the layer 0 .3-0 .4 and 0 .4-0 .5 m were mixed. On 
the pulver ized ( 0 < 0.05 mm) s o i l , oxa la te e x t r a c t a b l e P, Fe, and Al 
were assessed according to Schwertmann [1964]. Elementary so i l 
composition was determined by X-ray f luorescence a n a l y s i s . 
Pr ior to i n i t i a t i o n of sorpt ion experiments , so i l was e q u i l i b r a t e d 
during one week with a 1.5 mmol L CaCl2 s o l u t i o n . Short term 
sorp t ion (experiment a, 40 hours) was measured according to Van 
Riemsdijk and Van der Linden [1984] . Long term sorpt ion (experiments 
b , c , and d) was measured by batch experiments . In the batch 
experiments , s o i l / s o l u t i o n r a t i o s were varied to keep c approximately 
constant (10-20% decrease in c in the f i r s t 8 days) while a t the same 
time allowing for a l a rge enough concent ra t ion d i f ference in order to 
determine the ca l cu l a t ed sorp t ion with su f f i c i en t accuracy. 
After 8 days, the P reac ted was r ep len i shed . Reaction vesse l s were 
kept in darkness ( temperature 298 K) for the designated r e a c t i o n 
periods (experiment b:32d, c: 129d, d: 249 d ) . At the P concen t ra t ions 
used in the experiments the b io log ica l conversion of P may be assumed 
négl igeable [White, 1981]. Evaporated so lu t ion was r e g u l a r l y 
rep len ished and the ves se l s shaken. In a l l cases the so lu t ion 
contained 1.5 mmol CaCl2 L • The concent ra t ion of P added as KH2PO4 
was 5 mmol L for the layer 0-0.2 m and 0.5 mmol L for the layer 
0 .3 -0 .5 m. For the experiments involving the subsoil samples, 4.5 mmol 
KCl L was present in the so lu t ion in order to avoid e f f ec t s of 
d i f f e r en t K-concentrat ions compared to the experiment with the topso l l 
I l l 
samples. Ortho-phosphate was measured according to Murphy and Riley 
[1962], and Is approximately equal to t o t a l d issolved P. 
6.4 Results and discussion 
The oxa la te ex t r ac t ab l e f r a c t i o n s of P, Fe, and Al with respec t to 
t o t a l con ten t s shown in F ig . 1 a re on average 0 .93 , 0 .37 , and 0 . 1 1 , 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . The ex t r ac t i on ef f ic iency for sandy s o i l s i s higher than 
for the non-sandy s o i l s . The oxa la te e x t r a c t a b l e amount, P__, gives a 
good es t imate of t o t a l P both for s o i l s heavi ly pol lu ted with animal 
manure, and for s o i l s low in P. The t o t a l amounts for Fe and Al give 
no idea of the amounts tha t are oxa la t e e x t r a c t a b l e . Some s t a t i s t i c s 
are given in Table 1 for the oxa la te e x t r a c t a b l e amounts. The l a r g e 
c o e f f i c i e n t s of v a r i a t i o n (s tandard deviation/mean) i nd ica t e the l a rge 
d i f fe rences between indiv idual s o i l s . 
Table 1: S t a t i s t i c s of some va r i ab l e s assuming normal d i s t r i b u t i o n 
topso i l subsoi l 
va r i ab l e mean s t . d e v . mean s t . d e v . 
F e ox 
U o x 
M 
P o x 
«0 
a (2 )* 
a(32)* 
a(129)* 
a(249)* 
42.6 
35.0 
77.6 
19,0 
0.27 
0.48 
0.40 
0.55 
0.61 
16.3 
42.3 
41.8 
9 . 3 
0.14 
0.09 
0.15 
0.13 
0.13 
24.5 
38.1 
62.6 
7 .7 
0.13 
0.27 
0.32 
0.38 
0.39 
23.4 
13.3 
27.0 
9 . 8 
0.14 
0.15 
0.16 
0.18 
0.19 
index i s sorpt ion time in days. 
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Fig. 1: Oxalate extractable content in topsoil samples as a function 
of total content for P (a ) , Fe (b), and Al (c) . 
Reference locations (A), sandy agricultural soi ls (o) and 
non-sandy agricultural soils (x). 
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The importance of the amounts Fe and Al i s suggested by eq. ( 6 ) . 
The sorpt ion ( in excess of P o x ) measured in the l abo ra to ry , F , i s 
shown in Fig. 2 for three s o i l s as a funct ion of r e a c t i o n time 
( logar i thmic s c a l e ) . We f ind tha t F r i s a l i n e a r funct ion of l n ( t ) . 
The v a l i d i t y of the hypothesis tha t the r eac t i on capac i ty i s 
propor t iona l to M i s evaluated using eq. (6) by summing F r measured 
a f te r 249 days r e a c t i o n time and P Q x . We assume tha t for t h i s r e a c t i o n 
period the so i l becomes p r a c t i c a l l y P - sa tu ra t ed . Consequently we may 
consider whether F est imated by P + Ff i s propor t ional to M. I t i s 
shown in Fig. 3 tha t t h i s i s indeed the case for the t o p s o i l s . For the 
smaller r e ac t i on periods (experiments a - c) tha t are not shown, t h i s 
i s a l so the c a s e ; but the var iance of a i s r e l a t i v e l y l a r g e r due to 
the l a rge r ef fec t of the d i f fe rences in i n i t i a l cond i t ions ( i . e . , 
P o x ) . The r e l a t i o n of eq. (6) a lso holds for the s u b s o i l s . Due to the 
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smaller P-concentration, however, the final value of I Is smaller; and 
the effects of differences in PQX Is larger . Consequently, the 
variance in a is relat ively larger than for the topsoils. The a values 
found after a reaction time at t = 249 d are a = 0.61 ± 0.13 for the 
topsoils at c = 5 mmol L and a = 0.34 + 0.19 for the subsoils at c = 
0.5 mmol L_ 1 . 
We noted that the sorption Fr changes l inearly with the logarithm of 
reaction time for both the topsoils (Fig. 2) and the subsoils. By 
adding P to Ff the total sorption, F, is found. Since the P 
application history differs , the values of otg (= Pox/M) differ also 
for the different samples. Hence, the true value of the variable I 
comprises of a term IQ, related to P , and a term I , related to F f : 
I = I 0 + I r (7) 
If we denote a/a.^ by y and combine eq. (5) with eq. (7) this yields 
Y = l n ( I 0 + I r ) / l n ( I Q ) (8) 
After rearrangement eq. (8) becomes 
<VY - To - \ - ° (9) 
In eq. (9) Ig is the only unknown variable which may be assessed by 
iterative procedures. By using the values of a and I_ belonging to 
each of the experiments a-d and thus four IQ values are found for each 
soil. As the data of experiment a were most reproducible, those were 
used to assess IQ« Summation of IQ and the I -values corresponding to 
the experiments a to d result in the values of I (eq. 7). Using the I-
values, k for each soil may be estimated with eq. (5) for each soil 
using the data of experiments a to d. For each experiment the 
statistics of k are given in Table 2 for the topsoils and the 
subsoils. We find that the mean values of k for the subsoils are 
smaller than for the topsoils. 
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Table 2: 
Topsoils 
Statistics of k found for the topsoll and for the subsoil 
samples at four reaction times. Values of IQ found In eq. 
(9) based on short term reaction experiments (experiment a: 
t = 40 hours). 
experiment a 
mean 
standard deviation 
0.045 
0.012 
0.033 
0.012 
0.040 
0.010 
0.043 
0.009 
Subsoils 
experiment 
mean 
s tandard dev ia t ion 
a 
0.035 
0.021 
b 
0.032 
0.017 
c 
0.033 
0.017 
d 
0.033 
0.016 
200 
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Figure 3 : Total so rp t ion , F, for 249 days r e a c t i o n time as a funct ion 
of the sum M of oxa la te e x t r a c t a b l e Fe and Al for topso i l 
samples. Line corresponds to a = 0 . 6 1 . 
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These d i f fe rences In k-values are not a t t r i b u t e d to the d i f f e ren t 
concen t ra t ions used in the sorpt ion experiments for the t o p s o i l s and 
the s u b s o i l s . The concent ra t ion dependence of k was assumed n e g l i g i b l e 
as i t was shown for a number of d i f f e r en t s o i l s tha t sorpt ion for 
each so i l separa te ly may be e f f e c t i v e l y described by r e l a t i o n s such as 
eq. (4) for a much wider range of concen t ra t ions (0.05 - 5 mmol L ) 
[Van Riemsdijk et a l . , 1984b, Van der Zee et a l . , 1986, and Van der 
Zee and Van Riemsdijk 1986a]. I t i s a lso worthwhile to observe tha t 
Van Riemsdijk e t a l . [1984b], found d i f f e r en t parameter values in 
t he i r polynomial funct ion r e l a t i n g F to I for two l a y e r s (0-0 .2 m and 
0 .3 -0 .5 m depth) from one p r o f i l e . Therefore, i t i s l i k e l y tha t one 
unique value of k i s not r e a l i s t i c . Ins tead due to d i f fe rences between 
s o i l s or horizons in the r e l a t i v e con t r i bu t i ons of Fe and Al to M, 
organic matter con ten t , redox p o t e n t i a l e t c . the k-value also d i f f e r s . 
This assumption i s supported by the maximal value ocm es t imated by Van 
Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986b] for the topso i l in a s ing le f i e l d : 
a = 0.53 + 0 .07 . If t h i s value found for one year r e ac t i on time and 
concent ra t ion c = 3 mmol L i s cor rec ted to the I -value corresponding 
to experiment d, we f ind that i t i s wi thin a standard devia t ion of a = 
0.61 ± 0 .13 . The standard devia t ion for the c lo se ly r e l a t e d samples of 
Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986b] i s much smaller than for the 
heterogeneous populat ion (peaty , sandy and clayey s o i l s ) considered 
h e r e . Hence, we may conclude tha t t h e i r ensemble c o n s t i t u t e s a 
subpopulation of the 84 s o i l s and tha t t h e i r r e s u l t s agree with the 
r e s u l t s obtained h e r e . A c lose r inspec t ion of the data showed that no 
smaller standard dev ia t ions r e s u l t for a or k if d i f f e r en t so i l types 
are d i s t i ngu i shed . For c l o s e l y r e l a t e d samples e .g . from the same 
f i e l d , the v a r i a t i o n was smaller than for the whole ensemble of 84 
s o i l s . The standard dev ia t ions of the k-values of the subsoil samples 
(Table 2) are r e l a t i v e l y l a r g e . This may be due to the d i f fe rences in 
the so i l p r o f i l e s . For some p r o f i l e s the layer 0 .3 -0 .5 m e x h i b i t s 
topso i l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s (anthropogenic cove r ) , whereas in other cases 
the mater ia l i s from the C-horizon. 
As the mean values of k are comparable for experiments a and d, 
the mean predic ted long term sorp t ion using the data of experiment a 
wi l l be good. This i s seen in Fig. 4 where for the t o p s o i l s a for a 
r e a c t i o n time of 249 days at c = 5 mmol L i s predic ted and compared 
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with the measured value of a. The same conclusion holds for the 
subsoil samples. I t i s obvious that two-day sorpt ion experiments with 
an automated se t -up [Van Riemsdijk and Van Der Linden, 1984] are 
prefer red over l e s s r ep roduc ib l e , long term batch experiments . 
Therefore , the a p p l i c a b i l i t y of ex t r apo la t ion of two day sorpt ion 
experiments to longer times i s of i n t e r e s t . In Fig. 5 . , the measured 
ot-values for experiments a-d are shown for the t o p s o i l s as a funct ion 
of l n ( I ) (eq. 7 ) . Also shown i s the curve described by eq. ( 5 ) . Except 
for experiment b the long term batch experiments are well in agreement 
with each o t h e r . Noteworthy i s the n e g l i g i b l e par t of IQ in I a t the 
long term (exp. d ) . A shortcoming of the model (eq. 5) i s tha t a i s 
unbounded as I + ». This i s not considered ser ious 
1.2n 
Fig . 4: Calculated a -va lue , a for topso i l samples as a funct ion of 
measured a a t r e a c t i o n time of 249 days (exp. d ) . Values of 
I and k to c a l c u l a t e a found from exp. a and measured a o c 
from eq. ( 6 ) . 
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due to the extremely small sorption rates at high I. However, It 
necessitates an operational definition of the sorption maximum, Fm. 
Thus consider a time t^ and a time t2 = nt^ (where n > 1). Now we 
define <xm = Fm/M = «(t^) such that It satifies 
a(t2) - a(tl) < ƒ a(tx) (10) 
where ƒ Is a designated fraction e.g. 0.01 or 0.05. 
Fig. 5: Measured a (eq. 6) as a function of ln(I) for topsolls as 
sampled (<XQ: O ) and after laboratory reaction times of 40 
hours (A), 32 days ( • ), 129 days (•) and 249 days (•). 
Values of IQ and k. used are based on a found for experiment 
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This may be rewritten using eq. (5) as 
ctL > n
1/f
 (11) 
where time is in the units for which eqs. (2)-(5) hold (i.e., minutes) 
and assuming that the reaction occurs at c = 1-3 mmol L (De Haan and 
Van Riemsdijk, 1986). Setting n » 2 which corresponds to doubling the 
reaction time and ƒ = 0.05, then t1 " 2 years. On a logarithmic scale 
this leads to a constant factor of approximately 1.8 to extrapolate a 
of a 40 hours sorption experiment to a at 2 years reaction time. It 
follows from the negligible contribution of I0 in I at long reaction 
times (Fig. 5) that the error by not accounting for IQ is 
insignificant if a factor of 1.8 is used (i.e., Fm = P Q X + 1.8 F f). 
An independent test of the simple model is to compare total 
sorption (F) for a reaction time of 249 days that is calculated using 
the k-value found for experiment a with measured total sorption 
F = P + F of experiment d. This is done in Fig. 6. We see that 
although individual samples may show significant differences the whole 
ensemble is predicted very well. This is reflected also by the oc-
values corresponding to F (with a = 0.64 ± 0.17) and F (with 
a = 0.61 + 0.13) which are not significantly different at the 5% 
level. In recent developments to model large scale systems generally 
the whole ensemble is of interest instead of individual samples 
[Warrick et al., 1977, Dagan and Bresler, 1979, Elabd et al., 1986, 
Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1986b]. In such cases the processes are 
described using stochastic theory, and the system yields a distributed 
response instead of one definite (single valued) result. It is 
essential that frequency distributions are employed instead of 
deterministic average values for the input of such stochastic models. 
Thus, both the average and the variance and shape of the distribution 
are used and reflected in the model output. The use of distributions 
is preferred especially if a large part of the variances is not due to 
experimental inaccuracy but should be attributed to heterogeneity. 
Examples of such heterogeneous variables influencing the system 
behaviour are the contents of organic carbon, clay minerals and soil 
moisture regime [De Haan et al., 1987]. 
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6: Total sorp t ion a f t e r 249 days l abora to ry r e a c t i o n time 
c a l cu l a t ed with average k, F , as a funct ion of measured 
so rp t i on , F, using eq. (12b) . 
For such an approach, soph i s t i ca t ed microscopic de sc r i p t i ons r e q u i r i n g 
much input tha t i s d i f f i c u l t to assess are of l imi ted use . In the 
s i t u a t i o n considered here concerning f i e l d or reg iona l sca le P-
accumulation and displacement caused by extreme animal manure 
app l i c a t i ons to s o i l , the number of samples c l e a r l y l i m i t s the 
s o p h i s t i c a t i o n of data assessment in the l abora to ry [Van der Zee and 
Van Riemsdijk, 1986b] . The proposed model for long term sorpt ion tha t 
may be summarized as 
F = k M In ( I ) 
F = a M = (P + 1.8 F ) 
m m ox r 
(12a) 
(12b) 
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where F Is sorption after 40 hours, combines great simplicity 
(conceptual and with regard to data assessment) to compatibility with 
more complex mechanistic models. 
6.5 Conclusions 
1. For the soils studied P Q X is a good approximation of total P. 
2. The conclusion by Beek (1979) that P is predominantly associated 
to oxalate extractable fractions of Fe and Al is valid for the 
soils studied. 
3. Reaction capacity (Fm) is proportional to the sum (M) of oxalate 
extractable Fe and Al. The proportionality factor (a) is both 
concentration and time dependent. 
4. Extrapolation of sorption measured in 40 hours to 2 year reaction 
time (same concentration) may be done by multiplication with a 
factor of 1.8. Adding P Q X yields total sorption where a correction 
for different initial conditions with respect to I is not 
necessary. 
5. Extrapolation of sorption for an ensemble of soils using the 
relation F = kM ln(I) with the ensemble averaged k-value found 
from short term (40 hours) sorption experiments leads to an 
accurate estimate of long term (249 days) sorption. 
6. A maximal value a = 0.63 + 0.14 is obtained, if the sorption 
measurements are extrapolated for the topsoils to reaction time of 
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6.6 Notation 
a , ai > a ? ) sorption ra te constants 
c concentration 
c_ concentration unit reference 
ƒ acceptable fractional change in a 
(W\ 
2 years a t c = 3 mmol L . - - » . ! I * C I } Vv*^l / m 4 A ' 
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F total sorption (Q + S) 
Fr total sorption minus initially sorbed P (PQX) 
F total sorption estimated with ensemble averaged k and 
eq. (12a) 
I concent ra t ion time i n t e g r a l 
I maximum of I - domain covered m 
IQ I -value corresponding to a« 
I I -va lue corresponding to Fr/M 
k r e a c t i v i t y cons tan t 
M sum oxa l a t e e x t r a c t a b l e Fe and Al 
n cons tant 
Q r e v e r s i b l e adsorpt ion 
S i r r e v e r s i b l e sorp t ion ( p r e c i p i t a t i o n ) 
t time 
t i n t e g r a t i o n cons tan t , time with S = 0 
t time uni t re fe rence 
a f r a c t i o n a l P - sa tu ra t i on constant 
« m a-value a t P - s a t u r a t i o n 
an P /M 0 ox 
Y a /a 0 
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7. SPATIAL VARIABILITY OF PHOSPHATE ADSORPTION 
PARAMETERS AND EFFECT ON LONG TERM 
LEACHING 
Abstract 
Reversible phosphate (F) adsorption for acid s o i l s with a narrow 
pH-range i s described with the Langmutr k ine t i c s equation. The 
adsorption equilibrium Is given by the Langmuir equation» Using a 
combination of two experimental desorption techniques, i . e . , 
desorption In water and desorption in the presence of an "inf ini te" 
sink for P respec t ive ly , the adsorption maximum (0 ) and the 
adsorption constant (K) can be assessed for s o i l s (pre-)saturated with 
P. The adsorption maximum i s proportional with the sum of oxalate 
extractable iron and aluminium (M) i . e . , Qm a 0.135 M, for topsoi l 
samples from a f i e l d as well as for topsol l samples from a watershed. 
The K-values found for the f i e l d and for the watershed samples were in 
3 -1 the same order of magnitude (K = 15-25 m .mol ) . In view of 
experimental accuracy i t i s j u s t i f i e d to conclude that the adsorption 
maximum and the adsorption constant, as well as the amounts of P 
desorbed with the two techniques, are spat ia l ly variable properties . 
These properties appear to be distributed normally as well as 
lognormally, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov t e s t s t a t i s t i c , at the 
s ignif icance l e ve l of 1% and 5% (ß , Qm, K). 
With an analyt ical approximation, that r e l a t e s the thickness of the P-
saturated topsoi l layer with the maximum leached concentration, the 
e f fec t of spat ial v a r i a b i l i t y i s shown. With the experimental 
analys is and data analysis discussed, the v a r i a b i l i t y and uncertainty 
in the adsorption maximum and adsorption constant can be specif ied In 
a routine fashion for large numbers of samples. 
7.1 Introduction 
In the Netherlands government regulations were Issued that 
prohibit excessive animal manure slurries disposal on soil that is 
saturated with phosphate (P). This was considered necessary in order 
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to prevent future surface water eutrophication due to leaching of P 
present in the animal manure. However, part of the phosphate that has 
accumulated in soil is adsorbed reversibly and may thus be mobilized 
after manure disposal (exceeding uptake by plants) is stopped [Beek, 
1979; Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1986a]. Therefore the assessment 
of the reversibly sorbed fraction and of the P desorption behaviour 
are of interest from the scope of environmental concern. 
Much work has been done with respect to the reaction of P with 
soil, its kinetics and the reversibility of this reaction. It was 
found that the reaction depends among others on the pH, P 
concentration, and the amount sorbed [Beek and Van Riemsdijk, 1982; 
Goldberg and Sposito, 1984]. Furthermore sorption-desorption 
hysteresis was observed, i.e., at time scales comparable with the 
sorption time only a fraction of previously sorbed P is able to desorb 
[Beek, 1979; Barrow, 1979]. For gibbsite it was shown by Van Riemsdijk 
and Lyklema [1980] that sorption in excess of monolayer coverage may 
occur. Observations, as mentioned here, have caused several 
researchers to believe that to consistently describe the overall 
reaction, more than one process has to be distinguished at the 
macro sco pical (soil sample scale) level. It was proposed by Van 
Riemsdijk [1979], Enfield et al. [1981a,b], Barrow [1983], Van 
Riemsdijk et al. [1984], and Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986a] 
that the overall reaction consists of a relatively fast, reversible 
adsorption and a relatively slow, practically irreversible diffusion 
type process. Where the different models for the diffusion type 
process are conceptually different, consensus existed that the 
reversible adsorption equilibrium may be described with the Langmuir 
equation or with electrostatic models [Van Riemsdijk, 1979; Barrow et 
al., 1981; Enfield et al., 1981a,b]. However, the assessment of the 
Langmuir parameters may be complicated by the occurrence of the 
diffusion type process. To solve this problem Enfield et al. [1981a,b] 
assumed that adsorption is practically finished before the diffusion 
process becomes of importance. Barrow [1983] assessed the parameters 
of both processes by fitting all the model equations simultaneously to 
the sorption data. Assuming that both processes occur simultaneously 
and that the diffusion type process is practically irreversible, Van 
Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986a] estimated the adsorption parameters 
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by f i t t i ng model equations to desorption data. The diffusion type 
process was considered to be a precipitation of phosphates. Because 
the solubil i ty of metal phosphate precipitates i s usually small and 
dissolution kinetics are often slow the assumption of i r revers ib i l i ty 
for the diffusion process was considered acceptable. However, as the 
precipitation reaction may proceed during desorption experiments 
[Munns and Fox, 1976; Barrow, 1979], presaturation of soil with P or 
the application of a high affinity-high capacity sink for soil-P is 
required [Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1986a; Van Der Zee et a l . , 
1987]. Applying such a sink [Van Der Zee et a l . , 1987a] found that the 
reversibly adsorbed fraction rarely exceeded one third of total soil-P 
in soi ls not previously saturated with P. 
In this study we apply two desorption techniques to soil samples 
with a P content as sampled and to soil samples presaturated with P. 
These samples were obtained from a single f ield and from a watershed. 
By combination of the data acquired the adsorption maximum and the 
adsorption constant may be estimated. Besides the mean values of these 
parameters also their var iabi l i ty is of interest due to the in t r ins ic 
heterogeneity of so i l . In calculations of P-leaching in the f ie ld this 
heterogeneity may be taken into consideration if the probability 
density functions (PDF) of relevant parameters are known [Van Der Zee 
and Van Riemsdijk, 1987]. Hence, for the two regions studied the PDF's 
of the parameters are given. 
7.2 Theory 
To describe the adsorption of P by soils and soil minerals models 
differing in complexity and versa t i l i ty were proposed. Multicomponent 
e lect ros ta t ic models were given by Bowden et a l . [1977], Barrow et a l . 
[1981], Sigg and Stumm [1981], Bolt and Van Riemsdijk [1982], and 
Goldberg and Sposito [1984a,b] . Such models incorporate the effects of 
P-concentration, pH and electrolyte composition on the equilibrium 
distr ibution of P over the solution and the solid-solution interface. 
Barrow et a l . [1981] have extended such a model for the description of 
adsorption-desorption kinet ics . 
We intend to describe adsorption-desorption in a narrow pH-range 
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for acid soils in which case P-adsorption is not very dependent on pH 
[Van Riemsdijk and Van Der Zee, 1986b]. Hence a simpler approach i s 
feasible and the adsorption process i s described by: 
d<2 k
 c(Q - Q) - k.Q (1) dt a m d 
At equilibrium, equation (1) may be rearranged into the Langmulr 
equation: 
K Q c 
1 + Kc (2) 
where K=k /k . , i s the adsorption constant. To assess the amount 
reversibly adsorbed (Q) the equilibrium described by equation (2) i s 
perturbed. When the effect of the precipitation i s forced to be 
negligible by pre-saturation of the soil with phosphate then this 
process does not affect the desorption process. As an "infini te sink" 
for P is brought into a soil suspension, P will desorb from the soil 
and adsorb on the sink. With an "infini te sink" we refer to a material 
that has such an affinity and capacity for P-sorption that the build-
up of a P-conc entrât ion in the solution is negligible. Van der Zee et 
a l . [1987a] showed that their P-sink consisting of iron oxide coated 
fil terpaper qualifies for the prefix " inf in i te" . In a case of 
desorption using this sink the conditions apply that 
(3a) 
(3b) 
(4) 
it 
Equation (4) i s integrated for conditions (3) and sett ing Q =QQ-Q(t) 
this yields 
Q*(t)=Q0 {l-exp (-kd t)} (5) 
It was shown by Van Der Zee et al. [1987a] that if a sufficient amount 
t-0 Q=Q0 
t>0 Q=Q(t) 
and equation (1) becomes 
dQ 
c=c0 
c=0 
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of the sink of oxide paper is applied (4 paperstrips/gram soil) the 
exponential term in equation (5) has become negligible after 20 h 
desorption time. Hence in that case Q (t>20)°QQ. 
If desorption is enticed by dilution of the soil suspension with 
water according to the Pw-method of Sissingh [1971] the concentration 
does not become zero. Instead an equation for the conservation of mass 
links the concentration change in solution to the amount desorbed. 
Using the notation of Van Der Zee et al. [1987a] we find 
dç . _R*dQ (6) 
dt - dt 
* , - 3 
where R = 0.001 R, and R i s the s o l i d / s o l u t i o n r a t i o in kg.m . The 
fac to r 0.001 i s due to the u n i t s used for c (mol.m ) and Q (mmol. 
kg ) . Equation (6) may be i n t e g r a t e d to 
- c ( t ) = R* [Q(t)-Q0] (7) 
Combination of equat ions (1) and (7) and i n t e g r a t i o n y i e l d s an 
express ion for the concen t ra t ion [Van Der Zee e t a l . , 1987a]. At 
equi l ibr ium an expression for c i s found tha t may a lso be obtained 
d i r e c t l y from the conservat ion of mass (equation 7) and the Langntuir 
equat ion , and i s given by 
c = *{(c3-K - 1 ) + [ c j + K " 2 + 2(c 3 + 2QmR*) i f 1 ] * } (7a) 
where C3 i s given by Van der Zee e t a l . [1987a] as 
C 3=<W R * <7b> 
Hence, the desorbed amount equals 
Q*=c/R* (8) 
Combination of equations (7) and (8) results in 
Q* - *{(c3 - K_I)+[c2 + K ~ 2+ 2(c3+2QinR*)K"1],i}/R* (9) 
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By simple manipulations with equation (9) we may derive an explicit 
equation for the adsorption constant, K: 
K = (Q0- Q*)/{R*Q*[Qm+ Q*- Q0]} (10) 
With the considerations presented so far the framework to assess 
the adsorption parameters is given. The parameters of interest are QQ, 
Qm, and K. Also the amount desorbed for a designated value of R , 
I.e., Q , needs to be known to assess K. We assume that the amount 
desorbed with the "infinite" sink, of samples not presaturated with P, 
equals QQ. For P-presaturated samples the amount desorbed with this 
method yields Q=Qm. The amount Q in equation (10) is assessed by 
desorption of pre-saturated samples according to the method of 
Sissingh [1971], where R=20 kg.L-1, i.e., R*=0.02. 
The laboratory procedure to presaturate soil samples with P and 
desorblng P with the two techniques is time demanding. Therefore It is 
of interest to use the information obtained to relate the values of Q 
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and K to so i l p r o p e r t i e s tha t may be measured cheaply and in a r o u t i n e 
f a sh ion . Such r e l a t i o n s h i p s may be used for o ther reg ions to es t imate 
p o t e n t i a l desorp t ion . Soil p r o p e r t i e s tha t may be of use a re the 
oxa la te e x t r a c t a b l e con ten t s of Fe and Al, as i t was shown by Beek 
[1979], Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986c, 1988] and Van Der Zee e t 
a l . [1987a], t ha t the pseudo sorp t ion maximum (F ) of the over a l l 
r e a c t i o n i s propor t iona l to the sum M of oxa la t e e x t r a c t a b l e Fe and 
Al. Assuming tha t such a p r o p o r t i o n a l i t y e x i s t s a l so for the 
adsorpt ion maximum, Qm, i . e . the surface-volume r a t i o of the r e a c t i v e 
so l id phases for d i f f e r e n t s o i l s i s assumed to be approximately 
c o n s t a n t , we define 
ßm=VM <n> 
For a few practically P-saturated samples Van Der Zee et al. [1987a] 
found a value of ßmc,0.2. 
In an earlier study Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986c] observed 
that M and the amount of P applied to soil in animal manure slurries 
were spatially variable properties. They showed that it is Important 
to take this heterogeneity into account in calculations of P-
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displacement In a field, which may be done using stochastic theory. In 
their description of P-displacement they considered not only the mean 
values of relevant properties but the whole PDF, assuming normal 
distributions. For a normally distributed variable, X, the PDF Is 
given by 
V i"k- -P [-(-s--7-2) ]. - < x < " <12> 
Clearly this PDF is not the most logical one, even if it describes the 
variability well, as the relevant properties (e.g. Qm,M,K) cannot 
become negative in reality. Hence it is more realistic to assume a 
lognormal PDF. For a lognormally distributed variable Y equal to 
exp(X) the PDF is given by 
h' «75 «»t-(^) ]. O<Y<» (13) s"7 
°x -" sx 
It was shown by Simmons [1981] that if CV{Y} equal to Sy/my l s small 
little differences exist in the shape of a lognormal or the 
corresponding normal PDF. Hence approximately normally distributed 
variables may also be assumed lognormally distributed (Appendix C). 
7.3 Materials and methods 
Soil was sampled in a 6 ha. field and a 800 ha. watershed, 
encompassing this field, in the vicinity of St. Oedenrode, the 
Netherlands. At 101 locations on four transects in the field and 51 
locations on a regular grid (0.4 x 0.4 km) in the watershed soil 
samples were taken to 1 m depth or until groundwater was reached. In 
this study only the topsoil (0-0.2 m) was used. Sampling and 
pretreatment of the samples were described by Van Der Zee and Van 
Riemsdijk [1986b]. In the-laboratory the oxalate extractable contents 
of P,Fe and Al were measured [Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1988]. 
Presaturation was done with a solution containing 4 mol KH-P0* m , 2 
-3 -3 
mol KCl m , and 1.5 mol CaCl2 m during 10 days (in batch). The 
amount of soil was 7g or 10 g depending on the observed decrease of 
_3 
concentration which was at most 1 mol P.m . De sorption of samples 
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with P-content as sampled and of p resa tu ra t ed samples was done 
according to both the Pw~method of Sisslngh [1971] and the Pj-method. 
The d i s t r i b u t i o n s were t e s t ed with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov t e s t 
s t a t i s t i c [Rubinste in , 1981]. Using the values obtained for the mean 
and standard devia t ion of X (=ln(Y)) the t h e o r e t i c a l value of the 
cumulative p r o b a b i l i t y of each value Xt ( 1 = 1 , . . , 101 for the f i e l d ; 
i » l , . . , 5 1 for the region) was ca l cu l a t ed with 
( X - m ï / s 
Pr {X<X1}= 7 2 l l ƒ exp ( -Z / /2)dZ (14) 
— 00 
Also the observed p r o b a b i l i t y 
Pr { x ^ } = i / (N + 1) (15) 
was c a l c u l a t ed for the sor ted monotonically inc reas ing data set of 
va r i ab l e X. The t e s t s t a t i s t i c KS i s given by KS= |p r - Pr | . At the 
s ign i f i cance l eve l 0 . 0 1 , KS for each r e a l i z a t i o n should be smaller 
than 0.223 (N=51) and 0.160 (N=101). At the s ign i f i cance l eve l of 0.05 
these values are 0.187 (N=51) and 0.134 (N=101) [Owen, 1962]. 
7.4 Results and discussion 
Prel iminary experiments ind ica ted tha t for samples with low P-
content a n a l y t i c a l r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y of the P -method (CV= 0.17 for P ) 
was predominantly l imi t ed by e r r o r s in the measured P-concent ra t ion 
(CV=0.14). Differences in so i l sample weight (CV=0.012) were usua l ly 
much smaller for t h i s method based on soil-volume [Siss lngh, 1971]. 
The " i n f i n i t e sink" method yielded more reproduc ib le r e s u l t s (CV=0.06) 
due to the higher accuracy a t low P-con ten t s . In Table 1 the 
s t a t i s t i c s of some va r i ab l e s are given for the f i e l d and for the 
watershed. These data i nd i ca t e tha t on average the P-content (FQ) in 
the f i e l d i s l a r g e r than in the watershed. I t was shown by Van der Zee 
and Van Riemsdijk [1988] tha t the degree of s a t u r a t i o n of so i l with P 
may be expressed with the r a t i o a = F/M. Here F i s the t o t a l amount of 
P sorbed to the s o i l . I t was also shown tha t t h i s amount F may be 
assessed with the oxa la t e e x t r a c t a b l e amount according to Van der Zee 
and Van Riemsdijk [1988]. 
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Table 1: Statistics of soll properties and normality of the 
distributions. *: 0.01 significance, **: 0.05 significance 
variable X mean mx standard variation normal PDF 
deviation s x coefficient CV(X) 
field 
M 
F0 
a 0 
a 1 0 
watershed 
M 
F0 
a 0 
a i n 
81.0 
22.9 
0.29 
0.44 
68.6 
13.9 
0.20 
0.38 
12.4 
6 . 3 
0.08 
0.07 
21.9 
7 .6 
0.11 
0.09 
0.15 
0.28 
0.28 
0.16 
0.32 
0.55 
0.55 
0.24 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
* 
The degree of P-saturation (ot_) for the f ield appears to be also 
higher than for the watershed. Furthermore for a l l four variables the 
differences (see CV) in the watershed are larger then for the f ie ld . 
For the f ie ld , where the soil was classif ied as a s po do sol at each 
sampling location, the var iabi l i ty in M Is pronounced [Van Der Zee and 
Van Riemsdijk, 1986c]. Comparing the s t a t i s t i c s (m and s) of M for the 
f ie ld and the watershed we find that we may consider the f ie ld to be a 
subpopulation of the watershed. 
Table 2: S ta t i s t ics of desorptlon - variables and normality of 
dis t r ibut ions . *: 0.01 significance; **: 0.05 significance 
X 
u 
Pw 
s 
Pw 
PÏ 
PÎ 
ßm 
K 
FIELD 
mx 
0.0509 
4.613 
3.549 
10.859 
0.134 
16.3 
8X 
0.249 
0.775 
1.319 
1.495 
0.023 
8 . 6 
cvx 
0.49 
0.17 
0.37 
0.14 
0.25 
0.53 
normal 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
WATERSHED 
mx 
0 . 3 1 3 
3.520 
2.186 
9.041 
0.135 
24.8 
8X 
0.242 
0.976 
1.565 
2.450 
0.034 
12.6 
cvx 
0.77 
0.28 
0.72 
0.27 
0.25 
0.51 
normal 
* 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
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Figure 1 : Desorbed amount using the P^-method as a funct ion of the 
desorbed amount using the Pw_method. P re sa tu ra t ed samples 
(o) and samples with phosphate con ten t s as sampled ( • ) • 
F ig . l a : F ie ld ; F i g . l b : Watershed. 
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Although the mean values differ, the PDF(M) for the field falls well 
within the PDF(M) for the watershed, as the mean plus one standard 
deviation in both cases are approximately the same. The variability of 
both FQ and 0£Q is larger for the watershed than for the field. This 
may be understood qualitatively as different fields, e.g. from 
different farmers, will have received different quantities of animal 
manure. Thus in woodland (5 locations) no disposal of slurry occurs 
and therefore the variation in FQ and <XQ will be in part due to the 
low, values found for the locations in woodland. In Table 2 the 
statistics are presented for the desorbed amounts as well as some 
model parameters. The amount desorbed with the P^-method is larger 
than with the P -method, which is to be expected [Van Der Zee et al., 
1987a]• The desorbed amounts found with the two methods are compared 
in Figure 1. The correlation between P. and P is considered 
i w 
reasonably good for both the region and the watershed. Also the 
c u r v i l i n e a r r e l a t i o n between P. and Pw p red ic ted by Van Der Zee e t a l 
[1987a] was found. 
Assuming tha t Pj g ives a good impression of the adsorpt ion 
maximum (P-presura ted samples) according to equation (11) a l i n e a r 
r e l a t i o n can be expected between P t and M. In Figure 2 the P ^ - v a l u e s 
a r e . g i v e n as a funct ion of M for both the f i e l d and the watershed. In 
both cases P | i s propor t ional with M. The mean values for the constant 
ß are s u r p r i s i n g l y c lose for the two systems studied (Table 2; ß -
0 .135) . Apparently s i g n i f i c a n t d i f fe rences in other va r i ab l e s than M, 
such as content and nature of organic mat te r , pH, and so i l type hard ly 
a f f ec t the r e l a t i o n between P^ s ( i . e . , Qm) and M. By comparison of ßffl 
to OL_ (which gives the degree of s a t u r a t i o n , F/M, a f t e r ten days 
r e a c t i o n time) we f ind t ha t one t h i r d of so l id phase P i s adsorbed 
r e v e r s i b l y . As the value of a w i l l inc rease somewhat when the 
p r e s a t u r a t l o n period i s longer [Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1988] 
the adsorpt ion capac i ty i s a c t u a l l y l e s s than one t h i r d of the t o t a l 
sorp t ion c a p a c i t y . 
In Table 2 a lso the s t a t i s t i c s of the adsorpt ion c o n s t a n t , K, are 
given. The value of K was assessed , assuming desorpt ion equi l ibr ium if 
use i s made of the Pw-method, by means of equation [10] . 
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Different s t a t i s t i c s are found for K for the f ield and the watershed, 
although the range found for the field is almost within the range for 
the watershed. Some differences for K, which is a parameter 
incorporating e.g. microscopic heterogeneity and pH effects, found for 
soil samples with different compositions may, however, be expected. A 
slight correlation between K and M was found (0.025 significance) for 
the field : K=0.22M~0'41 (r=0.253). If we compare the K-values with 
the value obtained for goethite (K > 200 m3mol_1 at pH 6, Van der Zee 
et a l . , 1987) we see that i t is significantly smaller. Besides 
differences of the reactive oxide surfaces compared to goethite, this 
may be caused by competition effects, e t c . , of e.g. adsorbed s i l i ca te 
[Bolt and Van Riemsdijk, 1982]. The K-values were in the same range as 
those given by Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986a]. 
From the resu l t s compiled in Tables 1 and 2 i t has become clear 
that a range of values of the variables i s found. In any case the 
var iabi l i ty in the variables M, FQ (where Fg is related to the amount 
of P applied) and K, i s not due only to experimental error but also to 
spatial var iabi l i ty of so i l . Thus, in describing P-displacement and 
redistr ibut ion of P present in soil this var iabi l i ty should be taken 
into account, e.g. in a way as described by Van Der Zee and Van 
Riemsdijk [1986c, 1987] and De Haan et a l . , [1987]. To do so the PDF 
of important variables should be known and for this reason the 
distr ibutions of the variables were tested for normality and 
lognormality. The resul ts of these tes ts are given in Tables 1-3. I t 
appears that a l l variables can be described with a normal as well as a 
lognormal PDF. Some variables appeared to be very well lognormally 
distr ibuted. For the field the probability plots of M i s r e p r e s e n t i n g 
Qu,)» ßm> and K are given in Figure 3a-3d. As was mentioned in the 
theory-section a lognormal PDF is more logical to use than the normal 
PDF as in that case no negative values are possible. With the proposed 
methods to assess K and Qm for a large number of soil samples the 
distr ibution of these variables can be determined. This i s important 
because of the significant effect of spatial var iabi l i ty on P-
transport and redistr ibution in the soil prof i le . 
This may be i l lus t ra ted by considering a homogeneous column with 
length L and with a sharp P-front at a depth (z ) of e.g. 0.2 m [Van 
der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1986c]. For depths smaller than zp= 0.2 m 
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_3 
the concentration In solution may be as large as 3 mol.m . 
This value is a thousand fold higher than c = 1-3 mmol.m , where c is 
the lower concentration level above which eutrophication in surface 
water may occur. When excessive manure disposal is stopped the 
reversibly adsorbed P in the topsoil (z < z ) may desorb and be 
leached beyond z_ = 0.2 m, where sorption may occur. This gives rise 
to a new P-front moving into the subsoil, that has a steadily 
decreasing maximum concentration. At some time this maximum 
concentration will reach the phreatic water level at z=L. If we aim at 
preventing P-leaching losses to the groundwater, that in due time 
might cause a eutrophication hazard in the surface water, we might 
require that the concentration at z=L never exceeds c • When at large 
redistribution times c=3 mmol.m-3 at the phreatic water level, and cö0 
at the surface we may approximate the concentration distribution with 
Table 3: Statistics of logtransformed soil properties (Y=exp(X)) 
and normality of distributions. 
Y 
M 
F0 
a0 
a10 
u 
Pw 
Pw 
u 
Pi 
Pf 
ßm 
K 
FIELD 
mx 
4.383 
3.082 
-1.301 
-0.843 
-0.836 
1.515 
1.184 
2.376 
-2.003 
2.683 
SX 
0.151 
0.331 
0.325 
0.188 
0.574 
0.168 
0.436 
0.138 
0.189 
0.469 
CV(X) 
0.034 
0.107 
-0.250 
-0.223 
-0.687 
0.111 
0.368 
0.058 
-0.094 
0.17 
normal 
** 
** 
** 
* 
* 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
WATERSHED 
mx 
4.164 
2.389 
-1.775 
-1.006 
-1.443 
1.223 
0.545 
2.159 
-2.005 
3.063 
SX 
0.390 
0.878 
0.668 
0.240 
0.681 
0.268 
0.765 
0.309 
0.190 
0.618 
CV(X) 
0.094 
0.368 
-0.376 
-0.239 
-0.472 
0.219 
1.404 
0.143 
-0.095 
0.20 
normal 
* 
* 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
*: 0.01 significance; **: 0.05 significance 
depth as increasing linearly with increasing z as is shown in Chapter 
10. Because of the almost linear adsorption isotherm at such low 
~ _3 
concentrations we may then assume that on average c ö 2 mmol.m in 
the subsoil. The desorbed amount in the topsoil is then equal to 
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« r p % (Qm - Q ) (16) 
where Q is the adsorbed amount at concentration c (equation 2). This 
amount should be balanced by the amount that can be stored in the 
subsoil, at c = c if no concentrations exceeding c are allowed to 
pass the depth z = L. 
Let us assume that the metal content M in the subsoil is different 
from the metal content in the topsoil, and that the total sorption in 
the subsoil is always equal to a few (y) times the adsorbed amount 
(e.g. Y= 3, as a, = 3 ß , see also Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk 
lu m 
[1988], Van Der Zee et al. [1987a]. thus we choose 
* - Vßm ( 1 7 ) 
- <£'<£ (18) 
~2 ~1 
Q = e Q (19) 
where a i s the degree of P - s a t u r a t i o n as defined by Van Der Zee and 
m
 2 ~2 
Van Riemsdijk [1988], Q i s the subsoi l adsorpt ion maximum, and Q 
i s the adsorbed amount a t c=c in the s u b s o i l . The supe r sc r ip t 1 
r e f e r s to the t o p s o i l . Hence, a t an average concent ra t ion of c in the 
subso i l the s torage equals 
q2= Y P (L-z p ) e Q (20) 
where the relatively small storage in the liquid phase is neglected. 
If we equate q^ and q2 (eqs. 16, 20) we find the value z may have, 
such that the concentration at the phreatic water level becomes at 
_3 
maximum ,3 mmol, m after some long redistribution time. This 
constraint for z is 
z YeLQ/[Qia+ Q (ye -1 ) ] (21) 
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After i n s e r t i o n of equation (2) for Q t h i s y i e l d s 
z = L K c W [ l + Keys] (22) 
For a so i l column with M, 0^, e t c . uniform with depth ( i . e . , e = 1) and 
K equal to 45 m3 .mol~1 , we f ind tha t Q= 0.08 0 . Hence, equation (21) 
r e s u l t s in z = 0.08yL/(0.92 + 0.08y) = 0.21 L or 21 cm if L= 1 m, and 
Y=3. Therefore if z„ i s smaller than 20 cm the concent ra t ion a t the 
phrea t i c l eve l a t 1 m depth w i l l never exceed 2-3 mmol.m . However, 
we have seen tha t K may d i f fe r with place as i t i s a s p a t i a l l y 
v a r i a b l e p roper ty . Therefore, a t another l oca t i on in a f i e l d K may be 
3 - 1 ~ 
e . g . 15 m mol . As in tha t case Q i s equal to 0.03Qm we have z = 
0.08L (eq .21 ) . Due to t h i s v a r i a b i l i t y in K, concen t ra t ions exceeding 
_3 
2-3 mmol.m may pass the phrea t ic water l e v e l , even if 
_3 
0.08L<z < 0.2L. At concen t ra t ions smaller than 2-3 mmol.m where we 
P 
have almost l i n e a r adsorp t ion , i . e . , Keys < 1 and with y<3 , the 
dependency of the c o n s t r a i n t of z on K may be derived from a 
s impl i f ied form of equation (22) 
z » YEKcL (23) 
P 
which is a manageable expression to evaluate the tolerable saturation 
of a soil column (z ) if the eutrophication hazard by P-leaching has 
to be negligible. 
As equations (22) and (23) show, the value of Qm is not important 
as Q was eliminated from these equations. This surprising result does 
not mean, however, that in practical situations the assessment of an 
average of Qm value for a field will lead to satisfying results. In 
many cases the metal content M and therefore the adsorption maximum 
change as a function of depth (Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1986c], 
due to pedogenesis. Such changes are reflected in values of e 
differing from unity, dearly such differences have a similar effect 
on the tolerable value of zp as the effect of K. In Chapter 10 it is 
shown, that due to e -values different from unity the rate of the 
redistribution process may be accellerated or decellerated 
significantly. Moreover, for a field the metal content and the 
adsorption maximum of the topsoil may, or may not, be correlated with 
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M and Qm of the s u b s o i l . Q u a l i t a t i v e l y one can imagine tha t i t makes 
much d i f ference (for a uniform z -va lue throughout the f i e l d ) whether 
a topso i l with l a rge 0^ i s under la in by a subsoi l with low Qm, or a 
subsoi l with equal or even l a rge r Q (eq. 23: the value of e i s 
smal ler , equal , or l a rge r than u n i t y , r e s p e c t i v e l y ) . To assess the 
he te rogene i ty in Qm for d i f f e r en t so i l l a y e r s and the c o r r e l a t i o n 
s t r u c t u r e between d i f f e ren t l a y e r s obviously r e q u i r e s a l a rge number 
of samples. The methods proposed in t h i s paper to a s sess K in a 
r o u t i n e fashion and to assess Qm d i r e c t l y , or i n d i r e c t l y from M using 
equation (11) , may there fore be use fu l l to eva lua te P - r e d i s t r i b u t i o n 
and the hazard of P- leaching past the ph rea t i c water l e v e l . 
7.5 Conclusions 
1. V a r i a b i l i t y in so i l parameters i s l a rge r for the watershed than 
for the f i e l d . 
2. More P desorbs with the use of the l ronoxide impregnated paper 
(P . ) desorpt ion method than with the conventional (Pw) d i l u t i o n 
method. The c o r r e l a t i o n between the amounts desorbed with these 
two methods i s good. 
3 . The amount desorbed with the P^ method i s propor t iona l to M for 
the P-sa tura ted samples. The average p r o p o r t i o n a l i t y f ac to r ß in 
pf =8 M equals 0.134 + 0.023 for the f i e l d and 0.135 + 0.034 for 1 rm — — g 
the watershed samples. Assuming that P represents a fair 
estimation of Qm this relation can be used to estimate Q^ from the 
routinely measurable value of M. 
3 -1 
4. The value of the adsorption constant, K, was K=16.3 +8.6 m .mol 
3 —1 for the field and K=24.8 +_ 12.6 m .mol for the watershed. 
5. All parameters considered were distributed normally as well as 
lognormally at the 1% significance level and most parameters also 
at the 5% significance level. In view of analytical accuracy, 
variability should at least partly be attributed to the 
variability of the soil. 
6. For long distribution times P initially present in the topsoil may 
be leached past the phreatic water level. The concentrations that 
will pass this level depend strongly on the value of K and the 
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value of Q_ as a function of depth. The approach to assess the 
values of Qm and K makes I t possible to find the distr ibutions of 
these parameters for large numbers of samples« This f ac i l i t a t e s a 
r isk analysis of P-leachlng taking spatial var iabi l i ty of P-
adsorptlon Into account. 
7.6 Notation 
_3 
c concentration In solution (mol.m ) 
c eutrophlcatlon thresshold concentration (mol.m ) 
CV coefficient of variation 
ƒ frequency distribution 
F sorbed amount of P, adsorption plus precipitation (mmol.kg ) 
Fgrsorbed amount for soil as sampled 
1 number of occurrence in sorted, monotonically Increasing series 
3 -1 
K adsorption constant (m .mol ) 
k„ adsorption rate constant (m .mol .h ) 
kj desorption rate constant (h~ ) 
L column length; depth phreatlc water level (m) 
m arithmatic mean 
M oxalate extractable metals (Fe + Al) 
N number of samples 
PJ desorbed phosphate using infinite sink (mmol.kg" ) 
Pw desorbed phosphate in water (mmol.kg ) 
Pr probability 
qj Amount of phosphate in layer 1 (i=l : topsoil, 
_2 
1= 2 : subsoil)(mmol.m ) 
Q adsorbed amount (mmol.kg ) 
Qm adsorption maximum (mmol.kg ) 
Q ,QQ desorbed and initially adsorbed amount (mmol.kg- ) 
Q adsorbed amount at c=c (mmol.kg" ) 
r correlation coefficient 
—1 * ^ 
R solid:solution ratio (kg.L ), R =0.001R, in (kg.m ) 
s standard deviation 
t time (hour) 
X,Y generic notations normally and lognormally distributed 
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v a r i a b l e . 
z th ickness of P - sa tu ra ted topso l l layer (m) 
a r a t i o of sorbed P over M 
a 0 ' a 1 0 r a t i o a f o r s o i l as sampled and a f t e r 10 days r e a c t i o n time at 
c a 3 m o l . m - 3 
ßm maximum r a t i o of a d s o r b e d P ove r M 
Y r a t i o of t o t a l sorp t ion over r e v e r s i b l e adsorp t ion 
£ r a t i o of subsoil adsorpt ion maximum over t opso i l adsorpt ion 
maximum 
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8. TRANSPORT OF PHOSPHATE IN A 
HETEROGENEOUS FIELD 
Abstract 
A model for the transport of P In an ensemble of vertical 
homogeneous columns Is given. For a single column the dimensionless 
concentration of P sorbed to the solid phase, T, as a function of 
dimensionless depth, i s approximated with a piston profi le . The 
velocity of the P-front within a column depends on the application 
ra te of P and the retention capacity of the so i l . For a f ie ld , 
represented by an ensemble of columns differing with respect to P 
applied (A™) and retention capacity (FT), the f ield average 
dimensionless concentration < 0 , at fixed depth and time, i s related 
to A™ and F_ using probability theory. F_ and Aj, are expressed in 
terms of easily measured variables: oxalate extractable P and Fe+Al. 
With the probability density functions of these random variables the 
field-averaged profile i s calculated. Experimental and computed 
profiles are reasonably in agreement and differences can be explained 
by assuming correlation of FT and Aj. A sensi t ivi ty analysis shows the 
increase in f ield-scale dispersion if the coefficients of variation of 
the random variables are increased. Negative correlation of Aj and FT 
or a positive correlation of successive applications A. cause an 
increase in f ield-scale dispersion. Trends observed for AT and F_ must 
be taken into consideration if the model i s used for predictive 
purposes. 
8.1 Introduction 
In areas with intensive animal husbandry the animal slurries derived 
from this activity are generally disposed of by application onto land 
in agricultural use. Thus large quantities of phosphate (P) present in 
the slurries are applied .to the soil system. The excess with respect 
to crop uptake is subject to accumulation in the soil due to the 
reaction with the soil matrix, and to displacement in the soil 
solution towards the groundwater. In The Netherlands, the intensive 
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animal husbandry is mainly found in regions with sandy so i l s . 
Transport of P towards the surface water may eventually create a 
eutrophication problem. As P mobility in soi ls is mainly controlled by 
the interaction with the soil matrix, the reaction of P with soil and 
soil minerals has received much attention [for a review see Beek and 
Van Riemsdijk, 1982]. In non-calcareous sandy soils the reaction of P 
involves predominantly the amorphous fraction of the oxides of 
aluminum (Al) and iron (Fe) [Beek, 1979]. This reaction is generally a 
non-equilibrium and only par t ia l ly reversible process that depends, 
amongst others, on the concentrations of P in solution and in the 
solid phase, and the pH [Raats et a l . , 1982; Barrow, 1983; Van 
Riemsdijk et a l . , 1984]. Recently the (overall) reaction was described 
by Enfield et a l . [1981], Barrow [1983] and Van der Zee and Van 
Riemsdijk [1986] with two processes, i . e . adsorption and a diffusion-
type process. The chemical model was combined with a transport model 
by Van der Zee et a l . [1986], Enfield et a l . [1981] and Gerritse et 
a l . [1982] to predict the transport of P in columns. The resul ts show 
that these nonequilibrium sorption models combined with transport 
yield acceptable r e su l t s . 
In general, however, the transport of P in the f ield is of prime 
in te res t . To account for the increased heterogeneity found in 
undisturbed soil columns, the dispersivity i s often given a larger 
value, [e.g. Gerritse et a l . , 1982; Beek, 1979]. Whereas the transport 
in an undisturbed column in the f ield may be described accurately 
assuming deterministic values for the parameters, this i s not always 
the case if the average process in a f ie ld is considered. I t was shown 
by e.g. Btggar and Nielsen [1976] that soil hydraulic properties vary 
in space. Due to the random nature of the variation of the soil 
hydraulic variables in three-dimensional space, an accurate 
deterministic assessment of these variables and the deterministic 
modelling of transport are Impractical, if at a l l possible. However, 
if the average behaviour In the flow domain is of Interest then the 
description may be based on probability theory. 
For a conservative solute, taking Into account the stochastic 
nature of the variables, the transport was described by e.g. Bresler 
and Dagan [1979; 1981; 1983], Dagan and Bresler [1979], Amoozegar-Fard 
et a l . [1982]. The stochastic nature is reflected by the use of 
probability density functions for the random variables. 
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For the pore water velocity a lognormal distribution was found by 
e.g. Nielsen et al. [1973], Biggar and Nielsen [1976] and Peck [1977]. 
Using the lognormal distribution Dagan and Bresler [1979] and Bresler 
and Dagan [1979] evaluated the probability that the field averaged 
concentration at a specified depth and time does not exceed a certain 
value assuming that the unsaturated flow was steady state and 
neglecting pore scale dispersion. With this probability they 
calculated the field averaged profile of solute, and showed the non-
Fickian behaviour of the field dispersion process. In their later 
papers Bresler and Dagan [1981, 1983] included pore scale dispersion 
and transient water flow. Another approach was given by Jury [1982] 
and tested in the field by Jury et al. [1982]. Assuming the transport 
to a specified depth to be a random function of the cumulative 
infiltration, a travel time probability function results. This 
function was fitted for a particular depth and subsequently used for 
predictive purposes. Although the model was derived for a single 
column it may also be used for situations as considered by Bresler and 
Dagan [1979]. 
So far the stochastic modelling was mainly limited to non-reacting 
solutes. However, most potentially hazardous contaminants are in fact 
moderately to highly reactive. Jury [1983] illustrated the large 
effect of the coefficient of correlation between the random 
retardation factor and the random water velocity on transport. 
The scope of this study is to describe a model for the field 
averaged displacement of orthophosphate (F). The sorption chemistry 
and transport are described in a simplified manner for a single 
column. This leads to a piston-shaped profile of sorbed P. The profile 
is then expressed in terms of variables, that can be measured in the 
laboratory in a routine fashion. The field is assumed to consist of an 
ensemble of columns that do not interact. Considering the retention 
capacity and the input of P as random variables an expression for the 
field averaged profile of sorbed P is given. With experimental data, 
the statistics of the random variables are estimated and the profile 
computed with these statistics is compared with the experimentally 
assessed profile. To our knowledge a comparison of a stochastic 
transport model for a reactive contaminant with field data has not 
been done previously. Finally the effects of the different statistics 
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on the computed profile are shown and the validity of some of the 
assumptions is discussed. 
8.2 Transport at the column scale 
Solute transport in porous media may occur by convection and by 
dispersion. Neglecting production terms and if only vertical transport 
occurs then the convection dispersion equation may be written as: 
(for symbols: see 8.11). The dispersion coefficient, D, incorporates 
both molecular diffusion and mechanical dispersion. The local 
concentration of solute in the solid phase, F, is the sum of the 
adsorption, Q, which is described with the Langmuir Isotherm [Enfield 
et al., 1981; Barrow, 1983; Van der Zee et al., 1986] and the 
precipitated amount, S, which is described according to Van Riemsdijk 
et al. [1984] and Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, [1986]. Whereas Q is 
an equilibrium process at water velocities realistic in the field, S 
may be a non-equiltbrium process. 
It is assumed that the column is physically and chemically 
homogeneous and that water flow Is steady state. The function F was 
shown to be highly nonlinear in both c (for the input concentration 
considered here) and time [Enfield et al., 1981; Van der Zee et al., 
1986]. As the sorption is of the high affinity type, the effects of 
sorption and dispersion counter each other [Bolt, 1982]. Thus for a 
homogeneous column a relatively sharp front will develop if a constant 
concentration at the column entrance is imposed. This sharp front will 
be propagated through the column with a velocity controlled mainly by 
the retardation factor (belonging to the concentration-increment 
imposed) and by the water velocity. As the thickness of the front is 
relatively small with respect to the column length [Beek, 1979], It is 
not unreasonable to neglect dispersion altogether. Then equation (1) 
simplifies to 
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p g + 9 < £ = _ e v ^ (2) 
s ot ot oz x ' 
With regard to the water v e l o c i t i e s occurr ing in the f i e l d s i t u a t i o n , 
the approximation of l oca l sorp t ion equi l ibr ium i s made [De Wil l igen 
e t a l . , 1982]. Furthermore the i n i t i a l concen t ra t ion in the column i s 
taken ze ro . In r e a l s i t u a t i o n s the concent ra t ion of P a t the surface 
w i l l be con t ro l l ed by the d i s s o l u t i o n of so l id P present in the 
s l u r r i e s . De Haan and Van Riemsdijk [1985] showed tha t t h i s 
concen t ra t ion i s buffered a t the value eg •" 3000 mmol/m . After a l l 
•it 
the so l id P i s d issolved (time t ) the concent ra t ion w i l l decrease and 
t h i s leads to the boundary condi t ion ( t^ i s the period of time of one 
so rp t ion-desorp t ion cyc le ) 
0 < t < t 1 z = 0 c = c o H ( t * ~ fc) (3> 
with the Heaviside step function H(e) = 0 for e < 0 and H(e) = 1 for 
e > 0. Note that t depends on the water velocity i.e. the percolated 
volume of water. It is assumed that the plateau of the isotherm is 
reached for c values much smaller than eg- Moreover since the isotherm 
is of the high affinity type, during desorptlon for t < t < t,, c is 
buffered at values much smaller than c0 [Van der Zee and Van 
Riemsdijk, 1986]. 
Whereas c will thus vary in time throughout the entire column 
(z > 0), for F this is only the case at the front. Solving equation 
(2) for 0 < t < t]_ yields 
F = F(c0) H(-*|- - z) (4) 
where the retardation factor R is given by 
R = 1 + Ps F(c0)/ecQ (5) 
For a total time x equal to Mt-^  the front will be propagated in pulses 
with a mean velocity v (i.e. averaged over T) given by 
M
 * 
v - —JrH- (6) 
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Thus the front of P in the solid phase at an arbitrary time t may be 
approximated with 
M
 * 
v
 ih ci 
F = F(c0) H( Y - Z) ( 7 ) 
The determination of the sorption capacity F(CQ) i s diff icult 
because, on time scales practical in the laboratory the sorption S i s 
non-equilibrium. Long term batch experiments or transport experiments 
at values of v occurring in the f ield should be dismissed for routine 
analysis because of the long duration of the experiments. For routine 
purposes i t i s preferable to estimate F(cQ) using relationships with 
soil properties, that may be measured simply and for large numbers of 
samples. Such soil properties are the contents of the amorphous oxides 
of aluminum (Al) and iron (Fe) [Beek, 1979]. These contents may be 
assessed by extracting soil with acid ammonia oxalate [Schwertmann, 
1964]. With this extraction almost a l l soil-P is extracted for sandy 
so i l s . Denoting the oxalate extractable amounts (mmol/kg) by the 
subscript 'ox' the ra t io a i s defined as 
a = p / (Fe + Al) (8) 
ox ox 
In soils that received large quantities of animal slurries maximum 
values of a are approximately 0.5-0.6 (Chapter 6, Lexmond et al., 
1982]. Lexmond et al. [1982] performed long term (250 days) batch 
experiments and also sorption measurements at constant concentration 
as described by Van Riemsdijk and Van der Linden [1984], and found 
that the amount of P adsorbed in the batch experiments is estimated 
well by extrapolation of the short term sorption experiments. The 
extrapolation is done on a logarithmic time scale [Van Riemsdijk and 
De Haan, 1981]: 
F ~ ln(t) (9) 
The results obtained by De Willigen et al. [1982] support the time of 
250 days as the contact time where a pseudo sorption maximum is 
reached. Denoting the sorption calculated by extrapolation of short 
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term sorp t ion by P^, then the maximal va lue , a , i s c a l cu l a t ed with 
a = P / (Fe + Al) (10) 
m m ox 
where P_ = PQX + Pn and sorp t ion i s measured a t c » 3000 mmol P/m . 
Due to experimental and model er ror a range of o^-values i s found. The 
sorp t ion capac i ty est imated with the mean, a , i s denoted with Fm 
( i . e . , F(c 0 ) i s est imated by Fm = ä (Fe + Al) ) . 
As mentioned, the value of R i s genera l ly h igh. Consequently the 
t r a v e l times of a phosphate f ront through i n i t i a l l y phosphate f ree 
s o i l wi l l be con t ro l l ed l a r g e l y by R and thus , in the case of steady 
s t a t e water flow by Fm. The physical d i s tance i s not the bes t space 
v a r i a b l e to use in the t r anspo r t equat ion as (Fe + A1)0X w i l l 
genera l ly vary with depth . I t i s convenient to define a transformed 
dimensionless space v a r i a b l e weighted to the content (Fe + A l ) o x 
(where the supe r sc r ip t z denotes v a r i a t i o n in z ) . F i r s t the average 
content over the t o t a l depth L considered of (Fe + A l ) ^ x i s given by 
L L 
(Fe + Al) = ƒ p (z) (Fe + Al ) " dz / ƒ p (z) dz (11) 
ox
 0 s ox 0 s 
Then the transformed space variable, C, is defined as: 
z L 
C = ƒ P(z) (Fe + AI)* dz / (Fe + Al) ƒ p (z) dz (12) 
p. 8 OX OX A a 
The average value of P is given by 
L L 
P - ƒ p (z) Pz dz / ƒ p (z) dz (13) 
ox i. s ox i. sv 
The t o t a l P - f ixa t ion capac i ty of the column, F T , per un i t area and 
assuming p s cons tan t i s : 
T s m ox 
and the t o t a l amount of P app l ied , Aj , may be expressed as 
A = L p P (15) 
T s ox 
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and also as 
\ = v e c 0 l £ l t t (16) 
M
 * 
Combination of (15) and (16) and rearrangement l eads to the r e l a t i o n 
* P = e cn E t . / ( L p ) • Approximating R ~ p F /9 c_ , which I s 
ox 0 1 v ' s ' r r ° s m 0 
acceptable for l a rge R, equation (7) I s r e w r i t t e n In terms of an 
equ iva l en t , homogeneous so i l column with the dlmenslonless depth 
coord ina te C: 
A 
F
 =
 Fm H<F - C ) ( 1 7 ) 
T 
With equation (17) the transport in one column is expressed in terms 
of variables that may be assessed in the laboratory (see equations 14 
and 15). Due to differences in (Fe + Al ) o x for different columns it is 
convenient to consider the dlmenslonless concentration of P in the 
solid phase,T = F/Fm. The profile in terms of V 
r = H C ^ - C) (18) 
FT 
gives an impression of the s a t u r a t i o n of the s o i l column with P. 
One of the assumptions made concerns the time-dependent boundary 
condi t ion a t z = 0 (eq. 3 ) , which I s d i f f e r en t from the cond i t ions 
used by Dagan and Bresler [1979] . As desorpt ion i s small for the case 
of a high a f f i n i t y isotherm c wi l l f l u c t u a t e much in time for small 
depths whereas r does no t , once the f ront has passed these dep ths . The 
f l u c t u a t i o n in c implies a time lag between the moment of a p p l i c a t i o n 
and the a r r i v a l of so lu te a t the so l i d phase concen t ra t ion f r o n t . 
Consequently the add i t i ona l assumption was made t ha t the development 
of the r - p r o f i l e , which occurs in d i s c r e t e time s t e p s , i s evaluated 
a f t e r the anual ly appl ied amount has reached the f ron t and reac ted 
with the s o i l . 
8.3 Transport at field scale 
In recent studies concerning solute transport on the field scale, 
the soil hydraulic properties were assumed to be random variables 
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[ e . g . Bresler and Dagan, 1983; 1979; Dagan and Bres l e r , 1979]. In 
general a l l s o i l p rope r t i e s may be considered random v a r i a b l e s , 
c h a r a c t e r i z e d by a p r o b a b i l i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n Ins tead of a s i ng l e va lue . 
For an ensemble of v e r t i c a l , homogeneous columns the random va r i ab l e X 
has an expec ta t ion a t every point Ç = (x ,y) In space 
E {X (Ç)} = m (Ç) (19) 
and a var iance defined as 
VAR {X (Ç)} = E {[(X(Ç) - ma)]2} (20) 
The covarlance for two po in t s Ç, and £~ *-s given by 
C [ X ^ ) , X(52)] = [Wij - nttl)][Xa2) - « ( 5 2 ) ] } (21) 
As for each point Ç only one realization Is measured, these three 
moments cannot be estimated due to lack of Information. To overcome 
this problem the hypothesis of ergodtclty [Papoulls, 1965] Is used. 
Hence, the moments found for the one realization obtained In the field 
are equivalent to the moments at each location Ç, I.e., spatial and 
ensemble averaging are assumed equivalent. Furthermore the hypothesis 
of statistical homogeneity Is used [Gutjahr, 1985]. Then the 
expectation does not depend on Ç and the covarlance depends only on 
the separation vector h = Ç^ - £ 2 a n d the probability density function 
(PDF) is the same for all locations. 
In this study only the two prominent variables AT and F™ are 
assumed to be random, leaving e.g. v and a to future work (see 
Chapter 9). Of prime interest Is the dimensionless solid phase 
concentration (T) as a function of depth and time. Since r is a 
function of the random variables AT and FT , it will be random too. 
Denoting the PDF for fixed Ç and T by fr(C, T; T) then the 
distribution function is: 
Pr(C, T; r ) - ƒ ƒ (C, t; T) dl" (22) 
0 
which represents the probability that r < r at the specified Ç and 
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t. Note that due to the transformation to Ç, the plane in x and y at a 
specified C is physically not a horizontal plane, as in the case of 
Bresler and Dagan [1981]. 
The field average of T at depth Ç and time x is given by the first 
moment [Bresler and Dagan, 1981]: 
1 
< r (C, T) > = ƒ r / (c, t; D dr (23) 
0 
Equation (23) may be rewritten as 
1 
< T <C, 1) > - 1 - ƒ Pr (C, T; T) dr (24) 
0 
and equals the fractional area where the piston profile has passed the 
depth Ç at time T. Additional moments are given by Skopp [1984]. 
As r(Ç,t) depends on Aj. and FT, in general 
ƒ„ dr = f _ dA^dF^ (25) 
JV V T T T 
where ƒ.
 F is the joint PDF of Aj and FT. 
Assuming independence of Ap and F^, as no a priori reasons for a 
physical dependency between these two variables exist, then ƒ»
 F is 
equal to fifv • Hence, equation (22) may be rewritten as v* 
Pr (C, i; r*) = 'J ƒ fk /F dATdFT (26) 
[r*j T T 
The domain of integration (r ) covers the domain In Aj and FT that 
results in r(Ç,T) < r . 
8.4 Materials and methods 
Soil was sampled from a field shortly after the harvesting of the 
crop (corn) just before application of slurries at 67 locations along 
two transects (see Figure 1). Along transect D soil at 51 locations 
(every 6 m) was sampled from depths 0-0.2 m, and then with increments 
of 0.1 m to 1 m depth or until freatic water level. Along transect E 
soil at 16 locations (every 16 m) was sampled to 1 m depth or until 
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freatic water level with Increments of 0.2 m . At each location soil 
samples obtained from 4 positions in a square (0.4 m x 0.4 m) were 
mixed. 
In the laboratory air dried subsamples were extracted using acid 
ammonia oxalate [Schwertmann, 1964] and P__, Fe._ and Al.^. were 
OX OX O X 
determined as described by Novozamsky e t a l . , [1986]. On d i f f e ren t 
subsamples a t a concen t ra t ion of 3 mol Kl^PO^/m with a background 
e l e c t r o l y t e of 1.5 mol CaCl2/m3 and 2 mol KCL/nr the r e s idua l sorpt ion 
capac i ty was determined. During 24 hour s , 5 g so i l was shaken end-
over-end In 60 ml e l e c t r o l y t e and c was measured af terwards with the 
molybdenum-blue method of Murphy and Riley [1962]. Ext rapola t ion on a 
logar i thmic time sca le y i e l d s P^. 
road II 
+ 
Figure 1: Schematic r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of the f i e l d s tudied 
8.5 Calculations 
The numerical c a l c u l a t i o n s were done by Monte Carlo s imula t ion , 
i . e . the r e s u l t of the t r a n s p o r t process for a column i s c a l cu l a t ed a 
l a r g e number of t imes, each time using d i f f e r en t r e a l i z a t i o n s of the 
random parameters . These r e s u l t s a re used to c a l c u l a t e the sample 
moments of the t r anspor t process in the f i e l d (m, a). Samples of 
random numbers with a s tandard normal d i s t r i b u t i o n , r equ i r ed for 
i n p u t , were generated with a manufacturer supplied subrout ine package. 
The d i s t r i b u t i o n s were t e s t e d using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov t e s t 
s t a t i s t i c [Rubinstein , 1981], given by the maximal value of | p r - P r | in 
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the sample. Here Pr is the computed cumulative probability of the 
sorted (monotonically increasing series) sample, i.e., n/N+1, where n 
is the number of appearance in the sorted series and N the maximal 
number of appearance, the sample size. Pr is the theoretical 
cumulative probability. The sample was only used if K was less then 
1.63, see e.g. Persaud et al., [1985]. With the appropriate values of 
the statistics the distributions were generated used in the model. 
8.6 Results 
In Table 1 the statistics m and a of several variables are given 
for the depths indicated. Due to the large variation of the 
groundwater level only results till 0.6 m depth are used. The 
assumption of homogeneity in depth is clearly not valid. Hence, the 
transformation of z into Ç in order to construct an equivalent 
homogeneous column is indeed required. 
Table 1: Field averages and standard deviations of variables for 
three layers. (N = 67). 
average 
z (m) 
0 - 0 . 2 
0 .2-0 .4 
0 .4-0 .6 
(mmol/kg) 
z Fe 
ox 
22.5 
15.2 
4.2 
A1Z 
ox 
58.0 
61.0 
40.6 
(Fe+A: 
80.5 
76.2 
44.8 
21.6 
12.5 
1.6 
20.6 
22.4 
20.8 
42.2 
34.9 
22.4 
0.53 
0.46 
0.50 
standard deviation [mmol/kg] 
0 -0 .2 
0 .2-0 .4 
0 .4-0 .6 
7.2 
6.9 
3.2 
8.8 
15.6 
20.2 
12.4 
17.7 
20.2 
5.6 
5.0 
1.3 
5.0 
6.7 
10.7 
5.5 
9.1 
11.5 
0.07 
0.07 
0.13 
The coefficients of variation (CV = o/m) increase with increasing 
depth. This trend reflects possibly a larger variability at larger 
depths. However, measurement errors may also be the cause of larger 
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values of CV, notably for FeQX and Pox with very low mean values. The 
dispersed profile of Pox may In part be attributed to agricultural 
activities (ploughing, mixing up to 0.2-0.3 m depth by heavy 
machinery, etc.) and to uncertainty due to the sampling layer 
thickness. 
The s t a t i s t i c s of some depth-averaged variables are given in Table 
2. The coefficient of correlation p(3) Is only 0.82 and I t was noted 
that the main scatter Is due to 5 topsoll samples. The scatter diagram 
(Figure 2) indicates that most locations conform well to the 
simplified model. In the following the average value of 0.5 is used 
for a . m 
For the depth-averaged variables PQX and (Fe + Al) o x (used to 
estimate A~ and F~), histograms are shown in Figure 3. Also shown are 
the f i t ted normal probability density functions (ƒ) given by: 
'x-«75 -PH-TT?)2] (27) 
In Figure 4 the field average profile of P is shown in terms of the 
dimensionless concentration as a function of dimensionless depth. Two 
experimental profiles are shown, one based on Pm and one based on F . 
Denoting the relat ive thickness of the P-saturated layer by Ç , then 
L L 
C . = ƒ PZ dz h] PZ dz = P /P (28) 
pi ' ox ' m ox m 
The value of Ç , Is distributed and the probability that Ç, , < Ç. is 
given by 
* 
* S 
Pr[C , < C ] - ƒ fr dC (29) 
P
 0 pi 
For the piston flow model this expression is equivalent to Pr(C, T; 
r ). Hence, the experimental profile is: 
< r(C,T) > = 1 - Pr[C
 1 < C] (30) 
Likewise the experimental profile based on Z„2 = ^ox^m *s obtained. 
Both profiles are shown in Figure 4 and appear to be slightly 
different in shape. The mean values of C_i and C „ are equal (0.36) 
'pi auu v 
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and the standard deviations are 0.08 and 0.09, respectively. 
Table 2: Field averages and standard deviations of variables 
averaged with depth (0-0.6 m). Also given the correlation 
coefficient p(i) with (Fe+Al) . 
mean (m) standard 
deviation (a) 
P ( D 
pox 
pR 
Pm 
(Fe+Al ) o x 
«m 
11.9 
21.3 
33.2 
67.2 
0.5 
3.37 
5.40 
7.22 
2.95 
0.07 
0.59 
0.73 
0.82 
-0 .18 
50 
25 
K. 
• • - -• 
• • • 
0 50 100 
(Fe*Al) (mmol/kg) 
ox 
Figure 2: Sca t te r diagram of Pm versus (Fe+Al) 
With the s t a t i s t i c s of P and ox Fm given in Table 2 the field 
averaged profile may be calculated assuming independent P0„ and F . 
The results are shown in Figure 4, assuming a normal PDF for F and 
P . The experimental profiles are steeper than the calculated 
profiles. 
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'ox 
50 100 
(Fe
 + Al)ox 
Figure 3: Histograms and f i t ted probability density functions of the 
variables P0K and (Fe+Al)ox-
Figure 4: Averaged dimensionless concentration in the solid phase <r> 
as a function of dimensionless depth £• Experimentally found 
denoted Ç j and Ç 2 (see t ex t ) , computed: dashed l ine 
(reference case). 
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8.7 Parameter analysis 
The statistics of Table 2 used to compute the profiles of Figure 4 
are estimated from data of 67 sample locations. It is assumed that 
these 67 locations are representative for the whole field. This and 
other assumptions may, however, not be valid. Hence, the estimated 
values of the statistics may be systematically too high or too low. In 
order to assess the nature and the sensitivity of a change in the 
profile due to a change in the modelparameters, these parameters were 
varied. 
The resulting profiles for different values of the statistics of 
FT are shown in Figure 5a and for different values of the statistics 
of Aj. in Figure 5b. Obviously the mean depth of penetration of the 
profile is proportional to mA (the subscript T is omitted when writing 
m and a) and inversely proportional to mF- An increase in one of the 
standard deviations causes a more dispersed profile. Apparently the 
field-scale dispersion increases with an increase in the heterogeneity 
of both F_ and A_. This is Illustrated for the case where F™ is 
considered not random but constant (at mp). Then equation (26) is 
integrated only once over A^, which yields: 
< T (C,T) > = 0.5 {1 - erf [ ƒ
 H
 A]} (31) 
A 
Thus if cr. increases also the field scale dispersion Increases as the 
error functions decays slower with Ç. If CV(AT) is large the value of 
<r(0,T)> may be less than unity as in that case the second term in 
equation (31) is already significant at C = 0. This is due to the 
physically unrealistic probability Pr(AT < 0), which is finite for the 
case of a normal PDF. This is considered later in this study. It is 
noted that a result similar to equation (31) may be obtained if Aj is 
constant and F™ is the only random variable. 
Since the statistics used to compute the profiles of Figure 4 were 
derived from the same data set from which the experimental profiles 
were constructed, the fit of calculated and experimental results can 
not be considered an independent test of the model. From the 
differences in Figure 4, a complication not accounted for in the 
calculations becomes manifest. 
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Figure 5: Averaged dimensionless concentration in the solid phase <F> 
as a function of dimensionless depth Ç. Variation of 
s t a t i s t i c s of F„ (5a) and A^ , (5b). 
This i s the significant degree of correlation between A™ and F_ (Table 
2: p(l) = 0.59). Therefore calculations were done for three values of 
p ( l ) , using the means and standard deviations of Table 2. As expected 
the effect of the value of p(l) on the shape of the profile i s large 
(Figure 6). Thus if relat ively large applications of P occur often on 
locations with a small retention capacity, then the front of P will 
move much faster in those locations than in the f ie ld on average. This 
i s the case for curve 3, which shows a large f ield-scale dispersion. 
In the opposite situation an almost piston-shaped field average 
profile i s found (curve 1). If the random nature of A« and F~ were 
neglected just l ike pore scale dispersion, then a piston shaped 
profile would be predicted. The front of P would then be situated at 
C • 0.36. Since the experimental curves fa l l in between the curves 1 
and 2 of Figure 6 the description is probably good if the coefficient 
of correlation p(l) = 0.59 is taken into account. 
8.8 Profile development in time 
The calculations done so far are for the reference situation, 
i.e., the situation at the moment of sampling. To show the development 
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Figure 6: Average dlmensionless concentration in the solid phase <r> 
as a function of dlmensionless depth Ç. Statistics of 
reference case. Effect of correlation coefficient, p(l). 
Curve 1: p = 0.999; curve 2: p = 0.06; curve 3: p = -0.998. 
in time, it is assumed that no trends occur in the application rate 
(for each individual application Aj the statistics m and a are the 
same). To estimate the statistics of A^, it is necessary to know how 
many applications resulted in the present situation (AT). Information 
concerning this field suggests .that M = 10 annual applications is 
reasonable. Then it is necessary to know whether and to what degree, 
individual applications are correlated. For illustration two 
possibilities are considered. In the first case the individual 
applications are independent and the statistics for Aj are estimated 
with 
m« = m, M A« A, 
\ = \ ^ 
(32) 
(33) 
In the second case where different AJ are completely dependent (a 
particular location receives the same amount of P at each 
application), equation (32) does not change but equation (33) becomes: 
\ = ak* (34) 
Hence, for independent applications CN{K^) decreases with /M whereas 
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for dependent applications CV(A )^ remains constant. Therefore, the 
f ield-scale dispersion wi l l , in general, be larger in the case of 
dependent applications than in the case of independent applications. 
In the simplified case of equation (31) a symmetric sigmoid profile 
resul ts (as i s also the case for non-random Aj and random FT). Then 
the growth in time of the f ield scale dispersivity (AJj) can be made 
expl ic i t . This i s done by considering solute transport assuming 
constant input, c (0 , t ) = eg, and a linear adsorption isotherm. The 
4c 4c 
well known solution of equation (1) is given (for t » D /v ) by: 
:/c, 0.5 {l - erf [ v t, 
2/(D t) 
(35) 
where D = D/R and v = v/R. Neglecting molecular diffusion the 
* 4c 
dispersivity i s £D = D /v • Similarly a field scale dispersivity for 
the profile in the solid phase may be defined. Rewriting (31) in terms 
of z ("CL) i t may be shown, that : 
2 
4 • 2 p m, mA <36> 
Figure 7: Average dimensionless concentration in the solid phase <r> 
as a function of dimensionless depth Ç. Effect of 
correlation coefficient for successive applications. Dashed 
l i n e : p = 0; solid l i n e : p = 1. Times (M) indicated in 
f igure. 
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Clearly, by inserting equation (32) and equation (33) or (34) in (36), 
the field scale dispersivity is constant for independent applications 
but proportional to M for completely correlated applications. In the 
f 2 
latter case we find that Je = m a. /(2p m„ m, ) . 
For the field situation considered here where m and a of A^ . are 
given for M = 10 annual applications, clearly the value of o". 
estimated with equation (33) will be smaller than a. estimated with 
equation (34) for times shorter than 10 years. For larger times, the 
opposite will occur. This is shown in Figure 7 where the profiles are 
shown at different times (M) for the case of dependent and the case of 
independent A.,. 
It was already noted that if CJA is calculated for times shorter 
than at the reference situation using equation (33), the value of 
CV(AT) becomes larger than at the reference case. Then a significant 
Pr[A~ < 0] may be found. However, even if at the reference situation 
AT (or P ) is approximately distributed normally this does not have 
to be the case for A^. Thus if Aj is a random variable with a 
continuous distribution then the sum A,, will become distributed 
normally if a sufficient number of independent individual applications 
AJ are summed. This is expressed in the central limit theorem 
[Papoulis, 1965]. Hence, for this field also, A. may well be 
distributed e.g. lognormally in which case A, can only be positive. 
(Appendix C; Chapter 9). 
8.9 Discussion 
I t was noted above t ha t PQX and (Fe + A l ) Q x a r e c o r r e l a t e d . Since 
phys ica l ly no r e l a t i o n i s expected between these v a r i a b l e s the 
presence of t rends should be i nves t i ga t ed as these would i n v a l i d a t e 
the assumptions of s t a t i o n a r i t y and e r g o d l c i t y . An ind i ca t i on of a 
t rend in the random va r i ab l e X(Ç) may be obtained e .g . with the 
semivariogram Y(h) defined by 
2 
Y(h) = \ E {[X(ü + h) - X(ü)] } (37) 
which for an i n t r i n s i c random funct ion of order zero depends only on h 
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[Gutjahr, 1985]. If the semivariogram reaches a maximum ('sill') at 
separation distances h exceeding a certain value ('range'), then 
Y(h*) = var {X(Ç)} = C(0) (38) 
and the random funct ion i s second ord^r s t a t i o n a r y for the domain {£} 
cons idered . In Figure 8 the semivariograms for the D-t ransect of PQX 
and (Fe+Al) a re shown. In both cases no s i l l i s reached, suggesting 
a t r end . 
h (m) 
P^ÀÎL: 
h (m) 
Figure 8: Semivariograms for a: P o x and b: (Fe+Al) , for D- t r ansec t , 
with 51 sample l o c a t i o n s and 50 l a g - c l a s s e s . 
The t rends are shown in Figure 9 by giving the values of the v a r i a b l e s 
Pox a n d ( F e + A ^)ox a s a funct ion of Ç along the t r a n s e c t . Clearly the 
mean values of both v a r i a b l e s decrease as Ç I n c r e a s e s . 
I t appears t ha t the t rends are in the same d i r e c t i o n , which causes the 
p o s i t i v e value of p ( l ) , and t ha t they almost compensate as no 
s i g n i f i c a n t t rend i s observed for G ( in t h i s case C_2)> I t may be 
noted a lso tha t the 'bimodal ' shape of the histogram of PQX in Figure 
3 r e f l e c t s the almost s tep wise change in P 0 X (Ç) . 
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Since the mean values of both P and (Fe + Al) depend on the 
coordinate Ç the assumptions made with respect to statistical 
homogeneity and ergodicity are not valid for the field studied. 
However, this does not invalidate the analysis presented. As was shown 
above, the description of the reference situation is probably accurate 
if the value of p(l) = 0.59 is taken into account. The rest of the 
parameter analysis also holds, if only for a similar field showing no 
trends and with independent A- and F™. 
However, whereas the simple model given here Is accurate to 
describe a particular situation, in order to apply it for predictive 
purposes we must know the spatial nature of the random variables. This 
is necessary as p(l) may well vary in time (i.e., change with each 
application). Besides the recognition of spatial trends, also the 
nature of the distribution of an individual application, A., is very 
important. The assumed shape of the PDF and the estimated statistics 
of A. influence both the PDF shape and the statistics of A,,. Since 
generally the number of applications can only be estimated, the 
predictive capabilities of this model are limited mainly by the 
uncertainties in A^. 
Figure 9: Values of random variables P._ (a), (Fe+Al) (b), and Ç 
ox ox p 
(c) as a function of location Ç. 
The dispersion for the field-average transport may be larger than 
accounted for by simulation of the transport of P in a homogeneous 
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column, using r ea l i s t i c values of the physical parameters. For P 
transport, Beek. [1979] was unable to simulate the average P profile in 
a f ie ld , receiving untreated sewage water, by one-dimensional 
transport simulations using independently evaluated parameter values. 
I t is l ikely that this was at least partly due to neglecting the 
random nature of the retention capacity in the f i e ld . Surface-water 
eutrophication occurs already at solution concentrations of P a 
thousand fold smaller than found in top soils saturated with P derived 
from animal manure s lurr ies disposal. Therefore we are interested in 
predicting the breakthrough at the groundwater level for a very small 
fraction of the total area. Whenever th is i s the case the 
heterogeneity of the retention capacity and the var iabi l i ty in the 
application should be taken into account. 
8.10 Conclusions 
1. The description of the field-average transport of P neglecting 
pore scale dispersion but taking into account the random nature of 
the applied quantity and retention capacity yields satisfactory 
r e su l t s . 
2. Field-scale dispersion increases with increasing coefficients of 
variation of applied quantity and of retention capacity. 
3. A positive correlation of individual applications or a negative 
correlation of applied quantity and retention capacity also cause 
an increase in f ield-scale dispersion. 
4. The presence and nature of trends of random variables need to be 
known in order to use the model for predictive purposes. 
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8.11 Notation 
o 
AT T o t a l amount of P a p p l i e d [mmol/m ] 
A Annua l ly a p p l i e d amount of P [mmol/m ] 
C Covariance 
CV Coefficient of v a r i a t i o n 
D Coeff icient of molecular d i f fus ion and hydrodynamic d i spers ion 
[m2 /yr] 
D Effec t ive d i spe r s ion c o e f f i c i e n t for adsorbing s o l u t e , D/R 
[m2 /yr] 
E Expectat ion 
F Functional r e l a t i o n s h i p of sorp t ion with time and concen t ra t ion 
[mmol/kg] 
F Maximal sorp t ion based on (Fe+Al) [mmol/kg] 
F T Total sorp t ion capac i ty for P of so i l layer with th ickness L 
2 [mmol/m ] 
K Kolmogorov-Smirnov s t a t i s t i c 
L Length of column [m] 
M Number of a p p l i c a t i o n s 
N Number of sample l o c a t i o n s 
Pm Maximal s o r p t i o n b a s e d on P + P R [mmol/kg] 
P R Extrapolated measured sorp t ion [mmol/kg] 
Q Adsorbed amount [mmol/kg] 
R Retardat ion fac to r 
S P r e c i p i t a t e d amount [mmol/kg] 
VAR Variance 
X Generic no ta t ion of a random v a r i a b l e 
3 
c Concentration of P in so lu t ion [mmol/m ] 
c 0 Feed solution concentration of P [mmol/m
J] 
ƒ Probability density function 
h Separation vector 
Ap Field scale dlsperslvlty [m] 
m Mean 
m' Ratio of means, m/mti with m_ for r e fe rence s i t u a t i o n 
t Time [yr] 
ti Period in time between successive applications [yr] 
Ps Sot! bulk density [kg/m3] 
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t Time required to dissolve solid P [yr] 
v Interstitial water velocity [m/yr] 
v Effective interstitial water velocity for adsorbing solute, v/R 
[m/yr] 
v Time averaged propagation velocity of front [m/yr] 
x,y,z Coordinates [m] 
a Ratio between P„ and (Fe+AlV 
m v 'ox 
y Semi var to gr am 
T Dlmensionless concentration of P in the solid phase 
e Variable 
p Coeff ic ient of c o r r e l a t i o n 
I 
a Standard dev ia t ion , (VAR)* 
o' Ratio of s tandard d e v i a t i o n s , a/ar> with a R fo r re fe rence 
s i t u a t i o n 
i Total time [yr] 
9 Volumetric water content 
£ Coordinate [m] 
Ç Dlmensionless depth 
Ç_ Dlmensionless f ron t pene t ra t ion depth 
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9. TRANSPORT OF REACTIVE SOLUTE IN SPATIALLY 
VARIABLE SOIL SYSTEMS 
Abstract 
Transport is studied for reactive solutes and one dimensional 
fluid flow with sorption described by the Freundlich equation (Q = 
kc11). For a physically and chemically homogeneous soil column and if 
the constant feed concentration is larger than the initial 
concentration the transport occurs in a travelling wave type 
displacement, with a constant shape of the solute concentration front 
and constant front propagation velocity, provided 0<n<l. For a 
negligible initial concentration it is shown that a shock front may be 
assumed if n is small enough. Field scale transport is described as an 
ensemble of shock fronts in parallel columns with different flow 
velocities (v), retardation factors (r) and times of solute input 
(t c). These stochastic variables are characterized by probability 
density functions (PDF). If we assume lognormal distributions, a 
simple expression for the field averaged profile of dimensionless 
sorbed solute <F > at a particular time is derived. If tc is not a 
distributed variable, but equal to the total time t, the profile <F> 
coincides with the field averaged dimensionless concentration profile. 
It is shown how scaling theory, leading to the PDF of the fluid 
velocity, may be incorporated in the model. For reasonable parameter 
values and statistics of the stochastic variables the <r>-profiles are 
calculated. Notably the effect of a stochastic retardation factor, 
with statistics derived from the distributions of pH and oc (organic 
carbon content) found for 84 soils, appears to be profound. The field 
average displacement calculated is non-sigmoid for the PDF's of oc, pH 
and t chosen. This phenomenon is amplified if v and r are assumed 
negatively correlated. From the results it is clear that modelling of 
horizontally large soil systems with averaged properties will in 
general lead to an underestimation of the moment of first breakthrough 
at a particular reference level, such as the phreatic water level. 
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9.1 Introduction 
The desc r ip t ion of so lu te t r anspor t through so i l i s of i n t e r e s t in 
order to quantify s a l t displacement in s a l t - a f f e c t e d s o i l s , po l l u t an t 
mobi l i ty (heavy meta ls , excess f e r t i l i z e r , p e s t i c i d e s , r ad ionuc l ides ) 
and the mobil i ty of plant n u t r i e n t s . Reviews of work done on t r anspo r t 
in macroscoptcally homogeneous columns were given by Bolt [1982] and 
Cleary and Van Genuchten [1982] . Often, however, so i l may not be 
considered as a homogeneous flow domain due to the presence of 
s t r u c t u r e (macropores, aggrega tes , and c r a c k s ) . This s t r u c t u r e may 
cause p r e f e r e n t i a l flow channels tha t may r e s u l t in bypass of par t of 
the so i l mat r ix . Then two or more subdomains need to be d i s t ingu i shed 
and t r ans fe r between these domains may be described empi r ica l ly with a 
f i r s t - o r d e r r a t e expression [Deans, 1963; Skopp and Warrick, 1974; Van 
Genuchten and Wierenga, 1976; 1977]. In some cases where geometry of 
the subdomains i s known the t r ans fe r may be described by modelling the 
subdomains d e t e r m i n i s t i c a l l y . This was done by Rasmuson and Neretnteks 
[1980] for spher ica l p a r t i c l e s , Tang e t a l . [1981] and Rasmuson and 
Neretnieks [1981] for f rac tu red rock, Addiscott [1974] for cubic so i l 
peds, Van Genuchten et a l . [1984] and De Will igen [1985] for roo t 
channels , and by Valocchi [1985] , Parker and Valocchi [1985] and Van 
Genuchten and Dalton [1986] for severa l geometr ies . 
Ver t i ca l t r anspor t through flow domains of l a rge ho r i zon ta l extent 
i s influenced also by v a r i a b i l i t y of so i l p r o p e r t i e s in the ho r i zon ta l 
p lane . Spat ia l v a r i a b i l i t y of so i l hydrau l ic p r o p e r t i e s was 
inves t iga t ed by Nielsen e t a l . [1973], Btggar and Nielsen [1976], 
Warrick e t a l . [1977], and Russo and Bres ler [1981]. The v a r i a b i l i t y 
of hydraul ic p rope r t i e s in s imi lar media may be handled using sca l ing 
theory ( e . g . Peck, 1979). Warrick e t a l . [1977] showed tha t a 
dimensionless sca l ing fac to r may be defined tha t r e l a t e s the hydraul ic 
conduc t iv i ty at a p a r t i c u l a r l o c a t i o n in a f i e l d to a f i e ld -averaged 
hydraul ic c o n d u c t i v i t y . This s ca l ing f ac to r was found to be 
lognormally d i s t r i b u t e d . 
The e f fec t of s p a t i a l l y v a r i a b l e hydrau l ic p r o p e r t i e s on so lu t e 
t r anspor t was s tudied by Dagan and Bresler [1979], Bresler and Dagan 
[1979, 1981, 1983], Amoozegar-Fard e t a l . [1981] and Persaud et a l . 
[1985]. Using s tochas t i c theory Dagan and Bresler [1979] and Bres ler 
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and Dagan [1979] analytically evaluated the f ield averaged 
concentration as a function of depth and time for a non-reacting 
solute. They neglected pore scale dispersion and assumed that the 
scaling factor and the steady in f i l t r a t ion rate were stochastic 
variables. In subsequent papers (1981, 1983) they incorporated 
transient flow and pore scale dispersion. They showed that non-Fickian 
behaviour may occur and estimated that the concentration profile may 
satisfy a diffusion-type equation only after transport distances of 10 
to 100 meters. If pore scale dispersion i s taken into account with a 
dispersion coefficient reflecting soil profile heterogeneity this has 
only a small effect on the concentration profile and spatial 
var iabi l i ty i s dominant* Amoozegar-Fard et a l . [1981] who used (tonte 
Carlo techniques, reach the same conclusion. Persaud et a l . [1985], 
also using Monte Carlo techniques, concluded that the correlation 
between the pore scale dispersion coefficient and the velocity hardly 
affects the concentration profi le. 
A somewhat different approach was given by Jury [1982] who 
described transport in a spatially variable f ield assuming a 
distr ibution of travel times. His transfer function model (TFM) was 
successfully applied for a f ield by Jury et a l . [1982] and for 
undisturbed columns and a f ield s i te by White et a l . [1986]. Using the 
TFM approach Jury [1983] found a prominent effect of correlation 
between the retardation factor and the travel time of a non-reacting 
solute, assuming both are distr ibuted. Sposito et a l . [1986] showed 
that the fraction of immobile water in their two component convection 
dispersion equation controlled the shape of the travel time 
dis t r ibut ion. 
Field-averaged transport was studied recently for a reacting 
solute (phosphate) by Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986]. They 
assumed high affinity sorption and equilibrium at time scales relevant 
in the f ie ld . Neglecting pore scale dispersion and desorption, a 
piston shaped profile resul ts for sorbed P. The dimensionless 
penetration depth of the sorbed P front was expressed in terms of P 
applied (AT) and the sorption capacity (F_). The variables A_ and F_ 
appeared to be random variables for a f ield and consequently the 
dimensionless penetration depth (equal to the fractional saturation of 
a column) is also random. The f ie ld averaged profile of dimensionless 
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sorbed P was calculated with Monte Carlo simulations, using the 
experimental probability density functions (PDF) of Aq. and FT- The 
description of the experimental profile appeared good and differences 
could be understood if the trends in the field were taken into 
account. Sensitivity analyses showed the large effect of the 
correlation between A^ . and F^. 
In this contribution we describe transport of solute adsorbing 
according to a Freundlich isotherm. In the case of continuous solute 
Input a travelling wave occurs that may be approximated with a piston 
profile by neglecting pore scale dispersion. Neglecting desorption we 
approximate the profile of sorbed solute by a piston shape. The 
penetration depth for a homogeneous column is controlled by the 
velocity (v), the cumulative time of solute input (tM) and the 
retardation factor (r). For a field envisioned as an ensemble of non-
interacting columns the variables v, tM and r may be considered 
random. We show that by assuming a piston profile at the column scale, 
a simple expression for the field averaged profile of dimensionless 
sorbed solute is found if the stochastic variables are lognormally 
distributed. We illustrate that, assuming lognormal distributions, the 
incorporation of other stochastic variables may be very simple. 
9.2 Theory 
9.2.1 Column scale transport 
Solute transport In one dimension in the absence of sinks and for 
steady state flow Is described by 
2 
^ [pQ + 9c] = 9D^-f - Gvff (1) 
ôz 
_3 
where p = dry bulk density (kg m ) , 6 = volumetric water content, D = 
2 -1 
coefficient of hydrodynamic dispersion (m y ), v = pore water 
velocity (my ), z = depth (m), t = time (y), c = concentration (mol 
-3 -1 
m ), Q = sorption (mol kg ). Equilibrium sorption is given by the 
Freundlich isotherm: 
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(2 ) 
where k and n are c o n s t a n t s . Other Isotherms such as the Langmuir 
isotherm are equal ly f e a s i b l e . For a homogeneous column with i n i t i a l 
concen t ra t ion smaller than the input concen t r a t i on , displacement 
occurs as a t r a v e l l i n g wave provided 0 < n < 1. Such a t r a v e l l i n g wave 
i s cha rac te r i zed by a so lu te f ront shape that does not vary in time 
and tha t moves through the column with a cons tant v e l o c i t y . Trave l l ing 
wave so lu t ions were given by Reiniger and Bolt [1972] for favourable 
exchange and Van Duijn and De Graaf [1984] for Freundlich adsorp t ion . 
Equations (1) and (2) a re solved for the cond i t ions 
c (z ,0) = c 0 z < 0 (3a) 
c ( z ,0 ) = 0 z > 0 (3b) 
c ( -» , t ) = c 0 l l = 0 t > 0 ( 4 a ) 
oc 
c (+», t ) = o ? r = 0 t > 0 (4b) o z 
Defining the new va r i ab l e TI = z - a t , where a i s the wave ve loc i ty 
[Bol t , 1982], and s e t t i n g C(TI) = c ( z , t ) y i e l d s 
2 
3
 l 1 + FI Ar. I Ar, U 0 W Ar, <-'' e de > dt) " 2 <m 
dT] 
and 
c - c 0 T - 0 T) + -<» (6a) 
c = 0 ^ " = 0 T) -» « (6b) 
de After i n t e g r a t i o n of equation (5) assuming — •* 0 for T) + ± <*> the wave 
dTi 
v e l o c i t y (a) i s found 
a = v c 0 / ( c 0 + | Q(c 0)) ' v / r (7a) 
The r e t a r d a t i o n f a c t o r , r , in case of the Freundlich isotherm i s 
pa 
9D ƒ dTi -
c(n) 
ƒ 
de 
{A2 _ Q(e), 
co c 
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n n 
c — c 
r
 -
 l +
 e k <c° - e
1) (7b) 
c 0 c i 
for the concent ra t ion increment CQ - C j . Since we have chosen an 
i n i t i a l concen t ra t ion c^=0 we henceforth use the no t a t i on AQ = k CQ11. 
The imp l i c i t so lu t ion of equation (5) i s 
(8) 
where TIR i s an a r b i t r a r y re ference [Bolt , 1982]. For the Freundlich 
isotherm t h i s l eads to 
^
 ! dr)
 • ' I E T ^ (9) 
\ C ( V k ^ c _ c 
If we set g = c equation (9) may be integrated and this yields 
after rearrangement and substitution again of c 
c <n - n*> - { ^  [i - exP (p a A§ £-n)(T1 - J))]}1'1'* dOa) 
* * 
In equation (10a) T) is the coordinate with c = 0 for T) > r\ and which 
is given by: 
We have chosen C(T)_) = c(0) = \ CQ. 
We wi l l show in a l a t e r sec t ion tha t a r e l a t i v e l y sharp c - f ron t 
develops for r e a l i s t i c a l l y chosen parameter values if the f ront i s 
descr ibed by equation (10) . Due to the non- l inear sorp t ion isotherm 
the ef fec t of d i spers ion does not lead to continued p r o f i l e spreading 
with increas ing time but r e s u l t s in the development of a steady s t a t e 
f ront t r a v e l l i n g through the medium with ve loc i ty a. Then we may make 
the approximation of a shock f ron t by neg lec t ing hydrodynamic 
d i s p e r s i o n . We consider a so i l con ta in ing i n i t i a l l y no so lu t e and with 
the boundary condi t ion 
c ( 0 , t ) « H ( t c - t ) 0 « t < tx (11) 
where t^ i s the length of a time increment considered and where the 
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Heaviside s tep funct ion i s given by H(e)=0 for e < 0 and H(e)=l for 
E > 0. Thus so lu te e n t e r s the column during 0 < t < t 1 with a 
concen t ra t ion of eg, followed by a time span equal to t ^ - t c when a 
s o l u t e - f r e e so lu t ion e n t e r s . If we consider a number M of such 
so rp t ion-desorp t ion cyc l e s , which are each of dura t ion t^ then we may 
make the fol lowing assumption. For a s teep isotherm (small n) 
concen t ra t ion buffer ing by desorpt ion i s n e g l i g i b l e u n t i l small values 
of c are reached [Cleary and Van Genuchten, 1982, p . 357] . At low c 
the r a t e of mass displacement i s small and there fore l i t t l e so lu te 
r e d i s t r i b u t i o n occurs for t c < t < t ^ . During successive cyc les f i r s t the 
top l a y e r , where desorpt ion occurred, w i l l be f i l l e d up with s o l u t e . 
This i s followed by a fur ther displacement of the downstream f r o n t . 
Therefore we may assume a pulse-wise propagation of the downstream 
f ront of adsorbed so lu te provided the r e t a r d a t i o n fac to r i s l a r g e . 
Neglect ing the small o s c i l l a t i o n s in time of the adsorbed amount c lose 
to the i n l e t boundary (z=0) we can give a simple expression for the 
dimensionless f ront of adsorbed s o l u t e , Y=Q/Q(c())' This approximation 
i s b e t t e r as the number (M) of so rp t ion-desorp t ion cyc les considered 
i s l a rge r and i s given by 
v t M Y = H ( - ^ - z) (12) 
where tM i s the cumulative time of -solute input (= j I l t ^) and t i s 
M 
1=1 c,i; 
the total time (T = £ t^). 
In the next section .we consider an ensemble of parallel, vertical 
columns. In practice the contents of organic carbon, clay, oxides, 
etc. are different for different horizons and layers, and this is 
reflected in Q(cg) and r. Therefore it is convenient to introduce a 
dimensionless coordinate, Ç [Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1986]. 
Defining Q(cg) as the depth averaged value of Q(CQ) for a column of 
length L then 
z 
C = ƒ Q(c0)dz/ Q(c )L (13) 
0 
Here L may be conveniently chosen e.g. the depth of the water table, 
and may differ for different columns. Combination of equations (12) 
and (13) yields the expression for the dimensionless sorption profile 
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(i.e., the dimensionless amount as a function of depth Y and time t), 
which is given by 
v t M 
Y(C,*) = H (jjü- C) (14) 
Note that YtC,-1) represents the fractional saturation of a column of 
length L at the time t = Mti« This fractional saturation is the amount 
of solute present in the column, divided by the amount present if the 
concentration equals C Q in the whole column. 
9.2.2 Field scale transport 
Â field or watershed may be assumed to consist of an ensemble of 
parallel, vertical columns. The columns differ with respect to the 
variables Xj, where i = 1,...,N. The average behaviour of such a flow 
domain may be described using stochastic theory (Dagan and Bresler, 
1979; Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1986). Then the variables Xj are 
not given fixed values but are represented by probability density 
functions (PDF). We assume that each variable Xj has an expectation 
and a variance and that the assumptions of ergodicity and statlonarity 
are valid (Papoulis, 1965; Rus so and Bresler, 1981). The dimensionless 
concentration in the solid phase is a function of the stochastic 
variables and thus it is also random. Denoting random variables by 
capitals then 
/r(C,t;r) dr = /x(C,t;x1,...,xN) dxr..dxN (15) 
where f„ is the PDF for r (random dimensionless sorption) and / x is 
the joint PDF of X1, t = 1 N. Integration of fv yields the 
distribution 
probability 
function Fr(Ç,T;r) and inserting I" into Fp gives the 
* r 
Pr [C,i;r ] = ƒ /r(C,*;r) dr (16) 
— CO 
•k 
i.e. the probability that V is less than or equal to V at given time 
and depth. Equations (15) and (16) are combined to 
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Pr [ C , i ; r ] = ƒƒ ƒ / X ( C , T ; X 1 , X 2 XN) ^ dX.,...dXN (17) 
ir*] 
with [ r ] the N-dimenslonal i n t e g r a t i o n domain of combinations of 
X 1 } . . . , X N tha t r e s u l t in T < V . The expec ta t ion of T a t spec i f ied C 
and T i s given by the f i r s t moment 
1 
< r (C,T) > = ƒ r ƒ (C,T;r) dr (18) 
o 
which may be rewritten as 
1 • 
< r (C,t) > = 1 - ƒ Pr [C,t;r] dr . (19) 
0 
We note t h a t , for the p i s ton flow model adopted h e r e , < r (C , t ) > i s 
equal to the f r a c t i o n of the area in the (ho r i zon t a l ) xy-plane where r 
» 1 with respec t to the t o t a l a r e a . 
The p r o f i l e < r (C,x) > a t spec i f ied t may be ca l cu l a t ed if / x i s 
g iven. We assume tha t v, tjj» and r are random (nota t ion V, T, and R, 
r e s p e c t i v e l y ) and lognormally d i s t r i b u t e d . A lognormal PDF for V i s i n 
agreement with sca l ing theory (Peck, 1983) and f ind ings from Biggar 
and Nielsen [1976], Warrick e t a l [1977], and Bresler and Dagan 
[1979] . For a small coe f f i c i en t of v a r i a t i o n (CV defined as the r a t i o 
standard deviat ion/mean) the lognormal PDF has an almost Gaussian 
shape [Simmons, 1981] Therefore the normal d i s t r i b u t i o n s observed by 
Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986] for the v a r i a b l e s corresponding 
to T and R could be replaced by lognormal d i s t r i b u t i o n s (Appendix C). 
A lognormally d i s t r i b u t e d va r i ab l e i s defined in < 0,™ > and a normal 
d i s t r i b u t e d va r i ab l e in < -<»,«> > . Hence the lognormal PDF i s 
phys ica l ly more- appropr ia te for V, T, and R. I t i s given by 
X - mx 
/ X = X 8 T 1 / (2n) e X p [ " * (_s~)2l 
A A 
where lognormally transformed v a r i a b l e s are underscored ( i . e . , 
X=lnX) and 
—
 2 
X = lognormally distributed variable, X = A (m„, s„) 
A A « 
X = ln (X) , normally d i s t r i b u t e d v a r i a b l e , X = N~(mY7 sY) 
(20) 
N l 
n 
1=1 
x i 
N 2 
/ n z. 
j - i J 
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m = mean of X 
s„ = standard deviation of X 
Two situations may arise, I.e., the stochastic variables may be 
Independent or dependent. Considéra random variable Y, which Is a 
function of Independent lognormally distributed X., (1 = 1, NO and 
Zj (j = 1, ,N2)i i>e, 
(21) 
Then also Y is lognormally distributed with statistics following from 
the properties of this distribution. Thus for Y = In Y: 
Nl N2 HL, = £ m - E m (22a) 
- 1=1 Xt j=l Zj 
and 
2 Nl 2 N2 2 s^  = E1 s* + ll si (22b) 
- 1=1 -i j=l -j 
For independent V, T, and R the statistics of the logarithm of the 
VT dimensionless penetration depth (Y = ln(-=p)) are then 
n^ = mv + mT - mR - ln(L) (23a) 
and 
2 2 2 2 
sy = sy + sT + sR (23b) 
The PDF of Y is characterized by equations (20) and (23). We note that 
Pr [Y < C] = ƒ I /YdY (24) 
and that for local piston flow this is equivalent to 
Pr [Y < Ç ] = !lQ Pr[C,-c;r] dr (25) 
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A simple expression for <r(Ç,T) > results by combination of equations 
(19), (20), (24) and (25) and Integration. Thus the field averaged 
profile of adsorbed solute Is given by 
C - m 
Y 
< r (C,T) > - \ {1 - erf [ , ]} (26) 
SY l 
2 rx 2 
where erf (x) = -y- J exp(-x )dx and Ç is the lognormally transformed 
dimenslonless depth (equation 13) . Equation (26) gives the profile as 
a function of the parameters m and s . 
9.3 Discussion 
In this section first the approximation of a shock front within a 
column is justified. This is done by comparing the column scale 
profile of a solute adsorbing according to a linear isotherm with the 
travelling wave solution. Then the field scale profile (<r(C,x) >) Is 
studied. As the field scale profile is determined by ƒ (i.e., 
2 -
m„ and s„ ) we show how ƒ depends on the other variables, that may 
change in time (I) or that may be correlated (e.g. V and R ). Usually 
the variability in ï and in R is expressed in terms of the variability 
of other parameters such as the scaling factor (a) or the distribution 
coefficient (k). We show how such parameters are Incorporated in the 
description. Besides a sensitivity analysis to show general effects, 
the profiles < r (C,t)> for realistic parameters values and 
distributions are shown. By considering also transport of a linearly 
adsorbing solute In an equivalent homogeneous medium the effects of 
pore scale dispersion and field scale variability are compared. 
9.3.1 Column scale profile 
The profile giving c as a function of T) (equation 10) is shown in 
Figure la, using the parameter values of Table 1. Since our interest 
is the applicability of the shock front assumption in one column, we 
evaluate the front thickness (6) defined as: 
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(a) 
(ù) 
Figure 1: Concentration front according to the travell ing wave 
solution (equation 10). la: Relative concentration as a 
function of coordinate T). lb: Front thickness re la t ive to 
the thickness in case of a linear isotherm (Ô/6 , lef t 
vert ical axis) and front thickness (6, r ight vertical axis) 
as a function of Freundlich power parameter (n). Parameter 
values of Table 1. 
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6 = n(c = 0.16 c 0 ) - TI(C = 0.84 cQ) (27) 
with c j = 0. Similar ly a f ront th ickness (ô^) i s defined for the case 
of a l i n e a r isotherm. The th ickness Ô-, fol lows from the so lu t ion 
c ( z , t ) = h c 0 { l - e r f [ 2 2 ) / - D f / r ) ] } (28) 
which i s va l id s u f f i c i e n t l y far from the i n l e t a t z=0. I t i s simple to 
see tha t 
ô = 2 /(2DL/v) (29) 
Table 1: Parameter values used for calculating the travelling wave for 
heavy metals (Cu and Cd). 
e = 0.3 Cj = 0 
p = 1400 kg.m"3 c 0 = 0.5 * 10~4 mol.nf3 
v = 1 m.y pH = 5 
D = 0.03 m 2 . y - 1 oc = 2 g/g x 100% 
k = 0.03 kC u = 0 .04; kC d = 0.02 
n = 0.1 - 0.9 nC u = 0 .45; n c d = 0.85 
where L i s the depth where the average f ront i s found (L=at ) . Se t t ing 
L=l m we f ind ôj = 0.49 m. In Figure lb the ef fec t of n on the r a t i o 
ô/ôi i s shown. Clearly an increase in n r e s u l t s in a l a rge r r a t i o . As 
n •+• 1 an inc reas ing ly widening p r o f i l e r e s u l t s . For n=l equation (10) 
i s not v a l i d , as no t r a v e l l i n g wave develops. Since the p r o f i l e given 
by equation (10) i s a l i m i t i n g p r o f i l e ( t •> =>) the value of ô/ô- may 
become l a rge r than un i ty as 6^ was evaluated for a p a r t i c u l a r depth, 
L. Thus if 6/6j i s l a rge whereas i n t e r e s t i s mainly to short t r ave l 
d i s t a n c e s , then the assumption of a s teeper f ront than c a l c u l a t e d with 
equation (28) may not be warranted. The k and n values given in Table 
1 a re appropr ia te for cadmium [Chardon, 1984] and copper [Lexmond, 
1980]. D i s t i nc t t r a v e l l i n g wave type displacement i s not expected for 
cadmium for t r a v e l d i s t ances of approximately 1 meter . For copper a 
t r a v e l l i n g wave i s expected because the small value of n l eads to 
small values of 6 / 6 i . Hence for Cu the approximation of a shock f ront 
may be accep tab le . From Chardon's [1984] data i t becomes c l e a r tha t if 
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an excess of other heavy metals is present (such as Cu, Pb, Zn) 
competition effects may cause a decrease in n. In such cases Cd may 
also displace in a sharp front. 
9.3.2 Statistics of In Y 
The profile shape is controlled by the statistics of Y 
(equation 26) which in turn depend on the statistics of V, T, R or 
variables of which these are composed such as the scaling factor, bulk 
density, adsorption parameters etc. The relationships between Y and 
several variables are discussed here. 
9.3.2.1 Time dependence for discontinuous input 
Whereas ƒ and ƒ may be assumed time invariant, this is of course 
V R 
not the case for ƒ because tM increases as t increases. In the case 
of discontinuous solute input, i.e., tM < t we may characterize the 
stochastic variable T with a lognormal PDF. However, since in that 
case T is defined in <0, <"> the probability that T > t is finite, 
which is physically unrealistic. Although the situation where one part 
of the area has tM = t whereas for the other part t„ is smaller than x 
may occur, we will not consider this complication here. Instead we 
assume that approximately tM < t for the whole area which is valid if 
Pr[T > T] is negligibly small. If we consider Pr[T > t] < e 
acceptable, where e is a chosen constant smaller than one, then this 
leads to a constraint for the combination of nw and s™. For uw of the 
order of magnitude of ln(t) (i.e., significant average solute input) 
we find the constraint that after a few years 
CV(T) < (lnt - mT)/((mT/2 inverf(1 - 2e)) (30) 
where inverf is the inverse of the error function and CV (T) i s the 
coefficient of variation of T . Thus as mj. becomes closer to lnx 
(approaching continuous solute input) the re la t ive spread of 1 must 
decrease rapidly. In the case of continuous input, the time of input 
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i s no longer a stochastic variable. For i l lus t ra t ion , the constraint 
for 
mT / ln(t) i s shown as a function of CV(T) in Figure 2 for different 
— 2 
values of the constant e. For a combination of HL, and s„ , where the 
T/C Tc 
subscript c denotes a single (annual) application that sa t i s f ies 
equation (28), we may consider the development in time of these 
s t a t i s t i c s . To do so we assume that successive applications are 
perfectly correlated, i . e . , for a column, t c is the same for each 
cycle. This is a reasonable assumption if major trends occur in the 
application on the f ield scale, such that part of the f ie ld 
consistently receives more solute than another part . Such a trend was 
observed by Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986] for phosphate applied 
to a f ield of 6 ha area in the form of animal manure s lu r r i es . Also if 
a larger scale flow domain is studied such as a watershed that 
consists partly of differently treated f ie lds , and partly of farmyards 
and woodlands a perfect correlation may be r e a l i s t i c . 
J-
CV(T) 
Figure 2: Constraint to the combination of m and s for different 
values of the probability (e) that "total "time of solute 
input (I) exceeds total time (t). 
The statistics of T after M application cycles are then given by 
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mT = mT + In (M) (31a) 
-c 
2 2 
sZ - s^ (31b) 
T Tc 
2 
I t i s noted tha t if Tc i s d i s t r i b u t e d N(m„ , s„ ) so tha t i t s a t i s f i e s 
equation (28) , then also T found with equation (29) w i l l s a t i s fy t h i s 
c o n s t r a i n t . 
9.3.2.2 Limiting case of continuous input 
In par t of the a r ea , so lu te may cont inuously enter a t the s o i l 
surface ( tM = "O- Also for some s i t u a t i o n s (sewage farms, f e r t l g a t i o n , 
atmospheric depos i t ion) t h i s may be approximately the case for the 
whole flow domain s tud ied . Then the time of input i s no longer a 
2 
s tochas t i c va r i ab l e (s_ = 0 ) and ni in equation (23a) i s replaced by 
l n ( t ) . Due to the l a rge r time of input , the p r o f i l e w i l l be s i t u a t e d 
deeper ( l a rge r C) than in the case of tM < %. Denoting the median 
pene t r a t ion depths where <r> = \ by Ci for the case of discont inuous 
inpu t , and by Ci for continuous input then 
C j . = Ç% expOn^/T (32) 
If tw = t no desorption occurs and the profiles in solution and in the 
solid phase coincide, for the piston flow model used. A related problem 
was considered by Dagan and Br e si er [1979] for a non reacting solute. 
They directed their attention to the description of variability in 
water flow and the resulting field scale dispersion. Both the 
hydraulic properties and the recharge were random in their situation 
and the concentration at the soil surface was constant. This resulted 
in two different situations in the field as both unsaturated flow and 
saturated flow with ponding occurred. Total solute input depended on 
the recharge as is also the case in this study for tM ~ t. If tw < t 
the total solute deposited at the soil surface (v t„ 9 c_ ) controls 
M U 
the input. The situation studied by Dagan and Bresler [1979] may be 
extended to a reacting solute with a linear isotherm with a single 
valued retardation factor. However, to take into account a stochastic 
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r e t a r d a t i o n fac to r in t he i r model i s l i k e l y to lead to cons iderable 
compl ica t ions . Therefore t he i r ana lys i s with emphasis on the hydrau l ic 
aspec t s of the problem may be prefer red for a non-reac t ing s o l u t e , or 
in case of a l i n e a r isotherm if l i t t l e v a r i a t i o n in the r e t a r d a t i o n 
occu r s . If the r e t a r d a t i o n shows much v a r i a b i l i t y in the flow domain 
or if waterflow i s not l i m i t i n g with r e spec t to input , the de sc r i p t i on 
given here may be p re fe r red . 
9.3.2.3 Unsaturated flow 
Dagan and Bresler [1979] cha rac t e r i zed v a r i a b i l i t y of flow using 
sca l ing theory . If the PDF of the sca l ing fac to r i s known i t can be 
r e a d i l y incorporated in tha d e s c r i p t i o n given h e r e . Referring for 
d e t a i l s to t h e i r work we adopt t h e i r K(0 ) - r e l a t i onsh ip 
6 - 9 1/ß 
K ( 9 ) =r i£—i (32) K l O - 9 J V J J ; 
s s i r 
where 
Ka = saturated hydraulic conductivity 
9^r = irreducible volumetric moisture content 
0 = saturated volumetric moisture content 
ß = a parameter 
The stochastic Kg is scaled according to 
•f* - «2 < 3 4 > 
s 
* * 2 
where K i s a weighted average given by K = m_, exp(-2m - 2s ) 
s s K oc oc 
[Bres ler and Dagan, 1979]. The sca l ing fac tor ot i s lognormally 
d i s t r i b u t e d . .Set t ing for s imp l i c i t y 0., = 0 and assuming no ponding 
occu r s , i . e . unsa tura ted flow as v Qg > w [Bresler and Dagan, 1981]: 
v = w / {(w/K*)ß e exp(-2ß In a)} (35) 
* - ß 
where w i s the water r echa rge . Defining S - (K ) 9 then 
1 —fi —9R —1 ^ ^ 
v = w p a S where w may be assumed e i t h e r d i s t r i b u t e d or non-
random. In the l a t t e r c a s e : 
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mv = In (w1 _ ß S l) - 2ßma (36a) 
8V = ( 2 ß S a ) 2 ( 3 6 b ) 
Since the lognormally d i s t r i b u t e d V i s defined in <0, »> i t i s c l ea r 
tha t ponding occurs for those r e a l i z a t i o n s where vQ < w. Generally 
for temperate regions the year-averaged na tu ra l recharge , w, wi l l be 
much smaller than the flow v e l o c i t i e s near s a t u r a t i o n and the 
p r o b a b i l i t y 
Pr [V < w/6 ] i s small enough to neglect ponding in the long term. The 
recharge i s an important va r i ab l e because i t may cont ro l so lu te i npu t . 
Except for well defined c o n d i t i o n s , the d i s t r i b u t e d recharge w i l l be 
hard to a s s e s s . Sometimes the d i s t r i b u t i o n of the amount of so lu te 
deposi ted on the so i l surface i s known. Then we may rep lace the term 
vtM» o r w T ^ o r c o n t i n u o u s inpu t , by the r a t e of so lu te depos i t ion . 
This was done by Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986] for phosphate 
t r anspo r t in a heterogeneous f i e l d . 
9.3.2.4 Distribution of the retardation factor 
The v a r i a t i o n in the r e t a r d a t i o n f ac to r which i s given by equat ion 
(7b) , depends (for p a r t i c u l a r cQ and c t ) on the v a r i a t i o n s in the 
adsorpt ion parameters (k and n) and the bulk dens i ty ( p ) . The 
v a r i a t i o n in the adsorpt ion parameters depends on v a r i a t i o n s in the 
na ture and conten ts of r e a c t i v e s o i l components such as c lay minera l s , 
metal ox ides , organic carbon as well as the so lu t ion composition (pH, 
ionic s t r e n g t h , e t c . ) . Spa t ia l v a r i a b i l i t y of the d i s t r i b u t i o n 
coe f f i c i en t (k) of the p e s t i c i d e Napropamlde was s tudied by Elabd e t 
a l . [1986]. Describing sorpt ion with equation (2) i t appeared tha t k 
was normally d i s t r i b u t e d with a coe f f i c i en t of v a r i a t i o n of 0 . 3 . The 
exponent, n, was approximately u n i t y . For adsorpt ion of Cd and Cu i t 
was shown by Lexmond [1980], Chris tensen [1981], and Chardon [1984] 
tha t n i s r e l a t i v e l y cons tant over a wide range of experimental 
c o n d i t i o n s . Lexmond [1980] found for a sandy so i l t ha t n " 0.5 for Cu-
sorp t ion and Chardon [1984] found n » 0.85 for Cd-sorpt ion. The 
Freundlich-k parameter was highly dependent on the composition of s o i l 
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mat r ix and s o l u t i o n . From the data of Lexmond[1980] and Chardon [1984] 
for Cu and Cd, respec t ive ly , the fol lowing Isotherm can be found: 
k oc (HV* (37) 
where oc 
(H+) 
organic carbon content (g/g*100%) 
hydrogen ion activity 
Freundlich 
eliminated 
k with dependencies on oc and (H ) 
(a) (6) 
Pr Pr 
0.99 
0.9 
0.75 
0.5 
0.25 
0.1 
0.01 
0.001 
$>^ 
,,jr 
JT 
y ^ 
sT 
0.0 0.5 10 
ln(7.oc) 
1.5 
Figure 3: Cumulative p r o b a b i l i t y p l o t s for pH (a) and oc ( b ) , 
assuming pH i s normally d i s t r i b u t e d N(5.25, 0.74) and oc i s 
lognormally d i s t r i b u t e d , A(0.84, 0 .18 ) . 
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Using the data of Chardon [1984] for Cd-sorptlon we est imated 
k •• 2.37 x 10 for s ix d i f f e r en t s o i l s , with oc ranging from 0.8 to 
4.0 wgt-% and pH ranging from 3.4 to 6.4 (with Q in mol kg and c in 
mol m ) . 
No data are a v a i l a b l e for the v a r i a b i l i t y of k for Cd or Cu 
so rp t ion . Hence we assume k to be non-random. The d i s t r i b u t i o n s for 
oc and pH are assessed for the 84 Dutch t o p s o i l s s tudied by Van Der 
Zee and Van Riemsdijk (1986). With 99% s ign i f icance according to the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov t e s t s t a t i s t i c (Birnbaum, 1952) OC was found 
lognormally d i s t r i b u t e d with m = 0.84 and s - 0.42 whereas pH 
was normally d i s t r i b u t e d with mT^ j = 5.25 and s j j~" 0 .86. In Figure 3a 
and b the p r o b a b i l i t y p lo t s are given for these two v a r i a b l e s . With 
_3 
these r e s u l t s and assuming p=1400 kg.m we can c a l c u l a t e the 
r e t a r d a t i o n 
r » p oc (H + f* [k* CQ_1/e] (38) 
Since the coe f f i c i en t of v a r i a t i o n of p i s small for the s o i l s s tudied 
we neglect the random nature of p . 
Using the s t a t i s t i c s of oc and pH given above the s t a t i s t i c s of R 
are found (In (H+ ) = -\ x 2.3 log (H+) = — pH): 
mR = mQC + 1.15 mpH + In [p k* c J ' V e ] (39a) 
4 = 4 + d - 1 5 ) 2 spH <39b> 
These s t a t i s t i c s are given in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Parameter values and distributions used for stochastic 
transport calculations. 
Hydraulic parameters 
9 i r 
6 s 
ß 
m K 
PDF(oc) 
w 
PDF(V) 
PDF(TC) 
= 0 
= 0.4 
- ( 7 . 2 ) - 1 
= 350 m.y - 1 
= A (0 , 0.25) 
= 0.3 m.y - 1 
= A (0 .611 , 0.0193) 
= A ( l n ( 0 . 2 5 ) , 0.317) 
Chemical parameters 
p = 1400 kg.m' -3 
= 5 * 10 5 mol.m"3 
= 0.2 (eq. 39) 
It-
PDF (pH) 
PDF(oc) 
PDF(R) 
= 2.4 * lO"3 
= N(5.25, 0 .86 2 ) 
= A (0 .84 , 0 .42 2 ) 
= A ( 5 . 8 7 , 1.16) 
9.3.2.5 Correlated velocity and retardation factor 
In the de sc r i p t i on given so fa r the s t o c h a s t i c v a r i a b l e s were 
assumed independent. The c o e f f i c i e n t s of c o r r e l a t i o n between the 
t r ave l time of a non-reac t ing so lu te and R [Jury , 1983] and between 
input and r e t e n t i o n capac i ty [Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1986] had 
a pronounced ef fec t on the p r o f i l e shape. Therefore we consider the 
affect of concen t ra t ion between V and R. A perfect c o r r e l a t i o n r e s u l t s 
if a funct ional r e l a t i o n s h i p between V and R i s given, s imi lar to Jury 
[1983]: 
R exp(mR) [exp(mv) / V] (40) 
where K i s a parameter. Using t h i s expression the random shock front 
,K+1 
velocity A is given by A = V/R = V exp(-m ) exp(-< m,.). For 
2 - 2 2 
"A -V -_R — SA - <K + L> SV 
value of K is found from the case of independent V and R where the 
2 ,. . 2. 2 
correlated V and R we find m = m - m and s? = (K + 1)"" s?. . The 
variance is given by s, = (1 + K ) s„ Due to the perfect negative 
correlation between V and R the variance of A increases with respect 
to the uncorrelated case. Note that as ie becomes large this effect 
becomes small due to the dominance of ƒ g on transport. 
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9.3.3 Profile of sorbed solute 
The profile of sorbed solute, <T (C,t)> , is characterized by the 
2 
two parameters m and s (i.e., ƒ ). In the previous sections the 
dependency of ƒ„ on the distributions of V, R, and T_ was shown and 
the randomness "of V and R was considered in more detail. In this 
section we first show how ƒ affects the profile. 
The frequency function of the dimensionless penetration depth (/y) 
becomes more symmetrical (Gaussian shaped) as CV(Y) becomes smaller 
[Simmons, 1981]. Since CV(Y) is given by 
CV(Y) [exp (sy) 1] (41) 
this implies that ƒ y becomes more symmetrical as sv decreases or as 
CV (Y) -»-0 . A general idea of the profile shape for different 
r> < > r> </ > 
0i—'—'— '—->TI 0i—'—'—'— * 
Figure 4: Profiles of field averaged dimensionless sorbed solute, <r>. 
a: median penetration depth (Y) is 0.25; b: Y = 0.50; c :Y 
= 0.75. Value indicated on the curves is the coefficient of 
variation of ln(Y). 
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m^ and s may be obtained from Figures 4a -c . Clearly a Fickian type 
pFof i le "of sorbed so lu te r e s u l t s when CV(Y) •*• 0 , i . e . small s . 
Comparing Figures 4a-c i t may be noted tha t the value <r ( l , x ) > 
depends only on CV(Y), in agreement to equation (26) . Therefore i t i s 
i n t e r e s t i n g to show how CV(X) depends on the p r o b a b i l i t y dens i ty 
func t ions of Ï , JJ, and J . Since CV(Ï) i s defined as 
cv(Y) = (aJ + 4 + 8 R ) % ' ( mv + "T" V (42) 
i t w i l l be af fec ted in a s imi lar fashion by ƒ„ and ƒ . Thus only the 
e f f e c t s of ƒ and ƒ on CV(Y) are shown in Figure 5a and b . V R 
Because the CV-value r e p r e s e n t s the v a r i a b i l i t y normalized with 
r e spec t to the mean value of a parameter (which i s l a rge r for R than 
for y) the e f fec t of CV (R) on CV(Y) i s l a rge r than the ef fec t of CV(V 
) on CV(X). This may be c l e a r l y seen in both Figure 5a and 5b. Using 
such f igu res for experimental ly evaluated values of CV(£), CV(V) e t c . , 
i t i s 
-10 
-8 
-6 
> 
o 
(a) 
_ _ 2 _ _ ^ 
\^^ 
0 5 ^ / 
i 
0 -1 -2 
CV(V) 
Figure 5: Dependency of CV(Y)
 0n CV(R), and on CV(y). a: CV(Y) versus 
CV(ï) for designated values of CV(R) shown on the curves.b: 
CV(Y) versus CV(R) for designated values of CV(V) shown on 
the Parameter values: -1.2; m R = 2.7 
continuous solute input; m^ = 0.5 (see Figure 4b). 
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possible to establish whether one of the stochastic variables controls 
the value of CV(ï).Thus, In the present case, for CV(£) > 1 and -1 < 
CV<Y) < 0 only a small error would result from assuming the pore water 
velocity to be non-random. In other words: the soil chemistry and the 
variability of sorption parameters dominates the field scale 
dispersion for the case given here. 
To further illustrate the effect of spatial variability on the 
profile shape, calculations were done with realistic parameter values 
for cadmium as given in Table 2. The profiles of Figure 6 are 
calculated assuming that only V is random (curve 1), that both V and T 
are random (curve 2), and that V and R are random, respectively. The 
statistics of V follow from the distribution taken for the scaling 
factor (a), i.e., A (0, 0.25). The statistics are in the range 
reported by Warrick et al. [1977], and Ten Berge [1986]. The single 
valued annual infiltration rate (w = 0.3 m y ) and the saturated 
volumetric water content (0g = 0.4) were given values that are 
reasonable for Dutch conditions and sandy soil types. The values of 
mK (350 m.y"1) 
s 
Figure 6: P r o f i l e s of f i e l d averaged dimenslonless sorbed so lu te 
(<r> as a funct ion of dimenslonless depth , Ç). Curve 1: 
2 2 2 
s_ = s_ = 0 , curve 2: s_ = 0 and x = 200y, curve 
Krt ^C n K 
3:s„ = Ö, curve 4: s_, = 0, V and R perfectly correlated. 
Unless indicated differently parameter values as in Table 
2. Curves 1, 3 and 4: t = 50y. 
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[Stroosnijder, 1976] and ß - 1 = 7.2 [Bresler and Dagan, 1979] were 
assumed. These parameter values result In nu. 0.611 and s V 0.139. 
For the PDF of the input time (Tc) a distribution was assumed for 
which e (equation 28) equals 0.05, i.e. Tc :A (ln(0.25), 0.317). With 
the parameter values and PDF's for oc and pH in Table 2, the 
distribution of R becomes R:A (5.87, 1.16). This yields a variance for 
2 
A(= V/R) equal to s, = 1.18 in the case where V and R are 
uncorrelated. If V and R have a perfect negative correlation 
2 
s. becomes 1.48. 
A 
The variability in V is relatively small and consequently its 
effect on the field averaged profile <T(£,x)> is small (Figure 6; 
curve 1). Only a little 'field-scale' dispersion occurs and a sigmoid 
curve is found. The dispersion for this case may be compared to the 
profile spreading obtained if the field were simulated with an 
equivalent, homogeneous column with average (i.e. no stochastic) 
properties. For such an equivalent medium setting n=l the solution of 
equation (1) is 
0C 
u 
-
£' 
• 
) < r> 
W 1 
1 
Figure 7: Profile development in time for parameter values of Table 2. 
Total time T is number on the curves multiplied by 25 years. 
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given by Van Genuchten and Alves [1982] (their case B6), and for the 
parameter values of Table 2 a front thickness (6) Is found of 
approximately 0.25 m (mean penetration depth of 0.26 m). Hence, this 
equivalent front Is more dispersed than was calculated for stochastic 
V. If n = 0.5, and assuming the travell ing wave i s fully developed for 
a mean penetration depth of 0.26 m, a front thickness of 0.12 m i s 
found. Therefore, for the parameters of Table 2 and continuous solute 
input, the profiles calculated deterministically for an equivalent 
medium yield a reasonable prediction of the field averaged profile in 
the case of insignificant var iabi l i ty in R or if a non-reacting solute 
i s considered. 
If the duration of solute Input ( t c ) i s also spatially variable 
(Figure 6, curve 2), two changes occur with respect to curve 1. First 
the total time required to find a median penetration depth of 0.26 m 
becomes larger (four times as large for the present case), and second 
the profile spreading is significantly enhanced. For the assumed PDF 
of Tc, (perfect correlation of successive applications) even 
breakthrough at z = L occurs as <r(l,200)> = 0.01. 
Assuming continuous Input and a distributed retardation factor 
(R), the ' f ie ld scale ' dispersion is significantly enhanced. Due to 
the large value of m with respect to nu the var iabi l i ty in R 
dominates the shape of the f ie ld averaged profi le , <r>. As CV(J5) and 
CV(¥) are approximately the same, this domination of R is in agreement 
with the discussion given with respect to Figure 5. The profile (curve 
3) Is clearly non-sigmoid and quite different from the profiles one 
finds using field-averaged parameters. For the calculation of curve 4 
a perfect negative correlation of V and R was assumed. Due to the 
amplifying effects of var iabi l i ty in V and R on <r(Ç,T) >, the ' f ield 
scale ' dispersion is larger than in curve 3. 
In order to calculate the profiles of Figure 6, assumptions were 
made with respect to the PDF's of V, Tc and R. Where the PDF for V 
applies to variations found in a single f ie ld , the PDF of R ref lec ts 
variations of different soil types and 84 f ie lds , woodlands, e tc . The 
assumption of perfectly (positively) correlated individual 
applications may be more valid for an ensemble of different f i e lds , 
than for an ensemble of columns in one f ield (see also Van der Zee and 
Van Riemsdijk, 1986). As no PDF of V for an ensemble of different 
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fields was available, we have used the distribution given in Table 2. 
2 
If, however,s„ increases, the effect will be similar to the effect of 
R, as A = V/R rather than V is the important variable. Consequently, 
for the ensembles where the PDF's of R and Tc are appropriate, the 
effect of variability in V may well be significant, and cause a more 
dispersed profile than curve 1 (Figure 6). 
To give an impression of the profile development in time, in the 
case where V, R and Tc are stochastic variables, profiles were 
calculated for total times T ranging from 25 y to 250 y (Figure 7). No 
Fickian type of displacement occurs if individual applications of 
solute (Cd) are perfectly correlated. Also in the case of continuous 
2 2 2 2 
input (where s„ is also constant and equal to s„ = s„ + s„) no sigmoid 
Y I R V 
profile will occur for large times using the parameter values of Table 
2. Hence, in such cases it is in general not warranted to describe 
field averaged displacement with an equivalent, homogeneous flow 
domain and reasonable (a prtori assessed) parameter values of the 
transport equation. 
9.4 Conclusions 
In this contribution we studied transport of reacting solutes in 
heterogeneous soil systems, using, parameter values that are reasonable 
for cadmium and copper. These solutes sorb according to the Freundlich 
equation. To evaluate transport in homogeneous columns subjected to an 
inflowing concentration that is constant and larger that the initial 
resident concentration, a travelling wave solution of the transport 
equation is given. If all coefficients in this solution are set equal 
to unity the equation obtained by Van Duijn and De Graaf f [1984] is 
found. Using realistic parameter values for Cu and Cd, we showed that 
the travelling concentration wave, has a front thickness that is 
significantly smaller than would be obtained for a solute with a 
linear sorption equation. Moreover, once the wave has developed the 
front thickness and shape do not change with time (or travel 
distance). This finding validates the approximation to describe the 
displacement of Cu and Cd with a shock front. 
Assuming displacement in a column occurs as a shock front, a 
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simple expression was developed for the field averaged profile of 
sorbed solute, using stochastic theory. In this description, a field 
(or other flow domain with significant heterogneity in the horizontal 
plane) is considered to consist of an ensemble of parallel, 
homogeneous columns that differ with respect to flow velocity, 
sorption parameter values, and solute input. The variables that differ 
for each column are considered to be independent, lognormally 
distributed stochastic variables.The assumption of a lognormal PDF for 
flow velocity and retardation factor, respectively, and the shape of 
the distributions as well as how they can be derived from experimental 
or literature data, were discussed. 
The effect of spatial variability on the shape of the field 
averaged solute profile appeared to be large for the retardation 
factor and the cumulative duration of solute input. For the stochastic 
flow velocity this effect was minor for the PDF of V used, and might 
be discarded if V and R are uncorrelated. If, however, V and R are 
correlated, or if the variance of V increases by considering 
variability in the flow velocity for the more diverse ensemble for 
which the PDF of R applies, then the variability in V may be 
significant. To show how to evaluate the significance of spatial 
variation of a variable on the shape of the field averaged solute 
profile, a relation was given between the coefficient of variation of 
the penetration depth and the coefficient of variation of the 
stochastic variables V, T and R. 
In general the profile obtained taking spatial variability into 
account differs from the profile calculated with realistic, field-
averaged parameter values. Only in particular cases deterministically 
and stochastically found profiles yield comparable results. 
If solute continuously enters at the soil surface and either 
little variation in the retardation factor occurs or a non-interacting 
solute is considered, the description given here reduces to a 
simplified version of the models given by Bresler and Dagan [1979; 
1981; 1983] and Dagan and Bresler [1979]. If spatial variation in V 
and R is prominent and solute continuously enters at the soil surface 
the propagation of concentrations in the low concentration range may 
be considerably faster than found with average parameter values. This 
particular case is of interest in agricultural land in the Netherlands 
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due to the continuous, atmospheric deposition of these metals as well 
as due to the presence of the metals in fertilizers [Van der Zee et 
al., 1987]. 
In order to understand the concentrations in groundwater of these 
metals, as well as other compounds whose displacement may be dominated 
by spatial variability of the retardation factor, such as pesticides 
[Elabd et al., 1986] and phosphate [Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 
1986], the stochastic nature of transport may be of importance. 
9.5 Notation 
a travelling wave velocity, (m.y~ ) a = v/r 
c concentration in solution, (mol.m ) 
CJ.CQ init ial (resident) and feed solution concentration (mol.m ) 
CV coefficient of variation (= s/m) 
2 -1 
D hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient (m , y ) 
ƒ probability density (frequency) function 
F distribution function, F = ƒ /xdx 
g transformed concentration, g = c n 
k Freundlich sorption coefficient (mol ~nm kg ) 
k reduced sorption coefficient (mol ~nm "kg ) 
K hydraulic conductivity (m.y ), K_ is saturated hydraulic 
* 2 
conductivity, reference K is m„ exp(-2m - 2s ) 
L reference depth level, column length (m) 
m arithmetic average or expectation value 
M number of yearly sorptlon-desorption cycles, or years 
n Freundlich power parameter 
oc organic carbon content (wgt-%) 
Pr probability 
Q amount sorbed (mol.kg ) 
AQ amount sorbed at CQ minus amount initially sorbed at c. 
(mol.kg-1) 
r retardation factor 
s standard deviation 
t time (y) 
t i j t >tM time of one sorption-desorption cycle, of solute input (one 
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c y c l e ) , and t o t a l time of so lu te input in M cyc les (y) 
v i n t e r s t i t i a l f l u id ve loc i ty (m.y ) 
w f l u i d recharge r a t e (m.y ) 
X,Y,Z generic no ta t ion random v a r i a b l e s 
Y dimensionless pene t ra t ion depth 
z depth 
a sca l ing length parameter 
ß parameter 
Y dimensionless sorbed amount, y = Q/Q(CQ) 
T dimensionless random sorbed amount 
r p a r t i c u l a r value of V 
à f ront th ickness in one column 
ôi f ront th ickness for l i n e a r isotherm 
e 1. heavis ide s tep funct ion argument. 
2. p robab i l i t y Pr [TM>i:] 
K parameter 
T) moving coordina te (m) 
TIR,T) r e fe rence T)-value with c = ^CQ, and Ti-value with c = 0 (m) 
- 3 
p dry bulk dens i ty (kg.m ) 
t t o t a l time (y) 
9 volumetric moisture content 
9J«.,9 irreducible and saturated moisture content 
ir ' s 
H parameter 
Ç dimensionless depth 
Ct, Ci median penetration depths for discontinuous and continuous 
solute input 
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10. ANALYSIS OF PHOSPHATE LEACHING FROM A 
HETEROGENEOUS FIELD 
Abstract 
Disposal of phosphate (P) containing animal manure In quantities 
far exceeding crop requirements has resulted in P-accumulation in 
Dutch topsoi. Even if excessive disposal is stopped, accumulated P may 
desorb and be leached into the groundwater in concentrations, that are 
environmentally hazardous« The redistribution of P initially present 
in topsoil is simulated assuming that P-sorption occurs according the 
Langmuir Isotherm. The effects of the adsorption constant (K), the 
adsorption maximum (0^), and the thickness (L ) of the initially P-
saturated topsoil layer, on the numerically calculated concentration 
distribution in a soil column, and on the transport rate of the front 
developing in the subsoil, are in agreement with trends predicted with 
an approximate analytical solution. Concentrations at the phreatic 
water level (L) increase faster when K or Qm are decreased, when Lg is 
increased, or when the subsoil has a smaller adsorption maximum that 
the topsoil. Taking spatial (horizontal) variability of Qm and/or Lg 
into account results in earlier breakthrough of environmentally 
undesirable P-concentrations at z=L. Due to the buffering of 
concentrations caused by adsorption/desorption, the quality of 
groundwater recharge will improve very slowly, once it has been 
affected adversely. Based on simplifications, that are justified in 
view of the simulation results, a simple approach is given to identify 
in a routine fashion field sites, that are suspected of endangering 
groundwater quality in future. Whereas probabilistic criteria are 
feasible, it is shown that the evaluation of future groundwater 
recharge quality in many cases may be done using mean values of 
stochastic variables. 
10.1 Introduction 
Animal manure disposal on land in agricultural use has caused a 
significant phosphate (P) accumulation in soil in some Dutch regions. 
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Recent government regulations prohibiting future manure disposal on 
f ie lds that are considered P-saturated, are aimed at preventing the 
leaching of large amounts of P to ground and surface water, that may 
cause surface water eutrophication. However, part of the already 
accumulated P in soil may desorb. Hence, in order for the regulations 
to be effective i t i s necessary to also prevent future leaching of 
large amounts of desorbable P, after disposal i s stopped. Therefore 
the evaluation which f ield should be considered P-saturated should 
take the redistr ibution of reversibly sorbed P into account. A field 
should then be considered P-saturated if the sorption capacity of the 
subsoil i s too small to prevent future leaching of high P-
concentrations due to desorption in the topsoil . 
Transport of P in homogeneous columns was studied by Gupta and 
Greenkorn [1974], Enfield and co-workers [1975, 1981, 1984], Beek 
[1979], and Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986a]. As the experimental 
conditions for these studies differed also different resu l t s were 
_3 
obtained. In the high P-concentration range (0.2-20 mol m ) Gupta and 
Greenkorn [1974] studied transport in washed sand and kaolin clay 
mixtures, in order to assess the dispersion coefficient and the 
adsorption constant. They found that a linear isotherm described the 
data well, except at high clay contents or small concentrations. 
Enfield and Shew [1975], Enfield et a l . [1981] and Stuanes and 
Enfield [1984] studied P-displacement at smaller concentrations from 
the scope of waste water disposal. Enfield and Shew [1975] found a 
reasonable to good prediction of P-breakthrough for different column 
lengths If the sorption parameters were estimated using batch 
experiments. Best resu l t s were obtained if they described sorption 
b d kinetics with the equation dS/dt=a c S , that was proposed by 
Enfield [1974]. In la ter work Enfield et a l . [1981] described the over 
a l l sorption with a fas t , reversible adsorption (Langmuir isotherm) in 
combination with slower, reversible , f i r s t order kinetics 
precipitation reactions. The reaction in their soil occurs 
predominantly with calcium compounds in the solid phase. Good 
agreement was obtained between predicted and experimental breakthrough 
curves. Stuanes and Enfield [1984] were able to f i t breakthrough 
curves well with an analytical solution for transport with linear 
adsorption and a f i r s t order, i rreversible precipitat ion, in acidic 
so i l s . 
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In the same concentration range as Enfield and co-workers (c up to 
0.1 mol.m ) Beek [1979] described P-sorptlon with two adsorption 
processes and one irreversible second order kinetics reaction. 
Although breakthrough was predicted well for small columns, Beek 
[1979] was not able to predict the f ield averaged P-proflle for a 
f ie ld of a disposal farm, If he used sorption and dispersion 
parameters assessed Independently with laboratory experiments. For 
concentrations up to 3 mol.m J the prediction of breakthrough In small 
soil 'columns found by Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986a,b] was In 
good agreement with experimental r e su l t s . The reaction model used, 
consisted of a non-equilibrium, reversible adsorption, with 
equilibrium given by the Langmuir isotherm, and a non-equilibrium 
irreversible precipitation reaction. The precipitation reaction was 
described with a semi-empirical equation derived from the unreacted 
shrinking core model known from chemical engineering l i t e ra tu re [Wen, 
1968; Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1986b]. 
Whereas P-displacement can be accurately described for small soil 
columns, the transport in the field usually poses additional problems. 
Due to differences in the horizontal and the vert ical direction of the 
contents of reactive soil constituents (e .g. Ca, Fe, and Al), the 
transport velocity of P differs for different soil horizons and 
different locations in the f ie ld . If we envision a f ield as an 
ensemble of vert ical columns, that have different P-sorption 
capaci t ies , also the P-displacement ra te differs for each column. To 
take such heterogeneity into account Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk 
[1986c] did not use mean sorption parameters, but characterized both 
P-input (AT) and the reaction capacity of the soil t i l l groundwater 
(FT) with probability density functions (PDF). Neglecting pore scale 
dispersion the f ield averaged profile of sorbed solute was described 
with stochastic theory. I t was found that the spatial var iabi l i ty of 
AT and F_ has a large effect on the f ie ld averaged profi le . In a 
subsequent paper an analytical expression was derived for the f ield 
averaged profile for the case where the flow velocity (v), the 
retardation factor (R), and the time of solute input ( t _ ) , were 
lognormally distributed variables [Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 
1987]. 
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In t h i s work the r e d i s t r i b u t i o n of P already present In so i l I s 
cons idered . Because of the l a rge time sca le Involved, experimental 
eva lua t ion I s not well p o s s i b l e , and a modelling approach I s 
necessary . Numerical c a l c u l a t i o n s are done for a s o i l tha t I s P-
sa tu ra t ed In the topso l l layer of th ickness L s , and has a low I n i t i a l 
P-content In the subsoi l between z=Lg and z=L. Only the dissolved and 
the r e v e r s i b l y adsorbed f r a c t i o n s of t opso l l -P are r e d i s t r i b u t e d . The 
p r e c i p i t a t i o n process , tha t may occur in the s u b s o i l , i s not taken 
in to account . The e f f e c t s of the adsorpt ion maximum (Qm), the 
adsorpt ion constant (K) and the th ickness of the i n i t i a l l y P - sa tu ra ted 
top layer (L_) on the r e d i s t r i b u t i o n process are evaluated for one 
s o i l column. The e f fec t of ho r i zon ta l s o i l he te rogene i ty on the f i e l d 
averaged r e d i s t r i b u t i o n process i s s tudied by s imulat ing an ensemble 
of columns where Lg and Qm are s t ochas t i c v a r i a b l e s . 
10.2 Theory 
To describe the redistribution of phosphate (P) in a soil column 
It is necessary to distinguish different reaction processes. In 
agreement to earlier work [Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1986a,b] the 
over all reaction is described with a reversible adsorption in 
combination with an irreversible precipitation. The adsorption process 
may be described with the Langmuir equation 
KQ c 
*• r r i s r <" 
where Q i s the adsorbed amount, mol.kg , c i s the concen t ra t ion , 
- 3 3 -1 
mol.m , K i s the adsorpt ion c o n s t a n t , m.mol , Qm i s the adsorpt ion 
maximum, mol.kg . By using equation (1) ins tead of the r a t e 
express ion used by Van Der Zee e t a l . , (1986a) the assumption of 
equi l ibr ium i s made. For most p r a c t i c a l s i t u a t i o n s in the f i e l d t h i s 
assumption i s v a l i d , in view of the values given for the adsorpt ion 
and desorpt lon r a t e cons tan t s by Van Der Zee e t a l . [1986a] . 
The values of K and Qm may d i f fe r for d i f f e r en t s o i l types and 
parent m a t e r i a l s . For so i l developed in sandy parent mater ia l i t was 
3 - 1 found tha t K i s 10-50 m mol , whereas the adsorpt ion maximum Q was 
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found to depend on the amount of oxalate extractable Iron and 
aluminium [Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1988, Chapter 7 ] . This 
reactive metal content is denoted by M, and the adsorption maximum Qm 
equalled approximately 0.135 M. Because M differs from place to place, 
we may expect that this i s also the case for (L. 
The precipitation reaction is not taken into account. For the 
topsoil , which we will assume in i t i a l l y P-saturated, neglection of the 
precipitation process will not affect the r e su l t s , because this 
process is supposed to be irreversible [Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 
1986a, Chapter 7 ] . In the subsoil precipitation may in principle 
occur. Therefore the P-displacement in the subsoil will be estimated 
too high of we disregard P-precipitation. 
The mathematical formulation of P-transport i s based on the 
convection dispersion equation, and is given for adsorption according 
to equation (1) by 
ô _ [ p Q + ec] = 9 D ^ | - G v | f (2) 
ÖZ 
-3 
where p is the dry bulk density, kg.m , 9 i s the volumetric water 
fraction, v i s the i n t e r s t i t i a l flow velocity, m.y D, i s the 
2 -1 apparent dispersion coefficient, m.y . The i n i t i a l and boundary 
conditions for the P-redistribution process are chosen as 
(3a) 
(3b) 
(4a) 
(4b) 
The dispersion coefficient, D, in equation (2) i s the sum of the 
molecular diffusion coefficient, Dffl (equal to the diffusion coeffient 
in a clear solution and corrected for the soil tortuosity and 
volumetric water fraction) and the hydrodynamic dispersion 
coefficient, Djj. I t is assumed that D^  i s the result of dispersion as 
well as stagnant water effects [Raats, 1981; De Smedt et a l . , 1981; 
Bolt, 1982] and may be described for large enough displacement times 
by 
t=0 c=c 
t-0 c-Cj 
t>0 (vc -
t>o | £ - -
ÖZ 
Q= 0.99Q 0<z<L 
m s 
Q= 0.050 L <z<L 
m s 
ôc 
Dgj-) = 0 z=0 
finite z=L 
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\ - * *d (5) 
where A. is the medium dispersivity at the average water content. In d 
the numerical approximations the suitable corrections for numerical 
error [Van Genuchten and Wierenga, 1974; Herzer and Kinzelbach, 1987] 
were taken into account. 
A usefull expression for understanding the trends observed 
numerically for the concentration in the column, may be obtained if 
dispersion phenomena are neglected in equation (2). First set 
y = vt (6) 
g = c + pQ(c)/0 (7) 
Then equation (2) becomes 
T^ + T-'O <8> 
oy Oz 
Combination of equation (8) with (1) yields 
öu r q i k ,„x 
=
 + c , + ï ï Î71 , r"0 
where 
q = p K Q /9 (10a) 
m 
u = K c (10b) 
Equation (9) is solved for the conditions 
u (0 ,y) = uQ 
u (0 ,y) = 0 
u ( z ,0 ) = 0 
0<y<Y 
y>Y 
g <«,0) 
(Ha) 
(lib) 
(12) 
Thus y may be considered the time requ i red to s a t u r a t e a column t i l l a 
depth of z=Ls> If v i s cons t an t . If equat ions ( 9 ) , (11) , and (12) 
a re solved, a shock f ront i s found for 0<y<Y, tha t moves along the 
c h a r a c t i s t i c 
z
 < ! + ö-t^y> (13) 
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Below this shock front u equals zero, and above it Is UQ. AS at y=Y 
the front reaches z=Lg the concentration at z=0 drops to zero and all 
concentrations between u=0 and U=UQ are present In the column. The 
characteristics for each concentration are different as the 
retardation factor, R(u), is given by 
R(u) = 1 + q/(l + u)' (14) 
which is smaller as u is larger. Hence the characteristics diverge 
according to 
y - Y - z R(u) = 0 0<u<un (15) 
The characteris t ic for U=UQ intersects the characteris t ic for the 
shock front given by equation (13) at the point (zg.yg) 
z0= Y (1 + " 0 ) 2 / q u 0 ; y0 = Yd + uQ)(l + uQ + q)/(quQ) (16) 
P b 
7 2/ 
/ 3 
^~^^* 
~~ ^1 
Figure l:Schematic representation of redistribution according to 
equations (21) and (22). 
Beyond this intersection point a shock is found with diminishing 
heigth (the maximum of u decreases as y-y increases). The different 
stages of the redistribution process are shown in Figure 1. The 
position of this shock is found by first rearranging equation (15) 
2 2 
q (y- Y - z)/z - q /(l + u) (17) 
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Then we write for the retardation factor of the shock front 
Kf- dy/dz = 1 + q/( l + u) . (18) 
Hence 
g - - 1 = q/( l + u) = | j<y - Y - O (19) 
Combination with equation (17) yields 
£ • (y - Y - z) = • [q(y - Y - z ) / z ] (20) 
This equation may be integrated and, after substitution of (16) for 
the point where the shock begins, this yields (Aris and Amundson, 
1973) 
(y - Y - «)*- (q O * - (Y u Q)* (21) 
The concentration till the penetration depth given by (21) is found 
from equation (15) after rearrangement 
u = /{zq[(y-Y) - z] }-l (22) 
Whereas for understanding the transport in one column is of 
in te res t , in practice one is mainly interested in the leaching of F 
into the phreatic water for a f ie ld . This transport process i s 
significantly affected by the heterogeneity of the field with respect 
to important variables, such as the reaction capacity, the P-amount 
applied, or the application r a t e , the flow velocity, e tc . Then the 
f ie ld may be considered to be an ensemble of columns, with different 
parameter values for each column. By solving numerically the transport 
equations for each column i ( i= l , . . . ,N ) the concentration distr ibution 
in depth and the distr ibution of the adsorbed amount in depth may be 
obtained. After normalization by division with the maximum values 
(cQ,Qm) the degree of P-saturation in solution and solid phase, 
respectively, are found: c and Q. These properties are distributed and 
their mean values are given by the f i r s t moment. Thus for e.g. c at 
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depth z and time t the mean <c> is given by 
<c(z,t)> = ƒ i c /_(z,t;c) dc (23) 
which we c a l c u l a t e with the a r i thmat i c average of c ( z , t ) • In case of 
an assumed non-random v, we may wr i t e for the average amount leached 
from the f i e l d past the phrea t ic water l eve l a t z=L 
J p - A v 8c 0 <c(L, t )> (24) 
where A i s the f i e l d surface a rea . I t was found by De Haan and Van 
Riemsdijk [1986] tha t in P-sa tu ra ted t o p s o i l s the concen t ra t ion i s 
- 3 
buffered a t a value of approximately 3 mol P m . This value i s a 
thousand fold of the concen t ra t ions tha t may cause In surface water 
en t roph i ca t i on . Therefore by comparing <c(L, t )> with the value 
<c> = 0.001 we have an impression of the eu t roph ica t ion hazard when 
the leached water en t e r s the surface water . 
10.3 Results and discussion 
10.3.1 Effect of adsorption constant (K) 
In Chapter 7 the numerical values of the adsorpt ion constant (K«=10 
3 —1 to 50 m .mol ) and adsorpt ion maximum (Qm= 0.135 M) were ob ta ined . 
For o ther s o i l types developed in sandy parent mater ia l a l a r g e r range 
3 -1 i n K-values (K=10-90 m .mol ) was found by Van Der Zee and Van 
Riemsdijk [1986a]. The K-value a f f ec t s the s teepness of the isotherm 
(equat ion 1 ) . For the range of the K-values given the adsorpt ion 
_3 
maximum i s reached a t concen t ra t ions of a few mol.m . Hence the 
d i f f e r e n t i a l adsorpt ion c a p a c i t y , defined as 
Q'(c) = KQ / ( l + Kc)2 (23) 
m 
is small for c close to cQ, or c close to unity. This implies that 
little concentration buffering occurs by desorption at such high 
concentrations, for all expected K-values. Only when the concentration 
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— 1 —3 has dropped to values of the order K mol.m buffering wtll be 
significant. Therefore, when an initially saturated topsoil is leached 
with water that contains no P, in the first stage c decreases rapidly, 
whereas Q remains almost constant at its initial value of unity. 
Next, as c becomes of the order of magnitude of ( C Q K ) ~ the decrease 
of c becomes slow due to desorption, and Q begins to decrease 
significantly. 
1.0 
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' igure 2: Dimensionless concentration ( c ) as a function of depth (z) 
for different times (in years) indicated in the figure. 
In Figure 2 the dimensionless concentration (c) is given as a 
function of depth (z) , for different K-values and times and other 
parameters as given in Appendix 1. Because the value (CQK) decreases 
for increasing K, significant buffering occurs at smaller c as K is 
increased. Indeed the i n i t i a l decrease in c i s larger as K is larger . 
On the long term, however, the buffering at small c (ra(c_K) ) i s 
larger for higher K, as follows from equation (23). Hence, on the long 
term c in the topsoil and passing z » Lg will be higher as K i s 
higher. The K-value also has implications for transport in the subsoil 
(z>L ) . The phosphate leached into the subsoil will partly be 
adsorbed below z=»Lg. The adsorbed part will be larger when the product 
Kc is higher (equations 1 and 23). As was just shown, on the long term 
this product i s higher for water percolating past z = L_ for high K-
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values. Hence,at large times the retardation factor of the P-
concentratlon front In the subsoil (equation 18) Is highest for high 
K-values, and the front moves slower. The net effect of parameters on 
the transport velocity of the subsoil front has compensating factors. 
As was shown a higher K-value leads to larger values of c passing z = 
Lg. The higher c In the subsoil Is, the smaller retardation facttr 
would be expected at f irst glance (eq. 18; u Increases). However, also 
in the subsoil K is larger, which tends to increase R* as the fraction 
,of P adsorbed at a particular depth Increases. To see which •.endency 
dominates we write equation (22) in the original variables: 
p z K Q / e . . . , . , r**J- -fl'i I 
and insert expression (24) into R* (equation 18), which in terms of 
the original variables is given by 
R/ = 1 +f( ï^r icT (25> 
For the depth (z) we insert the value Lg. This implies that we assume 
that for large times the concentration at z=Lg is a good Indication 
{i .e . almost the same value) of the maximum concentration in the soil 
column, close to the P-front. It can be seen from Figure 2 and other 
figures not yet discussed, that this is a justified assumption. 
Working this out yields for R^ , (which for y>Y becomes time dependent) 
pKQ [v(t-t ) - L ] 
R / = 1 + { m L e ° S- } h (26) 
s 
As we can see from approximation (26), the velocity (v/R*) of the 
subsoil front will on the long term (when c(L ) gives a good 
impression of R*) decrease with increasing K and 0 . Due to the 
decrease in c(Lg) with increasing time, the front retardation factor 
increases with time. 
Although the effect of K on the redistribution process is shown to 
be significant (Figure 2), preliminary simulations showed that the 
sensitivity to Ls and 0 is much larger. Therefore the other 
3 -1 
calculations are performed with a K-value of 45 m mol , which is 
intermediate in the expected K-range. 
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10.3.2 Effect of P-saturated layer thickness (Ls) 
The dissolved and adsorbed amount of phosphate initially 
present in the soil equals (pL Q + 8L c) . Because the first term 
s m s 
predominates, Lg and Qm i n f ac t r ep resen t the amount of P tha t may be 
r e d i s t r i b u t e d . In combination with the subsoi l th ickness and subsoi l 
adsorpt ion maximum, Lg and Qm con t ro l how f a s t the P-front wi l l move 
through the subsoi l (equat ion 21) . For d i f f e r en t values of L the 
concen t ra t ion p r o f i l e , c ( z ) , was ca l cu l a t ed and the r e s u l t i s shown in 
Figure 3 . 
1.0 r 
depth (m) 
Figure 3: Dimensionless concentration (c) as a function of depth (z) 
for different times and thickness of the initially P-
saturated layer (L ). 
At small depths (z<L ) these profiles coincide at a given time, in 
s 
agreement to approximation (22). The analytical approximation of 
equations (21) and (22) is not shown in the figure. Because pore scale 
dispersion was neglected in the analytical solution, the maximum 
concentration in the column and the penetration depth are not 
predicted well [Bolt, 1982]. However, to understand the main trends, 
as in Figure 3, the approximation is helpfull. Thus, equation (22) 
predicts that as y is larger the concentration at a fixed depth (Z>ZQ) 
is larger than for smaller Y (t> Y / V ) . Indeed, as Figure 3 shows, when 
Lg is increased the period that high concentrations are leached into 
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the subsoil increases. This may be made more explici t using equation 
(24). A dimensionless time is defined as 
•t = t / t g (27) 
where t is the time required to replace one pore volume of the 
topsoil layer with 0<z<Lg. Thus t = Ls/v, and time is expressed as 
the number of time units of duration t (e.g. tn= Y/V = R, t ). 
s u ƒ s 
Inserted in equation (24) this yields 
i p K ( L V 
««V' > - K KecMi'- i)3 ^ (28) 
It may be seen immediately from equation (28) that if T~Rf Is the same 
for two columns with different values of L , the same concentration at 
the interface at z=Lg is found. In other words: the interface 
concentration at z=L_ is the same for columns with different values of 
Ls> if the number of topsoil pore volumes leached is the same. If 
instead the concentration c(Ls,t) is compared at the same time t, x 
will be smallest for the column with largest L and largest t_. The 
value of 
Rf is the same for both columns and equals the retardation factor, for 
C=CQ. Because T-R -1 is smallest for the column with larger value of 
L , c(L ,t) is also larger. Working out this result for R., similar to 
equation (26), shows that in a dimensionless t coordinate system, 
relative to Ls, both columns behave the same. In the z-coordinate 
system, however, the subsoil front moves fastest towards the phreatic 
water level for the column with larger Ls» Moreover, because the 
amount of reversibly adsorbed P that can be stored in the subsoil, 
above a fixed phreatic level (taken here at z= lm), decreases when Ls 
increases, the hazard that high concentrations reach the phreatic 
level increases. 
10.3.3 Effect of adsorption maximum (Qm) 
For homogenenous columns it was suggested (Chapter 7), that the 
value of Qm and the variability in this value do not significantly 
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(a) 
depth (m) 
Q 
0.5 1.0 
depth (m) 
(b) 
Figure 4: 
concen t ra t ion (c) as 
a funct ion of depth 
(z) for d i f f e r en t 
t imes , in case of 
d i f f e r en t adsorpt ion 
maximum of the top 
so i l (Qm = 12 
mmol.kg ) and the 
sub so i l ( ( ^ = 3 
mmol.kg ) . Figure 
4a: short term. 
Figure 4b: long term. 
Figure 4c: dimension 
l e s s adsorbed amount 
(Q) as a funct ion of 
depth . 
(C) 
0.5 1.0 
depth (m) 
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influence the long term concentrations at the phreatic level when 
L « L . However, the effect of Qm is not absent. From equation (26) we 
can see that R* increases proportionally with /Q . Hence, besides 
some effects on the shape of the concentration distribution, the 
displacement rate of the front in homogeneous columns is affected by 
0 . Since in Chapter 7 we did not take the rate of displacement into 
account, but compared different (limiting) situations at large times, 
this effect of 0 was not made explicit. Different than might be 
concluded from that work homogeneous columns with different values of 
0 do not behave the same, 
^m 
More pronounced effects are seen if Qm varies with depth. This 
situation resembles the case of varied L -values, because in both 
cases the storage capacity in the subsoil is varied, relative to the 
stored P-quantity in the topsoil. For simplicity variations in depth, 
of Qm> are accounted for by distinguishing two layers only, where the 
topsoil again is P-saturated. 
In Figure 4a and 4b the concentration profiles are shown for small 
and large times, respectively, if the subsoil has a much smaller 
adsorption maximum (Qm = 3 mmol.kg ) than the topsoll (Appendix 1). 
Whereas this does not very much affect the concentration distribution 
for 0<z<L , the front velocity in the subsoil becomes larger, than in 
the reference case. For a column with two distinct layers with 
different values of Q , the retardation factor R. in the subsoil 
becomes proportional to Q of the subsoil, whereas we observed that 
for a homogeneous column R» was proportional to /Q (equation 26). 
The front retardation factor is given by 
pK[v(t-t ) - L ] 
V 1 + %,st W — ] (29) 
s m, t 
where Q _ and 0
 t refer to the adsorption maximum in the subsoil and 
topsoil, respectively. Considering the corresponding Q- profiles 
(Figure 4c) it is clear that a relatively steep P-front is found. 
Soil profiles with a high sesquioxlde content in the topsoll, 
where the ploughing layer consists of A and B horizon material, and a 
low sesquioxlde content in the subsoil, are frequently found in Dutch 
sandy areas [Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1986c; 1988]. In these 
areas the intensive animal husbandry is concentrated that causes the 
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sorption (mmol kg-1) 
50 0 
metal content (mmol.kg^) 
lz (m) 
Figure 5: Oxalate extractable amounts of P, Fe, and Al, and the pseudo 
sorption maximum (F m), attained at c= 3 mmol.m and 1-2 
years reaction time, as a a function of depth (z). 
large P input in soil. Generally the decrease of the sesquioxide 
content (and of Qm) is more gradual with depth. For illustration the 
profiles of oxalate extractable Fe, Al and P are shown in Figure 5 for 
a location in the field studied by Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk 
[1986c]. The gradual decrease of the reactive metal content, M, 
defined by Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1988] from topsoll values of 
approximately 90 mmol.kg to subsoil values of 20 mmol.kg is 
clearly visible. This induces approximately a five fold decrease in 
the total sorption capacity assessed according to Van der Zee and Van 
Riemsdijk [1988]. A rather sharp P front is also observed, that shows 
small P-losses from the ploughing layer (z<0.4) that is not yet P-
saturated, to the subsoil.In some situations also the reverse case is 
found where Q_ increases with increasing depth. Clearly then the 
subsoil represents a barrier with respect to P-leaching and high 
concentrations do not reach the phreattc ground water quickly. 
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10.3.4 Spatial variability of Qm and Ls 
In view of the r e s u l t s given so far the parameters L and Q can 
be considered to dominate the P - r e d i s t r i b u t i o n process» As was shown 
by Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986c] the amount of P appl ied to 
s o i l , the oxa la t e e x t r a c t a b l e sesquioxide content (M) and thus Q vary 
in the hor izon ta l p lane . To give an impression of t h i s v a r i a t i o n the 
oxa l a t e e x t r a c t a b l e Fe, Al, and P are shown in Figure 6 for th ree 
l a y e r s and for 51 l o c a t i o n s on a t r a n s e c t in the f i e l d s tudied by Van 
Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986c]. 
0-Q2m 
•03-OAm 
.0.6-0.7m 
-O-02m 
0.3-OAm 
0.6-07 m 
-0-02 m 
-03-OAm 
0.6-07m 
Figure 6: Oxalate extractable amounts of P, Fe, and Al in three layers 
for 51 locations on a transect. 
Besides the profound decrease with increasing depth we see a large 
random variation around a mean value. Moreover trends occur in the 
mean value for Al o x, in the layers 0-0.2 m depth and 0.6-0.7 m depth, 
and P o x in the layer 0-0.2 m depth. These differences correspond with 
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differences in P sorption capacity and in P applied to the f ie ld . 
Because this spatial var iabi l i ty was shown to have a large effect on 
the field averaged P-d i s placement [Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 
1986c] the same may be expected for the redistr ibut ion of P, averaged 
for a field-
Using Monte Carlo simulations the effect of spatial var iabi l i ty of 
Qm and Lg on the redistr ibution of P was studied. In order to 
understand the resul ts of such simulations i t is best not to vary too 
many parameters at the same time. Therefore other variables, known to 
be random (e.g. v, Q,K) are kept single-valued. The resul ts apply to 
independent stochastic variables. Two situations are considered. The 
f i r s t i s a field consisting of a number of homogeneous columns (with 
respect to v, K, Qm e tc . ) . For this case the resul ts of a ' f i e ld -
equivalent' column and a f ie ld with random Qm, L , or both, are 
compared. The second case is a schematization of the f ield studied by 
Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986c]. Parameter values for both 
situations are given in Table 1, with other parameters (than Q and 
L ) given in Appendix 1. 
s 
Table 1: S ta t i s t ics of the adsorption maximum (Qm) and the thickness 
of the i n i t i a l l y P-saturated topsoil layer (Lg) used for 
Monte Carlo simulations, assuming normal distr ibutions 
2 2 
N(m;s ) , with m = expectation, s = variance. 
Fig. 7 Fig.8 Fig.8 Fig.9 
Q ( t o p s o i l ) 
Qm( s u b s o i l ) 
L s 
N ( l l ; 4 ) 
N ( U ; 4 ) 
N ( 0 . 4 ; 0 . 0 1 ) 
N ( U ; 4 ) 
N( 6 ; 9 ) 
0 . 4 (NR)1) 
l l ( N R ) ^ 
6(NR) X ) 
N ( 0 . 4 ; 0 . 0 1 ) 
N ( l l ; 4 ) 
N( 6 ; 9 ) 
N ( 0 . 4 ; 0 . 0 1 ) 
' (NR) means non random. 
In Figure 7 the concentration front is shown for a single column 
with average properties. We observe at the long term a gradual (almost 
linear) increase in c with increasing z, and a well defined front in 
the subsoil at z = 0.7 m. Taking instead the average concentration 
calculated for Lg= 0.4 and 0^ random (with statistics realistic for 
the topsoil of the field studied by Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk 
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[1986c]) only small changes occur. The main effect ts a more dispersed 
subsoil front. That only small changes occur is mainly due to the 
small coefficient of variation (CV = s/m) of Qm. 
0.1 
<c> 
0.05-
0.Q 
-
-
-
- / 
-
/ 5 
/y' \ 
100 
\ \ 
— non random 
— random Qm 
— random Ls 
\ 
i \ 
A 
00 0.5 1.0 
Figure 7: Average dlmenslonless concentration (<c>) as a function of 
depth (z) for a field that is homogeneous with depth, when 
Q and L„ are not random, if Q ls random and L„ is sinele-m^ s m s ° 
valued, and If Ls Is random and 0 Is single valued. Time In 
years Indicated In the figure. 
A much larger effect ts seen If (L, Is single valued and equal to 
11 mmol.kg , and Ls is taken random. The maximum concentration, <c>, 
is now located at shallower depth than for the other situations in 
Figure 7, and no well defined subsoil front is observed, as it ls 
'smeared out* considerably. That, for the statistics chosen for Qm and 
Lg, the sensitivity of the simulation results is largest for the 
variation of Ls became clear when both L and 0 were taken random. 
The resulting <c>-profiles showed minor differences with respect to 
the case where only L_ Is random (and are therefore not shown in 
Figure 7). 
The case of Figure 7 applies to a field with vertical differences 
only in the initial P contents. For the field studied by Van Der Zee 
and Van Riemsdijk [1986c] different contents of PQX, ^ox> ai»d F e o x, 
were found for different depths (Figure 6). Using the statistics of M 
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in the topsoil and the subsoil, as well as the s t a t i s t i c s of the value 
of Ls given by Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986c] (their variables 
(Fe+Al)__. and Ç , respectively) P-redistribution in this field is 
U A p 
studied. The value of Qm i s found from M by setting C^ = 0.135 M. 
Parameters not specified in Table 1 are found in Appendix 1. 
<c> 
Figure 8: Average dimensionless concentration (<c> ) as a function of 
depth (z) assuming Q^  i s random and L single-valued and 
assuming Lg random and Qm single-valued. Time in years 
indicated in the figure. 
In Figure 8 the f ie ld averaged concentration profiles are shown 
when only Q is considered random (and Q in topsoll and subsoil are 
not correlated) or when only Lg i s random. In both cases the <c>-
profiles are quite different from the c-profiles in Figure 4. If only 
Q i s random the profile in the topsoil (z<0,4) i s comparable to the 
top sections of the profiles in Figures 4 and 7. In the subsoil, 
however, no well-defined front i s seen. We see a gradual decrease in 
<c> (in the subsoil) with increasing depth, caused by the differences 
in the ensemble of fronts that each have a different penetration 
depth. The resul t differs from Figure 7, because very different 
combinations of Qm s and 0 lead to very different rates of front 
movement in the subsoil (eq.29). Another cause i s , of course, the 
re la t ively large coefficient of variation of Qm g i . e . , CV= 0.50. This 
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<C> 
Figure 9: Average dlmensionless concen t ra t ion (<c>) as a funct ion of 
depth (z) assuming both Q and L are random. Time in years 
ind ica ted in the f i g u r e . 
value was experimental ly found by Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk 
[1986c] . Also shown i s the s i t u a t i o n where Qm i s s i ng l e valued, though 
d i f f e r e n t in topso i l and subso i l , and where Lg i s random. The ef fec t 
of taking only Lg i s prominent as the <c>-prof i les are d ispersed even 
more, than if only Qm i s random. Due to the small value of 0 the 
concen t ra t ions a t the phrea t i c l eve l increase f a s t e r in Figure 8 then 
in case of Figure 7. When both Qm and Lg are random (Figure 9) and 
uncor re l a t ed , a s i t u a t i o n i s found in te rmedia te to those of Figure 8, 
but most resembling the case where Qm i s s ing le valued and Lg i s 
random. 
10.5 Environmental implications 
When the phosphate concen t ra t ions in surface waters i s the 
l i m i t i n g f ac to r for a lgae growth, which i s o f ten the case in the 
Nether lands , then excessive algae growth may occur a t concen t ra t ions 
exceeding a few mmol P m . T o avoid surface water eu t roph ica t i on , the 
P-load supplied by e . g . sewage e f f l u e n t , d i f fuse a g r i c u l t u r a l sources , 
domestic waste water , e t c . , should not give r i s e to concen t ra t ions of 
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1-5 mmol P.m . Inasfar as most surface water recharge originates from 
groundwater, it is therefore undesirable that concentrations larger 
than a few mmol m are leached into the groundwater. This is a 
demanding constraint as De Haan and Van Riemsdijk [1986] showed, that 
the animal manure/topsoil mixture buffers the concentration in P-
saturated topsoils at a thousand fold higher value (approximately 3 
— 3 — 
mol.m ). Hence, it is undersirable that c becomes larger than say 
IQ"3. 
Reviewing the calculation resul ts with this constraint in mind, we 
- -3 
can estimate that for a uniform soil column c might exceed 10 at the 
phreatic groundwater level , if Lg/L <0.4 . For a non-uniform soil 
column, with a subsoil that has an adsorption maximum smaller than the 
(P-saturated) topsoil adsorption maximum (e.g. as in Figure 4) such 
concentrations will already leach into groundwater after a few 
decades. If we furthermore take spatial var iabi l i ty of Q and Lg, into 
account concentrations of the order of magnitude of c a 0.01 may be 
leached already after five years for the f ie ld on average! As may be 
seen in e.g. Figure 8 and 9, on the long term the concentration does 
not change (decrease) quickly anymore due to the buffering caused by 
desorption. Therefore we may conclude that if c becomes say 0.01 after 
five to ten years, i t may take (many) decades before i t has decreased 
again to below 10 . In short this means that if the quality of 
groundwater recharge has at some time become environmentally 
hazardous, i t will not quickly become acceptable again. 
I t should be noted here that in practice other complications, not 
considered here, may soften these conclusions. Due to the presence of 
the precipitation process the P-transport in the subsoil may occur 
slower. In view of other aspects, however, such as the temporal 
variations of the phreatic water level , the stochastic nature of the 
flow velocity, e t c . , i t may not be just if ied to consider the approach 
as a worst case risk analysis. 
The resu l t s indicate how to deal with the identif ication of those 
f ields that are suspected of being P-saturated (see introduction). 
Such identification should be feasible on a routine basis , because the 
total Dutch agricultural area where large excesses of animal manure 
are produced is large. A simple approach is based on the almost 
uniform concentration (or c) profiles found in one column (e.g. Figure 
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4 ) , and the small value of c t h a t t s permit ted to be leached. This 
b a s i s allows us to assume, tha t a t the moment tha t the maximum 
concen t ra t ion tha t i s allowed to leach reaches the phrea t i c l e v e l , and 
t h i s acceptable maximum concen t ra t ion i s approximately 3 mmol m , the 
concen t ra t ion throughout the column i s on average say 
_3 
c = 2 mmol.m . 
Since K~ i s l a rge r than 0 .001 , we may assume a p r a c t i c a l l y l i n e a r 
adsorpt ion isotherm for c< 0.002. We can now c a l c u l a t e how much P has 
desorbed in the o r i g i n a l l y P - sa tu ra ted topso i l when c has decreased 
from uni ty to 6.6 x 10~ (c=2 mmol.m ) . This amount i s 
h » p Ls «m.t - V (30) 
~ - -4 
where Q i s adsorbed a t c = 6.6 x 10 , and the s torage in so lu t ion 
i s neg lec ted . The amount qi should be balanced by the amount (q~) t h a t 
~ -3 
may be adsorbed a t c = 2 mmol.m in the s u b s o i l . If we assume tha t 
the subsoi l has an adsorpt ion maximum (Q _) d i f f e r en t from 0 in 
the t o p s o i l , such tha t Qm s = eQ_ t (and thus Q = £ Q ) , then q2 
equals 
q =p (L-L )eQ (31) 
/ s 
Equating (30) and (31) and insertion of the Langmuir equation for Q 
yields a constraint for Lg [Chapter 7, y = 1] 
L = L K c e/[l + K c el (32) 
s 
Equation (32) gives the acceptable value of L t ha t leads on the long 
term to an average concen t ra t ion of approximately c throughout the 
column. Since for the acceptable range of c we have K c e « l we may 
simplify (32) to 
L - eKcL (33a) 
or 
c = L (eKL)"1 (33b) 
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Because we considered only the concentration profile when the subsoil 
front has reached z=Lg, and not at what time this depth is reached, 
the absolute value of Q
 t could be eliminated in equations (32) and 
(33). Due to the slow decrease in the concentration at longer times 
the differences in front arrival times at z=Lg for different columns 
will hardly result in a significant relaxation of the constraints (32) 
and (33). Of more importance are the value of c considered acceptable 
and the random nature of L,K, and e. On the basis of e.g. equation 
(33a) we may now evaluate for any field, whether future leaching of 
_3 
concentrations larger that 2-3 mmol m will occur, on average. 
3 - 1 ~ -3 
Inserting a mean K-value (K=45 m mol ), e =• 0.5, and c= 2 mmol .m , 
we have Lg/L= 0.05, which is much smaller that the mean value (0.36) 
found by Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986c] for the field 
considered here. 
For situations where the measured Ls is not significantly larger 
that its acceptable value it may be necessary to take the randommess 
of e.g. K and Ls into account. This may be done using equation (33b). 
When K and Lg are assumed independently lognormally distributed and 
2 denoting the statistics of their logarithmic transforms by m and s , 
we have [Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1987] 
-Ine = mlnL - minK " l n ( E L ) (3*a) 
s 
2 2 2 
s , ~ = s,
 T + s, „ (34b) lnc InL InK 
s 
where c is also lognormally distributed. After specification of the 
~ * 
tolerated probability (Pr*), that c exceeds a values of c=c 
Pr[c > c ] = / ° Ä [c / (2 i t ) s l n ~] _ 1 exp{-Jj [(lnc - m l n ~) / s l n ~] 2 } <£ 
c 
~* 
ln(c ) - m. ~ ^ 
= \ { 1 - erf [
 s „ j 2 l n C ]} < Pr (35) 
lnc 
we find whether unacceptable P-leaching losses will occur. I t may be 
noted that if K or Lg are lognormally distributed with a small 
coefficient of variation (s/m), they are also reasonably well normally 
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distributed [Simmons, 1981] . When this Is the case [Van Der Zee et 
al., 1988] and constraint (33b) Is met for the mean values of K and 
Lg, It Is reasonable to assume that the field average concentration, 
<c>, does not exceed 2 c. Then the stochastic approach leading to 
equation (35) Is not necessary, and we may just evaluate the field 
with field averaged values. In Appendix D of this thesis some 
attention is given to this situation. 
10.6 Conclusions 
In this paper the redistr ibution of P In i t i a l ly present sorbed and 
In solution in the topsoil is studied. The redistr ibution of soil-P Is 
of interest to assess the hazard of eutrophication of surface water 
due to leaching of P already present in so i l . Because only the 
fractions dissolved and reversibly adsorbed P are assumed to be 
redistributed in the soil profile the precipitation reaction was not 
taken into account. This implies that the transport velocity of the P-
front, that i s formed in the i n i t i a l l y P-unsaturated subsoil, i s 
overestimated. 
The adsorption of P with soil i s described with the Langmuir 
isotherm. Transport was calculated using parameter values for the 
adsorption constant (K) and the adsorption maximum (Qm) in the ranges 
found in Chapter 7. Due to the high value of K and CQ, the 
concentration buffering by desorption In the topsoil when a solution 
without P is percolated, i s i n i t i a l l y very small. Therefore the 
concentration decreases fast in the topsoll , un t i l l the steep part of 
-1 -3 
the Langmuir Isotherm is reached, at cra K mol.m . Then significant 
desorption occurs and c becomes almost constant with increasing time. 
The concentration passing the depth z= L s affects the P-front 
retardation factor in the subsoil. By evaluation of an approximate 
analytical solution for P-redlstribution if pore scale dispersion i s 
neglected the effects of different parameters on the transport 
velocity of the P-front in the subsoil can be understood. The moving 
velocity of the front depends significantly on the amount of P stored 
in the topsoil and the storage capacity in the subsoil. Thus an 
increase of the thickness of the i n i t i a l l y P-saturated layer or of the 
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t opso i l adsorpt ion maximum causes an inc rease in the displacement r a t e 
of the subsoi l f r o n t . A decrease in the subsoi l adsorpt ion maximum 
also favours a high subsoi l f ront v e l o c i t y . 
If s p a t i a l v a r i a b i l i t y of the P - sa tu ra ted topso i l th ickness and 
the adsorpt ion maximum i s taken in to account no well defined subsoi l 
f ront i s found, for the f i e l d on average . In s t ead , a gradual decrease 
in the f i e ld -averaged dimensionless concen t ra t ion i s observed. The 
t rend found if he te rogene i ty i s cons idered , i s a more r ap id 
breakthrough of p o t e n t i a l l y hazardeous concen t ra t ions for the f i e l d on 
average a t the phrea t i c groundwater l e v e l . Due to concen t ra t ion 
buffer ing by desorpt ion i t w i l l take l a rge leaching times before the 
P-concent ra t ion in the groundwater recharge improves to acceptable 
values aga in , once i t has become too h igh . 
Because the acceptable concen t ra t ion l eve l i s small with r e spec t 
to the value of K , simple c r i t e r i a may be developed for the 
assessment whether groundwater recharge q u a l i t y w i l l in fu tu re become 
unacceptable . The c a l c u l a t i o n s were performed for phosphate. I t may be 
expected, though, t ha t for o ther contaminants with a h ighly non- l inear 
adsorp t ion , and r e l a t i v e l y small acceptable concen t ra t ions in 
groundwater, the t r ends observed for P, w i l l a l so be a p p l i c a b l e . 
Acknowledgement: Par t of the c a l c u l a t i o n s were performed by Maarten 
Saa l t ink , whose a s s i s t a n c e was apprec i a t ed . 
10.7 Appendix 1 : Parameter values used in the simulations 
e - 0.3 
Dm = 0.00236 m 2 y - 1 
l d = 0.04 m 
, - 1 
v = 1 m. y 
p = 1400 kg.m"3 
L„ = 0.4 m ( r e f . c a s e ) 
Qm = 12 mmol.kg ( r e f . c a s e ) , 3 mmol.kg-
c , = CQ = 3 mol.m ( r e f . c a s e ) 
1 - 1 3 — 1 
K = 45 m .mol » 0.045 m .mmol ( r e f . c a s e ) 
Ref. case = re fe rence c a s e . 
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10.8 Notation 
A field surface area (m ' 
c concentration in solution (mol.m- ) 
CQ initial concentration in topsoil (mol.m ) 
c dimensionless concentration (=c/cg) 
c average concentration in column at large times (mol.m ) 
<c> horizontally averaged dimensionless concentration 
CV coefficient of variation (=s/m) 
2 -1 D apparent dispersion coefficient (my ) 
* W h coefficient of molecular diffusion, and hydrodynamic dispersion 
( m y ) 
2 x 2 
erf (x) e r ro r func t ion (= j ^ ƒ_ exp(- x )dx) 
ƒ p r o b a b i l i t y dens i ty funct ion 
g t o t a l volumetric so lu te content 
Jp f i e l d average leach ing r a t e (mol y ) 
3 —1 K adsorpt ion constant (m mol ) 
L column l eng th , phrea t i c groundwater l eve l (m) 
L a th ickness P-sa tu ra ted topso i l (m) 
l d d i s p e r s i v i t y (m) 
M oxa la t e e x t r a c t a b l e (Fe + AI) (mmol.kg ) 
m a r i thma t i c mean 
q parameter 
q , ; q„ desorbed P in t o p s o i l , adsorbed P in subsoi l (mmol) 
Q adsorbed amount (mmol»kg- ) 
Q dimensionless adsorbed amount 
Q adsorbed amount a t c=c(mmol kg ) 
<Q> h o r i z o n t a l l y averaged dimensionless adsorbed amount 
QJJJ adsorpt ion maximum, subscr ip t t : t o p s o i l ; s: subso i l . 
(mmol kg ) 
R(u) r e t a r d a t i o n f ac to r a t r e l a t i v e concen t ra t ion u 
R* front r e t a r d a t i o n f ac to r 
2 
s ; s s tandard dev i a t i on ; var iance 
t time (y) 
t_ time to leach one topso l l pore volume (y) 
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tg time to s a t u r a t e a layer of th ickness L with phosphate (y) 
u;ug r e l a t i v e concent ra t ion (=Kc); u=ug a t c - eg 
v pore flow ve loc i ty (m y~ ) 
y transformed time (m) 
z depth (m) 
e ratio of subsoil adsorption maximum/topsoil adsorption maximum 
Y transformed saturation time (m) 
p dry bulk density (kg.m ) 
9 volumetric water fraction 
T dimensionless time 
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11. SOLUTE TRANSPORT PARALLEL TO AN INTERFACE 
SEPARATING TWO DIFFERENT POROUS 
MATERIALS 
Abstract 
The transport of solute Is studied for a flow domain consisting of 
two regions that are separated by a sharp Interface parallel to the 
direction of water flow. The two regions have different flow 
velocities, linear adsorption coefficients and porosities. An 
approximate analytical solution Is given for the depletion of solute 
In the most permeable region caused by transfer of solute Into the 
less permeable region. To take Into account the boundary conditions at 
the Interface, an approximate expression Is derived for the 
concentration at the interface. In the derivations the longitudinal 
dispersion coefficient is assumed to be zero, and the transversal 
dispersion coefficient is taken finite. For comparison to numerical 
results, an expression for the concentration averaged over the height 
in the permeable region, at given distance and time, is presented. The 
agreement of numerically obtained breakthrough curves and interface 
concentrations with the analytical results is shown. Due to the zero 
longitudinal dispersion coefficient In the analytical approach, 
differences occur at initial breakthrough. Agreement between numerical 
and analytical results is good after initial breakthrough provided the 
assumption of two infinitely thick regions is valid. Lower bound 
constraints for the thickness of the two regions are given. The 
assumption made often, of infinite transversal dispersion leads to 
significant differences compared to numerical results in the case of a 
large retardation factor, R2, in the region with the smallest 
transport velocity. 
11.1 Introduction 
The transport of solute In groundwater is the result of 
convection, diffusion, dispersion and of retarding mechanisms such as 
adsorption. The mathematical formulation of miscible displacement In 
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porous media is given by the convection-dispersion equation [Bear, 
1979]. Often a major factor that l imits the predictive capability of 
this equation is the heterogeneity of porous media. This problem has 
motivated a number of studies dealing with the effect of heterogeneity 
on transport. Since i t is recognized that the size of the flow domain 
is of importance [Fried, 1975] the effect of heterogeneity has been 
studied on several scales. 
Solute transport through structured media received attention from 
Deans [1963], Skopp and Warrick [1974], Van Genuchten and Wierenga 
[1976], Raats [1981] and Van Genuchten and Qeary [1982], among 
others. These studies considered a macroscopically homogeneous soil 
that is assumed to have both mobile and stagnant water. The transfer 
of solute between the two phases i s controlled by a diffusion type 
process. Both Deans [1963] and Van Genuchten and co-workers described 
this transfer with a f i rs t-order mass transfer equation. Van Genuchten 
and Wierenga [1976] gave explicit solutions for the concentrations in 
the mobile and Immobile phases assuming linear adsorption. A review 
and parameter sensi t ivi ty analysis i s given by Van Genuchten and 
Cleary [1982], who also considered non-linear and non-equilibrium 
adsorption behaviour. Skopp and Warrick [1974] and Raats [1981] 
described the transfer process by solving a diffusion equation for the 
stagnant zone. Raats showed that this resul ts in additional large 
scale dispersion that can be accounted for by an extra term in the 
transport equation. 
A different approach applicable to transport through fractured 
rock was mentioned by Freeze and Cherry [1979] and further elaborated 
upon by Neretnieks [1980], Tang et a l . [1981], Grisak and Pickens 
[1980], Rasmuson and Neretnieks [1980, 1981], Rasmuson [1981] and Van 
Genuchten et a l . [1984]. The single fracture model with zero 
longitudinal dispersion coefficient and inf ini te transversal 
dispersion coefficient in the fracture presented by Neretnieks [1980] 
was extended by Tang et a l . [1981], who gave an analytical expression 
for the convecttve-dispersive transport in the fracture with 
simultaneous diffusion of solute into the surrounding rock. Using a 
numerical model Grisak and Pickens [1980] calculated the concentration 
distr ibutions in both the fracture and the rock-matrix and obtained 
good agreement with experimental r e su l t s . Following earl ier work, 
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Kasmuson and Neretnieks [1980] described the transport of solute 
through a bed of adsorbing spherical particles with diffusive 
transport into the particles and one-dimensional convective-dispersive 
transport in the mobile region. Rasmuson [1981] extended this analysis 
to two dimensions including dispersion transversal to the macroscopic 
flow direction. Van Genuchten et al. [1984] used a fracture model for 
a cylindrical macropore system and gave analytical solutions of this 
problem. 
A fracture model was used by Chen [1985] to describe the radial 
dispersion In an aquifer with simultaneous diffusive loss in confining 
layers. Because of the assumption of an infinite transversal 
dispersion coefficient the concentration in a cross section of the 
aquifer was constant (Chen, 1985, eq. 2). Solutions were given for the 
concentration in the aquifer and in the impermeable layers. Dispersion 
in a perfectly stratified aquifer was studied with the method of 
moments by Gil ven et al. [1984], who took both longitudinal and 
transversal pore scale dispersion into account. Analytical solutions 
were developed for e.g. the macroscopic longitudinal dispersivity and 
the concentration perpendicular to the direction of stratification for 
particular profiles of the flow velocity. Of direct interest to this 
contribution is their case of a step function velocity profile. 
Of importance to this paper is also the work by Verruijt [1971], 
who studied the steady state dispersion across an interface separating 
two fluids that move with different velocities. One of the fluids 
contains a conservative tracer. However, at the interface a condition 
for the transfer of solute is assumed that does not follow from a 
natural condition of continuity. A similar problem was adressed by 
Shamir and Harleman [1967] who investigated the transversal dispersion 
for two layers 1 and 2 with different flow velocities (v^ > V2) and 
solute input in layer 1. They derived a steady state solution for the 
concentration in a cross section which was verified experimentally. 
Since both Verruijt [1971] and Shamir and Harleman [1967] gave steady 
state solutions for the concentration distribution the effect of 
adsorption could not be studied from their results. 
The problem considered In this paper resembles the two-fluid 
system of Verruijt [1971], except that here the flow domain consists 
of two regions with different porous materials. These regions are 
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C=C 
c=c„ 
^ REGION 1 :n lv l iR1 
REGION2:n2.v2.R2 
Figure 1: Schematization of the flow domain-
separated by a distinct sharp boundary (figure 1) and each has its own 
hydraulic and chemical properties which do not vary throughout that 
region. The porosities (n) and retardation factors (R) are n^, and R. 
for region 1 and n- and R2 for region 2. The interstitial flow 
velocity (v) parallel to the interface is v^ for region 1 and v2 for 
region 2. Solute transport in the direction of waterflow is assumed to 
be purely convective. 
After giving the mathematical formulation of the problem an 
approximate expression is derived for the concentration at the 
interface« Using this expression approximate analytical solutions will 
be derived for the transfer rate of solute from the more permeable 
region into the less permeable region, and for the breakthrough 
curves. Special attention is given to the correct formulation of the 
boundary conditions governing dispersive transfer between the two 
regions. This is a refinement over the studies by Tang et al. [1981] 
and Van Genuchten et al [1984] who assumed an Infinite transversal 
dispersion which results in a constant concentration in a cross 
section of the fractures or pores. Since in this study the transversal 
dispersion is finite, the concentration perpendicular to the interface 
will not be constant. Numerical results obtained with a finite 
difference program are used to assess the applicability of the 
analytical results. 
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11.2 Mathematical formulation 
The transport of solute through a saturated medium assuming 
linear adsorption may be described by the convection-dispersion 
equation as given by Bear [1972]: 
T- (n R c) = div(n B grad (c)) - div (n v c ) . (1) 
where n is the porosity, R is the retardation factor, c i s the 
concentration, D is the tensor of hydrodynamic dispersion, v. * s the 
vector of the i n t e r s t i t i a l flow velocity and t i s time. 
The i n i t i a l and boundary conditions for eq. (1) are (Figure 1): 
c (x , z , t ) = 0 t < 0 - c o < z < » u < x < «° (2) 
c ( 0 , z , t ) = c t > 0 -co <
 z < » (3) 
I t i s assumed throughout that water flows parallel to the Interface in 
the positive x-direction and that transport in the x-direction is 
purely convective, i . e . no hydrodynamic dispersion occurs in the 
direction of x. Then the transport equation (1) reduces for region 1 
to: 
% l r = Diz 7T - vi II x > ° ' z > ° <4> 
oz 
* * 
where D^z = a v, + D , with a_ the transversal dispersivity and D the 
coefficient of molecular diffusion. 
Similarly for region 2: 
R2 l r = D2z 7 1 - v 2 H x > ° . z < ° <5> 
oz 
where D 2 z = aTv2 + D . 
Equations (4) and (5) are solved simultaneously subject to the 
conditions (2) and (3) and the continuity conditions at the interface: 
lim c(x,z,t) • lim c(x,z,t) (6) 
z+0 z-t-0 
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and 
""
 n l D l z I f ( X>Z > , : ) = " » n2D2z fe ( x , Z ' t ) ( 7 ) 
z+0 z+0 
for x > 0 and t > 0. Without loss of generality we assume throughout 
this paper that CQ - 1 (arbitrary units) and that V2/R2 * yi^\' 
11.3 Analytical approximation 
Since so lu te t r anspo r t in the p o s i t i v e x - d i r e c t i o n i s only due to 
convect ion, the so lu t ion of equation (4) for z > 0 and equation (5) 
for z < 0 must be of the form (Figure 2) 
c ( x , z , t ) = 1 
c ( x , z , t ) - g ( x , z , t ) 
c ( x , z , t ) = 0 
* R2 ' 
lg=1 
C = 1 
C=1 
Vi 
Ri 
V 2 V l 
- ^ t < x < - ^ t 
*2 *1 
" V 
X = ^ T 
,
R1 
V2 
R2 
g=o 
REGION 1 
C = 0 
C=0 
REGION 2 
(8a) 
(8b) 
(8c) 
Figure 2: Schematization of the a n a l y t i c a l so lu t ion eq. ( 8 ) . 
for a l l t > 0 and -» < z < <°. 
Note that eq. (8) satisfies initial condition (2) and boundary 
condition (3). The function g describes the transverse dispersion 
process between the two materials when the solute front in region 1 is 
moving faster than the solute front in region 2. Thus, g(x,z,t) is 
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composed of solutions of equations (4) and (5) for z > 0 and for z < 
0, respectively, which are matched at z • 0 such that the continuity 
conditions (6) and (7) are satisfied. The function g Is chosen to 
satisfy the moving boundary conditions 
v2 
g(x,z,t) = 1 for x - — t , z > 0, t > 0 (9) 
*2 
vl 
g(x,z,t) = 0 for x - - = - t , z < 0 , t > 0 (10) 
The following method Is used to obtain g. Let cv(x,t) be the (unknown) 
concentration at the contact Interface z = 0. Then 
c(x,0,t) - c. (x,t) for x > 0 and t > 0 (11) 
b 
and hence at the Interface: 
v v 
g(x,0,t) = c. (x,t) for -£ t < x < -=i- t and t > 0. (12) b II, ^ 
Then, to f ind g In region 1, the fol lowing problem has to be solved. 
2 
_ ôc 3 c be 
R l bt" = D l z 7 T " v l Ox" 
ôz 
V2 V l 
i n - r ^ t < x < - r L t , z > 0 , t > 0 (13a) 
R2 R l 
v 2 
c ( -r- t , z , t ) = 1 on z > 0, t > 0, (13b) 
R2 
v v 
c ( x , 0 , t ) = c. ( x , t ) on •=£ t < x < -=i- t , t > 0 . (13c) 
b K2 ^ 
The ob jec t ive i s now to f i r s t solve eq. (13) in terms of the 
concen t ra t ion c^ . In doing t h i s , i t i s convenient to make use of the 
v i V 2 
fol lowing coord ina te t ransformat ion . F i r s t , l e t v = •= •=- . Then 
8
 \ 2 
set L *• 
5 - x - T p t , (14a) 
C = z , (14b) 
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R2 1 V l t = t — = - i - ( - r 1 t - x) (14c) 
v v K, ' 
s s i 
and f i n a l l y set U ( Ç , Ç , T ) = c ( x , z , t ) . This l eads to the following 
transformed problem 
2 
Ijr = k+ 2 - £ in Ç > 0, Ç > 0, x > 0 (15a) 
^ ÔC 
U ( 0 , Ç , T ) = 1 on C > 0 , -c > 0 (15b) 
U ( S , 0 , T ) = C ( Ç , T ) on 5 > 0 , T > 0 (15c) 
D 
where k Is a constant given by 
+ Dlz k — (16) 
The so lu t ion method for eq. (15) i s s tandard ( e . g . Carsiaw and Jaeger , 
1959, p . 29-32). Denoting the so lu t ion of eq. (15) by u + , one f inds 
for t h i s funct ion in terms of c^: 
u+(Ç,C,T) - e r f ( C ) + 
2/(k S) 
?
 r 2 2 
77 J c b ( l - + T » T ) e"y dy ( 1 7 ) 
c/2/(k+ç) 4 k y 
where erf (x) - -r— ƒ e dy. /%
 0 
In view of eq. ( 7 ) , i t i s necessary to f ind an expression for the 
d e r i v a t i v e with r e spec t to Ç of u a t C=0 . To do t h i s s t ra igh t forward 
from eq. (17) appears d i f f i c u l t . A de r iva t i on of which the d e t a i l s a re 
2 + 
omitted shows tha t ((i = y •=• / ( k Ç) ) 
• (itk Ç) 
+ T fcb(S - •%, T ) - c b(Ç,T)} du] (18) 
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To f ind the funct ion g in region 2, consider the problem 
2 
ôc _ o c oc 
K2 5t 2z . 2 " V2 ôx 
oz 
V V 
i n • / t < x < -^- t , z < 0, t > 0, (19a) 
R2 R l 
c (-5^ t , z , t ) = 0 on z < 0, t > 0, (19b) 
V V 
c ( x , 0 , t ) = c . ( x , t ) on -£•
 t < x < - ^ t , t > 0 . (19c) 
b R2 ^ 
As in the previous c a s e , t h i s problem can be transformed using eq. 
(14 ) : 
§ 7 = k~ ^ - J Ü > 0, C < 0, T > 0 (20a) 
u(S,C,0) = 0 Ü > 0 , Ç < 0 (20b) 
u ( u , 0 , t ) = c u ( l , t ) I > 0 , T > 0 (20c) 
b 
where k » D„ /R . 
The so lu t ion of eq. (20) i s 
9
 r 2 2 
U ~ ( Ü , C , T ) = 4 - ƒ _ c h ( Ç , T ' - ^ - j ) e " y dy. (21) 
' * -C /2 / (k t ) b 4k yl 
Similar to the previous case, the derivative of u with respect to Ç 
at C=0 is given by 
! r «.<>" 
- { K« 
T ) 
T -
1 
• (nk~ 
T 
— [ 
*) 
c b ( 5 , 
c b ( Ç , t ) 
O} d|i] (22) 
The continuity condition (7) in terms of the new variables becomes 
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n l Dlz % <Ç'0+'T> » n 2D 2z I r ( 5 ' ° " ' T ) • ( 2 3 ) 
Inserting (8) and (22) into this expression gives the following 
integral equation for the unknown function c^: 
A / ( f ) [c (5,T) - ƒ {cb(Ü,T - -îj) - C (Ç.T)} d|i] 
1 II 
1 - cb(Ç,T) + ƒ {c (5 - - ^ , t ) - c b (5, *)} ^ . (24> 
1 H 
where the constant A is given by 
A = — -^- /(—) - — /(l^M — ) (25) 
"l Dlz V nl \ z \ V 
In view of the boundary conditions (9) and (10), a solution of eq. 
(24) has to satisfy 
and 
CU(0,T) =1 for T > 0 (26a) 
b 
cb(?,0) = 0 for 0 0 (26b) 
To find the general solution described by eq. (8) we have to solve 
f i r s t the interface concentration cb from eqs. (24) - (26), substitute 
the result into eqs. (21) and (17) and define the function g according 
to 
v v 
g(x ,z , t ) = u+ (x - -£ t , z , i - ( - ^ t - x ) ) , z > 0 (27a) 
z s T. 
V V 
g(x ,z , t ) = u~ (x - — t , z, — ( - i t - x ) ) , z < 0 (27b) 
*2 Vs *1 
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11.3.1 Approximate interface concentration 
Attention is now focused on the solution of integral eq. (24). 
To obtain a solution we apply a Taylor series expansion with respect 
to Ç and t to the integrands in (24). A first and simple approximation 
follows when the first term of the Taylor expansion is used. 
Then cb(S,T - -p) = cb(£,t) and cb(S - £z , x) = cb(Ç,"0 , and eq. 
(24) 
reduces to the algebraic equation 
A /(T) cb = 1 - cb (28) 
with the solution 
(1) .- . 1 
cb (5,T) 
1 + A •£) 
for Ç > 0 and t > 0 (29) 
Observe that this approximate solution satisfies eq. (26). 
Figure 3: Concentration c. at the interface as a function of p. Solid 
(1) 
line: the approximation of c, according to (29) and 
dashed line: approximation c (2)
c 
according to (37) and (38). 
A second and more complicated approximation arises when the first 
and second terms of the Taylor expansion are used. This leads to 
Cb (5,T-^) =C b(Ç,T)-^^(Ç,-0 
U |i 
(30a) 
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F F àch 
c b ( Ç " 2 ' T ) = C b ( Ç , T ) " 2 5F^ (Ç,-C) ( 3 0 b ) 
Substituting these expressions into eq. (24) gives the differential 
equation 
A
 '<!> K + T FT> • 1 - s - * är <31> 
This equation is solved by introducing a similarity transformation. If 
T) = Ç/t and f(n) = c. (Ç,T) , (32) 
D 
then the function f satisfies the ordinary differential equation 
A/r, { f - r, ^  } = 1 - f - r, |L. (33) 
To solve this equation it is convenient to set 
p = 1 + A/TI and f(p) = f (n). (34) 
Now for f to be a so lu t i on of (33 ) , the funct ion f should s a t i s f y 
(p-2) (p-1) ^ | - 2 p £ + 2 . - 0 . (35) 
Since I > 0 and O 0 in (24) and (31), eq. (35) must be solved for p 
> 1. Considering eq. (26) and remembering that f represents an 
approximate interface concentration, it is obvious to look for 
solutions of eq. (35) which satisfy 
f(1) = 1 and f(») = 0. (36) 
Using the standard method of variation of constants, one can show 
that the solution of the boundary value problem (35), (36) is given 
by: 
f(P) = \ (P2 - 6p + 11) 1 < p < 2 (37a) 
f(p) = ^ - ö (4p - 5) p > 2 (37b) 
6(p-l) 
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This funct ion i s shown in Fig. 3 . In terms of the v a r i a b l e s Ç and t 
the approximation i s 
C ^ 2 ) ( Ç , T ) - f (1 + A / ( S A O ) (38) 
Figure 3 also shows the function 1/p which corresponds to the first 
approximation c£ ^in terms of p (Eq. (29) and (34)). 
11.3.2 Loss of solute from the permeable zone 
The transverse dispersion process between the two regions is now 
considered using the approximate expressions for the interface 
concentration c^ derived in the previous subsection. First, let t and 
V2 _ , , Vl 
x be given such, that t > 0 and •=— t < x < •=- t and let the 
2 \ dispersive loss of solute from the permeable region into the region 
with low permeability be denoted by V(x,t). Then: 
V(x,t) = ƒ {l- c(x,z,t)}dz (39) 
0 
for a un i t surface area of the i n t e r f a c e . In terms of the v a r i a b l e s Ç, 
Ç and t , eq. (39) becomes: 
00 
V ( S , i ) = ƒ {l-u+(Ç,C,t}dC with Ç>0 and T > 0 , (40) 
0 
where u i s the so lu t ion of eq. (15) . Since u s a t i s f i e s eq. (15) , the 
funct ion 1-u also s a t i s f i e s tha t equat ion i . e . : 
2 
I - (l-u+) = k+ 2 _ (l-u+) (41) 
* aç 
I n t e g r a t i o n with r e spec t to Ç from Ç=>0 to Ç» °> gives 
§ ç V(5,T) = k + ^ - (Ç, 0 + , T) . (42) 
This expression is integrated with respect to Ç using the boundary 
~
 V1 
condition V(0,T) = V ( — t t) - 0 5 t n l s yields 
*1 
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+ l a + + 
V(S,T) - k+ ƒ S - ( 8 , O , T)dS (43) 
o g 
Next, eq. (18) i s s u b s t i t u t e d in to eq. (43) to give 
V < Ç , T ) - / ( £ )
 o l 73- [ l -C b ( s ,X) 
+ ƒ {c ( s - * j , t ) - c ( s , t ) } d n ] d s (44) 
1 tl 
In order to evaluate this expression, the first and second terms 
of the Taylor expansion are used in the second Integral. In accordance 
with eq. (31), the approximation 
.+ I . 9c 
V(£,t) = • <*-) ƒ 7^ [l-Cb(8,T)-8 -çf- (s,T)]dS (45) 
i s found. I n t e g r a t i o n by p a r t s g i v e s : 
V(Ç,T) = /(f-) ƒ 7^ [l-teb(8,T)]d8 - •(*,!) Cb(5,T) (46) 
°
r
 + + I 
V(5,t) = 2/(^) [l-fcb(C,-0] - */<£-) ƒ 7^cb(s,T)d8. (47) 
(1) (2) In this expression, the approximations c. and c. from subsection 
D D 
11.3.1 are substituted, giving (1=1,2) 
V ( 1 ) ( Ü , T ) = 2 /(^ jS.) {l-fc*0«,*) 
- h A f ) ƒ c^1)(s,T)d/(f)} (48) 
Next, def ine 
c^a.T) - J - f (1)(P) and C ^ ^ . T ) - f (p) - f (2)(p) (49) 
with p given by eq. (34). Then eq. (48) becomes: 
^ ( ^ .
 2 , A {l-i f (1)(P) - ^  J' * (1)«>d,} (50) 
For the first approximation, 1=1, this yields 
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V ( 1 )(ü,*) = 2 / ( ^ ) {1- I j - - — L _ Inp} (51) 
and for the second approximation (1=2) 
V ( 2 )(Ç,t) - 2 / ( ^ ) {l-% f(p) - 2 ( p r y F(p)}, (52) 
where the function F is given by 
F(P) = | (3 P3 - 3p2 + l ip) - | | 1 < p < 2 (53a) 
F(p) = } (4 ln(p-l) +-pTT) + H P > 2 (53b) 
Since transport is often studied by measuring breakthrough curves, 
we also want to evaluate the average concentration in the permeable 
region at given x and t. Let H be the height in the permeable region 
over is which the concentration is averaged. Then 
cH(x,t) - ± ƒ c(x,z,t)dz (54) 
This expression is rewritten as 
H 
0 
1 
c H ( x , t ) = l - i ƒ {l-c(x,z, t)}dz. (55) 
If the averaging height, H, is chosen large enough such that c(x,z,t) 
=• 1 for all z > H, then approximately: 
Rl 
c„(x,t) = 0 for t < — x (56a) H vx 
1 h R2 
cH(x,t) = 1- jj V(x,t) for •-• x < t < ^  x (56b) 
R2 
c„(x,t) = 1 for t > — x (56c) H v 2 
Equations (51) and (52) may be substituted into this expression to 
give the average concentrations c„ and c, , respectively. 
H H 
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11.4 Numerical approximation 
The analytical solutions were based on several simplifying 
assumptions. To assess the validity of these assumptions, numerical 
calculations that do not incorporate the simplifications were done for 
a few typical cases. For this purpose we used a f in i t e difference 
program. In this program we f i r s t calculated steady-state flow using a 
direct Gaussian elimination method. The result ing flow velocit ies were 
then used to calculate mass transport according to eq. (1). Contrary 
to the analytical method, the numerical model contais a small 
hydrodynamic dispersion term in the flow direction. The longitudinal 
dispersion coefficient i s given by D = «, v + D , where a, i s the 
longitudinal dispersion and v is the flow velocity (v^ for region 1 
and v2 region 2). 
The equation solved in the numerical model was the f in i t e 
difference equivalent of (1) on a bounded domain subject to the 
conditions: 
c (x , z , t ) = 0 t < 0 - B < z < H 0 < x < L (57) 
c (0 , z , t ) = c t > 0 -B < z < H (58a) 
öc 
g^ - (x,-B,t) = 0 t > 0 0 < x < L (58b) 
g j (x.H.t) - 0 t > 0 0 < x < L (58c) 
ôc 
0^ (L.z . t ) = 0 t > 0 -B < z < H (58d) 
Here B is the thickness of region 2 and H the thickness of region 1. 
The constant L is the length of the system. Because of the small 
longitudinal dispersion coefficient, steep gradients of the 
concentration will occur. This may lead to numerical overshoot when 
using f in i t e difference methods as discussed by Fried [1975] and Gray 
and Pinder [1976]. This numerical overshoot i s avoided if the gradient 
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Cb 
X(m) X (m) 
Cb 
X(m) 
n1
 = 0.75 
n2 0.25 
05 
05 
-Q25/0.75 
X(m) 
Figure 4: Concentration at the interface c as a function of (2) 
. • as a runction ot x, 
at t=150 and parameters as in Table 1 unless indicated 
differently, 4a: t=29, v2=vi and R2=5, 4b: effect of 1^, 
4c: effect of D lz> 4d: effect of n ^ n j 
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i s approximated by backward differences, in which case numerical 
dispersion will be introduced [Lantz, 1971]. The numerical 
calculations were performed employing central differences with respect 
to both space and time derivatives. The discretizations were subject 
to res t r ic t ions as reported by Lantz [1971] and Price et a l . [1966]. 
This lead for the discretization in the x-direction to: 
Ax < 2 a (59) 
Li 
The scheme used is convergent and unconditionally stable [Smith, 
1965]. The equations for mass-transport are solved using an i te ra t ive 
l ine successive overrelaxatlon method. 
The numerical values of variables used in the calculations are 
l i s ted in table 1. Inequality (59) is satisfied for the chosen values 
of Ax and «T • These values were constant throughout the entire domain. 
The discret izat ions with respect to z and t were not constant. Near 
the interface where the gradients are largest Az was taken 0.001 (m). 
Moving further away from the interface, Az is increased in both 
direct ions. The discret izat ion of time was finest (Jj day) unti l well 
after breakthrough occurred, with larger timesteps thereafter. The 
combined discret izat ions in space and time appeared to be acceptable 
as a further refinement did not significantly affect the r e su l t s . 
The choice of the parameters was such that no flow of water 
occurred in the second region (v« - 0) whereas Vi = 12.5 m/yr. 
Retardation factors were varied to analyse their effect. In agreement 
to many natural systems the region with the highest permeability (or 
velocity v) was given the smallest retardation factor (R^=l)- Values 
used for R2 were 1, 10, 100 and 1000. The value of the molecular 
it o 
diffusion coefficient D =0.032 (m /yr) i s in agreement to values given 
in l i t e ra tu re (Bolt, 1982). The value of D. was 0.345 and D~ equals 
D . The ra t io of "•^/ar w a s 0»1 throughout the entire domain and is in 
the range as reported by Bear [1979], Fried [1975] and De Josselin De 
Jong [1958] for well-sorted granular materials. The porosities n^ and 
^2 were set equal. 
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f2) Figure 5: Loss term V as a funct ion of x a t t = 150. See t ex t 
F ig . 4a-d for Fig . 5a-d. Figure 5e: Approximation 
V (dashed l i n e ) and V ( so l id l i n e ) for th ree t imes . 
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11.5 Results and discussion 
In this section the results of the analytical approximation are 
given and compared with the numerical calculations for some typical 
cases. Differences between the numerical and analytical approximations 
are discussed in more detail later. 
Figure 3 shows the concentration c^ at the interface as a function 
of p. Both the simple approximation c , - 1/p and the approximation 
(2) b 
c . as given by eqs. (37) and (38) are presented. Note that these 
approximations are only defined for Ç > 0. For negative values of Ç, 
(i.e. x < v t/R ), the concentration c. is simply set to be c^ « 1. 
The complete range of Cv. is shown in Fig. 4a for the approximation 
(2) 
c , • For the more general case with flow in both regions, and for 
Vit/R. < 1.0 such that no breakthrough occurs at x = 1.0 three domains 
are found: the domain 0 < x < v t/R where Cv • 1, the domain 
v t/R < x < v t/R where cv is given by the solution of the integral 
equation (24) and the domain x > v t/R.. where Cv = 0. When v_ = 0 
and v t/R. > 1 , only one domain is present on the interval 
0 < x < 1.0 . This is shown in Fig. 4b-d, where the effects of several 
parameters upon the distribution of the concentration along the 
interface are illustrated. Parameter values are those in Table 1 
unless indicated differently. For a given time and position, the 
concentration Ci decreases when R2 increases (Fig. 4b). Clearly, if R2 
is unity, the storage capacity in region 2 close to the interface will 
be depleted quickly and the concentration c. will rise fast. In case 
of a large R^-value, c. becomes small as the dispersion rate towards 
and across the interface is small with respect to the storage capacity 
in region 2. The effect of decreasing Di likewise results in a 
(2) 
smaller ch. The effect of varying of n, /no on c , is presented in 
(2) b 
Fig. 4d, showing that c . increases with increasing n^/n2« 
(2) 
The loss term V using the second approximation Vv ' as given by 
eq. (52) is shown as a function of x in Fig. 5a-e. The curve presented 
in Fig. 5a corresponds to the same situation as Fig. 4a for Cv. 
Naturally, also V^ ' is defined only for v.t/R» < x < Vjt/R., • For 
values of x outside this domain v(2) ,j o e s not change. Thus v(^) =, Q 
for x < v„t/R , and for
 x > v t/R. • Again for the case when V2= 0, 
effects of several parameters on v' ' are Illustrated. 
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:IR2=I 
5 0
 TIME (days) 
ID-
_ 3 -SZ5 
n2 " 0-25 
-05/05 
~025 
075 
Figure 6:Breakthrough curves at x = 1. Analytical approximation 
(solid l ine) and numerical approximation (dashed l i n e ) . 
6a:effect of R2, short term breakthrough, 6b:as 6a, long 
term breakthrough, 6c:effect of V\z> 6d:effect of n , / ^ 
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The values chosen for the parameters for Fig. 5b-d correspond to the 
same values used for Fig. 4b-d, respectively. As was shown in Fig. 4b, 
larger values of R2 will cause smaller values of Cv, which implies 
larger concentration gradients in a cross section (see also Fig. 9, to 
be discussed later). Hence the loss term will Increase with increasing 
Ry- In the same manner, V also increases with increasing D^z (Fig. 
5c). As shown in Fig. 5d the trend for n^/^ is found to be opposite 
to the trend for R2 and ^\zz' Fig. 5e finally shows a decreasing V 
with time; for reference also the approximation v' ' is given. 
Assuming an averaging heigth H = 0.2 m and Vo = 0 breakthrough 
curves from region 1 were calculated. Results for x = 1 m are 
presented in Fig. 6 for different values of R-, D, and different 
ratios ni/n-. The effect of R» on the breakthrough curve appears 
prominent. The significant tailing observed for high values of R« is 
in agreement with results of Immobile zone models (e.g. Van Genuchten 
and Cleary, 1982). In Fig. 6d the effect of the ratio n,/n2 is shown, 
which appears to be large, exhibiting pronounced tailing at small 
n./n2« 
The analytical and the numerical approaches are compared in Fig. 
6a and 6b for the breakthrough curves, and in Fig. 7 and 8 for the 
concentration at the interface, cjj. In all cases the more accurate 
approximation using the first two terms of the Taylor expansion (eq. 
30) is taken for the analytical approach. Fig. 7 shows cj, as a 
function of x for three times, with R2=100 and V2=0. The agreement 
appears good and only for small x and relatively large t minor 
differences are seen. Differences appear to be somewhat smaller for 
the larger R2-value. 
This same effect of R2 is also noticeable from the breakthrough 
curves in Fig. 6a and 6b. The effect of hydrodynamic dispersion 
occuring in the flow direction accounted for in the numerical approach 
yet absent in the analytical approximation, is prominent in Fig. 6a. 
After first breakthrough, however,the agreement between the analytical 
and the numerical results is considered excellent for large R2 (i.e., 
100, 1000). The limiting case where R2" 1 shows large differences for 
all times considered. 
The distribution of the concentration in a cross-section of the flow 
domain is shown in Fig. 9 for the reference case w^O. Continuity of 
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ôc ôc 
the flux across the Interface requires that (r—). / (jr-)« = D /Di 
This Is shown to be Indeed the case In Fig. 9 (for D » 2D ). Note 
again as In Fig. 4 that the concentration at the Interface Is smallest 
for the largest value of R2-
11.6 Discussion 
In the previous section we showed that the agreement between the 
numerical and the analytical results Is good for large values of Ro 
but that the differences become significant for small values of 1*2« 
The differences are attributed mainly to the different boundary 
conditions used for the two approaches in the direction of negative z. 
In the analytical approach the impermeable region is not bounded, 
whereas in the numerical approach the Impermeable region has a finite 
thickness B, while at z = -B a Neumann boundary condition is used (eq. 
58b). 
Hence, contrary to the analytical solution, the storage capacity in 
the impermeable region is finite for the numerical solution. As soon 
as this storage capacity becomes depleted, the concentrations in both 
the permeable and the impermeable region will increase faster for the 
numerical than for the analytical approximation. To estimate the time 
when this occurs, consider eq. (1) for the domain -B < z < 0 and for 
the case where V2 = 0: 
R
2 l t - ° * T ! <60> 
oz 
with the conditions: 
c(z,0) = 0 (61) 
c(0,t) = 1 t > 0 (62a) 
|j(-B,t) = 0 t > 0 (62b) 
The solution may be written as an infinite series of complementary 
error functions. Maintaining only the first three terms this yields 
/ .. ~ - / -z 2B-z 2B+z ,,,. 
c(z,t) = erfc ( _ )-erfc( )+erfc( ; ) <63> 
2/(D t/R2) 2/D t/R2 2/(D t/R2) 
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The so lu te f lux a t z=0 I s : 
* ôc ~ * R2 I , -(B2R2 /D*t) 
D | | ( 0 , t ) = D ( — - - ) * {l - 2e } (64) 
1CD t 
Note that the second term in the right hand side of eq. (64) 
represents the influence of the boundary at z = -B. This was not taken 
into account in the previous analytical approximation, where B was 
assumed to be infinite. Consequently the assumption of an infinite 
thickness of the impermeable region in the analytical approach is 
valid if the restriction 
2 * 
-(B R,/D t) 
e Z « 0.5 (65) 
i s s a t i s f i e d . For the chosen values of B and D the dev ia t ions w i l l be 
l e s s than 4% for t /R 2 < 0.02 . Hence if R2=l then the inf luence of the 
boundary i s almost a t once no t i ceab le whereas for e . g . R2=100 t h i s 
wi l l take two y e a r s . 
In sec t ion 11.5 we showed the prominent e f f e c t s of the r e t a r d a t i o n 
fac to r R2 in reg ion 2 and of the t r ansve r sa l d i spe r s ion c o e f f i c i e n t 
D^z in reg ion 1. Here we d i scuss the l i m i t i n g cases where R2 •*• °° and 
D^z •* <= in more d e t a i l . We give simple a n a l y t i c a l express ions for the 
corresponding concen t ra t ion d i s t r i b u t i o n s and compare the r e s u l t s with 
the express ions presented In t h i s s tudy. 
11.6.1 Limiting case liF^-»00 
The assumption of i n f i n i t e R2 impl ies tha t region 2 has an 
i n f i n i t e s torage c a p a c i t y . Consequently one expects tha t the 
concen t ra t ion a t the i n t e r f a c e I s zero . This fol lows d i r e c t l y from the 
express ions given in sec t ion 11 .3 : R2 •> •», impl ies k~ = D2 /R2 •> 0. 
Consequently the so lu t ion of eq. (20) can only be u~=0. Therefore the 
c o n t i n u i t y condi t ion (6) l eads to cb=0 and the concen t ra t ion in reg ion 
1 i s given by: 
c ( x , z , t ) - e r f ( z / 2 / ( k x) x < v t /R, (66a) 
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Cb 
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Figure 7: 
Comparison of a n a l y t i c a l ( s o l i d l i n e ) 
and numerical (dashed l i n e ) so lu t i on 
for Cfc as a funct ion of d i s tance for 
th ree times and R0 100. 
X(m) 
100 
1000 Figure 8: 
1 0
 Same as Fig. 7, for t=750 and two 
values of R*. 
0.005 0 -0.005 
Z(m) 
Figure 9: 
Concentrat ion d i s t r i b u t i o n in a c ro s s 
sec t ion a t x=0.525 m and t=150. 
Numerical so lu t ion for the re fe rence 
case R2=100(A), and for R2=1000 (B). 
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c ( x , z , t ) = 0 x > v t / i ^ (66b) 
From eq. (66) a simple c r i t e r i o n for the a p p l i c a b i l i t y of eq. (56) can 
be der ived. In order to express the average concen t ra t ion in region 
1, c „ ( x , t ) , in terms of the so lu te l o s s V(x , t ) i t was assumed tha t H H 
had been chosen such tha t c ( x , H , t ) ° 1. When Cj, > 0 the concent ra t ion 
in reg ion 1 w i l l be l a r g e r than the concen t ra t ion with c^ = 0. Hence, 
if we choose H in (66) such tha t c ( x , H , t ) " 1 then t h i s value wi l l 
give a lower bound for the averaging height in the more general case 
where cj, > 0. 
Assuming tha t eq. (56) i s app l i cab le when c ( x , H , t ) > 0 .995, i t follows 
from the above tha t H/2/(k x) > 2. This impl ies 
H > 4 / [ ( t y - ü V ^ x ] (67) 
Condition (67) is used to calculate the average concentration from eq. 
(66): 
1 H 
cH(x,t) = 1 - g / {l- c(x,z,t)}dz 
- 1 - T / erfc(s)ds ( 6 8 ) 
A
 0 
where A = H/2/(k x) • Since A > 2 we may approximate eq. (68) by 
= 1 - | / ( k + x / * ) ( 6 9 > 
Therefore 
1 y„+ ,„-» w l i * <7 0 a> c H ( x , t ) - 1 - | / ( k x/n) x < ^ t 
c H ( x , t ) = 0 x > -± t (70b) 
This express ion a lso fol lows from sec t ion 3 : when Ro •*• m, then A •+ °> 
(eq . 25) and p * °° (eq. 34) . Thus the so lu t e l o s s 
becomes V = 2/(k £/it) in both eq. (51) and eq. ( 52 ) . Subs t i t u t i on in to 
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eq . (56) gives eq. (70) . The value of c given by eq . (70) equals the 
value of c„ a t f i r s t breakthrough in Figure 6. 
H 
11.6.2 Limiting case II: Diz-»«» 
This implies an infinite transversal dispersivity for the more 
permeable region and complete mixing in a cross section of this 
region. This assumption is frequently made in the literature [e.g. 
Grisak and Pickens, 1980; Tang et al., 1981; Van Genuchten et al., 
1984]. For the permeable region, the transport equation is given by 
(again setting D = D. and v = v^) 
2 
§T+ V lx" = D H x>0, z>0, t>0 (71) 
ôz 
and the average concentration is defined by eq. l54). Inserting (54) 
in (71) yields 
-, , H « . H . I H 
äT ("5- Jc(x,z,t)az)+ v •*- (TT ƒ c(x,z,t)dz) = -JJ •*£ (72) 
1
 " o o I o 
9c l a r g e enougn, sucn tna t 
(72) may be r e w r i t t e n as 
If we assume tha t H i s h h th t -r— ( x , H , t ) ° 0 , then 
9c . 9c D 9c i , - , , . 
9t" + V 9x" ÏT 91 |z=0+ < 7 3 ) 
where we write c instead of c • 
H 
At the i n t e r f a c e z=0, c o n t i n u i t y of f lux r e q u i r e s 
9c I * 9c I 
n lD l 97 | 0 + » n2D SF | 0 - <74> 
where i t i s assumed tha t V2 • 0 and thus T>2Z = D . Combining (73) with 
(74) gives 
9£ 9£
 = D_ ^ 2 9c I .75) 
9t 9x H n1 9z I -
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In eq. (75) the concentration c follows from the transport equation 
for the impermeable region: 
R ÏS-R2 öt >*4 dz z<0, t>0 (76) 
Eq. (75) and (76) may be solved if the additional assumption is made 
that 
c(x,t) = c(x,0,t) (77) 
Both (75) and (76) hold under general conditions whereas (77) holds 
only when the concentration in the permeable region 1 deviates little 
from its average value c(x,t). This will be the case when D.. •+ » . 
The solution is then [Carsiaw and Jaeger, 1959, p. 396]: 
c(x,t) = e r f c [ ^ ^ / ( D ^ - J L - ) ] ,
 t> x / v 
c(x,t) = 0 , t<x/v 
(78a) 
(78b) 
This solution may be compared to the analytical and numerical resu l t s 
obtained with a f i n i t e transversal dlspersivi ty. Numerical 
calculations indicated that for R2=l concentrations in a cross section 
of region 1 are re la t ively constant; hence differences involved in 
choosing a f in i t e or an inf in i te transversal dlspersivity will be 
small in that case. For larger Ro-values the concentration in a cross 
section of region 1 is not constant at a l l (Fig. 9) . Then large 
differences between the solutions for f in i t e and inf in i te transversal 
dispersivl t ies are expected. 
Figure 10: 
Calculated breakthrough curves for 
different values of Rj. Analytical 
approximation (solid 
limiting case D-, 
(dashed line). 
Jlz 
line); 
eq. (77) 
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Figure 10 shows the breakthrough curves calculated with equation 
(78) for 1*2=1, 100, and 1000, along with the corresponding analytical 
curves shown in Fig. 6. The agreement for 1*2=1 appears to be good. 
However, for larger values of I$2» the differences become important and 
the calculated breakthrough occurs much later than for a finite 
transversal dispersivity. Hence the assumption of an infinite 
transversal dispersivity is questionable in situations where the 
thickness H of the permeable region is relatively large with respect 
to the value of Di and where R„ has high values. The assumption of an 
infinite D^z is probably justified for many cases encountered in the 
literature due to the relatively small values of H for the macropore 
and fracture widths considered [Van Genuchten et al., 1984, Tang et 
al., 1981]. For a fracture thickness H in the range of 10 -10 m 
[Neretnieks et al., 1982, Rasmuson et al., 1982] and a diffusion 
coefficient equal to D the characteristic diffusion time tc • H /D 
is a factor 10 to 10 smaller than for region 1 in this study-
Clearly a significant transversal concentration gradient, e.g. as 
given in Fig. 9, will not develop in such fractures. This was shown 
also by Carslaw and Jaeger [1959, p. 98]. In their Fig. 10a the 
2 -3 
concentration gradients disappear as D t /H •*•<». With H = 10 m and 
*
 c 
D = D gradients would become small within a few hours. 
11.7 Summary and conclusions 
In this contribution we studied solute transport in a flow domain 
consisting of two semi-infinite regions with different porous 
materials. Water flow is parallel to the sharp Interface separating 
the two regions. In the direction of flow only convection occurs 
whereas dispersion occurs perpendicular to the flow direction. If the 
transport velocities (v/R) are different for the two regions 
transversal dispersion will cause solute to be transferred from region 
1, with the highest transport velocity, to region 2. Taking into 
account continuity of concentration and of flux across the interface 
approximate analytical solutions were derived for the concentration at 
the Interface and the loss of solute In region 1. Using these 
solutions expressions could be given for the concentration averaged 
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for a cross section of height H at designated distance x and time t. 
With these expressions breakthrough curves for the region with largest 
transport velocity were constructed. 
The results obtained with the analytical solution were compared to 
numerical results. Since in the analytical approach two semi-infinite 
regions were considered the solutions are only of use if restrictions 
for the thickness H of the more permeable region and the thickness 8 
of the less permeable layer are met. Lower bound restrictions for H 
and B are given. If these conditions are met the agreement between 
analytically nd numerically calculated breakthrough is reasonable to 
good except for first breakthrough. Due to the neglection of 
longitudinal dispersion in the analytical approach the differences at 
the moment of first breakthrough for region 1 at designated x are 
significant. 
Hence, due to the restrictions on H and B and the assumption of 
zero longitudinal dispersion coefficient the applicability of the 
analytical solution is limited to relatively short travel distances in 
natural flow domains consisting of different, rather homogeneous 
layers. Examples are stratified aquifers, aquifers bounded by 
confining layers as studied by Chen [1985] or laboratory analogons as 
considered by Shamir and Harleman [1967]. Contrary to the steady state 
solutions given by Shamir and Harleman [1967] the effect of adsorption 
on the concentration distribution may be studied with the analytical 
solution presented in this study. We assumed a finite value for D-, at 
the expense of ignoring longitudinal dispersion. It was shown that 
this may lead to smaller differences with the numerical solution than 
if D]_ is assumed infinitely large. Then the analytical solution 
derived here is preferred over solutions with D^z •*• °>. Although the 
numerical approach does not have the shortcomings of any of the 
analytical solutions it is noted that very fine discretizations in the 
longitudinal and transversal distances and in time were required. For 
the flow domain considered in this study as well as for more realistic 
scenarios computing will be very demanding with respect to time and 
expenses. Thus, a preliminary study for systems resembling the flow 
domain considered in this study with the analytical solution presented 
may be worthwhile. 
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Table 1: Parameter values 
Parameter Value for Reference Case Var ia t ions 
B 0.05 m 
H 0.20 m 
L 1.0 m 
ni,il2 0.5 0 .75 , 0.25 
n j / n 2 1 3 , 1/3 
vi 12.5 m/year 
v 2 0 m/year 12.5 
* 
D* 0.032 m2/year 
D l z 0.063 m2/year D*, 4D  
o 
Dlx 0.345 m /year (numerical approach) 
Ri i 
R2 100 1, 5, 10, 1000 
«L 0.025 m (numerical approach) 
a^/a 0.1 (numerical approach) 
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12. GENERAL CONCLUSION 
In this thesis a number of problems were studied, that concerned 
phosphate sorption in so i l , and reactive solute transport. In the 
course of this work a (rapidly increasing) number of assumptions was 
made. Thus, a microscopic description of P-sorption for oxide 
par t ic les developed in Chapter 3 was gradually simplified to a step 
function type of overall sorption under field conditions. One of the 
recurrent themes, therefore, which was explici t ly mentioned in some of 
the chapters, was that model sophistication should be compatible to 
the knowledge of the system, and to the primary goals of the study: 
the answers searched for. To employ microscopic descriptions at e.g. a 
f ie ld scale is unpractical, hardly feasible in many cases due to the 
limited system knowledge, and often not required for the accuracy 
wanted. If a microscopic description (e.g. as in Appendix B) is used 
for a field ( a 'field-equivalent column') this may even lead to 
errors as the controlling phenomena, such as horizontal var iabi l i ty , 
may not be recognized. The approach that should be followed has 
therefore ' f r ac t a l ' charac ter i s t ics . Different questions are asked at 
different scales of in teres t , and different questions require 
generally that emphasis is given to different problem controlling 
phenomena. In cases where measurement at the scale of interest is not 
(directly) possible, such as for P-displacement in f ie lds , microscopic 
considerations may become very important. Understanding of allowable 
simplifications and of methods to generate the model input for 
evaluation at the macroscoplcal scale may be obtained from 
microscopic, mechanistic considerations. 
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SUMMARY 
When the solute inflow rate tnto the soil system exceeds the 
accumulation r a t e , this implies for a non-decaying solute that outflow 
occurs at the system boundaries. One of the pathways by which solute 
may leave the soil system is by leaching to the ground water. In case 
of leaching of unacceptable concentrations, one of the consequences 
may be ground water and surface water quality deterioration. For The 
Netherlands this situation may occur for phosphate, which is applied 
to soil in e.g. animal manure disposed of in the intensive animal 
husbandry, and for some heavy metals, due to e.g. the enhanced 
(atmospheric) deposition. To evaluate how the leached concentrations 
of these contaminants change in time, the interaction with the soil 
and the transport process must be quantified. The scope of this thesis 
was to describe the sorption (rate) of phosphate in so i l , as a 
function of some dominant soil parameters and concentration, and to 
describe the effects of heterogeneity of the soil system on transport. 
Emphasis was given to sorption and transport of phosphate due to 
disposal of animal manure. 
One of the methods frequently employed in this thesis , to 
quantify P-adsorption and desorption, was a new desorption technique 
described in Chapter 2. In this batch desorption technique, iron oxide 
impregnated ftlterpaper i s used as an inf ini te sink for soil 
phosphate. With this method the desorption kinetics were studied for 
nine sandy so i l s , which yielded desorption rate constants, that were 
in agreement with values reported in the l i t e r a tu r e . I t was shown that 
the method may also be used to evaluate the content of desorbable P 
for quite different soi ls on a routine basis . I t i s also useful at low 
P-contents, where conventional dilution methods f a i l . 
In Chapter 3 an approximate sorption kinet ics model was 
developed. The reactions occurring at the microscopic scale were 
described as a re la t ively fas t , reversible adsorption onto the 
surfaces of reactive iron and aluminium compounds, and an irreversible 
diffusion-precipitation process, that involves the bulk of these 
compounds, and approaches equilibrium very slowly. The net adsorption 
ra te was described by Langmuir kinet ics . The diffusion-precipitation 
process was described with a re la t ion , derived from the formulation of 
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the unreacted shrinking core model known from chemical engineering. 
This relat ion involves a composite,dimensionless exposure variable 
equal to the time integrated phosphate concentration in solution. The 
diffusion precipitation model i s applicable, when diffusion type 
resistances are conversion rate l imiting, or in case of a f i r s t order 
reaction r a t e . As was shown for three different cases in Chapter 4, 
then time may be scaled with the diffusing reactant concentration in 
solution. 
Parameter assessment for the sorption model was discussed in 
Chapter 5. This assessment i s complicated by the simultaneous 
occurrence of the adsorption and the diffusion-precipitation 
processes. Due to the assumed i r revers ib i l i ty of the l a t t e r process, 
desorption studies ( in batch and column leaching experiments) yielded 
the adsorption/desorption parameters. Once these were known, the 
amount of F adsorbed could be calculated for sorption experiments, and 
the difference between calculated adsorption and measured total 
sorption was set equal to precipitated P. The diffusion-precipitation 
model parameters were then obtained by simultaneously f i t t i n g 
precipitated P as a function of exposure, for a l l concentrations. 
Validation of the sorption model was done by comparing measured P-
concentratton breakthrough curves for small columns with numerical 
predictions based on the independently assessed sorption parameter 
values. Agreement appeared to be reasonable to good for the data given 
in Chapter 5. 
The procedures described in Chapters 2 and 5 were considered too 
involved for evaluating P-sorption for many different soi ls and for 
large reaction times, in a routine fashion. Therefore in Chapter 6 a 
simplified sorption model was developed that did not have this 
shortcoming. The kinetics of total P-sorptton appeared to conform well 
to the description of diffusion-precipitation given in Chapter 3. The 
sorption rate constant (k) for total sorption, was assessed for a 
large number of different so i l s , with different i n i t i a l P-contents, 
for four reaction periods. Also the dependency of the pseudo sorption 
maximum for total sorption, on the amount (M) of metals (Fe, Al) 
extractable with acid ammonia oxalate was assessed. An accurate 
description was obtained if total sorption is expressed as the product 
of the sorption rate constant (k), the metal content (M), and the 
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logarithm of the exposure variable, as defined In Chapter 3. 
When, besides total sorption, also the reverstbly sorbed am, 
of phosphate Is Important, a routine method for evaluating the 
adsorption parameters Is also of Interest. In Chapter 7, a procedure 
was described to find the adsorption contant (K) from the amounts 
desorbed with a conventional dilution method, and with the procedure 
discussed in Chapter 2, respectively. With the last method also the 
adsorption maximum may be measured for P-saturated soil samples. The 
adsorption maximum appeared to be proportional to the oxalate 
extractable metal content (M), just as the pseudo maximum for total 
sorption. The adsorption parameters, the metal content (M), and the 
amounts desorbed with the two techniques were shown to be lognormally 
as well as normally distributed. The effect of the uncertainty, due to 
the distributed nature of parameters and variables, on environmental 
constraints with respect to P-leaching was discussed for illustration. 
More emphasis to the effect of heterogeneity, expressed in such 
distributions, on transport, was given in Chapters 8, 9, and 10. In 
Chapter 8 the spatial variability of the excess amount of P applied to 
a field, and of the total sorption capacity were assessed. Assuming 
purely convective transport, the effect of such variability on P-
transport was numerically studied for the field on average. This 
effect appeared to be so profound that It is in general not justified 
to use field average values of parameters and variables, to study 
phosphate displacement in a field. Experimental data of the field were 
in good agreement with theoretical results, in view of the correlation 
structure observed in the field. 
In Chapter 9 a similar problem as in Chapter 8 was studied, for 
displacement of heavy metals (Cu, Cd) in a field with spatially 
variable flow velocity, (Freundlich) adsorption coefficient, and metal 
input. In this theoretical study an analytical solution was given for 
the field-averaged transport, assuming lognormal distributions of 
spatial variâtes, and assuming purely convective transport. 
Illustrations were given how variability in soil properties, and 
scaling theory for flow in similar media may be incorporated in the 
model. 
In Chapter 10 redistribution of reverstbly adsorbed P already 
present in the topsoil was studied. First some trends were made 
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explici t for a single column, if disposal of p i s stopped. The effects 
were shown of the thickness of the P-saturated topsoil layer, the 
adsorption constant, and the adsorption maximum, on the concentration 
distribution in a soil column as a fuction of time, taking pore scale 
dispersion into account, but neglecting the diffusion-precipitation in 
the subsoil. The redistr ibution process was studied numerically for a 
field exhibiting pronounced spatial var iabi l i ty with respect to the 
amount of P i n i t i a l l y present, and with respect to the adsorption 
maximum. This stochastic approach showed large differences with 
resul ts obtained for the ' f ield equivalent column' with average 
parameter values, in agreement to the conclusions of Chapters 8 and 9. 
In Chapter 11 transport was studied for a hypothetical flow 
domain consisting of two different porous materials. These two regions 
are separated by a sharp interface parallel to the direction of flow, 
and have different porosi t ies , flow veloci t ies , and retardation 
factors . The importance of transversal dispersion on transport was 
shown. Due to transfer of solute from the region one, with high 
transport velocity, into the region two, with small transport 
velocity, resulted in a non-symmetrical breakthrough curve for region 
one. The numerically evaluated resu l t s were in good agreement with an 
analytical solution. A constraint was given for using an inf ini te 
transversal dispersion coefficient in region one. This assumption is 
commonly made in the l i t e r a tu re . 
In the appendices several additional resu l t s were given 
at tention, that were not yet addressed in the main text . In Appendix A 
the travelling wave solution was given for transport in the case of 
adsorption according to the Langmuir isotherm. In Appendix B the 
transport in a column at field conditions was described. I t appeared 
that the shock front assumption in many cases may be acceptable, and 
that omission of the diffusion-precipitation process, as was done in 
Chapter 10 may not be warranted. In Appendix C some background 
information was given on the distributions used, and in Appendix D on 
the Protocol Phosphate Saturated Soils. 
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SAMENVATTING 
Indien de snelheid waarmee opgeloste niet-afbreekbare stoffen het 
bodemsysteem binnen komen groter is dan de snelheid waarmee zulke 
stoffen in dit systeem worden vastgelegd, dan betekent dit dat een 
fractie van deze stoffen het bodemsysteem verlaten. Een van de wegen 
via welke opgeloste stoffen het bodemsysteem kunnen verlaten, is door 
uitspoeling naar het grondwater. In geval de concentraties die 
uitspoelen te hoog zijn, kan een van de consequenties de 
verslechtering van de grond- en oppervlaktewaterkwaliteit zijn. In 
Nederland kan deze situatie optreden voor fosfaat, dat in de 
intensieve veehouderij, middels het uitrijden van overmatige 
hoeveelheden dierlijke mest, op het land wordt gebracht, en voor 
enkele zware metalen, als gevolg van de vergrote (atmosferische) 
depositie. Om te kunnen beoordelen hoe de uitgespoelde concentraties 
van deze verontreinigingen in de tijd veranderen, moeten de interactie 
met de bodem en het transportproces gekwantificeerd worden. Het doel 
van deze dissertatie was om een beschrijving te geven van de fosfaat 
vastlegging, en de snelheid hiervan, in de bodem, in afhankelijkheid 
van enkele belangrijke bodem parameters an de fosfaat concentratie, en 
om het effect van bodemheterogeniteit op transport van 
verontreinigingen te beschrijven. De nadruk is gegeven aan de 
vastlegging en het transport van fosfaat als gevolgd van overmatige 
mestdoseringen. 
Een van de technieken waarvan in het werk voor deze dissertatie 
geregeld gebruik werd gemaakt, om fosfaat (P) adsorptie en desorptie 
te kwantificeren, is een nieuwe methode die in Ibofdstuk 2 beschreven 
staat. In deze desorptie-schud methode, wordt met ijzeroxide 
geïmpregneerd filterpapier gebruikt als een sorbens met een zeer hoge 
sorptie affiniteit en capaciteit voor P aanwezig in de bodem. Met deze 
methode werd de desorptiekinetiek bestudeerd voor negen zandgronden, 
waarbij desorptie-snelheidsconstanten gevonden werden, die met 
literatuurwaarden in overeenstemming zijn. Tevens werd getoond, dat de 
methode ook bruikbaar is om het gehalte van desorbeerbaar P van 
tamelijk verschillende bodems routinematig vast te stellen. Bij lage 
P-gehalten, waar conventionele verdunningsmethoden te kort schieten, 
is deze methode ook bruikbaar. 
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In Hoofdstuk 3 werd een sorptie kinetiek model ontwikkeld. De 
reacties die op de microscopische schaal plaats vinden werden 
beschreven als een relatief snelle, reversibele adsorptie op het 
oppervlak van reactieve ijzer- en aluminium bestanddelen, en een 
irreversibel dtffusie-preclpitatie proces, waarbij ook het Interne 
volume van deeltjes van deze bestanddelen betrokken is, en dat zeer 
langzaam nadert tot een evenwicht. De netto adsorptie snelheid werd 
met Langmuir kinetiek beschreven. Het diffusie-precipltatie proces 
werd beschreven met een relatie, die afgeleid werd van de formulering 
het niet-omgezette krimpende kern model, bekend van de chemische 
technologie. Deze relatie maakt gebruik van een samengestelde, 
dimensieloze blootstellingsvarlabele, gelijk aan de over de tijd 
geïntegreerde fosfaatconcentratie in oplossing. Het diffusie-
precipltatie model is bruikbaar wanneer diffusieve weerstanden 
snelheidsbeperkend zijn voor omzetting of in geval van een Interne 
eerste orde reactiesnelheid. Zoals werd getoond voor drie 
verschillende gevallen in Rjof dstuk 4 kan in dat geval de tijd 
geschaald worden met behulp van de diffunderende reactantconcentratie 
in oplossing. 
De bepaling van de parameterwaarden van het vastleggingsmodel 
werd besproken in Hoofdstuk 5. Deze bepaling wordt gecompliceerd door 
het gelijktijdig optreden van de adsorptie en het diffusie-
precipltatie proces. Als gevolg van de veronderstelde 
irreversibilitett van het laatste proces, levert onderzoek van 
desorptie (schud- en kolom-uitspoelexperimenten) de 
adsorptie/desorptie parameters. Zodra deze bekend waren, kon de 
hoeveelheid geadsorbeerd P berekend worden voor sorptie-experimenten, 
waarna het verschil tussen berekend geadsorbeerd P en de gemeten 
totale vastlegging gelijk gesteld werd aan geprecipiteerd P. De 
diffusie-preclpitatie modelparameters werden toen vastgesteld door, 
voor alle beschouwde concentraties, de hoeveelheid geprecipiteerd P 
simultaan te fitten als functie van de blootstelling. 
Validatie van het sorptiemodel werd uitgevoerd door gemeten P-
concentratle doorbraakkrommen voor kleine kolommen te vergelijken met 
numerieke voorspellingen, waarbij gebruik gemaakt werd van de 
onafhankelijk vastgestelde sorptieparameter waarden. Voor de data 
gegeven in Hoofdstuk 5 bleek de overeenkomst redelijk tot goed te 
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De procedures beschreven In de Ifoofdstukken 2 en 5 werden als te 
ingewikkeld beschouwd om P-sorptie routinematig te evalueren voor veel 
verschillende gronden, en voor grote react ie t i jden. Daarom werd in 
Hoofdstuk 6 een vereenvoudigd sorptiekinetiek model ontwikkeld, dat 
deze tekortkoming niet heeft. De kinetiek van totale P-sorptie bleek 
goed overeen te komen met de beschrijving van diffusie-precipi ta t ie , 
die gegeven werd in Ifoofdstuk 3. De sorptie snelheidskontante (k) voor 
totale sorptie, werd bepaald voor een groot aantal verschillende 
gronden, met verschillende i n i t i ë l e P-gehalten, voor vier 
reactieperioden. Ook werd de afhankelijkheid bepaald tussen het pseudo 
sorptie maximum, en de met zuur ammonium-oxalaat extraheerbare metaal 
hoeveelheid (M) van de metalen Fe en Al. Een accurate beschrijving 
werd verkregen indien de totale sorptie wordt uitgedrukt als het 
product van de sorptie snelheidsconstante (k) , het metaalgehalte (M), 
en de logaritme van de blootstel l ing, zoals gedefinieerd in Ifoofdstuk 
3. 
Wanneer naast de totale sorptie ook de reversibel vastgelegde 
hoeveelheid fosfaat van belang i s , dan is ook voor de vasts te l l ing van 
de adsorptieparameters een routinematige methode wenselijk. In 
Hoofdstuk 7 werd een procedure beschreven om de adsorptieconstante (k) 
te bepalen met behulp van de hoeveelheden die gedesorbeerd worden met 
een conventionele verdunningsmethode, en met de methode van Hoofdstuk 
2. Voor P-verzadigde grondmonsters le id t de laatstgenoemde methode tot 
het adsorptiemaximum. Het adsorptiemaximum bleek evenredig te zijn met 
het oxalaat extraheerbare metaalgehalte (M), evenals het pseudomaximum 
voor totale vastlegging. De adsorptieparameters, het metaalgehalte 
(M), en de volgens de twee methoden gedesorbeerde hoeveelheden bleken 
zowel lognormaal als normaal verdeeld te z i jn . Ter i l l u s t r a t i e werd 
het effect besproken van onzekerheid, als gevolg van de verdelingen 
van parameters en 'variabelen, op milieuhygienische beperkingen ten 
aanzien van P-uitspoeling. 
In de Gsofdstukken 8, 9, en 10 wordt meer nadruk gelegd op het 
effect op transport van heterogenitei t , zoals beschreven met genoemde 
verdelingen. In Ifoofdstuk 8 werd vastgesteld wat de ruimtelijke 
va r i ab i l i t e i t i s van de overmatige gedoseerde hoeveelheid P en de 
totale sorptie kapaci tel t . In de veronderstelling dat zuiver 
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convectief transport optreedt, werd numeriek het effect van een 
dergelijke variabiliteit op het perceelsgemiddelde P-transport 
bestudeerd. Dit effect bleek dermate groot, dat het In het algemeen 
niet juist is om perceelsgemiddelde waarden van variabelen en 
parameters te gebruiken om de verplaatsing van fosfaat in een perceel 
te bestuderen. Experimentele gegevens van het perceel bleken goed 
overeen te komen met theoretische resultaten, gezien de 
correlatiestructuur vastgesteld voor het perceel. 
In Bsofdstuk 9 werd een probleem bestudeerd dat vergelijkbaar is 
met dat van Hoofdstuk 8, voor het transport van zware metalen (Cu, Cd) 
in een perceel met ruimtelijk variabele stroomsnelheid, (Freundlich) 
adsorptie coefficient, en metaal invoer. In dit theoretische onderzoek 
werd een analytische oplossing gegeven voor het perceelsgemiddelde 
transport, waarbij lognormale verdelingen van ruimtelijke variabelen 
en zuiver convectief transport werden verondersteld. Geïllustreerd 
werd hoe variabiliteit in bodemeigenschappen en scaling-theorle voor 
stroming in gelijkvormige media in het model ingebouwd kunnen worden. 
In Hoofdstuk 10 werd de herverdeling van reversibel geadsorbeerd 
P, dat reeds aanwezig is in de bovengrond, bestudeerd. Eerst werden 
enkele trends getoond voor een enkele kolom, Indien de overmatige 
dosering van P wordt beëindigd. De effecten werden getoond van de 
dikte van de met P verzadigde bovenlaag, de adsorptiekonstante, (K), 
en het adsorptie maximum, (Qm)> °P de concentratieverdeling in een 
bodemkolom als functie van de tijd, indien dispersie in rekening wordt 
gebracht en diffusie-precipitatte tn de ondergrond wordt verwaarloosd. 
Numeriek werd het herverdelingsproces bestudeerd in een perceel met 
aanzienlijke ruimtelijke variabiliteit ten aanzien van de hoeveelheid 
P die initieel in de bodem aanwezig is, en ten aanzien van het 
adsorptie maximum. Deze stochastische benadering laat zien dat grote 
verschillen.optreden tussen de gevonden resultaten en de resultaten 
voor een 'aan het veld equivalente kolom' met gemiddelde 
parameterwaarden, in overeenstemming met de Hoofdstukken 8 en 9. 
In Hsofdstuk 11 werd transport bestudeerd voor een denkbeeldig 
medium, dat bestaat uit twee poreuze materialen. Deze twee gebieden 
worden gescheiden door een scherp grensvlak evenwijdig aan de 
stromingsrichting, en hebben verschillende porositelten, snelheden, en 
redardatle factoren. Door de stof overdracht van het gebied (regio 1) 
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met een hoge transport snelheid naar het gebied met een lage 
transportsnelheid, wordt een asymmetrische doorbraakkurve gevonden 
voor het eerste gebied. De numeriek gevonden resultaten zijn In goede 
overeenstemming met een analytische oplossing. Voor de aanname van een 
perfecte menging In de richting die loodrecht op het grensvlak staat 
In regio 1 werd aangegeven, wanneer deze veronderstelling geldig Is. 
De genoemde veronderstelling wordt vaak gemaakt in de literatuur. 
In de bijlagen worden enkele extra resultaten beschouwd, die niet 
aan de orde kwamen In de hoofdtekst. In Appendix A werd een lopende 
golf oplossing gegeven voor het geval van transport met adsorptie 
volgens de Langmuir isotherm. In Appendix B werd transport onder 
veldomstandlgheden In een kolom beschreven. Het bleek dat de 
schokfront benadering In veel gevallen acceptabel kan zijn maar dat 
het verwaarlozen van het diffusie-precipitatie proces, zoals in 
Hoofdstuk 10, vaak een niet toelaatbare vereenvoudiging is. In 
Appendix C werd enige achtergrond informatie gegeven over de gebruikte 
verdelingen en In Appendix D evenzo over het Protokol Fosfaat 
Verzadigde Gronden. 
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APPENDIX A: A TRAVELLING WAVE SOLUTION FOR TRANSPORT 
OF A SOLUTE REACTING ACCORDING TO THE 
LANGMUIR ISOTHERM 
In this appendix, I present a solution for the shape and width of the 
front for a solute adsorbing reversibly according to the Langmuir 
isotherm. Consider the transport equation: 
J_ {p
 Q + ec} = 0 o i \ - JV || (A-i) 
5z 
Division by 9 and setting v = Jv/9 yields 
kl-f
 + c}=D -4-vg- (A-2) 
oz 
After t ransformat ion by s e t t i n g T) •» z - a t (dTi = dz = - a d t ) eq. (A-2) 
becomes: 
dTi 
This equation may be in t eg ra t ed for the cond i t ions 
I e - = o n -»• + •» 
dri — 
l i m c = c i 
T) ->• +00 
l i m c=c 
T) •> - » 
F i r s t we w r i t e 
Ac = c - c 
AQ = Q(c f ) - Q ( c 4 ) = Of - Qj 
The f ront ve loc i t y found by i n t e g r a t i o n of eq. (A-3)., i s given by 
a 
A-2 
9 Ac v 
p AQ + 0Ac (A-4) 
and i s seen to equal a = v/R, where R i s the f ront r e t a r d a t i o n f a c t o r . 
I n t e g r a t i n g eq. (A-3) from TI i s -» to T] y i e l d s : 
-a {f (Q-Qf ) + ( c -c f )} = D ^ - v ( c - c £ ) (A-5) 
After rearrangement and i n s e r t i o n of eq. (A-4) the r e s u l t i s given by: 
Equation (A-6) corresponds to eq. (9) of Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk 
[1987] for Cj =0. The r e l a t i o n between Q and c i s given by the Langmuir 
equa t ion . 
Q K c 
Q = - ^ ^ (A-7) 
Therefore 
AQ Q f-Q1 Qm K 
Äc" = Y ^ = ( i + K c f ) ( i + K c±) ( A _ 8 ) 
Q K (c - c ) 
Qf-Q » J + K c f ) ( l + K c ) ( A " 9 ) 
Hence eq. (A-4) may be r e w r i t t e n as 
v 0(1+K c )(1+K c ) 
3 =
 P (^ K + G (1+K c f ) ( l+K c t ) 
Inserting eqs. (À-8) and (A-9) into eq. (A-6) yields 
D 9 de \ K ' ( C - C i > ^ f ) 
a p dT) (1+K c)(l+K c ) (1+K c ) 
(A-10) 
( A - l l ) 
Equation ( A - l l ) i s rearranged as 
1+K c a p (^ K 
dC = n Q , 1 _ o , - W l . n r - N dTI ( A _ 1 2 > ( c - c 1 ) ( c - c f ) "" D e (1+K C l ) ( l + K c f ) 
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Now eq. (A-12) is integrated from T)R to TI where cR = ^ (cf +Cj). Before 
doing so, first multiply with (c£-Cj). 
For the left nand side of eq. (A-12) this yields 
c (1+K c) ( C J - C J ) 
' (c-c ) ( c - c „ ) 
CR 1 f 
c -(1+K c , ) (1+K c . ) 
- ƒ { * î — } dc 
'
 l
 c , - c c - c . J 
c_ f i 
[(1+K
 C f ) l n ( c f - c ) - ( l + K c 1 ) l n ( c - c 1 ) ] 
R 
c - c C - C C _ C 4 
(1+K
 C f ) l n ( ^ - ) - (1+K c ^ l n C ^ - ) (A-13) 
(A-14) 
I n s e r t i n g eq. (A-10) the r i g h t hand s ide becomes 
a p (^ K (Cj-Cj) ^ 
D 9 (1+K c ) (1+Kc ) J dT1 
i r TIR 
2 
v p (^ K ( C J - C J ) (H-T1R) 
Dip Qm K+9 (1+K c ) (1+K c , ) ) m i t 
The f ron t shape i s the re fore given by 
1+K c £ 
c , - c f 
f— 1 2 
K
c -c > v p Q K (c -c ) (n-n ) 
f R r m f 1 R \ , . ,
 C\ 
——— . - exp { } (A-15) 
f i ) i D(P O, K+3(l+K
 C i ) ( l + K c £ )} 
CR i 
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Assuming T)=T1R = O geeft then T1=T)R = O for c = c R = ^(c.-tc.). 
Defining the front as A-p belonging to the concentration interval 
(l-2e)Ac, and setting 
CT " Ci + e Ac 
c H = cf - e Ac 
\ - ^ L ) 
ATI = T). - T1H 
(A-16a) 
(A-16b) 
(A-16c) 
(A-16d) 
(A-16e) 
an expression may be obtained for the front thickness (see Figure A-l for 
an illustration). 
V*7—\ 
Figure A-l: Schematic representation of the front thickness 
Equation (A-15) is given schematically by 
Aal Kx 
-ÇJ- - exp { — r,} 
or also 
K 
— Ti = a, InA - b, InB (A-17) 
A - 5 
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 Z?T ' 2577 
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Working t h i s out f o r c L and c „ r e s u l t s i n 
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Hence 
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APPENDIX B: VALIDITY OF THE SHOCK FRONT ASSUMPTION 
FOR PHOSPHATE TRANSPORT AT FIELD 
CONDITIONS 
One of the major assumptions made in Chapter 7 [Van Der Zee and 
Van Riemsdijk, 1986] was that P displaces in soil as a shock front. 
The background of this assumption was that in case of high affinity 
sorption, the effects of dispersion and non-linearity in c of sorption 
counteract. This leads to a relatively sharp front, that moves through 
soil with a constant velocity and constant front shape, in case of a 
uniform soil profile. Examples of such travelling waves were provided 
(analytically) by Reiniger and Bolt [1972], Bolt [1982], Van Duijn and 
De Graaf [1984] (see also Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, [1987]), and 
in Appendix A. 
The solutions provided in the referenced literature were based on 
several assumptions, i.e., uniformity of the soil column, steady state 
flow, equilibrium sorption, and, in case the feed concentration 
exceeds the resident concentration: 
F (c) > 0 ; F (c) « 0 (B-l) 
While contraint (B-l) may be valid for most cases of practical 
interest for P-displacement, we are also interested in the validity of 
the shock front approximation in case of soil layering, fluctuations 
in the feed concentration, and of course non-equilibrium sorption. For 
those cases analytical solutions are hardly feasible, and numerical 
approaches must be used. 
The aim of this appendix is to briefly indicate that P-transport 
is sorption controlled, a relatively sharp P-front (sorbed plus 
dissolved) may be expected also in layered soils, and what the effect 
is of diffusion-precipitation on results as given in Chapter 10, where 
only adsorption was taken into account. This will be done for a soil 
resembling the NKR-1 soil (Chapter 5), a feed concentration of cQ= 3 
_3 
mol m (or zero), and realistic flow and dispersion parameter values 
as given in e.g. Chapters 9 and 10. 
Because exposure (I) may reach much higher values than in 
experiments as described in Chapter 5 and 6, a sorption function is 
needed that extrapolates to large I and is in agreement to findings in 
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Chapter 6. Instead of a polynomial of ln(I), that results in 
S ->• », I -»- », a function with a distinct sorption maximum was 
assumed: 
-K 
S = S / { l + B I s } 
m 
The value of B equals 
(B-2) 
B
 = (Sm - V / a 0 (B-3) 
where a 0 i s the f i r s t polynomial cons t an t , and K fol lows from the 
s 
polynomial c o n s t a n t s , and Sm. The r e l a t i o n (B-2) i s matched with the 
polynomial a t the point 1 = 1 and the point S - fc S,, ( see Figure B - l ) . 
S (mmol/kg i 
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polynomial 
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epilation (B-2) 
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In (I) 
Figure B-l :Exposure-sorpt ion curves : polynomial ( s o l i d l i n e ) and 
funct ion (B-l) (dashed l i n e ) . 
As in Figure B-l time used to c a l c u l a t e I i s in minutes , the second 
point (In ( I ) <8) f a l l s in the experimental ly evaluated domain of I . 
The curve given by (B-2) i s shown to approach a maximum va lue , chosen 
a t S,, = h M - (^ (Chapter 6, 7 ) . 
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Fronts are shown in Figire (B-2), assuming adsorption (Q) 
equilibrium, for the dimensionless quantit ies c =c/c0> Q =Q/Qm» $ = 
S/Sm, and F=F/Fm (equal to (Q + S)/Qm + Sm)). For a reference case 
with a uniform soil profi le , the c- front is shown in Figire B-2 for 
different times. The curves for different times are almost similar, 
and practically overlap when translated horizontally. 
dimensionless quant i ty 
1.0 
000 Q02 0.04 006 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 016 0.18 0.20 
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Figire B-2: Fronts for different times, reference case. 
This indicates that fixed front shapes, travelling at a constant 
velocity, are attained already after a few years of continuous P-
inflow. These fronts are relat ively sharp For Q, S, and F compared to 
the front obtained with linear (or no) sorption, nie to the kinetic 
nature of S, S and F do not become uni ty , and these fronts exhibit 
t a i l ing . For the analysis of Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1986] this 
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does not in validate their shock front assumption, as this ta i l ing is 
easily taken into account by adapting their affl (= Fffl/M). The gradual 
increase in c implies that even if the P-shock front arrives at a 
reference level , the assumption of an instantaneous increase of c» 0 
to c= 1 is not valid. Variation of flow or dispersion parameters in a 
r ea l i s t i c range has minor effects of the calculated front shapes, 
suggesting sorption control of transport. 
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Figire B-3: Fronts if the subsoil has a smaller metal content: subsoil 
i s 0.2<z<0,4 , M (subsoil) = M ( topsoi l ) /5 . 
Somewhat larger effects were found if layers with different values 
of M (and thus of Qm, Sm, Fffl) were present: Figire B-3. For this 
si tuation the kinetics (rate of approach of S to the maximim, S ) were 
kept the same for a l l layers, and only the maximim values differed. 
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Differences can largely be understood from the differences in the 
distribution ratio ( = pAF/9AC ) for different layers. 
For the soil considered also calculations were done if P-inflow 
stopped after 20 years. Taking also diffusion-precipitation into 
account (different from Chapter 10), is shown to affect the P-
redistribu tion process significantly. Even when c decreases rapidly 
with increasing time, precipitation accounts for a large fraction of 
sorbed P, in the subsoil that contains l i t t l e P at t= 20 years: Figure 
B-4. Because the concentration becomes already small at small times, 
the Q-profiles are shown. Redistribution is shown for a feed 
concentration equal to CQ= 3 mol.m J t i l l t= 20 years and zero feed 
concen t ra t ion a f te rwards . The upper par t of the curves resembles those 
of Chapter 10. Due to the p r e c i p i t a t i o n , the downstream f ront moves 
slower than in Chapter 10. The cross-over point a t z- 0.25 m gives the 
depth where c= c e and Q(c)= Q ( c e ) . At l a rge r dep ths , Q(c) < Q(ce) and 
the r e t a r d a t i o n i s die only to adsorp t ion . Therefore the f ron t s (of Q) 
move f a s t e r below z= 0.25 m. This i s seen from the secondary f ront 
tha t develops below t h i s depth. Inspec t ion of the S-fronts (not shown) 
for the s i t u a t i o n of Fig . B-4 showed tha t S i s s i g n i f i c a n t at depths 
l a rge r tha t the pos i t i on of the downstream f ront a t t= 20 y e a r s . 
Hence, f ront propagation v e l o c i t i e s of Chapter 10 (Q, c) a re in e r ror 
( i . e . , too h i g h ) . This r e s u l t i s of major importance for the protocol 
P - sa tu ra t ed s o i l s and i s cu r r en t l y subject of fu r ther s tudy. The 
r e s u l t s a lso i nd i ca t e r e l a t i v e l y sharp f r o n t s for Q, S, and F for 
t>20y, and also support the approximations made in Chapter 10 with 
r e s p e c t s to the Q-shock f ront in the s u b s o i l . 
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APPENDIX C: SOME PROPERTIES OF THE NORMAL AND 
LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
For easy reference some important properties of the used normal 
and lognormal distributions are presented. 
Consider the normally distributed variate X with probability density 
function (PDF) 
/ x = [sx /(2Tt)]_1 exp {-0.5[(X-mx)/sx]2} (C-1) 
with sx>0, and »<X<<». We denote t h i s d i s t r i b u t i o n by X=> l^n^, s x ) . 
The s t a t i s t i c s for the d i s t r i b u t i o n are found by moment theory . For 
the expecta t ion of X we wr i t e u = E{X }, (k= 0, 1, 2, . . . ) which 
i s the k- th raw moment. The k- th c e n t r a l moment i s given by 
ufc = E{(X - E {X})k} (0-2) 
These moments may be evaluated by 
\ = JZ xk fxdx (c~3a) 
(^  = ƒ_" (X -E{x})k /xdX (C-3b) 
t 
Now we have \i = 1 by definition, as /y is a density function. 
The expectation value equals p. -, which is mx for the normal PDF. The 
2 
variance, given by u„ , is easily found to be sv , and the 
coefficient of variation is then given by CV(X) = s^/my-
The reproductive properties are additive. This means that if 
n 
X= a + I b X b*0 (C-4) 
1=1 l t 
2 
where X. = N( nv , sv ) and X. (1= 1, n) are Independent, then 
i i 
X is distributed 
X=N(a + I b ^ , I b ts x ) (C-5) 
Hence, if a stochastic proces Xj is repeated independently M times and 
summed (e.g. M independent P-applications [Van Der Zee and Van 
Riemsdijk, 1986]) X = I X has the distribution 
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M M 
X = N(I mY , I SY ) = N(M m ,. M B ) (C-6) 
i=l h i= l h h \ 
This i s so because a i s zero and bj equals u n i t y . Note tha t M 
independent r e p e t i t i o n s of Xj implies for X tha t X= £ X. . In case 
of M per fec t ly c o r r e l a t e d r e p e t i t i o n s we have ins tead tha t the process 
i s mul t ip l i ed by a fac to r M, i . e . , X= MXj (where i has only one 
d i s c r e t e v a l u e ) . Hence, in tha t case [Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 
1986] 
2 2 
X = N(Mmv , M s„ ) (C-7) 
Xt X i 
For the lognormal d i s t r i b u t i o n eg. (1) becomes 
/ Y = [Y 8 x / (2 i t ) ]~ exp {0.5[(X - m ^ / s ^ } (C-8) 
where Y i s the exponential transform (exp X), hence X » In Y. 
2 
The lognormal d i s t r i b u t i o n for Y i s denoted by Y =A(m„ , s „ ) , where 
X i s normally d i s t r i b u t e d . That the d i s t r i b u t i o n of Y i s cha rac t e r i zed 
by the s t a t i s t i c s of X i s e a s i l y seen, as 
/YdY d 2 f / x dX (0-9) 
and 
/YdY - I /xdY = / x dlnY = /xdX (C-10) 
If i t i s not r e a l i z e d tha t Y i s d i s t r i b u t e d lognormally, one might 
2 
c a l c u l a t e the s t a t i s t i c s of Y ( i . e . , m^ and s ) assuming a normal 
PDF ( e q . l ) . The s t a t i s t i c s found then are r e l a t e d to those of X(=lnY) 
by the express ions given in Table C-l 
Table C-l: Equations r e l a t i n g the s t a t i s t i c s of Y and of X(=lnY), 
assuming both X and Y normal 
2 2 
my = exp (mx + h s x ) n^ = ln(my) - % s y 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
s y = exp(2mx + s x ) [exp(s x ) - 1] s x = l n ( l + (sY /mY)) 
median = exp (nu) median = HL. 
mode = exp (nu. - s„) mode = m^ 
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Figure C-l: The normal and lognormal PDF. Symmetric curve: normal PDF, 
N(0,0.5), assymmetrlc curve : lognormal PDF, A (0,0.5). 
Figure C-2: The lognormal PDF, A (0,sj) with s'' given at the curves 
2 ' 3 
Figure C-3: The lognormal PDF, A (m ,0.5) with m given at the curves. 
* X 
C-A 
2 
Hence if Y Is Incorrectly assumed normally distributed, Y=N(mY, Sy), 
2 
the coefficient of variation equals CV(Y)= /[exp(s„) - 1], while the 
median, mean, and mode do not coincide. That the normal and lognormal 
distributions have approximately the same shape for a small 
coefficient of variation follows from Figures C-l to C-3, and from 
Table C-l. Thus when CV(Y) -»-0 this implies that exp(s£)-»-l, i.e., 
2 „ 
s Y •*• 0. 2 I t i s r e a d i l y seen from Table C-l tha t for s + 0 the mean, mode, 
and median s t a r t to co inc ide , as they should for a normal PDF 
[Simmons, 1982, Van Der Zee and Van Riemsdijk, 1987]. 
The reproduct ive p r o p e r t i e s of the normal PDF being add i t i ve the 
same p r o p e r t i e s of the lognormal PDF wi l l be m u l t i p l i c a t i v e . 
Indeed if Y i s given by 
M pi M qj 
Y= r n Y / u n Y ( C - l l ) 
1=1 * J - l J 
where Yj, Y. are independent vartate sequences, that are lognormally 
2 distributed A(mY , sY ) and r = exp(v),u = exp (w) are positive 
A. . A. . 
constants, then '•' '•' 
Y = A(v - w + I
 Pjm - I q.m I pj s\ + I q* s\ ) 
J J
 (C-12) 
The agreement between eqs (5) - (7) and eq (12) is easily seen. 
Equation (12) is a somewhat extended version of eq. (22) of Van Der 
-2 
Zee and Van Riemsdijk [1987]. In their case of v ~ a (their eqs. 
2 2 33-35) the variance of v is given by s„ = (2 s. ) . 
° lnv v lna' 
Again, as with the discussion of eqs. (6) and (7), it Is noted that 
o 
Y'Yj^Y^ is not equivalent to 1=X^ , because in the latter case 
dependence and in the earlier case independence is assumed, 
implicitly. 
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APPENDIX D: PROTOCOL PHOSPHATE SATURATED SOILS 
The protocol Is a prescription on the detai ls of soil sampling, 
soil sample treatment and laboratory analysis, and data evaluation, to 
which in principle each field is subjected in a region suspected of 
harbouring many phosphate saturated so i l s . To bound such regions the 
Dutch Soil Survey Ins t i tu te compares regional P-surplusses and the 
estimated P-sorption capacity (similar to Chapter 6,8), using the 
c r i t e r i a developed in Chapter 7. Since preliminary calculations 
suggested that the problem areas may be large, the protocol will have 
to be manageable for a large number of f i e lds . 
Based on the findings of Chapter 7 we find an acceptable thickness 
(Lg) of the P-saturated layer as: 
L » Y e K c L (D-l) 
In eq. (D-l) L equals lm or a groundwater level (GG) that on average 
is exceeded only say 4 out of 12 months (i.e., shallower level), if GG 
is less than one meter from the soil surface. The depth, L, equals the 
depth of sampling. Sampling is done from 0-0.2 m and 0.2 m - L. 
Therefore analysis in the laboratory reveals differences in reactivity 
between the two sample layers. From Chapter 6 we have that reactivity 
is proportional to M (oxalate extractable metals, Fe + Al). 
Hence £, which gives an indication of reactivity changes with depth, 
may be estimated by e= tWM, , where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to 
the 0-0.2 and 0.2-L layers, respectively. The adsorption coefficient, 
K, was taken equal to those in Chapter 7, and is assumed to be a 
constant. In the same Chapter 7 the range of values of c , for which 
eq. (D-l) holds, is given. The value where eutrophication occurs is 
-3 -1 
set at 5 mmol.m , i.e., 0.15 mg PI . The parameter Y indicates how 
important the precipitation process is in the subsoil (below Ls)> 
assuming piston flow occurs also for depths larger than L . This last 
assumption proved to be valid in Chapter 10, where Y = F/Q equalled 
unity. In Appendix B it was indicated that the shock front assumption 
may be acceptable also if Y > 1» As to the precise value of Y 
uncertainty remains. The value of Y= 3 (i.e., F=F ; Q * Q ; a » a ) 
m
 m m 
may be somewhat optimistic at the long term, but appeared valid for 
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short times of Appendix B. 
Equation (D-l), with the product Y £ K c constant may be 
reformulated as 
Ls/L = constant (D-2) 
Hence, for any soil for which L and e was estimated the allowable 
value of Lg is known. In practice L follows from groundwater level 
maps, where 7 level classes are distinguished, and e results from the 
laboratory work,. We denote the acceptable value of Ls/L by Y. This 
value may be compared to the experimentally found value of Ls/L, 
denoted by Z. This value follows from the oxalate extractable amounts 
of the two layers 1 and 2 (with thickness Lj» 0.2 m, 1,2= L-0.2): 
Z= (L1 Pox(l) + L2 Pox(2))/<Ll Ml + L2 V (D"3> 
Thus we might conclude tha t a f i e l d i s P -sa tu ra ted if Z> Y. 
A refinement i s necessary , in view of the l imi t ed number of 
samples, used for the mixing samples on which PQX and M are assessed . 
Since P o x and M are ex t rac ted with a surplus e x t r a c t a n t , some sor t of 
capac i ty parameter i s obtained tha t i s not subject to r e - e q u i l i b r a t i o n 
p rocesses . Hence, an average M-value found for n samples may be 
expected to equal the M-value found for a mixing sample involving the 
n o r i g i n a l samples. I n t u i t i v e l y , if only one o r i g i n a l sample (n=l) i s 
used and the var iance of M i s s i g n i f i c a n t then the average value w i l l 
not be est imated w e l l . Suppose, we want to se t Z such tha t a t 97.5% 
confidence 
Z + A Z < Y (D-4) 
2 
For a variance of Z equal to s and using n samples for the mixing 
sample this yields [Snedecor and Cochran, 1982] 
(AZ)2 > 4 s2/n (D-5) 
The criterion (D-5) follows from the 95% two sided confidence interval 
for the mean of Z. However, a complication arises when the mean values 
of the variables Mj, pox(i)> and Z, (1-1,2) are not known, because of 
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the assumption made with respect to s • For practical reasons, it is 
impossible to assess the variances of the relevant variables for each 
field. To avoid this we may therefore assume that either s' is the 
same for all fields, or that the coefficient of variation, CV (=s/m, 
with m the mean value) is the same for all fields. Based on the few 
data at the field scale, it seemed more appropriate to assume that CV 
has a fixed value. In that case the uncertainty in the mean affects 
the value of s . An approximation taking this effect into account is 
(AZ)2 > 4 (s2/n) [1 + tn//4n] (D-6) 
which fol lows again from the 95% two sided confidence i n t e r v a l of the 
mean of Z, and where t i s the appropr ia te s t u d e n t - t a t sample s ize n. 
The c o n s t r a i n t s (D-5) and (D-6) a re shown in Figure D- l . 
Figure D-l : Cons t ra in t s for the r a t i o Z/Y to c l a s s i f y a f i e l d as 
Phosphate sa tu ra t ed or Phosphate unsa tu ra ted , where 
AZ= eY and the c r i t e r i o n Cn= Z/Y < ( l ' - e ) . 
Assumed was tha t CV(Y)= 0.3 
At sample s i zes of n=5 and n=15, we f ind AZ = 0.42 and AZ = 0 .20 , 
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r e s p e c t i v e l y . Hence, for n=5 we have Z< 0.58 Y, and for n=15 we have 
< 0.8 Y, in order to decide tha t a f i e l d i s not P - s a t u r a t e d . 
The c r i t e r i a based on eq. (D-4) and Figure D-l imply tha t animal 
manure disposal should be discont inued when Z exceeds a prescr ibed 
value which i s smaller than Y. The c o n t r a i n t becomes more demanding 
when the u n c e r t a i n t y , caused by a small number of samples, i n c r e a s e s . 
According to t h i s approach disposal i s not allowed on a r e spec t ab l e 
number of f i e l d s tha t would not be considered P-sa tu ra ted if the 
number of samples were l a r g e . Whereas, from the environmental point of 
view t h i s i s accep tab le , i t enhances the a l ready e x i s t i n g problems 
concerning a l t e r n a t i v e ways to dispose of manure. Because a l t e r n a t i v e s 
to on-land d isposa l have i n s u f f i c i e n t capac i ty compared to the manure 
q u a n t i t i e s tha t may not be disposed on land a l r eady , a d i f f e r en t 
c r i t e r i o n may be necessary . 
Thus, one may decide to ' f i n e ' ( force d i scon t inua t ion of on-land 
d i sposa l ) only in those cases tha t with l a rge confidence v i o l a t e the 
c o n s t r a i n t Z < Y. Then disposal on land i s allowed provided 
Z <. Y + AZ (D-7) 
at a chose confidence (e.g. of 97,5%). The corresponding criterium may 
be easily derived. Only cases that dearly violate the constraint Z < Y 
are fined. If the second approach is adopted, contra-expertise with 
the same or with a larger number of samples is likely to bring about 
the same decision as the original one, for a particular field. In the 
first approach (D-4) this is not the case. 
Which of the two approaches is still subject to discussion. The 
choice is only partly a technical one, as also considerations of a 
political and legal nature are involved. In view of the explanatory 
nature of the technical protocol [Van der Zee et al., 1988] only the 
environmental consequences of both approaches will be indicated. 
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